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RS5 stage 1 calibration and Audi software update. .
I had my RS5 remapped by Durham Remaps 2 years back. Been very happy with 
it. It was a 'light map' Had it in for a 'full beans map' today and the difference is 
incredible. Car is an absolute monster and puts a smile on my face. The lads there 
are so knowledgeable and professional. I would not go anywhere else. They also 
updated my audi software which was 7 revisions out of date! Been to Audi a few 
times and they never even mentioned it. They explained there was an update to the 
wastegate control which would likely be the cause of some of the fault codes I was 
getting. All sorted and very happy.

Gearbox oil change. Audi 3.0 tdi.
Totally professional and cheaper than main dealers I have used this company for 
years on three different cars.

My car was in today bmw 335d x.drive, to have popcorn limiter installed, 
I've also in the past had other work carried out stage2 remap and 
gearbox map custom downpipes fitted and exhaust amongst other 
work.
The job was done with professionalism as always, the guys at Durham Remaps 
really know there stuff. Friendly helpful and get the job done with perfection, they 
really are fantastic.i would not take my car anywhere else and will always use these 
guys and recommend to anybody without hesitation.Durham Remaps are the 
forefront of car tuning.

Replacement of control / pressure valves to turbo chargers.
The staff at Durham Remaps were incredibly friendly and approachable. They took 
the time to listen to my concerns and understand the issues I was experiencing with 
my vehicle. Their communication was clear and transparent, ensuring that I was 
well-informed throughout the entire process. The garage itself was clean, 
organised, and equipped with state-of-the-art tools and diagnostic equipment. It 
was evident that Durham Remaps invests in the latest technology to provide the 
best service possible. This attention to detail gave me confidence that my car was 
in safe hands. When it came to the repairs and maintenance, I was impressed with 
the expertise and knowledge displayed by their mechanics. They tackled the 
problems with precision and efficiency, ensuring that my vehicle was running 
smoothly once again. I could tell that they genuinely cared about the well-being of 
my car and went the extra mile to deliver outstanding results. One standout feature 
of Durham Remaps was their dedication to customer satisfaction. They not only 
fixed the specific issues with my car but also performed a comprehensive check to 
identify any potential problems that might arise in the future. This proactive 
approach impressed me and highlighted their commitment to providing top-notch 
service. Furthermore, the pricing at Durham Remaps was fair and reasonable. They 
provided a detailed breakdown of the costs involved, ensuring that there were no 
surprises when it came to settling the bill. The value I received for the quality of 



work performed was exceptional. In conclusion, Durham Remaps exceeded my 
expectations with their garage services. The combination of skilled mechanics, 
modern facilities, and outstanding customer service makes them a standout choice 
for any vehicle maintenance and repairs. I highly recommend their services to 
anyone in need of automotive care in the Durham area. I will certainly be returning 
to Durham Remaps for all my future car servicing needs. .

Stage 2 calibration + Adblue.
All went well and a great improvement to throttle response BHP up from 286 to350 
torque up to 701Nm.

Repaired ad blue faults, glow plugs and general service.
Excellent work by Ian and Dan. All done in the time specified and at the quoted 
price. No hidden extras when you go back for it which makes a pleasant change 
from most main dealerships who nearly always manage to tag something else on 
your bill.

Came in to get a stage 2 remap, down pipe and a back box delete for my 
1 series.
Car feels and sounds great now and customer service was very good also 
managed to get me a new diffuser as the one I brought in didn’t fit.

Car engine remap. .
Approximately 90 mins. Remap to reduce fuel usage and add power to engine. . 

Fourth time using Durham remaps. First class service no bull shit just 
plane talking. If you want a cheap job go back on Google and find 
somewhere else. Quality repairs by a company you can trust.
Remap and repair bodged coolant hose.

I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including 
services, upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a 
better service and would highly recommend to anyone.
I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including services, 
upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a better service and 
would highly recommend to anyone.

Stage 1 Remap on Mercedes Sprinter Campervan.
Excellent service, very friendly to deal with and explained everything in detail, made 
a big difference to the performance of my van, very happy with the work carried out, 
would use again for repairs etc if needed.

Upgraded breaks on my 5series all 4 corners.



Apex performance breaks and pads all corners, very helpful, friendly, and 
knowledgeable, I opted for the 3 months interest free payment. Defo will be getting 
more work done here in the future.

Engine light problem with cat and remap .
Very impressed with Ian & Dan customer care second to none There are a lot of so 
called specialists out there who clam to be able to do the job. But got let down by 3 
so called specialists. If I had gone to these first I would have saved at least £600 
Car is running fantastic I can’t praise them enough. If you're into cars these are the 
boys you go to in the north east not just Durham.

DPF repair and remap.
Good team of boys know exactly what they’re doing will definitely be back in future 
with my next cars.

Engine Remaping.
I have dealings with many garages across the North East who also use Durham 
Remaps, some will try and talk me into having work done on my car. Ian finally 
convinced me of then benefits of remapping. So went ahead, Ian and the guys kept 
me informed of the progress while I waited. Now I've given the car a couple of 
weeks for me to adjust I couldn't be more happier. Ian was true to his word on his 
costing. I would recommend anyone who has any hesitation to wait no longer get in 
touch with Durham Remaps and have the work done.

Dyno tune.
Took my car here to rectify a previous tune as my car was eating diesel and not 
running as it should, highly recommended they sorted it out car seems a lot better 
since been tuned on the dyno .

Car remap and exhaust work.
Completed to a high standard, on time and at the price agreed.

Remap stage 2 dsg tune.
Went to these guys to have my car sorted out as I previously had it remapped and it 
wasn't running right, these guys worked their magic and the results are outstanding, 
my cars like a completely different car, highly recommend.

Water tank replaced.
Ian was fantastic from start to finish, he advised me on price. After the job was 
complete I was given extra advice to make sure I was safe on the road.

I was having trouble with my DPF on my Jaguar . The garage that I use 
normally couldn’t sort it and recommended me to this company .



The lads here are genuine and don’t fill your head full of technical jargon which 
helps with me not been very clued up on mechanics . They fixed the problem the 
same day and the car now drives the best it ever has to be honest . I would 
Definitely recommend Durham remaps. professional , polite and genuine. Brilliant 
job , thanks lads !

Remap my BMW 435d engine and gearbox and fit bigger intercooler. 
Talked me through the full job. Phoned me as soon as completed and once again 
talked me through the process.

Car remap.
Excellent service from start to finish. .

Dpf removal, adblue delete and a remap.
Great job done as quoted and kept up to date as the job was done, nice friendly 
guys.

Car in for turbo , fuel pump , clutch and tune.
Outstanding service from Ian and Dan . Very informative and genuinely care about 
what they do . The results from this tune are outstanding without losing any 
driveability whatsoever. Would highly recommend .

Car was in to be diagnosed for a fault. They sere extremely helpful in 
explaining everything and the causes of faults.
Fantastic as always. They have remapped my car and car is running like a dream.

I had the swirl flaps removed from my BMW 116D ED plus (2015) and 
then opted for the Stage 1 remap. .
From start to finish, Ian and the team were brilliant to deal with. I am not a car 
enthusiast, so rang loads of places to ask about the issue and what they 
recommended. BMW insisted on a new Inlet Manifold (£900), and many "bmw 
dealers" offer to "remove swirl flaps and botch the hole" which I did not like the idea 
of. Ian was very clear on how they do the procedure, but i did not feel pressured to 
get the work done. Ian even offered me my deposit back if I didn't want the work 
done, which actually sold it for me. They talked me through everything, showed me 
the fix, the broken parts and then talked me through the remap process as well. 
10/10, honestly wouldn't go anywhere else! Worth the 2.5 hour drive. .

Bmw 440i Stage 2+ remap .
This was my 2nd visit down DR Remaps as had previously stage 1 tuned my 440i 
this time back in for a stage 2 + turn, as as expected top class work from them. Car 
is a monster now! Wouldn’t go anywhere else. .

Remap.



Job completed on time and satisfied with outcome. .

MOT, remapping .
Excellent service from start to finish, talked me through the process from start to 
finish, kept car clean as I left it there for the week due to my work schedule. 
Definitely recommend & will be returning for further upgrades very soon.

Engine and gearbox remap.
Took my Golf GTI to Durham Remaps. Had gearbox and engine remapped. They 
did a really good job. Gained 65 BHP +more torques. Very satisfied, top lads.

Stage one re-map. Mini Cooper S.
Excellent service as ever. Professional from start to finish.

Had mapping work carried out by the lads at durham remaps and i 
couldn't be more happier. Ian was very helpful with what I wanted and 
advised me on a few other things to get done which I had done.
If I could give a 12 out of 10 thats what I would give and highly recommend them to 
anyone.

Specialist remap with intercooler, exhaust conversion from standard 
double exhaust on one side to twin 4inch exhausts with diffuser 
change.
Durham remaps are simply the best about, I travelled over 2 hours to get this work 
carried out. Ian the boss was a pleasure to deal with, he guided me through what 
they would be doing and completed the job to a high standard and completely 
transformed my car the work speaks for itself. Very professional and experts in their 
field of work. .

Stage one remap on CLA 35 AMG.
Decided to use Durham remaps having been recommended by a friend who had 
work done with them. They have transformed the car, with great, yet safe figures. 
Great lads.

Replace faulty turbo .
Ian and Dan were very professional and kept me up to date with how the job was 
going. .

I had the exhaust, diffuser and gearbox oil flushed and changed.
The work was done to a high standard and I am very happy with all the work that 
has been done. Would definitely highly recommend. Will be visiting again .



I would highly recommend this company for any work need done on 
your pride and joy , very happy with all the work they have done for me , 
i have used this company a few times now and will continue to do so .
I have had done brand new custom exhaust , full service, remap and recently brand 
new coil packs and plugs , top service every time.

Major Service on Nissan X-Trail.
This garage is one of the few I trust. I was treat with respect and courtesy, the work 
was completed to my satisfaction and within the estimated cost. I also requested a 
general report on the condition of the car and this was done without charge, very 
happy.

Diagnostics and stage 1 custom remap.
I had my mk6 golf GTI in for diagnostics check and custom tune today and can 
honestly say Durham Remaps have transformed my car, it's more responsive and 
driveable all round with the extra power and torque. Ian answered all of my 
questions and knows his stuff, very knowledgeable and has done a fantastic job, 
would highly recommend Durham remaps, thank you.

Range Rover remap.
EGR delete / remap, the mechanic was very knowledgeable and efficient. I will use 
them again and recommend their services.

Had my VW Golf in for a stage 1 remap n the lads where spot on n give 
me a professional service.
Very good standers of work n very helpful lads very professional done all on time 
like they said.

Fresh remap plus fault rectified from previous remap elsewhere.
The car was previously remapped elsewhere but I wasn’t happy with the results 
from that company. Got in touch with these guys and they rectified the issues I had, 
gaining more horsepower and a lot more torque. The cars runs as it should have in 
the first place, very happy with the results.

Remap of 335D xdrive F31.
This is the second time I’ve been to Durham remaps as the service they provide is 
second to none. Great guys, very professional and they can transform your vehicle! 

Re-map of my car.
My Wife's T-Roc was unbelievably flat and gutless. I didn't expect much from a 1.6 
TDI But I did think it would be better than it was. The guys at Durham Remaps did a 
fantastic job though and gave the car a metaphorical boot. It now pulls surprisingly 
well, smooth power delivery and brings a smile to the face It's like the car has had 
an engine transplant. Fantastic job, well recommended.



Absolutely brilliant car feels so much more different would definitely 
recommend. I will 100% be coming back for future work.
Brilliant from start to finish, the staff are friendly, quick and very informative overall 
great.

Back box mod and stage 1 remap.
Remap definitely has improved responsiveness where there was a definite flat spot 
previously. Back box mod has given it shouty man pants at less than half the cost of 
a full sports system which would have made no real performance gain to my 
Lambo, I mean my Z4.

Full service, new exhaust and diffuser fitted, stage 1 engine & gearbox 
remap.
Got full service, new cobra exhaust and diffuser fitted and also stage 1 engine & 
gearbox remap. very very happy with work done, top quality job. car was in and out 
in a few hours with no problems. BMW 320d msport touring, what a difference the 
remap has made, car drives as it should now. would definitely recommend and will 
definitely be a returning customer.

Stage one remap on a 435d .
Great result from the work done and good service from the staff.

Mini Clubman Cooper - remap.
Very impressed with the result, a much drive and plenty low down/mid range power 
and much smoother drive with a very good progressive delivery on acceleration - 
different car altogether.

Had dpf and cat problems on second hand BMW 520d I’d just bought. 
They replaced both, and cleared the computer.
Performance was greatly improved. Had a bit of a rattle the next day, called them 
and it was addressed immediately. Very impressed!.

Carried out a stage 1 tune on my car and custom exhaust work.
Very happy with the service from these guys, I have been on 2 occasions for work 
on my car and I’ve been over the moon both times. Talked me through the remap 
process and the before and after results, very knowledgeable guys who you can 
trust with your pride and joy.

Remap and dpf fixed .
Excellent remap service very helpful and friendly made my astra gtc feel more 
responsive and smooth the extra bhp and torque has really made the car more 
enjoyable to drive thanks guys .



Remap.
Really pleased with the work from first contact, was done at cost stated and at a 
very high standard.

There was a whooshing sound coming from my engine while I was 
accelerating so was advised by a guy at national tyres to take it to 
Durham remaps so that's what I did.
I was seen too straight away the problem was spotted straight away and within an 
hour the problem was fixed was very impressed.

Jaguar XF Diesel S (2016) - Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, as always, on time and to budget. Worth travelling 2 hours north! 
Will use again.

Dyno test .
Went for a dyno reading on my golf r and wasn't happy with the results and was 
made aware of a couple of problems.decided on new remap and the results were 
above expectation.immensely happy with the job carried out by this 
company.excellent job and a vast improvement.would highly recommend this 
company to anyone wanting a good quality remapping company.top job.

A remap on my Audi A3. Initially only wanted an EGR blanking but with 
the added benefits described I chose to go with a full remap.
Very professional. Excellent base of knowledge and able to explain it in an 
understandable way. Not just completed the work in the given time stated, was able 
to give advice for best use of my car in the future (ie.notifying me the DPF was 
becoming blocked and was able to offer DPF cleaning additive to aid its long term 
cleanliness).

Full stainless steel exhaust system.
Job done quickly and to a very high standard. Complete stainless steel exhaust on 
Peugeot 206 cc 2006. All done to my complete satisfaction.

I got the Stage 1 remap from DR taking the car from 260-310hp so I am 
very pleased with that result. .
I managed to get booked in at very short notice; I messaged DR yesterday morning 
to enquire about the next available slot for a remap, they replied almost instantly 
and I was booked in within 20 minutes for the next day due to a cancellation. I got 
to the unit early doors, dropped off my keys and was met with perfect customer 
service from the get-go. The owner went out of his way to get my remap done pretty 
quickly (took 2 and a bit hours), just so I wasn't doing the long drive home at stupid 
o clock. 10/10 for the service.



Resonator delete - Leon Cupra.
Couldn’t be happier, messaged on Facebook to ask about work, got a quick 
response so got booked in straight away. Couldn’t have been nicer and did a great 
job, car sounds just the way I wanted it to and will definitely be back if i need 
anything else done.

I had a remap carried out on my vehicle, the people that I dealt with 
were friendly knowledgable & very professional.
Engine software updated, DPF cleaned, engine remapped to provide superior 
torque & improved mpg.

Diesel depositary filter and remap.
Engine management warning light on. Vehicle eventually going into limp mode on a 
journey. .

Diagnostic check and remap. .
Excellent customer service and the lads couldn’t have done more to help. . 

Amazing Custom Exhaust.
This is the second time I have had my BMW 5 series Touring into Durham Remaps, 
first was for a Stage 2 custom tune and this time it was for a full M5 style custom 
exhaust and got to say they didn’t disappoint, fantastic work guys, well impressed. 
Thank you.

Change diesel injectors on the engine.
Really pleased with the work carried out on my car following a breakdown. The 
guys at Durham remaps kept me in the loop with the faults and repairs. Very 
professional, well done & thank you very much!!!.

Car remap. .
Very good. Could not fault the people or the job. .

Car in for new intercooler, ecu and gearbox remap.
Would definitely recommend and will definitely be using them again for further work. 
Got some extra power from my car that a previous map couldn't. Completed the job 
with zero fuss and my car is running spot on now. .

New exhaust.
Remaps completed a very good job and they worked extra to get it completed 
which was very much appreciated. Would definitely recommend. .

Quad exhaust conversion for bmw 335d.
Amazing service and quality of work. Wouldn't go anywhere else. 5*.



Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! 
Managed to help me with something that other garages couldn't.
Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! Managed to 
help me with something that other garages couldn’t.

Gearbox flush/service on my Bmw 645 ci convertible.
Was told to drop car off for 0830am and was told the job would take 3-4 hours, right 
on time the job was completed and was given a verbal explanation of further 
remedy work which might be needed. Very good service, all done on time. Highly 
impressed .

Had my "bucket of slugs" XC60 AWD Remapped.
The car arrived as an ailing pensioner trying to run with their knees tied together. It 
was a sorry pile to be fair. These guys gave me a car with the same number plate, 
same colour, even had the same CD in the player. It drove like a new car and went 
from slug to scolded cat in a blink. Outstanding work, everything explained and one 
very happy teddy indeed! Recommended at the highest level 

Freelander 2011 Turbo boost hose replacement and DPF clean.
Good service. Problem fixed and car running well. .

Custom rolling road stage 1 tune - RS5 B9.
Once again - superb expertise and professionalism. My last car tune with Durham 
remaps ran faultlessly for 4 years and I expect this will be the same. Totally 
transformed car and happy customer.

Limiter and remap.
Good job / professional service / friendly team.

Various engine work Inlet & exhaust manifold gaskets New turbo 
Service.
Good lads that know their stuff. Had a poorly 530D with a couple of faults that they 
diagnosed straight away & repaired. .

Remap on my BMW 320i X-Drive. .
Happy with the result and overall improvement with the driving experience of the 
car, especially with the benefit seen in the sync of the four wheel drive system to a 
reduction of the original throttle lag. Friendly informative approach by Dan from 
onset to completion, no concerns at all.

Car remap.
First class job. Did exactly as I asked on price and on time. .



Stage 1 Re-Map.
Everything well explained, process and expectations. .

Car battery power loss, replace with new battery & test. .
I turned up unannounced on a Monday morning with a duff battery. Dan ran a test 
to discover the car battery was faulty. He sourced a new one within 2 hours. .

Full exhaust and remap .
So happy with this my car is running well good now thanks so much to Durham 
remaps .

Exhaust upgrade on my Volkswagen scirocco 2.0 tdi.
Overall I was very impressed with the job, car was ready to be given back to me 
within the specified timeframe they gave me as I delivered my car. Car is running a 
lot better than before I had this job done. Very happy.

Very professional and I'm happy with the work carried out.
Remap service.

Had my Skoda octavia remapped egr delete and dpf delete. Cracking 
job.
Good job car is running better than ever.

M6 Gran Coupe stage 2 Remap.
great service from the start, lads are obviously passionate about cars & know there 
stuff. When all was complete with my car they showed me their demo car and the 
work that was upcoming on it. Great service, friendly and smashed some big 
numbers out on my remap compared to previous tune 748BHP / 936Nm. Would go 
back & would recommend to others.

Custom exhaust.
Super dooper job happy with job sounds sexy When I took my Subaru here it 
sounded like a Corsa after the work was completed it sounded like a beast of a 
Subaru bumble bumble.

They renewed the rear suspension and oil change and my Jaguar .
So honest and reliable, everything was explained in fine detail. From start to finish I 
was kept up to date with the progress and a garage that uses genuine parts is a 
massive plus in my opinion. Wouldn’t use anyone else .

Went to get my card checked as another mechanic aid I needed a full 
new front suspension, the lads at the garage checked over the car just 



needed 1 front suspension arm and a rod replacing. A fraction of what 
I’d been quoted by another company.
Quick service. The lads were friendly and professional. Car is running loads better 
can feel the difference. Will be going here from now on. Thanks again! .

Booked 335d in for software upgrade to ecu.
Car was put on a 4x4 dyno to check for power and torque figures . Then remapped 
and ran again on dyno . Results were amazing . Car drives smooth as . Instant 
throttle response and gear changes rapid. More mpg . Cracking job by Dan .

Updating of vehicle electronics to enhance engine performance & fuel 
economy.
From delivering my vehicle to the workshop, to collection at the estimated time, the 
professional manner of service was a pleasure to experience. Every detail was 
explained in a professional & clear manner.

Stage 1 remap on Golf R.
Brilliant service, really good. Makes the car car go from fast to very fast, runs 
smoother now, increased horse power. Ian is a nice guy. Knowledgeable and 
professional. Can't fault them.

Installed new downpipe & custom resdelete.
The job was completed within the time frame & budget agreed. The job went 
smoothly and when I wanted additional tweaking, they did this at no extra cost.

Brake pads , engine management fault, filter .
Knowledgable, polite and work carried out efficiently , it's got to be 15 out of 10 *. 

Remap plus forge intercooler.
I took my 208 gti 65plate for a remap to durham remaps. and I was blown away. 
transformed the car! with power and torque! but i did not stop there I went and 
booked the after market forge intercooler!! They supplied and fitted and wow!! what 
a difference it made! The power was there and flew through the gears. plenty more 
mods to do! Durham remaps done an awesome job! thanks! well chuffed!!.

Inlet manifold replacement and remap.
Initially the work was only for a remap but the garage discovered an engine fault 
which had previously gone undetected They rectified the fault and carried out the 
remap.

to replace 2 auxiliary drive belts.
the 2 auxiliary drive belts were worn and cracked and needed to be replaced.



Repairs to exhaust system.
Done quickly. Good repair. Cheaper than quoted. Very satisfied. .

Engine remap.
Job was done on time and to a very good standard. Good,knowledgeable lads. 

REMAP OBD2.
Completed job has made a marked difference to the performance of the car. More 
than satisfied with the outcome.

Engine and gearbox remap, gearbox service, exhaust muffler change. . 
Fantastic work car has turned out better than expected, the company gave 
complete transparency throughout and operated under full restriction guidelines. I 
would definitely recommend and will be using again partly due to the customer 
service that I received .

Initial stages of renovation of a bmw e39.
Great service and kept me abreast of all stages of work.

Back exhaust and stage 1 remap.
The job was completed as per my instructions to my exact spec. Fantastic 
company. Very friendly and extremely knowledgeable. Work was carried out to a 
high standard. .

Stage 2 engine and gearbox remap.
Fantastic results gained.

Full service, MOT and remap. .
From making the initial appointment to the job being completed, everything went so 
smoothly. Excellent job. .

Remap. .
Work carried out to excellent standard . Very helpful work force. .

Remap of 30D BMW. .
Car runs smoother , no more flat spots .

Custom exhaust .
Excellent service from start to finish really helpful lads and excellent quality 
workmanship.had custom exhaust fitted and looks really good would recommend to 
anyone wanting modifications.

Second remap due to software update at VW.



Excellent friendly service. Completed in timescale I was told. Due to weather 
condition the trip to and from DR was at the same speed. There was a 7 MPG 
increase in economy which was the same as last time. Gear change is super 
smooth and performance is so much better. Can't say better than that. 

Replacement of part exhaust. .
Quick response. Total solution to the problem. .

I have a Smart Fortwo 1.0 Turbo it required custom exhaust work and it 
also had engine remap.
All work was carried out in the specified time. The results are excellent. Feels like a 
different car, so much better. I'm very happy.

Repairing the catalytic convertor.
They were friendly from the outset and booked me in last minute after an 
emergency. They were incredibly friendly, gave an honest opinion from the off. They 
contacted me promptly when the work was completed and explained what they'd 
done. The car is fully restored and I couldn't be happier with the work!.

Remapping.
Excellent job.

Took my van for a remap, was after extra power as i am converting it 
into a camper.
Great job, changed the van completely, very polite and knowledgeable, guided me 
the whole way through, great work.

Had a oil leak on my turbo causing all sorts of issues with my car. All 
sorted now thanks to the lads at DR! Cars running better than ever! 
Thanks .
Changed turbo and rectified my running issues! Would highly recommend!.

Range rover sport DPF problem.
Durham Remaps identified the problem and put right. very happy with service .

I had an engine fault code on my car, they advised me of the issues. 
They were able to fix 1 issue but advised I needed to visit an auto 
electrician for the other issue. Took to 2 different garages after cost me 
further charges, took back to Durham remaps.
The lads that work here especially Dan has helped me out so much. After been 
given the run around from 3 different garages they diagnosed the issue and went 
above and beyond to help me out. He conducted research and made phone calls to 
solve my issue on the smallest budget (as it's near to Christmas). They have 



fantastic knowledge and are brilliant at their job to go online with very fair prices 
and great bunch of lads. Wont be taking my car anywhere else from now on. 

Remap.
Quick, polite and professional. .

They remapped my ford ranger 3.2s ECU.
They remapped my ford ranger wildtrak 3.2 to give much better power delivery and 
MPG. Grand job.

Completed a Stage 1 remap and brake fluid service .
Perfect from start to finish, customer service was great and very pleased with the 
job overall .

BMW 335d Ecu/Tcu tune .
Followed this company on Instagram for a while and saw they know their stuff when 
it comes to the F30 335d, contacted them via email which led to a call to discuss 
what was available for my car, prices and booking an appointment. I arrived at DR 
at 8.30am on a Saturday morning dropped off my car with a very polite gent and 
was told I could collect the car at 12.30Pm if I wasn’t called before. I collected my 
car at 12.30pm and wow it feels like a completely different car, with a 90bhp and 
140nm gain the power is now smooth and progressive. Gear changes are 100x 
smoother and when using the box in manual the gear changes are lightening quick. 
Definitely worth the money! .

Car re-map.
Excellent job done by very competent lads. Very pleased overall. .

Took my Audi A3 to these guys today and I would highly recommend to 
anybody. Had a stage two remap and I’m over the moon with it. Thank 
you again and will see you again soon for more work :) .
Highly recommend .

Gearbox not selecting 5th and 6th gears and ABS and ESP warning 
lights on.
Both gearbox and ABS/ESP problems fixed, work as always done to a high 
standard.

Remap of My Mercedes GLA car.
Excellent Job done on time and made driving my car much more enjoyable. A 
noticeable difference in power and Torque. .



Remapped my car .
Job completed as expected, reassurances given for future requirement to remap if 
required.

Stage1 remap.
Had my Golf GTD in for a stage 1 engine remap with these guys and I must say 
what a great job they have done. Over the moon with the difference mid range. Very 
friendly and professional, answering all my questions. I will definitely be back for 
more work and would not hesitate to recommend them. Thanks fellas.

Turbo and exhaust repair .
My Turbo had suffered significant damage. Upon leaving it with Ian they done a full 
inspection of the car and turbo finding multiple issues. With working away I had to 
leave the car with them. The communication and work from Ian and his team was 
outstanding. I would highly recommend Durham Remaps friendly and very 
professional service. .

Engine diagnostics and remap.
Diagnostics performed and problems resolved, then remap done transforming the 
performance of the car.

Remap on Mercedes E250.
Got my Mercedes e250 remapped off these lads and what a hell of a difference its 
made, would highly recommend them to anyone wanting this or other work 
done..very helpful lads much appreciated.

Remap and service.
Very good job on my car was kept well informed of what was going on, and i will 
100% be back for more work. Staff really polite especially the manager.

Gearbox remap, stage 2 software, Centre box delete and weld. .
Excellent service from start to finish. Completely transformed my car. Couldn't be 
happier. Great bunch of guys. I'd recommend to anyone. .

Stage 1 performance remap on a 2018 Audi S4.
Outstanding job. Gains over and beyond what I was expecting/what was 
advertised.

Engine and gearbox remap .
Had an engine and gearbox remap on my Octavia VRS to increase bhp and 
smoothness of gear changes on my dsg gearbox. Overall very happy even though I 
did have to take it back for the gearbox remap to be rectified due to a small issue 
but they were very accommodating and sorted it out with no further issues to report.



Had car in for remap well impressed could feel difference straight away. 
Unbelievable job by the guys transformed my car completely. staff very friendly and 
helpful would recommend too anyone Thanks lads much appreciated .

Egr and dpf delete.
I had the egr and dpf delete done and I had some issues with the tune of the car 
but dan was quick of the mark to get my car back in and sort the problem, great 
service .

Gear box flush.
So far so good, very impressed .

Got a full stainless steel exhaust.
I asked for a cat back system with a nice subtle tone not too loud either. and asked 
if the job will be done for a certain time they reply with I cant make any promises 
but we'll try. And they came through for me! On time and ready for my car to be 
picked up I was over the moon with the job! The lads are very helpful and 
supportive on what I wanted for my car! they weren't miserable like some places 
are these chaps love cars and mods! They are very happy and helpful will 
recommend to any one!!!.

Car service Tuning Life time exhaust .
Very pleased with the car after the work was finished. It was exactly what I was 
expecting and more. The guys at Durham remaps listened to what I wanted and 
carried out the work perfectly. And their advice was brilliant.

Back box delete, front brakes and ECU tune and calibration.
Had my V6 Touareg booked in today with the team and they did an awesome job. 
Back box delete with stainless steel pipes and larger tips. ECU stage 2 and 
gearbox tune along with EBC front discs and yellow pads. So pleased with the 
work, just making the list of what is next! Helpful guys, great service! Well done and 
Thank you!.

Remap.
Very polite, obviously knew what they were doing. Superb results and very nice 
people.

Exhaust silencer added to car.
Added silencer within 2 hours of drop off , got car back a hour early. highly 
recommended.

Stage 2 mapping With upgraded intercooler and others.



These guys are fantastic. I would highly recommend using their services, I did a lot 
of research on different companies and these guys got great reviews so I went with 
them and believe me I'm not disappointed. Very professional service and they know 
their stuff. My car now drives like a totally different car. Thank you so much to all the 
team. A* service.

Engine and Gearbox remap.
Excellent from the moment I contacted them to the moment I picked up my car. Did 
everything as expected and the car now drives better than it did as standard. Very 
impressed. .

Stage 2 remap|audi s3.
Work carried out to the best standard. No shortcuts taken. Very impressed with the 
results of the remap.

Remap of my car.
Put my Merc A35 in to Durham remaps and the service was first class. All the staff 
was very helpful and very professional from start to finish. The performance of the 
car is amazing. Will be taking my next car for a remap.

Booked my car in for a remap and dpf delete. Spoke to dan throughout 
and couldn’t be happier with the customer service provided. And the 
difference to the car now is amazing. Thanks for everything.
Couldn’t be happier with all aspects of work & customer service throughout. . 

Remap.
Very knowledgeable, efficient team. High standard of work carried out. .

Stage 2 remap inc intercooler and trans cal`.
Excellent service and description of the work to be carried out. Great knowledge. 
Great facility. .

Car modifications.
I couldn't fault 'Durham Remaps' one bit.
I was given sound advice on what my options were with my vehicle and was 
regularly updated as work was being carried out.
They totally transformed my car.

Engine tune.
Increased engine power and improved MPG.

Remap of new VW 'UP!' GTi.



A1. I'm very happy with the work done.

EGR valve went faulty. .
The lads who worked on the car were great.
Had the issue resolved much quicker than expected.

Vehicle remap.
It's like someone has taken a corset off the engine.
It is so much more pleasant to drive.
It is a small diesel family car so we weren't expecting huge gains, but the difference 
in sheer use-ability is astounding.

Flexi pipe damage.
My exhaust was hanging off. Got me in the next day as I needed my car for work. 
Very helpful and friendly. Definitely recommend. Definitely use again.

Stage 2 Inc dyno.
Outstanding all round care from start to finish.
Even supplied a courtesy car.
Excellent service.

Remap of Ford Kuga.
Very good power upgrade.
Friendly and knowledgeable team.
Would definitely recommend Ian and his guys.

Great service, everything was explained to me... .
I got what I expected, very good service, great lads and manager,.. really good feed 
back ..and well impressed with the job taken out on my bmw 330d msport.. .

Had a remap and dpf removed.
Great customer experience and fast too.
Would definitely recommend again.

Proper remap and power flush of auto gearbox.
Top service and the lads there are so friendly.
Such a great atmosphere.
Thank you Ian and the lads. You've transformed my car into a weapon!. 

Replacement of factory exhaust to a custom made stainless steel one.



Very impressed with the work carried out. Exhaust now looks and sounds a million 
times better.

Remap and exhaust welding and body kit. .
Amazing service. Quality and fitting as promised.
Very quick.Worth the money.

Remap on work van to fix a fault.
Job was completed and had the vehicle back after 3 hours.
5* service and a great team of lads.

Automatic gearbox flush.
Made a big difference.
Gearbox works as it should after the flush.

Turbo replacement on my ds3.
3rd time that I've used these now.
I can’t fault them. The car drives perfect now.

Re-map of vehicle on board computer. .
Job handled politely, efficiently and on time. Listened to my requirements and 
worked accordingly. .

Golf R haldex service.
Second time using 'Durham Remaps' and they will be looking after my Golf R from 
now on.
Very knowledgable and know what they are doing and very good rates.
Wouldn't hesitate recommending for all your cars needs.
Thanks.

Remap and intercooler.
Top service and lots of advice.
Very quick and I'm looking forward to coming back for more work.

Stage 3 Mapping on Mk1 Fabia Vrs.
The work carried out is outstanding, achieving excellent power and torque figures of 
235bhp and 480nm from my hybrid setup.
Took this car to another level, while maintaining everyday driveability and 
smoothness on motorways.
Friendly and professional staff. I dealt with Dan, whom I found to be very 
knowledgeable about my Vag group engine.
To top off my experience, I was offered a courtesy car for the day.
All round great experience.Thanks.



Stage 1 remap Ecu and tcu.
Amazing service and work carried out.
Pleased with the results and great communication.
Extremely happy with my car's results. I'd highly recommend and would always use 
these gents, although I’m 6hours away.

Re-map of my Skoda Yeti, for increased BHP.
Excellent, friendly and helpful service.
Explained everything to me. I would use these guys again.
Dan is a star.

Stage 2 remap.
Just blew my mind on the performance change.
Superb. Worth every penny.Very professional.
Would recommend them to anyone. More than happy with the job.
5 stars.

Broke down outside Leeds. Car went into limp mode. AA provided a 
temporary fix to get us to Durham. Nice man at Kwik Fit recommended 
'DR'. Boy -was he right!.
Absolutely amazing service from these guys.
They got the job done quickly for us, so we could get on our way up to Scotland.
Ian was brilliant and a lovely guy, who even drove us to our hotel. You’re a star Ian! 
Could not recommend highly enough. Car got us up to Loch Ness and back home 
to Kent, with no further problems.
Thanks guys.

Remap car.
Had my Range Rover Sport mapped and I'm over the moon with the performance! 
Ian and the lads did a brilliant job and I can’t thank them enough.

DPF engine management faults. .
Car was repaired in one working day.
Courtesy car was provided. Ian and his team did a very good job.
My car has never ran as good.

Stage 1 remap. .
Great customer service.
Explained in detail how the remap worked and answered a lot of questions that I 
asked.
I'm very pleased with the job.

F30 335dx Stage 1 remap.
I had my 335d remapped today and the results were absolutely unbelievable.



It feels like a totally different car even in ECO. ECO now feels like sport used to! 
418bhp > 317bhp 720Nm > 590Nm.
Ian and the rest of the lads were great to deal with from start to finish and know 
more about bmw maps than anyone I’ve came across.
I would definitely recommend!.

Stage 1 remap.
Having been recommended by a friend, 'Durham Remaps' did not disappoint.
Very friendly and helpful. I felt very at ease quickly and well looked after.
I was able to call with only a few hours notice and I had a slot booked in for the 
same day. 10/10
Excellent service, support and a warm reception.

Replacement turbo for diesel engine. .
Excellent customer service and quality of work.
We had just set off on a driving holiday to Scotland when the problem occurred.
The team ordered and fitted a new turbo in just over 24 hours.
Extremely helpful people.

Had my front and rear brakes done. Had the engine checked over and 
oil change too. .
Excellent customer service.
Ian and his team were friendly and professional throughout and did an excellent job 
with my car.
Would highly recommend.

Stage 2 remap and backbox delete.
Job completed on time and on budget.
Great bunch of lads. Car feels totally different now.
Would definitely recommend and would definitely come back with the next car. 

Brake upgrade and engine service.
Excellent service provided by the lads at 'Durham Remaps'.
Professional service, at a competitive price.

Overall it was a pleasant experience, I was greeted at the front desk by 
one of the employees who had a very positive attitude and was willing 
to answer any questions and queries that I had, when receiving the car 
back they outlined problems that they had.
Overall the job done was fantastic, the staff were fantastic and the service was 
amazing, and the job was done faster than expected! .

I have read a lot about 'Durham Remaps' and I wanted my car to run 
more efficiently and have overtaking power.



The majority of the car journeys are to and from school, shops and a general taxi 
(albeit an expensive one) for our children’s other hobbies.
On the way back home (25 miles), I noticed the pick-up straight away and the extra 
bhp/torque was a big difference.
I have a large heavy SUV and it’s a very sound-proofed car.
Great results and really impressed with the service, knowledge and being able to 
answer the questions you have.
A job well done.

Remap.
Work carried out efficiently and promptly. I was told it would be done by 11.30"am 
which it was. .

Stage 2 remap, intercooler fitter, gear box remap and a panel filter 
change ion a 435d xdrive.
Excellent service. 100% happy with the work. Can’t fault it.
Lads are spot on and know what they are talking about. Would highly recommend. 

So the Range Rover Evoque had a fault stating gearbox problem and 
stuck in 2 wheel drive, on closer inspection and diagnostic Durham 
Remaps identified the problem been Haldex Module inc Haldex pump 
and new wiring required.
I couldn’t fault them at all such a professional and friendly team with A++ results I 
highly recommend. All the work done and at a fraction of the cost from the main 
dealer definitely getting my services in the future. .

Eco remap Mondeo 2.2 tdci.
Excellent work. Worth every penny.

Remapped my Mercedes C220 diesel.
Very impressed with the work done, the knowledge of the guys and the customer 
service, couldn't recommend enough.

Done Stage 1 remapping. Ford focus 2.0 tdci mk3. Talked about 
possible stage 2 upgrades.
They are very helpful and friendly. Car is running amazing. Throttle response is spot 
on, wow the power increase. Work was done sooner than predicted. Helpful with 
stage 2 upgrades, possible in the near future. Really good idea with Spread to cost 
options.

Stage 1 remapping on Ford focus 2ltr tdci.
Over exceed my expectations. More power and torque. Running sweet. Throttle 
response is amazing. Job was completed under the estimated time. Friendly 
service and know exactly what doing.



Engine remap and diagnostic and rectification of turbo fault.
Would highly recommend these to anyone and everyone, from initial phone call, 
through to collection, and even help afterwards, Dan and his team were courteous, 
professional and most importantly very capable. They know what they're doing and 
do it well (the best value comes when the job is done right), will definitely return for 
any other servicing/mot etc need doing, thank you!!!.

Car tuned.
Wonderful job, car now runs as it should - nice and smooth.

The work carried out on my Audi A4 3.0V6 was absolutely bang on. The 
lads here at DR know what there on with. Work carried out: Stage 2 
Engine Remap 330bhp 619Nm Torque Stage 2 Gearbox map Egr Delete 
DPF Delete Full Service DYNO Verified 

Van remapped for economy.
Excellent job.

Swirl flap delete and custom map/dyno tune.
Extremely happy. I bought a used BMW 1 series a few weeks ago and it felt 
sluggish.
Took it in to 'Durham Remaps' who found the swirl flaps were clogged up and not 
opening and the rod was partially disconnected from the motor.
One swirl flap delete and custom map later, I now have a car which is twice as 
quick as what it was when it went in.
Very, very happy and will be using them again.

Remapping my car.
My Renault Clio RS200 was remapped by Ian at 'Durham Remaps'.
He done a brilliant job to the car. Everything I wanted was completed.
The car now has no more flat spots and is very smooth on the power.

Full service on car and diagnostic.
Great, professional and friendly.
The lads greeted me and went through the work I wanted.
They were very helpful with their advice and the jobs were done on time and within 
budget.
I highly recommend this company to anybody wanting auto works.



Will use again. THANKS LADS.

2nd time I've used these guys. This time around, I got remap and carbon 
clean.
Car pulls so well now limited it to top end to enjoy the acceleration.
Feels so much better. Cheers lads.

Brought my f30 330d in for a stage 1 remap.
The job was carried out exactly as stated. Absolutely flawless.
Drove 150+ miles home, no issues whatsoever.
Could not recommend enough.

Stage 1 remap. Software roll back.
Excellent job. Very helpful and punctual.
Very pleased with the result.

Repaired car and installed new turbo.
Well carried out, with time taken to make everything right.
Great work. Great prices and service with a smile. 100%.

Full custom SS exhaust / Wagner Intercooler EGR Delete.
I was looking to get this work done, but didn’t really know exactly what I wanted so I 
got in touch with the lads at 'DR'.
They were very helpful in explaining everything that they could do and what the 
outcome would be.
The outcome was spot on, if not better than they explained.

ECU remap on a CLA45. .
Excellent job done.
Staff were very friendly and knew what they were doing.
Very impressed. Will definitely use again.

Stage 1 remap.
Would highly recommend these guys for all your car tuning needs.
Very happy with the work carried out.Very helpful guys that will answer any 
questions asked.

2nd car I've had remapped here and 3rd remap, these guys know what's 
best for my Audi. .
Excellent job done and service and customer service is brilliant .

My bmw went in for stage 1 remap, went back for stage 2.
My car developed a sensor problem and i took the car back for them to look over it 
and they sorted the problem free of charge even know it was a fault with the car 



and not the software. I'll definitely be back for more power. I dealt with Ian and Dan, 
both very knowledgeable and helpful.

Remap on Abarth 595 .
I came to Durham remaps after having a bad experience elsewhere with a very 
poor remap. They sorted the car out and explained the whole process. The cars 
now running amazing. An absolutely great job, with a real custom remap unlike 
most generic remaps offered by other companies. Excellent professional service. I 
wouldn't take my cars any where else. Five star outstanding service. .

Just had my Audi A4 stage 1 remap done.
Unbelievable outcome. They managed to get nearly 90 Bhp gain.
Would definitely recommend. Excellent work, excellent service and staff.
Will do anything to help you.

L200 remap.
This job was carried out in a professional manner and to a high standard.

Remap of VW T5.1van.
The guys were extremely knowledgeable and it shows that this company have been 
in the business for some time now.
I had heard a few recommendations of the company over the years. They are one 
of the only companies in the area that will use the dyno for vans such as mine.
There was absolutely no pressure after ringing for a quote.Just good advice and 
recommendations.
Friendly guys and fair pricing. The van drives like it has always been this way, if that 
makes sense, but the increase in power is brilliant.
I've left it a few weeks before I've given this review and I can't fault what they have 
done.
Massive improvement in the vehicle, which is well worth the price.

Engine remap. .
3rd time back to get my diesel Mercedes remapped.
Another great job and very pleasant staff. Hence my 3rd visit.

Engine remap.
Fantastic job done and guys very informative.

Modified exhaust, to allow tow bar to be fitted.
Excellent service. Recommended by a neighbouring company.
The job was to a very high standard. Very professional service.

2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap 
+Exhaust back box delete.



2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap + Exhaust back 
box delete LONG TERM REVIEW Its now been 1 Year today since the mods were 
carried out and i have been over the moon with the work Ian and the guys at 
Durham Remaps have done. My first impressions from the first phone call to the 
work being completed have been excellent with superb customer service and 
expert knowledge with clear and accurate advise. All work was completed within the 
time frame specified. WOW!, what a difference to the performance, its still putting a 
smile on my face, even a Year later!!!. I am pleased to report i have had no issues 
at all with my car over the past year. It has run perfectly. Despite the extra power l 
have still seen an improvement of 4-5 MPG Some Nerdy facts for anybody intrested 
(or not!) VW Manufacture Quoted Power = 240hp @ 500nm Duram Remaps - Pre-
Remap Dyno Figures = 239.5hp @ 529nm Duram Remaps - Stage 1 Remap Dyno 
Fig.= 336.2hp @ 605nm I have since done some Dragy Times as i was curious to 
find out some performance stats. 0-60 sec = 4.69 secs 1/4 mile = 13.12 secs .

Engine re-map. .
First class service from start to finish.
Totally transformed the driving experience of the car.
I can't rate enough. Highly recommended.

Fit security system to car.
Good, professional job done. Good explanation of system and how it works.

Great work very informative .
Great job can recommend100%.

Power remap on van.
Professional and polite service.
'Durham Remaps' gave me all the information I required and reassured me to 
contact them immediately if any problems with work carried out.

Stage 2 Dyno remap.
Great job. Would definitely recommend.

Stage 2 remap of Adi A5 3.0 TDI Quatro.
Dropped the car of at 09:00. Went into Durham and explored a few of the sights. 
Returned at 16:00 to be welcomed with the news that the car was ready!.

Stage 1 remap with rolling road.5 months later stage 2 remap, dpf 
delete, egr delete, backbox delete, dpf custom back exhaust to a chosen 
tip of my choice and another remap.
Great service and fantastic work. Used 'DR' twice now for my 2012 2.0tdi cr170 
Leon.



Firstly went in for a stage 1 map. Great work. Totally transformed my car. Achieved 
an amazing 230hp and a big noticeable change in MPG. Then again 5 months later 
for a stage 2 egr delete dpf delete backbox delete and a dpf back exhaust to a 
chosen tip I requested. Once again, fantastic work.
Very high standard exhaust work.Cannot fault these guys and can't recommend 
enough (I was recommended myself to use these). 5* -Thanks again lads.

Engine repairs to Vauxhall Astra van.
'Cathedral Motors' is of pure excellence.
A value which is very rare to find in this false society.

Remap and exhaust fitting. .
Absolutely professional. Fantastic customer service from start to finish.
The work quality completed is beyond what I expected. Top quality.
Definitely will be making this my go to car garage.

Had my BMW 640d re-mapped and also the gear box mapped.
The results are outstanding. Ian and his dedicated team work tirelessly to make 
sure the customer get what they have asked for.
The advise is second to none, what they don’t know about tweaking your car isn’t 
worth knowing.
The gains my car produced far exceeded my expectations. I’ll definitely recommend 
this company and will be sure to use them in the future.
A free courtesy car is provided for your convenience if you need it too, as well as 
tea and coffee while you wait.

Car remap.
Really quick and easy. Car runs brilliant.

The car was taken to Durham Remaps' to rectify substandard work 
already done by 2 other companies.
Ian and his team put the car back into perfect working order. This included replacing 
substandard parts and correctly reassembling most ancillaries. Turbo replaced, 
engine and tcu tune. Much remedial work.
The car is going back soon for more. Extremely happy with job. Very 
knowledgeable team. Highly, highly recommended.

Car remap.
Really pleased with the outcome.

Car went in for a remap and came out like a whole new car.
Ian and his staff are fantastic. Great knowledge and very helpful.
Can't recommend them enough. Fantastic. Really happy with results.



Mercedes A45 AMG in for stage 2.
Taking my VW Golf R to these guys and Mercedes A45 AMG.
'Durham Remaps' never fail to transform your car. Excellent service every time.
Only place I trust after dealing with several bad performance garages in the past. 

Remap Mercedes sprinter van.
Awesome job completed today, very friendly staff, very happy with the remap. 
Definitely would use these again.

Stainless steel exhaust system. .
Excellent customer service.Quick turnaround. Excellent value for money.

Remap.
Was told all about job then tuned car. What a difference in performance.

Had a stage 1 ECU remap done to my 320i in November and it went from 
184bhp to 270bhp, and 270Nm torque to 490Nm. Recently just had a 
back box delete with quad tips so now my 320i looks like an M3 and 
sounds like an M5. Sounds naughty. Both for about a.
Remap results came in higher than what was expected on the dyno.
Exhaust sounded a lot louder than expected aswell, which was a bonus. Looks 
amazing with the new diffuser.
Well done lads and thank you very much.

Remap of van. .
First class service. .

Timing belt and water pump. Fuel filter.
Very pleased with work completed by 'Durham Remaps'. Top job as always.

Stage 1 remapping. .
Great service. Gave better power and torque gains than expected.
Really friendly staff, who really knew what they were talking about.

Map of a car.
Superb service. Highly recommended.

First class service from start to finish. Remapped my BMW 335D.
Top class service and customer care. Great communication as well.

I got my car tuned. .
The guys were very helpful and I felt very comfortable with them working on my car. 
.



Stage 1 Remap on an oldish Audi A6. Just wanted a bit more low down 
torque and a bit more response at lower revs.
The job was completed in around 2 and half hours. Well within the 3 hours they 
quoted.
When the job was completed, I was told what work had been done, given a printout 
of the gains and told what all the numbers and graphs meant.
Can't fault the guys. Spot on service. Not the cheapest if you shop about,BUT....you 
get what you pay for.
The car has been transformed and I'd rather pay a little extra and know my car is in 
safe hands.

Removal of engine management line faults.
Really good, prompt service. Problem seems to have been rectified.
Was an easy process to deal with this company.

Performance Clutch Kit supplied and fitted.
Initially I contacted via email regarding a quote, I received a fast reply out of 
business hours also, recommending me a different brand kit I initially asked about 
and a number to ring them in the morning. I rang in the morning, spoke to a 
member of the team who was very helpful and professional, who recommended me 
a kit which the use more often and have a good knowledge of. I went for this kit 
based on their recommendation and booked in. I got there on the day, got given a 
free courtesy car, was told I would be contacted 16:30 to 17:00 to come pick up. I 
was then rang at 16:45 saying the car was ready. Cant argue with that at all. They 
supplied and fitted my Performance Clutch Kit, gave me a courtesy car and stuck to 
their said time, and provided a great service from start to finish in a professional yet 
friendly manner. I would 100% recommend Durham Remaps and I will be returning 
for more work.

Exhaust, air filter and remap.
Excellent work and we'll pleased with the jobs done.

Engine re-map. .
Car booked in 1 week previously. Car left as arranged and job was completed when 
I returned.

Superb service.
Perfect.

Re-map applied to van to cure EGR and DFP problems.
Called the guys at 'Durham Remaps' as the anti-pollution system on my new van 
was clogged up and causing issues.



Dan and the guys worked their magic on the van and it now drives better than new. 
They explained what they were going to do and even let me change my 
appointment to suit my schedule.

DPF fault. .
Very good service. Will go back.

BMW M140i ECU remap.
The stage 1 ECU remap carried out on my M140i is great. I'm really impressed with 
how smooth and tractable power is right through the revs. It is breath of fresh air 
compared to a spikey tuning box I had ran in the past.
Speed limiter was removed and a before and after dyno sheet provided to show 
delta gains. The onboard power and torque gauges rescaled to match the new 
power output which I wasn't expecting was a nice touch.
The lads were very friendly and knowledgable which put me at ease with choosing 
them to be let loose with a laptop on my pride and joy.
I can't recommend them enough.

ECU re-mapping. .
Excellent work. Did exactly what they said it would and 10% more!!.

Incredible remap package.
I had my car remapped and they went above expectations. The power compared to 
other companies that offer the same package were unbelievable, they went well 
and above to ensure everything was to the maximum with no risk.

Full service of my car, including gearbox oil change and ghost 
autowatch immobiliser fitted.
The job was completed on time and up to their high standard, as usual.
Very helpful lads who know their stuff. I will not use anybody else to look after our 
cars.

BMW 335d x drive stage 1 remap.
Excellent service, power gains were massive and it only took 2 hours. Second time 
I’ve used Durham remaps, would definitely recommend to others.

Had my new Transit custom van remapped.
Absolutely delighted with the results. Van drives much better and improved fuel 
economy. Nice set of guys to deal with. Will be back to get my Saab sorted out. 
Keep up the good work lads .

Stage 1 remap BMW 335 xdrive.
You may ask why you'd want extra power from an already powerful 300bhp+ car 
but its human nature to want more. Read previous reviews and decided to plump 



for Durham Remaps as they seem to work well with BMW's. Booking over the 
phone was easy, always responded quickly to online requests for info too. Arrival 
and booking in on the day was swift. Car was completed within 2hrs and I decided 
to sit in the cosy reception and make use of the free WiFi. Weather on 2hr journey 
home was dire so didn't have much chance to try out my 'new' car which now 
produces 410+ BHP and 720+ NM of torque. Did have a couple of opportunities 
next day for a blast and yes it's transformed the car, foot down through 3000rpm 
and it just pulls and pulls and pulls whilst the Speedo rises at an alarming rate. Can 
wait for some dry weather but initial impressions lead me to believe I'm going to 
have many fun times ahead. Thanks guys for giving me a new perspective on my 
car.

BMW 320d xdrive mapped stage 2 to 243bhp. Car was lacking power & 
sluggish from a standing start, no longer the issue! Car pulls hard in 
every gear & power delivery smooth through the Rev range.
Highly recommended, no brainer to increase power & gain a little mpg for the price!. 

Re-map of engine to increase BHP and torque.
Lovely, friendly people. Excellent job all round.

The work done on my 2008 BMW 525d msport was both thermostats, 
heater plug module, and a trans flush and service.
Fantastic work, great communication and priced very well.

Stage 2 remap and replacement inlet manifold.
Took my car in for a stage 2 remap and upon inspection they noticed a blowing 
from my inlet manifold.
They diagnosed the problem straight away and phoned me to let me know the bad 
news, but within days a new inlet manifold was installed and the car's remap could 
be completed.

Dpf removal and remap.
Fantastic job. Feels like a totally different car.

Engine remap.
Car is absolutely awesome since being remapped.
Ian was spot on from start to finish and provided a courtesy car for my wife while 
the work was being carried out.

Stage 1 remap for my car.
They did a great job and are very friendly . I will be taking my other car down. It 
worth every mile.



Stage 1 remap on A45 AMG.
Ian is a very knowledgeable friendly guy, I felt totally at ease leaving my car with 
him. Stage 1 remap took my car from 370 bhp to 425 bhp and the torque is unreal. 
Great job guys, I know where to come next time. Cheers mate.

Car remap.
Outstanding service results were better than I thought car runs like a dream 43bhp 
96 torque highly recommended .

After a poor remap from another company my car was left smoking on 
hard acceleration and down on power .
Top quality job, car feels completely different, full of power and responsive! .

Dpf work and remap.
Was doing 29mpg, now does 44mpg.... engine is smoother and has more power 
amazing….

Stage 1 remap Center res delete.
Really pleased with the guys at durham remaps, would recommend them for sure. 

Exhaust upgrade.
Really helpful and knowledgeable about what was the best option for my exhaust 
and the job was first class. Would highly recommend 'Durham Remaps'.

Stage 2 inc Dyno .
Friendly ,helpful knew what they were doing, pleased with the results.

Engine derate/ get fault.
My daughter's car broke down Monday at 8 By 11 Am Ian had the car in his 
workshop and had diagnosed the fault. A courtesy car was offered to her while the 
repair work was carried out and she collected the car the following morning fully 
repaired, full dpf clean etc. Outstanding service from start to finish.

Very impressed. From start to finish, they couldn't do enough. Great 
communication through Messenger, replied to my questions very 
promptly. I would recommend Durham Remaps, and will most definately 
use them in the future. .
Excellent. 10 out of 10.

X5 dpf fault /remap fixed a poor job by another company.
Just bought the car and it ran terrible so the garage I bought of said to have it fixed 
by durham remaps as they use them for all their work, had my car in for the day 
and now its back its like a new car , Durham remaps your the best thanks , did a 
great job.



Diesel remap and rolling road tuning.
Service, timing/duration and facilities all good. Easy to find. Informative and 
knowledgable. .

Excellent service, used the guys before from a friend's 
recommendation, top class service.
Had issues with my car, spoke to Ian and even though busy they had my car fixed 
as we needed it for a long journey for a family emergency, above and beyond what 
you would expect, whole team are nice friendly bunch who can't do enough to help, 
went out of their way to help, thanks from Dave and family.

Stage 1 remap .
Absolute first class job by Ian and his team, second time ive used Durham Remaps 
and both times highly delighted. Would definitely recommend to anyone looking to 
get full potential from their car. Once again a big thumbs up.

Engine remap. .
Very friendly and helpful staff. Very happy with the results. Timely and professional. 

Remap of vehicle. Skoda Octavia.
I was unsure at first of getting my vehicle remapped. I contacted 'Durham Remaps' 
via email and my mind was put at rest by Ian.
He explained things a little bit clearer regarding the re-map. Work was undertaken 
and on driving the car away back home, some 20 miles away, I could not stop 
smiling.
The car feels and drives so much better. A big thank you to Ian at 'Durham 
Remaps'.

Very good work would use again .
Well recommended.

BMW 640d F13 stage 1 Remap.
I have deliberately left this endorsement this long to make sure there were no 
issues. Met Ian before the works started to discuss the job and any potential 
problems. All I can say is very professional, great job and what a difference over 
100bhp increase and the torque is brilliant. Great Job.

Engine re-map. .
I was very pleased with the professionalism of the organisation and the quality of 
the work carried out. .

BME 335d XD Stage 1 remap.



Very professional. The car runs very well and feels a lot more powerful. I was given 
a rolling road printout of before and after. .

I had an oil change done on my audi Q2. was quoted a rediculous price 
off Audi.
Very pleased with the service all round. The staff here are very helpful and friendly. 
They have done work on all 3 cars in our family and we are very pleased with all of 
it.

Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, very knowledgeable staff, friendly and will certainly be using 
again.

Blocked DPF and damaged turbo.
Since the work was completed I have gained much more torque, power and an 
extra 80 miles per tank of fuel.

Engine Management Light on dash.
Full diagnostic completed. Loose wire was the issue. Now fixed. These guys could 
have told me anything but they didn't. Very professional and honest. £50 for job. 
Well worth it a full diagnostic and peace of mind.

Engine remap for BMW 430d.
Professional, expedient service and the outcome (increased economy and 
performance) exceeded my expectation. Real value for money!.

Stage 2 remap on BMW 335d .
Fantastic results. Massively increased cars performance. These guys are the best 
around highly recommended.

Re-map. .
Great service and set up. .

Excellent results from the lads at Durham remaps, quality job and all 
round professional outfit.
Would highly recommend using these guys .

Clutch and flywheel bolt.
Very pleased with the work undertaken. Polite and hard working. Would 
recommend to everyone. Thank you!.

Went in for a remap on my car.



Great job and has totally transformed the car .

Durham Remaps first remapped my BMW 730d a year ago and I gained 
an additional 80BHP without impacting my MPG, a fantastic 
improvement on performance without costing me any more to run, I 
continued to use the team for maintenance and breakdowns.
The guys at Durham Remaps have gave me great support in upgrading my 
performance and maintaining my motor to a high standard, their knowledge and 
experience in BMW's is second to none, they can’t do enough to help. I continue to 
use them for servicing and support and recommend anyone thinking about a main 
dealer to talk to these guys first.

Fantastic service. Well impressed. Wouldn’t go anywhere else! Thanks 
lads.
Very clued up guys that take their job very seriously. Mint service.

ECU re-map. .
Good work. Competitive price. .

Engine remap. .
Initial feedback has been good. Staff were friendly and knew their stuff. Still testing 
the car, but I can already feel the improvements. .

Vehicle re-map. .
Good communication. Very helpful. Good knowledge of product. .

Remap OBDEXH backbox delete.
Great lads, highly knowledgable, superb results achieved in both power output and 
fuel economy. Highly recommended. Best of service from the minute i called with 
my enquiry to the minute I left after completion. Reviewing 3 months after the work- 
haven't had a signal issue, just huge smiles from my little boys (go faster daddy).will 
definitely return in the future.

Remap motorhome engine.
Very professional business. Did what they said they would do for the price agreed 
and in the time frame stated.

Stage 2 remap and dyno.
Very pleased with the work I had done on my vehicle. The car drives a lot smoother 
and is a lot more responsive. Couldn’t be happier with the help and information I 
received. Thanks.

I had my car remapped. .
They did an excellent job, with great customer service.



Remap of ECU.
Excellent service. Very knowledgable. Car was taken straight in.
Very happy with the results, especially with the extra amount of torque they were 
able to find (around 30% increase!)
I will definitely be entrusting my car to these guys again.

Remap.
Exellent job.

Faulty actuator and bossy pressure control valve, air con recharge and 
stage 1 remap.
I had my scirocco 170TDI in for an actuator fault and a boost pressure control valve 
which was diagnosed by the guys in house.
Whilst in I got the air con recharged and went with a stage 1 remap. Couldn’t be 
happier with the quality of work. The customer service is second to none and it is 
excellently priced.
Thanks guys.Would 100% recommend.

Engine tune/stage 1 Remap, Skoda Octavia VRS2.0tsi.
Having spoken to 'Durham Remaps' when I first got my car about tuning 
possibilities. As well as other tuning companies, I decided to opt for them to carry 
out the work due to the professional and knowledgeable advice they had given. I 
dropped off my car at around lunch time and received a call 4 hours later saying it 
was ready for collection. Well what can I say? I left with a car that felt far better than 
I could of Imagined. It pulls like a train in every single gear, but does it in style. Silky 
smooth right through the rev range. To sum up, I couldn't of asked for more and I 
am left with a grin on my face from ear to ear when driving. I can't recommend Ian 
and his team enough. Very professional, no fuss and a well set up, clean workshop. 
Thank you once again and keep up the great 'witchcraft'.

Car went into 'DR' for a remap.
Very good, efficient and helpful. Top quality.

Vehicle being re-tuned. .
The staff were really friendly and helpful. Very knowledgable. Made you feel 
comfortable. .

Remap to BMW 335D. .
1st class service. Went above and beyond my expectations.

Requested a custom, stainless catback exhaust.



Absolutely spot on! Friendly service. Job was finished 2 hours ahead of schedule. 
The work is exemplary. The note from the exhaust is perfect. Extremely happy with 
the work carried out. Can’t recommend these guys enough!.

Focus mk3 st tdci estate, was after a bit extra from the car. Ian at DR 
installed a stage 1 map and done multiple dyno tests until he got it bang 
on. The cars performance, economy and driving experience has 
increased on a large scale. .
Really pleased with the work carried out and the service provided by Ian at DR and 
the lads who work there... No doubt I will be there in the future and will also highly 
recommend them to anyone .

Range Rover Evoque SI4 Remap & Exhaust Box removal.
I am extremely happy with the job they done on my Evoque. My Range Rover is 
running fantastic and sounds amazing! The job was done fast and they squeezed 
me in last minute, so really happy overall with 'Durham Remaps'. I would definitely 
recommend anyone to use them and will also be using them again in the future!.

Engine treatment.
Excellent work and Ian was great to deal with. Booked in late evening via Facebook 
messenger for 10am the following morning.

Diagnosis of previous remap by another company , remapping to stage 
2 with other performance parts.
Job was carried out to professional standard. The company informed me of poor 
previous works carried out and didn’t charge to correct works and advised on best 
options to go ahead with .

Van remapped. .
It is loads better, more power, better on fuel and more pulling power. .

Stage 2 map, decat, quad exit, back box delete and full service.
Ian and the lads have done a fantastic job. Their knowledge of the industry is 
second to none and they surpassed my expectations. 'Durham Remaps' is highly 
recommended. Ian is very patient and will guide you through the process 
thoroughly. Wether it’s a map, exhaust or service they will sort you out and will not 
disappoint. Already re-booked for a carbon clean and won’t go anywhere else with 
my car. If you want someone to trust with your car and know it’s going to be safe 
after the work is complete, look no further than 'Durham Remaps'. Outstanding 
service, without cutting corners. Top lads, top service at a great price!!.

Eco Calibration to my new works van. .
I arrived 15 mins early and before the advertised opening times for the centre, but 
was welcomed immediately and my van taken into the centre before they were 



even due to open. The work was carried out within an hour and I was given a full 
run down on the results of the work, including a printout showing what had been 
achieved. My van is now running beautifully and it will only get better. Many thanks 
to the team at 'Durham Remaps'. Highly recommended.

Remap and transmission flush.
Usual great service. Free use of courtesy car.

Remap of BMW320 d xdrive and BMW 335d xdrive.
My dad and I both fancied getting extra power from our respective BMWs and we 
decided this after reading reviews and then actually visiting 'Durham Remaps' in 
person. We spoke to managing director Ian who addressed all our concerns with 
clear explanations as to what would happen and what kind of power gains to 
expect. From this, we booked in the next day and now after over a fortnight,we 
want to share our experience . The cars are running even smoother than before, 
with power gains going from 186hp -235hp on the 320d and from 322hp - 406hp on 
the 335d. The difference is just phenomenal and both my Dad and I are extremely 
happy with his service and wanted to express our thanks to Ian and his team. A 
great set of lads and a very professional outfit. Great value for money .

Service, engine clean and VW emissions fix reversal.
Super job done. Very friendly and knowledgeable staff. Love the results and would 
recommend these guys and their service to anyone with a VW, Skoda, Audi or Seat 
who has suffered as a result of the VAG emissions cheating. They have put 
everything right again and my car drives brilliantly and 10% more efficiently 
minimum. The work will pay for itself before the winter comes around.

Got my VW golf remapped stage one plus.
They came highly recommended by a close friend who had the same job done. 
Excellent results. I can definitely feel the difference. My little hatchback is a beast 
now. They were polite and respectful from the minute I dropped my car off and then 
picked it up again. I would recommend these guys. They know what they are doing.

BMW 435D tune/remap. .
Very happy with my vehicle and the remap results. Very friendly, very helpful and 
highly recommended. 10/10. .

Work completed beyond my expectations, very happy!.
Would definitely recommend .

Stage 2 Remap. Found on Checked and Vetted.
Excellent job. Also renewed an un-serviceable part after diagnostic. Car now 
running brilliant with balanced power delivery and bags more torque. BHP went 
from 141 up to 192 (this is evident immediately). These guys are a very 



professional outfit and have a great approachable attitude. My daughter will be 
booking her car in after Christmas (after testing mine out). Cheers lads... great job.

Stage 2 remap, egr and dpf removal.
Iwaited 1 week before giving my review to see how the car is performing and it's 
performing well, the engine is smoother, good amount of torque in low revs, better 
mpg. Overall happy with them. The garage was tidy. I was quoted 540 inc vat for 
the remap only, but prior to the remap I had to get an oil change. They did an 
engine flush, oil/filter change and at the end I paid 10 pounds less than I was 
quoted. I will use them again for an upgraded clutch kit and will recommend to any 
of my friends that want a remap.

I’ve had my BMW 330D Xdrive in with Durham Remaps for a stage 2 remap, 
this included DPF removal and EGR delete. Found on Checked and Vetted.
I couldn’t be happier with the results massive gains like they promised!.

Remap.
The work carried out on my car was totally top notch and the result was way, way 
beyond my expectations. Remapped my BMW to 320bhp!!.

Engine re-map.
I got my car re-mapped and the staff were very pleasant and did an excellent job. 
Thanks Ian.

Hybrid turbo, stage 2 remap.
I arrived at Durham remaps with a turbo that was on its way out, Ian explained to 
me clearly that It was not a good idea to drive the car away and assured me that I 
could use his courtesy car straight away. He explained what options I had to fix this 
issue. I opted for the Hybrid turbo and stage 2 remap, I was more than happy with 
the price quoted as I was already leaning towards getting this done to my car in the 
near future. 3 days after dropping the car off the guys noticed my intercooler was 
not in a suitable condition for this work to be done, so they explained over the 
phone what needed to be done which I was also very pleased with. I picked the car 
up 10 days after dropping it off, Ian ran me through what had been done and 
handed me the rolling road print out which I was also very pleased with, I’ve now 
drove the car for over 2 weeks with no issues at all and very pleased the car is 
running perfect. Cant thank the lads enough for how helpful they have been and 
keeping me up to date with things. Highly recommended!!.

Audi remap.
Excellent - result is as predicted. .

Remap.
Performed remap on my 4x4 for more power for towing. Very well done job.



Fix DPF. .
Put my car in for DPF, first class job and very professional. Customer friendly, I 
can't fault Durham Remaps.

Remapping of car engine/major service. .
Car remapped and 50,000 mile service. .

DPD issues causing Engine Management Light to come on. Couldn't be fixed 
by my local garage.
Immediately understood the issue on first phone call. Booked in promptly and given 
advice on what needed to be done and an estimate. Upon dropping the car off the 
guys were courteous and friendly. Given an estimated time to collect The car which 
was spot on. Fully explained what had been done and got guarantee of the work 
done. Will have these guys for all my servicing etc now.

Exhaust modification, fitting of downpipe, lowering springs and stage 2 
remap.
Excellent job carried out by Ian and the lads at Durham Remaps again, would 
highly recommend them.

Car remap. .
Fantastic job. Very professional and friendly staff. I'd definitely recommend this 
company. .

Stage 2 remap with VW Emissions fix reversal.
After having the VW Emissions Fix applied to my Passat without my knowledge, I 
had issues with loss of low end torque, higher fuel consumption, Injector noise and 
far more frequent DPF regens. Having read that in the majority of cases, this 
emissions update has left thousands of owners with breakdowns and I was not 
wanting to become one of those owners. After asking for recommendations on a 
few VW forums where to get this reversed, I was put in touch with Durham 
Remaps. I visited to get a quote, and was recommended the Stage 2 Eco with the 
reversal applied. As the power was a little weak from the 140bhp TDI engine, i felt 
that a remap would be the way to go. Booked in for the following week. Had the 
map done, picked the car up and it's transformed it from a lethargic barge into 
something that is now a joy to drive. I've waited a month since getting the remap to 
give the review, and in that time i have covered around 1100 miles so far without 
issue. Happy to report fuel consumption has decreased and now +11mpg better off. 
A full tank now lasts around 670 miles compared to the 510(approx) that i was 
getting before. The engine sounds quieter, and is a lot smoother to drive. Fantastic 
job and very happy with the results.

Stage 1 remap for a 2012 mini coupe SD. .



Superb job done. Great people, helpful and friendly service. Highly recommended. . 

Problem with DPF. .
Engine was remapped. Getting rid of problem and giving a much better 
performance. Excellent service. .

Remap Skoda Fabia 1.2tsi.
The job took slightly longer than initially told, but tuning is a fine art and these guys 
care about getting things right first time. Happy with the results.

Performance and economy remap on my Skoda Octavia vRS TDI 184 DSG.
My car was checked diagnostically and on the rolling road, and was found to be 
running below the manufacturers claimed figures, and a little flat. Ian and his team 
quickly managed to sort that and update the ECU to the upgraded figures that they 
had expected to achieve. The end result being a car that has a lot more power and 
torque, and is keen to be worked, and even returns greater MPG too. All proven 
with a full print out from the rolling road, and an exiting drive home to demonstrate 
the difference. Amazing! .

Remap. .
Excellent work. Communication was outstanding.

Engine improvements.
Excellent. Really pleased with performance of car afterwards. Better than we 
expected.

Re-map. .
First class job and friendly staff.

Repairs to my car.
Excellent job and car now runs perfect.

Re-mapping.
Very good job. Done very quickly and well explained after the remap was done.

DPF and EGR removal and major service.
After reading some great reviews, I contacted them for advice and help with an 
extremely frustrating EGR problem that my 2010 VW Golf 2.0tdi was experiencing. 
Ian (and the team) clearly explained my options and were happy to answer any 
questions I had. Once the work was carried out, my car was like new - in fact better 
then new!! I'd highly recommend 'Durham Remaps' as you'll receive fantastic 
customer service. Thanks guys for a great job. See you again soon!.

BMW 530d running poor and engine ecu faults.



Initial diagnosis was blocked DPF but this was quickly ruled out and the root cause 
was identified. A new maf sensor fitted,remapped and all ecu faults erased. All on 
budget and inside a day.These guys are faultless professionals and without 
hesitation highly recommended.

Remap and BG carbon clean.
Excellent service, more than happy with the result. .

Full DPF mod and Remap oil change and cleaning.
Fantastic service.

dp reparis and diagnosis.
dropped car off and after correct diagnosis and picked it at time stated. No hassle 
service or concerns , good job.

Re-mapping of engine Audi A6 Avant.
Superb from very knowledgeable staff.

Remap ecu on my van .
Very good service pleased with the results .

Great job done as always, quick turn around! .
Rang Ian after having a squealing noise and lack of boost, and they quickly 
diagnosed that the bearings in turbo had gone and pre cat collapsed, after giving 
him go ahead fitted new turbo and sorted pre cat and didn't take long! Great guys 
always happy to help, highly recommend!.

Stage 2 Package Inc Dyno Printout + Gearbox Service.
Ian has the expertise and experience to take your car exactly where you want it to 
be. Perfect results for my E92 325d. The staff are friendly, all perfectionists. Your 
car won't leave the dyno till its spot on. Couldn't recommend enough.

Non running C63 AMG.
After taking the car to the manufacturer, they tried charging me a ridiculous price. 
So I took the car to Durham Remaps. Ian had a look at the car and quickly found 
the problems, some of which Mercedes didn't even pick up on and would have most 
definitely have charged even more for. Ian had the car up and running in no time. 
After all the work, it was still far cheaper than what Mercedes asked for. I would 
recommend Durham Remaps to everybody I know. Very professional and honest 
and I can't thank them enough.

BMW 123d stage two complex remap.



Very happy with the work carried out and impressed with the results. The service 
and prompt replies to queries I had and knowledgeable feedback given, was spot 
on.

Jag xf. Stage 1 remap.
I was told about Durham Remaps by a Jaguar forum member, Ian told me exactly 
what to expect, exactly what he'd be doing and how long it would take, first thing 
when I arrived I was given a coffee.... Then the car was seat protected before being 
taken in to the bay and health checked, it was put on the dyno to see what the 
power was like before the remap, the ecu was correctly removed and custom 
remapped to my own car, not just a shelf bought program, but one specifically 
optimised for my vehicle The car bodywork was fully protected against accidental 
damage and came out exactly as it went in, only with more mpg, an extremely swift 
and smooth acceleration and natural smooth gear shift (auto), the car has always 
been fast but now it has the response and agility that the factory should have given 
it. I was then given a full dyno report of bhp and nm before and after the remap. I 
was also told the work had a full guarantee and that if I had any concerns 
whatsoever I can go back any time. I was recommend Ian and Durham Remaps to 
anyone, they are 90 miles from me and I'd certainly not let that distance stop me 
going back. Their honesty and professionalism is obvious and very reassuring.

Automatic Transmission Flush .
Took the pickup to Durham remaps on saturday to see if a flush would help out my 
problem, Dan came out on a drive to listen to the transmission, I could only get the 
work done on thursday and they made sure to squeeze me in for that day.As soon 
as I got in the pickup I could feel the difference instantly really smooth changes and 
really quiet running now. Definitely reccomend DR for a trans flush.

Checked van over for engine malfuction. .
Found split turbo boost pipe and fixed within 2 days. Excellent work from a trust 
worthy company.

After "repair" by a previous garage, the car was knocking. Harsh and noisy. 
Ian had come across this other Garage's "repairs" and was confident that the car's 
performance could be restored. He was as good as his word. Car is now quiet, 
smooth and more powerful. I'm really pleased with the work.

DPF/EGR solution with remap and full service.
Ian and the guys got me in very quickly and did a top job. My car feels much better, 
is far more responsive and fuel economy has increased. Cheers Ian!.

Stage 2 map egr dpf decat mod.
Brilliant service. Very professional. Really happy with the workmanship would 
definitely recommend.



Audi A5 3.0tdi quattro. Stage 2 Remap.
From the first conversation about my car I could tell they knew what they were 
talking about, and explained a few issues with my type of car to avoid problems in 
the future. Very happy the guys, couldn’t have asked for any better. Car made huge 
gains and is now incredible to drive. Only Time will tell on reliability but so far so 
good. Thanks very much!.

Stage 1 remap. Full gearbox flush with BG fluids.
On the rolling road Ian noticed that my Range Rover wasn't boosting. The lads 
plugged in the dyno kit and soon reported that one of they turbos wasn't working as 
it should. Ian printed out a full dyno report, at no charge whatsoever for his time and 
knowledge. The faults were soon sorted by Land Rover, but if Ian had never 
plugged the dyno in, I'd have been none the wiser. I'll be back for a stage 2 map 
asap. Thanks again for your time and help lads.

Remap.
Very good job.

Remap on a BMW 530D.
Great friendly service from the staff. Excellent job done on the car.

Stage 2 performance Dpf tuned.
Fantastic staff with a world of knowledge! Car feels completely different to drive and 
much more power through the gears. would highly recommend to anyone!.

Astra remap.
Best garage I have come across. Very professional and trustworthy service. 

Landrover Freelander 2 SD4 remap.
The car is certainly quicker and tows better with the remap, and the reports showed 
this when I collected the car. The fuel performance increase hasn't been as good as 
I had hoped (a couple of mpg at very most difference, not 4-5% as suggested, but 
the cars performance is so much better that overall I'm very satisfied. Very friendly 
company to deal with and they did follow up with a courtesy call etc too. .

Fixed the turbo and a few other things another garage made a mess of. 
Amazing highly recommend 1st class repairs and service couldn't thank you 
enough for the job you done on my son's car plus the after service thanks again. 

Blocked DPF filter/turbo change.
Bought car from a car dealer in Jarrow (so called dealer) after having the car for 
less than 2 month we had a catalogue of problems with it. We took the car to Ian at 
Durham remaps where he and his team looked at the car for us inside and out they 
discovered a lot of underlying problems with the vehicle gave us a full mechanical 
report along with video and photograph evidence of the problems , he and his team 



were disgusted that the vehicle was sold to us in such a condition where the garage 
we bought it from had masked and carried out botched jobs on the car just so they 
could sell it. We agreed a price and Ian and his team put the car back to the way it 
should be I can't thank them enough for not only repairing the vehicle, but for his 
compassion and understanding in what has been a frustrating time for us, I would 
highly recommend Durham remaps to anyone. Be reassured that you're leaving 
your vehicle with not only an excellent team of mechanics but also a true gentleman 
who takes a pride in his work and genuinely cares about his customers.

You can always count on Ian and his staff of quality mechanics.
A reliable honest company to take your car. You can always count on Ian and his 
staff of quality mechanics.

Stage 2map INC DYNO, decat pipe fitted, lambda.
Good job Well done . - the best in the business.

Engine remap / tune on Mercedes SLK 320.
Very helpful, professional people who knew their job which was very well done and 
well up to time!.

X2 car re-maps.
Excellent! Really pleased with results. Customer service is exceptional. Will use 
again for Sure.

AA recommended and delivered to Durham Remaps at approx. 2.15pm. who 
checked to see if new clutch assembly was available at supplier .At 5.15pm 
they rang say car was ready for collection and offered to come get me.
First time I’ve used this garage and service like this cannot be bettered, will 
definitely tell my friends.

New stainless steel exhaust system.
To replace single exit exhaust, to double exit, in stainless steel, with a choice of tail 
pipes, excellent job done, fast, efficient and a really good price, cracking staff, 
would definitely use again, highly recommended.

Dpf removal and remap .
Fantastic workmanship cannot rate high enough Second remap from Ian.

BMW 530d DPF removal EGR delete and 300bhp remap.
Work carried out on my car was exactly as described on phone when I made 
booking, quite nervous as this was first car I took personally for remap and some 
other shops were quite sheepish about tackling the DPF or stupidly expensive, was 
very impressed with the garage from start to finish, very tidy shop, staff were spot 
on, all staff know the job inside out and answer any questions no problem, never 
had any reason to question any work or response, car now running spot on, no 



DPF light, car was good before DPF played up, now its immense, easily one of the 
best garages I’ve taken a car to. Even made me a cuppa!.

Service. .
Great job.

DPF filter modified.
My car was in limp mode and could not be driven, I knew from my first conversation 
with Ian at Durham Remaps that they obviously knew there stuff. The car was 
repaired on time and now drives like it should with the added bonus of an extra 70 
hp to play with. I can not recommend they guys enough they have been a joy to 
deal with from start to finish.

Single exit twin exhaust fitted today on my 320d bmw, to replace standard 
oval diesel exhaust exit pipe.
Fantastic job by the lads, car looks fantastic, very pleased with the result.

Custom exhaust.
Visited these guys the other week after buying my new car to put it on the dyno to 
discover my car was suffering a little back pressure from the 3inch exhaust that was 
fitted by previous owner. We sat down and discussed what I wanted and what 
would be best for the car, then after choosing new exhaust tips from a good 
selection the job went ahead. I booked in for a custom exhaust to be built on site. 
Less than 3hrs the job was done to a high standard with a very good finish. Very 
helpful team with good knowledge all round. .

Custom made exhaust.
From start to finish the whole job was undertaken and carried out in a highly 
professional manner. Highly recommend company. .

Remap - stage 2.
Very friendly staff. Work appears first class. .

Car wouldn't start when engine hot.
Absolutely fantastic from the boys at Durham remaps again this problem just about 
had me stumped and they cracked it , they fitted me in willing to help me as I'm 
going away tomorrow , fantastic work and fantastic customer service, highly 
recommend.

I took a focus st I had just purchased to go on the rolling road and to be 
checked for any problems.
Brilliant job. Ian and the lads gave the car a thorough check up and inspection and 
only charged me for going on the rolling road.



Fiesta ecoboost zetec s .
Am over the moon with the outcome of my fiesta that Ian and the team worked on 
today, honestly could not be happier. They are a great bunch of hardworking lads 
that make an outstanding job. The service from these lads is 2nd to none absolutely 
spot on from the enquiry all the way through to the finished results. I will definitely 
be back in the future with out a doubt. I highly recommend these great guys to 
anyone. Cheers Durham Remaps .

remap on audi a4.
Great job. Given set price and clear info on what was to be done when i made 
enquiry. Car was ready at time agreed, and no nasty surprises with bill. As for the 
work carried out, wow, what a difference the drive back over the Pennines was 
great fun.

Remap my Mitsubishi l200.
Excellent job these boys know their stuff well impressed would recommend them to 
everyone. I wish I had more cars so I could get them all remapped thanks very 
much lads. Glynn Johnston.

Turbo replacement and custom map.
I drive a Golf GTTDI sport with thr BKD engine which is renowned for turbo issues. 
My old turbo was sucking in oil, causing a loss of power. I went and spoke with Ian 
and booked car in for a new turbo, now the car runs like a dream. Top Company.

Remap of Colt Ralliart.
Remapped to give 20% more BHP and 25% more torque. Extra performance is 
noticeable but, surprisingly, the car is now a much smoother drive with no "flat 
spots" in the rev range and is also giving 4-5mpg more than the factory map. Bit 
scary seeing your own car being revved out on the rolling road but well worth it. 
Really friendly people obviously passionate about what they do. Highly 
recommended.

Engine upgrade. .
Great work carried out on my car. Very honest and friendly service. .

Remap and exhaust modification .
Couldn't fault the work. Very professional, excellent set up and very knowledgable. 
Wouldn't take my 'Focus' anywhere else.

Problems with my Golf TDI - low fuel economy.
Durham Remaps quickly identified a problem with the exhaust gas temp where 
others hadn't and rectified the cooking issues quickly and effectively. When my 
son's nursery phoned and asked me to come back, they prioritised the work to get 
me away sooner.



DPF remap.
Excellent work carried out and I would highly recommend them to others.

Major service and general health check.
Booked the car in for a service but also reporting a few issues with starting up the 
car from cold. Ian gave his honest opinion of what he believed was wrong speaking 
from experience we then discussed possible solutions. All work was carried out in 
one day (i was unable to collect the car that day so Ian stored it in his premises until 
i had chance to collet it) the starting issue was remedied, the service complete, 
health check and a bg treatment carried out. All staff are helpful and are 
knowledgeable. As a result I continue to use Durham Remaps for my servicings 
and remaps.

Remapping a Defender 110.
Can't recommend this service highly enough. Very polite and professional and the 
results are amazing, it's almost a different vehicle. Defenders are never going to be 
an easy ride but the remap has made it much smoother through the gears, more 
torque particularly in lower gears and much better performance over about 50mph. 
Wouldn't hesitate to bring my next car to them.

Dpf renewal with full system reboot and remapping as well.
Absolutely fantastic customer service followed by a 10/10 job. Car is running 
fantastic, Durham remaps have exceeded all expectations as they went above and 
beyond. Would recommend to everybody.

Car had a EGR valve fault Ian sorted the car out with a erg and dpf delete plus 
remap.
Had my Seat Leon into Durham remaps today after the EGR failed, they sorted it 
out with a EGR and DPF delete and accompanying remap, you wouldn't believe the 
difference it has made the car has never ran so smooth in my ownership and the 
extra power is brilliant too very happy returning customer! wouldn't hesitate 
recommending Ian and his team to anyone.

Engine remap.
Ian was fantastic, I can't praise him enough, he was open and honest and kept us 
updated frequently. Our van drives like a different vehicle. We highly recommend 
his service.

Dpf and EGR removal.
Excellent service, lovely guys in the garage, fixed my dpf and EGR fault when 
nobody else could without ripping my eyes out. My car feels a lot better to drive 
now. I will definitely only use these now! Thank you.

Remap for performance and economy.



Engine remap for my Skoda Octavia 1.9 tdi this has given it so much more 
driveability, much better overtaking and overall performance, when I travel to 
London I get 6 miles per gallon extra compared to before the remap on top of the 
greatly increased performance. The car passed the MOT with extremely good 
exhaust emissions, to say I am happy is an understatement.

DPF removal and re-map.
Friendly staff. Explained the process and how long it would take along with the 
price. Car was ready to collect as promised and drives better than it has in a long 
time.

Engine remap.
I was very happy with the work and the way it was carried out. Very professional at 
all times.

DPF deleted and car remapped.
Ian and his colleague were helpful, friendly and knew what they were doing. My car 
was in good hands and now feels a lot more pleasing to drive. Would recommed 
them to anybody.

Re-map.
As before expertly done. No concerns of problems with their workmanship. I went to 
Durham Remaps knowing I will come away completely happy with the experience 
and I did.

Remap and boost solenoid fitting after analysis of fault codes. Fiat Bravo 150 
1.4 T-Jet.
Ian is a really friendly guy and clearly knows his trade; the team around him are 
also professional. The remap was done quickly and the performance gain is 
significant. A fault was diagnosed and a part ordered, which was delayed due to a 
third party, however, upon locating the part myself, Ian and the team fitted it and the 
car was running better than before. Excellent service and results.

Removal of remap by another supplier and install of new remap for Mazda 6 
2.2D Sport 180 bhp. .
Excellent work. Professional, friendly and knowledgeable. Removed a poor quality 
remap that had been done elsewhere, and added a quality remap file. Bhp 
increased to 217 from 156!.

Remap and cruise control activation on fiesta mk7 tdci .
Very happy with the outcome all work was carried out to a very high standard, car 
runs very well, and was kept informed all the way Highly recommended and would 
use again.



Eco+ remap on my Audi A6 2.7tdi Avant Auto - Hired from Checked and 
Vetted.
What a great job on my Audi A6 remap, better fuel economy and more torque = 
more fun. Ian and his team are friendly and knowledgeable would recommend them 
to anyone.

Serious Pathfinder dpf issues diagnosed and fixed on the same day.
My Pathfinder was having a lot of dpf issues and was completely stuck in limp 
mode. My local garage spent 2 weeks trying to diagnose/fix the problem with no 
results. After following an owner's club member recommendation, I contacted 
Durham Remaps. Within 1 day, the problem was diagnosed and fixed. They 
discovered that my car was at serious risk of engine failure and was caught just in 
the nick of time. My car now runs like a dream. I cannot stress this enough, if you 
are remotely close to Durham and have dpf issues, do not hesitate to get in touch 
with Durham Remaps. I just wish I went to them sooner, as it would have saved me 
a lot of time and money. Dpf's need specific knowledge and experience and these 
guys know what they're doing!.

ECU remap on a Hyundai i800. Found Durham Remaps on Checked and 
Vetted.
The real deal. The recently calibrated dyno results speak for themselves: 204 bhp 
(+36 bhp) and 517 nm (+77nm). .

Remap plus engine clean and full service.
Civic cdti 2.2 remap including EGR removal with full engine clean and service, very 
helpful staff and very knowledgeable, car now runs incredibly smooth, normal 
driving is a pleasure but when needed the car now has stacks of torque, exactly 
what the car needed and would happily recommend the company to anyone well 
worth the trip.

Purchased a Subaru Forester from one of the big car suppliers to find one 
week later my dashboard lit up like xmas tree, took it back to dealer and then 
a main subaru dealer with no joy , contacted durham remaps who then 
contacted the dealer to look at.
Found out about Durham remaps/cathedral motors through a friend and would 
recommend them to anyone so thanks again Ian and the team ... Dave of seaham.

Remap on Audi TT 1.8 Quattro Sport to improve performance and economy. 
Very happy that I came to see Ian and his team. They confirmed my suspicions that 
the previous workmanship by another company was not good. I knew there was 
something wrong, something seemed to be holding the car back. It now feels like 
some limiting factor or restriction has been removed, setting my car free. It 
accelerates smoothly and quietly and the power and speed increases as you move 
through the gearbox, as it should be. There are no flat spots that I have noticed. 



There is loads more torque, and at high speed the car cruises along happily and the 
engine doesn't whine or sound like it is struggling. All round it does what Ian 
promised. Great Job!.

Remap for economy.
I travelled from Yorkshire to Durham to have my Range Rover Sport Autobiography 
remapped and travelling the distance was completely worth it. I cannot begin to say 
how happy I am with it. It drives completely different. Its much quicker, smoother 
through gear changes plus much more. Ian and his team provided an excellent 
service, they were extremely professional and friendly. I highly recommend Durham 
Remaps.

Re-mapping of Kia Sorento 2.2CRDI 2011 reg.
Dropped the car off and picked it up at the stated time, it was ready, no delays 
which was a good start. I had a choice of re-maps to go for, "Out and out power" or 
"Power increase and fuel savings" Not being a boy racer anymore I settled for the 
sensible option of the added fuel savings. Car pre re-map 35mpg regular 
commuting. Car after re-map 39mpg regular commuting. Car pre re-map towing 
twin axel caravan 23mpg Car after re-map towing twin axel caravan 28mpg I was 
followed to the garage by a friend in a Civic type S to drop my car off, on a straight 
road there was nothing between the two cars, absolutely identical performance, 
once dropped off for the collection of the car we headed out on a duel carriageway 
towards the A1 but this time the Civic was fading away in my rear view mirror. Since 
covering about 150 mile (ish) the car has re-calibrated itself and is noticeably 
quicker still but still with the same fuel returns. The only advice I would give anyone 
with a turbo diesel is take it along and get these guys to weave their magic, you'd 
be mad not to. As soon as I change my car I'll be straight back for the same 
treatment. Oh and another point, you can tell instantly that these guys know what 
they are talking about, I would now trust them 100% to work on any future cars I 
may own. Thanks guys, you've turned a 4 wheel drive that was no slouch to start 
with into a responsive exciting drive with a huge gain in grin factor. I'll no doubt see 
you again!.

Dpf filter removal and ecu remap.
Very happy with the car since its been done, my car now has a lot more power.

DPF remodelling.
Very high standard of customer service, confident and professional staff. Job 
completion in expected time.

Eco and remap.
Absolutely stunning job. 2nd to 3rd gear acceleration is superb but 3rd to 4th is 
phenomenal. Increased MPG as well so it’s a win win!!!!!.

Re-mapping.



carried out on time and to price quoted in time frame advised.

My q7 had lost power and had various warning lights on dashboard .
Ian ( and his team) diagnosed the problem over the phone ! as it happens he was 
totally right and after booking my car in , supplying me with a courtesy car and 
letting me know how the job was progressing I picked up my car at exactly 5 o clock 
as promised,. Impressed to say the least , a new throttle switch and a re map and 
my q 7 is running like a dream , bags more power and extra 6 miles to the gallon 
( going off trip computer ) Couldn't praise the workmanship or the service enough . 

Remapped my C5 2.2Hdi Vtr+. Got over 10% increase in mpg when driven 
carefully. Big increase in torque/power as well .Would use again, 
recommended.
Very friendly and knowledgeable, didn't mind me chatting about my car during the 
work. Workshop was clean and tidy, nobody standing idle. Came out happier and 
enjoyed the drive home !!.

DPF remodelling/EGR Mod/Eco map.
My car was in a sorry state before I took it to this company. I had just paid £300 for 
work in another garage that was not necessary; I was ready to send it for scrap as 
the other garage said I would need to spend up to £1000 to get it working correctly. 
(my car is 7yr old) Durham Remaps did it for under half the price. They were very 
helpful, friendly and knew their profession well. My car is running better than ever 
now. They guarantee their work and I can take it straight back if I have any further 
problems with it, for as long as I own the car. Excellent service. .

Mazda 3 diesel remap.
Very good and professional service. Friendly customer service and good standard 
of work. Will definitely recommend to friends and family.

Replace both suspension arms and linkage.
Ian did the honours yet again, taking me home after dropping the car at the garage 
and picking me up when the work was completed. I cannot praise the efficiency of 
the work carried out in this garage and high standard of service provided. The work 
was carried out on time and for a very reasonable price. I will definitely have any 
future work carried out at Durham re-maps - well done! .

Fitted new camshaft sensor AUDI A4.
Top mechanic/technician Very knowledgeable and also very pleasant and helpful. 
itted new cam sensor to my AUDI A4, over the moon with price and workmanship.

Remap on insignia.
I am very satisfied, they have transformed my damp and dreary insignia into 
something an SRI should be-nippy and power when its needed without having to 
drop a gear. Ian explained what the results would be and I`m happy to say he was 



spot on. He is a nice guy, straight talking and honest-something that is hard to find 
in this day and age. I would highly recommend Ian and his company to anyone 
looking for engine tuning etc.

Rectified my remap fault.
Ian's service was over and above what I have ever previously experienced. He 
reassured me and very quickly sorted a fault with my car remap that another local 
business had messed up over the last 2 years. My car is now sorted and feels 
much better to drive. I look forward to using his service again in future and will be 
recommending him to family and friends. Thanks again Ian. D Barnfather.

Remap.
Had my Saab remapped for better economy and drivability, I was very pleased with 
the results, I have been driving the car for a number of months now and found an 
average of 4 to 5 miles more than I was able to get prior to the work being done.

ECU removal Re-map and Tune.
Very professional set up. Couldn't of been happier with the finished re-map of my 
350Z. They were very knowledgeable and willing to explain exactly what was wrong 
and what had been done to correct it in a manner I could easily understand. Would 
recommend this company to anyone looking for a job done perfectly.

Had my car done.
Excellent job done with no problems, the tradesman explained what he was doing, I 
am very happy.

Getting my car re-mapped Eco+ which consists of a mixture of power and 
economy with torque balance.
Very pleased with work done and very friendly customer service. I would highly 
recommend this company.

service pdf filter engine flush fuel filter change & remap .
My car was running very badly and getting worse by the week, started thinking had 
the turbo gone? How much is it all going to cost? so I rang Durham remaps after a 
chat with Ian I felt a lot better, he assured me it was most likely to be the pdf, an 
inexpensive fix ; So booked my diesel in and left it with Ian I got it back later the 
same day and what a difference!!! My car went in a slug and came out a 
greyhound, can't tell you how pleased I am with it, they have transformed it; can't 
recommend Durham remaps enough.

new intercooler and dpf remodelling.
picked my car up from the house, had it one week ,came back better than new .

dpf removal and remap of mazda 3 .



very friendly staff, very informative, very satisfied, was even able to email and get 
information on a Sunday not expecting to get a reply until the next working day but 
received a reply within the hour and had my car booked in very happy with the 
service and would use again!.

Remap to Nissan Navara.
I spent a great deal of time talking to a considerable number of remap companies 
waiting to get the automatic answer to the specific problem I wanted solving. With 
the first contact at Durham remaps, Ian knew exactly what I was looking for and 
described in detail what the problem was and how he could remedy. Specifically 
this was to allow my auto boxed Navara to be smoother, to find and stay in the right 
gear, to have more punch through the gears and finally to be more economical. All I 
can say is Ian has surpassed any thoughts I had about how good this pick up could 
be when set up correctly. It has now become the composed and quiet 4X4 I wanted 
and is now amazingly fast when required. I can't recommend Durham Remaps 
highly enough. First rate service, first class people.

Remap Honda Civic 2.2.
I had doubts about the remap but when I spoke to Ian he allayed my fears and it 
was clear that he is a skilled technician. The throttle response is instantaneous the 
torque is unbelievable and it was good in standard form. it is a different car that puts 
a big smile on your face. And now that I have settled down I am getting better fuel 
consumption 3mpg so far win win performance and mpg. .

Remap on a insignia 2.0 t petrol a20nht .
Great company no messing about get a quote, get job done same day, took no time 
to do and results are unreal, cars much more responsive and smooth, great guy Ian 
told me before job price, time it would take and gains, I got quoted £500 plus vat for 
same job from another company this well cheaper and a better job, I would highly 
recommend if you want a quick easy no messing job to your car.

DPF and EGR valve removal with remap.
had an EGR valve issue which Ian said was common on that engine, 
recommended removing that and the DPF to prevent further problems.

Remap of my Audi A3 and fuel filter replaced.
Very Professional. Very friendly staff and they explained the work really well all work 
that needed carrying out.

I had trouble with dpf.
Durham Remaps carried out work, as my car was not able to drive , had to be 
towed to their garage at no extra charge and picked me up from my home to collect 
car (9 miles).

Replace ECU and alternator plus engine remap.



Work completed to a high standard. Job was well explained and prices given were 
excellent. Especially seeing as a local Ford main dealer had quoted £1k+VAT for 
less work. I can't recommend Durham Remaps enough.

Remap, Clutch and flywheel, front brakes and pads, wheel bearing.
Took the Audi to Durham remaps for a tuning and additional work. I am very 
pleased with the work carried out. Both Ian and Phil looked after me and I could not 
fault them at all. I would recommend this company as you can trust them and they 
will always look after you.

Remap on a Audi A5 3L TDI.
This has been my second vehicle that I have taken to get re mapped at Ian's 
premises. I thought the A5 for fast enough but can honestly say that the 
improvement is amazing both on MPG and mid range torque I have been using 
Durham remaps for over a year now for all my vehicle repairs and servicing needs 
without any faults. The cost of the work completed by Ian has been a fraction of the 
quotes given from the main dealers. I would most definitely recommend Durham 
remaps to anyone requiring assistance on remaps, repairs and servicing. A good 
bunch of lads to deal with and they will not let you down. .

Re-Map.
Good service!!.

DPF REVOVAL AND REMAP.
JOB CARRIED OUT ON TIME AND TREATED WITH THE UTMOST COURTESY 
AND PROFESSIONALISM. CAR VERY MUCH IMPROVED EXACTLY AS STATED 
IT WOULD BE.

Car not running properly.
Diagnosed DPF filter blocked. Re engineered DPF filter. EGR valve delete. 
Remapped software to suit modifications. Car found to have problems with boost 
pipes. All sorted, car running best it ever has at no extra cost.

Full service and MOT.
I took my car into Durham Remaps for a full service and MOT. I needed 4 new tyres 
and Ian spent so much time sourcing the best deal for me. He dropped my car off 
and picked it back up when the job was finished. The service I received from Ian 
and Michael was excellent and I would highly recommend Durham ReMaps. 

Remapped engine on Audi A3.



Had been to another garage for the problem and was totally conned. The problem 
was still the same so went to Durham Remaps and the job was done properly, 
efficiently and professionally. Totally sorted my car out.

DPF Removal.
Excellent service from enquiry to completion of work. Time was taken both before 
and after work was done to explain procedure fully.

I took my Audi TT into Durham Remaps for a 'Tune-Up', to ensure I was 
getting the best value out of my cars performance.
I was met by Ian, who took my car into the workshop and showed me into his 
hospitality area for a cup of coffee. The car was hooked up to the computer system 
and couple of hours later, the job was done and my car was more responsive, 
powerful, quicker, and a joy to drive. No fuss, no drama, no false promises, just a 
good professional doing his job and at a very reasonable price. I would recommend 
Ian and his staff to anyone wanting that little bit more out of their vehicle.

They fixed a bad DPR removal from a different company.
Spoke to Ian after a boched atempt from another company to remove the DPF from 
my Zafira. Ian was very understanding and carried out the work with no issues and 
told me what was happening. He explained how the previous company did the job 
wrong and helped with a report so I could get my money back from the other 
company. Had the car back for a week now and it drives soo much better and no 
DPF issues. Wish I went there first.

engine tuning.
very good job done by Ian , job was done in time said and very friendly and polite 
customer service. I would use again and recommend to others.

DPF Removal and Re-Map.
I had big problems with my diesel filter but the company sorted it out very quickly. 
They are professional and I am so impressed I would recommend them to anyone. 

Diesel particle filter removal, minor engine service, new oil and filter, new air 
filter and ecu remap.
Very satisfied, quick diagnosis and very clean professional and knowledgeable 
service.

Mazda 6 2.2d Sport Remap .
I asked Ian to remap my Mazda 6 2.2d Sport as I had always been disappointed 
with the power - it never felt like the 185bhp car it was billed as. Since the remap, 
it's a different beast. On part throttle it drives just as smoothly and calmly as before, 



but as you start planting your foot it really takes off. In fact, in-gear acceleration now 
feels pretty similar to my previous car, a 2.5T Focus ST, which really is saying 
something. Ian was very helpful throughout. Highly recommended.

Remap .
First impression was great, very clean and modern. Very professional , very polite 
and makes a good cup of coffee! I would highly recommend Durham remaps. Very 
impressed .

DFP Issues, Full Service and MOT.
Phoned Ian, based on a recommendation, and he fully understood the issue I was 
facing. He was professional, very courteous, knew what he was talking about and 
put me at ease by explaining the system. Service and MOT completed, by Phil, in 
the morning and car back for the afternoon in the time frame he advised. Nothing is 
an issue to them, they have full knowledge of all systems, very clean workers and 
workshop, workmanship excellent, timekeeping couldn't be better and overall 
opinion, fantastic. Ian went out of his way to help - I'll certainly be using Durham 
Remaps again.

DPF removal, EGR delete, remap.
The guys really know their stuff and work to a high standard. They really seem to 
care about you and your car. Would definitely recommend these guys and use them 
again. Its good to find someone you can trust. The car has been transformed, much 
smoother and more responsive.

DPF Removal and ECU Remap on 2006 Mazda 6.
The DPF LIGHT started flashing on my 2006 Mazda 6, shortly followed by the 
Engine Management Light coming on and the car going into Limp mode. Following 
Internet research and a mechanic friends opinion, I decided that the best and 
cheapest option was to get the DPF Removed. When I telephoned Cathedral 
Motors ( Durham Remaps ), I was genuinely surprised by the helpfulness and 
knowledge of the garage, and felt that they were a honest company ( not just 
fobbing me off ). I was that impressed with that first phone call I decided to book my 
car into their garage, and amazed how quickly the work was carried out to such a 
high standard. Sorry if I've babbled on as I don't usually write reviews, but give 
credit where credits due, they're a top notch garage. Thank you Durham Remaps 
Craig and Julie from Newcastle.

Removal of D.P.F on car.
Contacted Durham Remaps about a problem with my car. I was told the removal of 
the D.P.F would cure the problem, friendly and professional.

DPF REMOVAL AND FULL SERVICE.
When my dpf light came on yet again I decided it was time to get rid of the filter. I 
rang Durham Remaps and Ian gave me a common sense breakdown of costings 



and options. He evidenced his knowledge and could qualify his reassuraice as I 
asked questions. He fitted me in at the last minute as I worried about damaging the 
car whilst driving with the warning lights on. The service was efficient and friendly 
The car drives much better. ive picked up 5mpg and 32bhp and wont ever have to 
worry about the great dpf swindle again!.

Problem with DPF and ERG valve.
About a month ago booked an Audi A3 in as having trouble with the DPF and ERG 
valve. Both were successfully blocked and have had no problems since. Have 
experienced an increase in economy too in terms of miles per gallon. The customer 
service was also outstanding as me, my husband and 2 children were given a 
courtesy ride into Durham and back. Very pleased and would highly recommend. 
Thank you.

Remap of car.
I am satisfied with the overall service and installation. I am happy with the customer 
service and I would definitely recommend.

full service and stage 2 re-map on a mk5 R32.
full service and stage 2 re-map very happy - would use again!.

Spark plug replacement to fix engine misfire and replacement of catalytic 
converter damaged by engine misfire (rover 25).
Absolutely fantastic service. Came to Cathedral motors after failing MOT on 
emissions with no indication as to what was wrong from those that did the MOT 
(National tyres and auto-care). I was worried that like the MOT place i was going to 
be ripped off due to being young and female. Upon looking at the MOT report 
Cathedral motors quickly diagnosed the problem and were able to tell me straight 
up what costs would be to replace the faulty parts and for labour. There were no 
hidden charges and they kept me informed of progress as they worked. I was very 
impressed with their level of knowledge of the car (they were able to guess my cars 
service history just from knowing it was an old rover and what problems it was likely 
to have had). They even made sure that i did not get ripped off again as they took it 
for the retest once they had fixed it and made sure i wasn't slapped with a partial re-
test fee and that the retest was done fairly. Overjoyed that i have found a mechanic 
that pride themselves on high standards of workmanship and customer care, now 
know where i will be taking my car for all future MOTs and work. .

Sorting out Engine Management System Light permanently on.
Contacted Ian at Cathedral Motors on a number given to me by a heavy goods 
vehicle company. He told me exactly what they were going to do by ways of 
eliminating the problem and further enhancing the performance of my xtrail. The 
cost quoted and charged by them was a substantial saving from the Nissan 
dealership. I know the rating I have given them is very high but at this moment in 



time I cannot fault any of their work. Just a very good company gaining a very good 
reputation. Well done and I will be going back. .

Diesel particulate filter removal and ECU remapping.
The work was carried out to a very high standard, double-checked and the vehicle 
road-tested before a final electronic diagnostic check. Everything was carefully 
explained. An excellent job.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Car service.
I was collected by the owner and dropped of at work. The work was carried out on 
time, I was notified promptly. The service was spot on and the car was given back 
clean. .

BMW 330D (55PLATE) DPF REMOVAL PLUS REMAP.
I done a lot of research on the net to find a company to do the work to my BMW. As 
BMW give me a quote for a dpf of 1500 and that was without labour I had to find a 
cheaper way. I then found DURHAM REMAPS on Checked and Vetted and called 
them straight away. I was on the phone to IAN for at least half hour as he was 
explaining all the ins and outs of the job that needed doing. I booked the car in and 
from the booking to the collection of my car the service was fantastic. I had the Eco 
plus remap on my car which gave it an extra 34 bhp and also 85 newton torques. I 



am getting more mpg and the performance is phenomenal. I would recommend 
these guys to anyone. I am that happy with the work I will be going back for more 
work to my car. FANTASTIC SERVICE FROM START TO FINISH!!!!.

Remap of a Mercedes.
Everything was explained to me and the guys definitely know their stuff. I was 
impressed with the service and I will certainly be using them again in future. Highly 
recommended.

Diagnostic & tuning.
Fast, friendly service with a result I am very pleased with. Well recommended .

Got my BMW 325d remapped with performance map.
I found Durham Remaps on Checked and Vetted - Brilliant place to go or even to 
ring for advice the guys helped me with whatever queries I had, got the work done 
3 days ago and would of left a comment sooner but I have never been out of my 
car, increase in performance is out of this world, very happy with the map and the 
level of customer service is fantastic, highly recommended.

DPF remap, new turbo system and engine flush.
I had a Ford Focus 1.6TDCi which was reliable and cheap to run, but it was so slow 
it was frustrating. I spoke to Ian at Durham Remaps and he explained the process. 
The work was more expensive than I'd hoped but my car is better at overtaking. It 
will never be fast and is still very slow off the mark but it is better than it was and I 
now get 580 miles per tank, rather than 460. I now get 66.6MPG rather than 
51MPG. Excellent work. Very fast and efficient too. Thanks.

FORD FOCUS TDCI 1.6 DIESEL DPF FILTER REMOVED AND MY ENGINE 
REMAPPED FOR ECONOMY .
After much searching the internet and speaking to a few different companies i 
decided to go with durham remaps as as my dpf light was on and I was told it had 
failed by my local dealer and was going to cost near 2 thousand pounds to fix . I 
telephoned on recommendation of this site , I must say they came across as very 
knowledgeable and professional and weren't pushy or rude like some i spoke to or 
tried to baffle me with science , they also had good references from other garages 
they do work for and i made the decision to go ahead , i was met on the day with 
my car booked in , all the staff in smart uniforms and very courteous. i was made a 
cup of tea while i waited for my lift which was a nice gesture .i was called at 3 pm 
that day and told my car would be available to pick up from 4pm and the job had 
been carried out successfully, I collected the car at the said time and was given a 
guarantee and invoice for the work and a list of other issues found with the car , the 
turbo having being damaged by the dpf failing . I have rebooked my car to have the 
turbo changed as I have found them to be a really trustworthy and helpful garage to 
deal with and my car is definitely coming here for servicing from now on after such 



good service , would highly recommend to anyone with same problems , 
outstanding customer care . Peter .

DPF Removal and EGR Deletion.
Had a problem with our diesel S type Jaguar for quite some time. Went through to 
see Ian and was very impressed and confident that a good job would be done. 
Booked the car in for the work to be done within two days. We were kept informed 
when a problem arose. Drove the car home and was very happy with the result of 
the work that had been carried out. The cars performance is now as it should be. 
We will be taking it back for a service in the next couple of weeks and can't see us 
using anyone else in the future.

Golf gt td170 dpf removed and engine remapped, engine oil changed and air 
filter changed.
I had my car towed into Durham Remaps after breaking down by the AA , the 
patrol-man recommended them as first choice . i got a price to remove the filter part 
and offered an engine map with it to help my economy and supposedly give me 
more power. I didnt quite believe I could get more economy out my golf as it was 
already quite good. I collected the car last week after it spent the day in the 
workshop, a clear report on my car with all billing itemised was ready , and a week 
later I have to say it runs like it never has , more economical , goes so quick it's 
brilliant, can't speak highly enough of the way we were looked after by Ian and Phil, 
puts other garages to shame the way they look after you , great job fellas thanks .. 
Ian and Sue.

DPF removal, EGR deletion and Performance remap. Audi TT 2.0 TDi by 
Cathedral Motors/Durham Remaps.
My Audi was in for a DPF removal along with an egr deletion and performance 
remap, I was not having any trouble with the vehicle, but knew how prone to DPF 
problems this engine could be. I first contacted the company via their website and 
was immediately impressed with the promptness of reply and the communication I 
received from Ian. I booked my car in for work the same week and was given a very 
competitive quote. Ian is very professional and I had no hesitation in trusting his 
company to work on my car. As soon as I drove the car after the work I could feel 
the difference, more low down torque, quicker pick up and a smooth delivery of 
power. The car even sounded better, with a lovely deep throated growl when 
accelerating. I would not hesitate to recommend this company to anyone, 
professional, knowledgeable and true to their word.

DPF REMOVAL + SERVICE + TIMING BELT CHANGE + WATER PUMP 
CHANGED.
i AM SO SO PLEASED WITH THE SERVICE i RECEIVED FROM IAN. HE WAS 
EVER SO HELPFUL AND AS WE KNEW THE BILL WAS GOING TO BE LARGE 
HE DISCOUNTED IT AS MUCH AS HE COULD. I WOULD GO AS FAR TO SAY 
THAT I GOT A AWFUL LOT DONE (& PROFESSIONALLY FOR THAT MATTER) 



FOR MY MONEY. HE EVEN WENT ABOVE AND BEYOND WHAT I HAD PAID 
FOR. THE CAR ON MY 45MINS JOURNEY HOME WAS FANTASTIC WITH 
LOADS MORE POWER THAN BEFORE AND HAS BEEN FANTASTIC EVER 
SINCE. HE HAS DEFINITELY GAINED A CUSTOMER FOR LIFE IN ME AS I 
CANT FAULT HIM, HIS TEAM OR HIS WORK IN ONE LITTLE WAY. THANK YOU 
DURHAM RE-MAPS AND SEE YOU SOON.

fiesta clutch 1.4 tdci.
Purchased this car from Ian in 2009. Would not take my car anywhere than their 
garage. They do a great job and give great advice try them you wont be 
disappointed.

Removal of D.P Filter.
First class job and first class service. All servicing will be done there in future.

eco re map for bmw 520d m sport.
completely professional no hidden costs completely up front knew what they was 
talking about which is rare these days Ian and his team very professional gave me 
a guarantee for life as long as I'm the owner of the car felt relaxed and confident 
leaving my car with guys wasn't disappointed when driving car home so much 
smoother and responsive than before does what it said on the advert would 
recommend these lads to anyone.

Diagnostics, remap , and additional items found on diagnostic check.
Originally went to see Ian for Eco+ remap on 2007 Peugeot 407 GT 2.7 diesel. Was 
advised needed new airflow meter ( £90 ) . as the twin meters were out of balance. 
Work was completed with new air and fuel filters as agreed. Car totally transformed 
with greater than expected rise in both performance and economy, now truly worthy 
of GT badge. Would choose to use Ian in future for any work on any vehicle. 
Fantastic friendly service- cannot recommend highly enough.

DPF Removal and Software Update.
Totally professional job, very friendly ppl and great customer care.

to remap my BMW 12od.
what a difference this remap has made to my car! A far better response when 
accelerating. with more mpg . Well worth doing I can't understand why i put off for 
so long. I will do this in the future what ever the car I have its a must!!.

Boost solenoid, dump valve and remap.
Pendragon, Evans Halshaw who sold me the car refused to accept that there was a 
problem with the dump valve "turkey noise" and fobbed me off saying it was 
supposed to be there or that the noise was coming from the exhaust. The guys at 
durham remaps identified and fixed the problem in no time at all. And carried out a 
remap on the same day also with great customer service and excellent product 



information to keep me informed about everything they have done and what they 
recommend for the future. .

Diesel dpf removal and remap.
Took my Audi a3 tdi to Durham Remaps on 28/1/13. Really pleased with the work 
done totally transformed the car and very reasonable price. They are very 
knowledgeable and explain everything about the work undertaken. above and 
beyond main dealer service and much cheaper too. Thoroughly recommended and 
I shall be using them in the future.

DPF removal and remap.
Very easy to talk to, job was done very quickly, and Ian even collected the car from 
the dealer in Durham. He diagnosed and carried out extra work which was definitely 
justified and needed, so no complaints at a small cost increase. In summary, talks 
straight and does a straight job- recommended.

Engine Remap and free diagnostic check.
Arrived there early and so did Ian even on what was a horrible snowy day.Left the 
car with Ian and just over an hour later job done.Ian cleared loads of codes off the 
car what had probably been left on off previous services & gave it a clean bill of 
health.Job done.Not been able to properly test the car yet because of this horrible 
weather but what i have noticed is the auto box is now much smoother,positive 
results.Going back later to have my brakes serviced.I feel i can confidently trust Ian 
and his team without doubt.Thanks very much Ian very professional and 
courteous.Regards Alan.Car mapped Land Rover Freelander Series 1 TD4 Auto.

Dealer level full service and remap.
We delivered the car and were welcomed by name, driven into Durham city to 
spend the time it took for the service and remap by Ian. A phone call to explain 
additional work with costing was received and we returned to collect the car which 
was ready at the time we were initially told. On customer service alone these guys 
make the main dealers look silly, amateur and expensive. The car is a revelation 
after the remap, it pulls cleanly and strongly in sixth like it was in forth. It feels 
crisper on the throttle and safer for overtakes. The wife fancies a remap on her Audi 
now so we will certainly be back. .

ENGINE REMAP ON 3.6 RANGE ROVER VOGUE.
I first contacted Ian, after seeing an advert on the internet, he said to look on 
Checked and Vetted, which I did and then made an apointment. Prior to getting the 
Range Rover remapped I was gettin 22.5mpg, following the remap I am know 
getting an 28.9 mpg at a steady 70mph even more if I get down to 60mph, the picks 
up a lot quicker and the turbo lag has gone, I would recomend Durham Remaps to 
any one, great service many thanks Ian, still can't believe the difference!.



I attended Durham Recaps, part of Cathedral Motors to have my VW Passat 
remapped for extra power and greater fuel economy.
Upon meeting Ian at his premises, I was given a warm welcome to his business 
and a full overview of his procedure, what I would expect in both fuel and power 
gains, exactly how much it would cost and how long the procedure would take. I 
dropped the car off as arranged and Ian took me home, returning with my vehicle to 
collect me as planned. The difference in the returned car was significant, with a far 
better throttle response and more torque, especially at low speeds. However the 
best news was an 8mpg increase in fuel economy, relating to approximately an 
extra 80 miles from a tank of diesel! Basically I got exactly what Ian explained I 
would, for the exact cost he quoted. The car was returned in the pristine condition 
that I had handed it over in. I was so impressed with the service and results that 
within the following months both my wife and another family member have attended 
Durham remaps for the exact same experience. I would happily recommend this 
company to all!.

Fan belt changed diesel leak fixed and pulleys changed.
Was recommended by a friend to visit this garage as she always uses them and 
can't praise them enough. I have had a remap done previously and the car has 
been like a new car and saved me on diesel as I travel a lot I then had a massive 
clanking on my car and took it the cathedral motors Durham ramps and it was dealt 
with ASAP and fixed which I do need to mention I already had the car in at another 
local garage that said they fixed it charged me 330 pound for a ball joint and arm 
and the banging noise was just normal after it had been fixed . To then be told by 
Durham recaps the arm that had been out on was a used bent one and the wrong 
model!! Since Ian and Durham remaps have put the correct parts on which I must 
add at half the price it runs superb and I feel safe driving long distance this 
company really is a grassy mechanic and honest which now a days is hard to find 
trust me I have been to many garages with my car due the the traveling I do and 
the prices are a hell of a lot cheaper than what I used to have been paying for a job 
that has not even been properly and within a week had to have it took back I really 
can recommend Durham remaps enough x.

Had my DPF took out and car serviced.
Put my audi in as the dealer told me the DPF on the exhaust was the fault when a 
engine light came on, was told it was over £2000 to have it fixed and got 
recommended by a friend to ring Ian at Durham Remaps as they would sort the car 
out . I had the car done yesterday and have to say I can't believe how good they 
were for service as its totally fixed and cost me a fraction of what it was with Audi, 
so now I booked in for a service next as I didn't realise how much extra a big dealer 
charged, I truly can't rate Durham Remaps highly enough on good work and price.

DPF removal and re-map.
Had my DPF removed and re-map on my Seat. Also had extra work carried out that 
had been identified on previous service. Very happy at the work carried out as I was 



aware what needed doing to car but at no time felt under pressure to get extra work 
carried out. Car now more responsive and running superb. Very happy at the price 
and the professionalism shown by Cathedral Motors/Durham re-maps.

I had work carried out on my car by another garage and it broke down within 
a few days , I took it back but they wanted more money off me so I got a 
second opinion from Cathedral Motors down the road , they fixed my car 
which was a fault with the repair.
I had a faulty part on my brakes and needed changing and all my brakes bleeded 
as it wasn't done properly the first time . Smashing guys to deal with and so 
helpful .

MOT carried out by Halfords, quoted £455 for work to be completed. Work 
suggested was questionable - went to Cathedral Motors for second opinion, 
received more detailed and honest overview of work to be completed and 
much better price.
Cathedral Motors completed more work than initially recommended by Halfords as 
well as providing a re-test for approx £150 less money. I felt the service by this 
garage was more honest, personal and value for money. I would return for further 
repairs in the future.

Engine re-map for a Range Rover Vogue 3.6 V8.
Checked numerous sites on the web for this service and could have had the job 
done cheaper but when I spoke to Ian it is apparent he knows his stuff and is very 
professional in his approach. The difference to the car is amazing, as if it didn't 
have enough power in the first place it now has appreciably more, combined with 
ordinary driving I have already found a fuel saving of 20%. Whitby-Durham 
24,2mpg, after the re-map Durham-Whitby(same route) 28.7 mpg. Would 
recommend to anyone. .

Full service, new discs and pads.
Took my Seat Alhambra to the garage after I got quoted extortionate prices from 
another garage close by, I was well informed of the cost and my car is now great 
and the brakes are like new. I was dropped off then picked up when my car was 
ready, outstanding for such a local garage and do highly recommend.

Car remap.
A very nice man. Will put himself out for you. Had a pleasant conversation with him 
while work being done. Very pleased with what he did. Great value for money. I 
have since recommended him to friends and acquaintances.

Engine remap. .
Brilliant job done.
Very professional.



Well informed by the foreman.

Remapped my Seat Leon FR.
Obviously I wasn't having it remapped to increase the speed..... only for the fuel 
economy ....... but my word what a difference, to what was already a nippy car. I 
wasn't happy with 1st to 2nd gear change, and now it takes off. Also the fuel 
economy difference is really noticeable! Service was great too, dropped off and 
picked up from home when the car was ready. Would recommend Ian and his team 
to any female racers out there!.

Ian re-mapped my car. Excellent service and he couldn't have been anymore 
helpful than he was. Job was completed on time.
My car does more MPG and has more power, it is more responsive. I wished I had 
this work completed when I first bought the car. Workshop is really clean and tidy.

Full service and egr repair.
My car was due a service and wasn't running right. I got Cathedral Motors to 
service my car and they found a problem with the EGR valve. I was quoted over 
£500 from Land Rover for a new one however Cathedral motors cleaned and 
repaired the old one for a fraction of the price and the car now runs perfect.



RS5 stage 1 calibration and Audi software update. .
I had my RS5 remapped by Durham Remaps 2 years back. Been very happy with 
it. It was a 'light map' Had it in for a 'full beans map' today and the difference is 
incredible. Car is an absolute monster and puts a smile on my face. The lads there 
are so knowledgeable and professional. I would not go anywhere else. They also 
updated my audi software which was 7 revisions out of date! Been to Audi a few 
times and they never even mentioned it. They explained there was an update to the 
wastegate control which would likely be the cause of some of the fault codes I was 
getting. All sorted and very happy.

Gearbox oil change. Audi 3.0 tdi.
Totally professional and cheaper than main dealers I have used this company for 
years on three different cars.

My car was in today bmw 335d x.drive, to have popcorn limiter installed, 
I've also in the past had other work carried out stage2 remap and 
gearbox map custom downpipes fitted and exhaust amongst other 
work.
The job was done with professionalism as always, the guys at Durham Remaps 
really know there stuff. Friendly helpful and get the job done with perfection, they 
really are fantastic.i would not take my car anywhere else and will always use these 
guys and recommend to anybody without hesitation.Durham Remaps are the 
forefront of car tuning.

Replacement of control / pressure valves to turbo chargers.
The staff at Durham Remaps were incredibly friendly and approachable. They took 
the time to listen to my concerns and understand the issues I was experiencing with 
my vehicle. Their communication was clear and transparent, ensuring that I was 
well-informed throughout the entire process. The garage itself was clean, 
organised, and equipped with state-of-the-art tools and diagnostic equipment. It 
was evident that Durham Remaps invests in the latest technology to provide the 
best service possible. This attention to detail gave me confidence that my car was 
in safe hands. When it came to the repairs and maintenance, I was impressed with 
the expertise and knowledge displayed by their mechanics. They tackled the 
problems with precision and efficiency, ensuring that my vehicle was running 
smoothly once again. I could tell that they genuinely cared about the well-being of 
my car and went the extra mile to deliver outstanding results. One standout feature 
of Durham Remaps was their dedication to customer satisfaction. They not only 
fixed the specific issues with my car but also performed a comprehensive check to 
identify any potential problems that might arise in the future. This proactive 
approach impressed me and highlighted their commitment to providing top-notch 
service. Furthermore, the pricing at Durham Remaps was fair and reasonable. They 
provided a detailed breakdown of the costs involved, ensuring that there were no 
surprises when it came to settling the bill. The value I received for the quality of 



work performed was exceptional. In conclusion, Durham Remaps exceeded my 
expectations with their garage services. The combination of skilled mechanics, 
modern facilities, and outstanding customer service makes them a standout choice 
for any vehicle maintenance and repairs. I highly recommend their services to 
anyone in need of automotive care in the Durham area. I will certainly be returning 
to Durham Remaps for all my future car servicing needs. .

Stage 2 calibration + Adblue.
All went well and a great improvement to throttle response BHP up from 286 to350 
torque up to 701Nm.

Repaired ad blue faults, glow plugs and general service.
Excellent work by Ian and Dan. All done in the time specified and at the quoted 
price. No hidden extras when you go back for it which makes a pleasant change 
from most main dealerships who nearly always manage to tag something else on 
your bill.

Came in to get a stage 2 remap, down pipe and a back box delete for my 
1 series.
Car feels and sounds great now and customer service was very good also 
managed to get me a new diffuser as the one I brought in didn’t fit.

Car engine remap. .
Approximately 90 mins. Remap to reduce fuel usage and add power to engine. . 

Fourth time using Durham remaps. First class service no bull shit just 
plane talking. If you want a cheap job go back on Google and find 
somewhere else. Quality repairs by a company you can trust.
Remap and repair bodged coolant hose.

I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including 
services, upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a 
better service and would highly recommend to anyone.
I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including services, 
upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a better service and 
would highly recommend to anyone.

Stage 1 Remap on Mercedes Sprinter Campervan.
Excellent service, very friendly to deal with and explained everything in detail, made 
a big difference to the performance of my van, very happy with the work carried out, 
would use again for repairs etc if needed.

Upgraded breaks on my 5series all 4 corners.



Apex performance breaks and pads all corners, very helpful, friendly, and 
knowledgeable, I opted for the 3 months interest free payment. Defo will be getting 
more work done here in the future.

Engine light problem with cat and remap .
Very impressed with Ian & Dan customer care second to none There are a lot of so 
called specialists out there who clam to be able to do the job. But got let down by 3 
so called specialists. If I had gone to these first I would have saved at least £600 
Car is running fantastic I can’t praise them enough. If you're into cars these are the 
boys you go to in the north east not just Durham.

DPF repair and remap.
Good team of boys know exactly what they’re doing will definitely be back in future 
with my next cars.

Engine Remaping.
I have dealings with many garages across the North East who also use Durham 
Remaps, some will try and talk me into having work done on my car. Ian finally 
convinced me of then benefits of remapping. So went ahead, Ian and the guys kept 
me informed of the progress while I waited. Now I've given the car a couple of 
weeks for me to adjust I couldn't be more happier. Ian was true to his word on his 
costing. I would recommend anyone who has any hesitation to wait no longer get in 
touch with Durham Remaps and have the work done.

Dyno tune.
Took my car here to rectify a previous tune as my car was eating diesel and not 
running as it should, highly recommended they sorted it out car seems a lot better 
since been tuned on the dyno .

Car remap and exhaust work.
Completed to a high standard, on time and at the price agreed.

Remap stage 2 dsg tune.
Went to these guys to have my car sorted out as I previously had it remapped and it 
wasn't running right, these guys worked their magic and the results are outstanding, 
my cars like a completely different car, highly recommend.

Water tank replaced.
Ian was fantastic from start to finish, he advised me on price. After the job was 
complete I was given extra advice to make sure I was safe on the road.

I was having trouble with my DPF on my Jaguar . The garage that I use 
normally couldn’t sort it and recommended me to this company .



The lads here are genuine and don’t fill your head full of technical jargon which 
helps with me not been very clued up on mechanics . They fixed the problem the 
same day and the car now drives the best it ever has to be honest . I would 
Definitely recommend Durham remaps. professional , polite and genuine. Brilliant 
job , thanks lads !

Remap my BMW 435d engine and gearbox and fit bigger intercooler. 
Talked me through the full job. Phoned me as soon as completed and once again 
talked me through the process.

Car remap.
Excellent service from start to finish. .

Dpf removal, adblue delete and a remap.
Great job done as quoted and kept up to date as the job was done, nice friendly 
guys.

Car in for turbo , fuel pump , clutch and tune.
Outstanding service from Ian and Dan . Very informative and genuinely care about 
what they do . The results from this tune are outstanding without losing any 
driveability whatsoever. Would highly recommend .

Car was in to be diagnosed for a fault. They sere extremely helpful in 
explaining everything and the causes of faults.
Fantastic as always. They have remapped my car and car is running like a dream.

I had the swirl flaps removed from my BMW 116D ED plus (2015) and 
then opted for the Stage 1 remap. .
From start to finish, Ian and the team were brilliant to deal with. I am not a car 
enthusiast, so rang loads of places to ask about the issue and what they 
recommended. BMW insisted on a new Inlet Manifold (£900), and many "bmw 
dealers" offer to "remove swirl flaps and botch the hole" which I did not like the idea 
of. Ian was very clear on how they do the procedure, but i did not feel pressured to 
get the work done. Ian even offered me my deposit back if I didn't want the work 
done, which actually sold it for me. They talked me through everything, showed me 
the fix, the broken parts and then talked me through the remap process as well. 
10/10, honestly wouldn't go anywhere else! Worth the 2.5 hour drive. .

Bmw 440i Stage 2+ remap .
This was my 2nd visit down DR Remaps as had previously stage 1 tuned my 440i 
this time back in for a stage 2 + turn, as as expected top class work from them. Car 
is a monster now! Wouldn’t go anywhere else. .

Remap.



Job completed on time and satisfied with outcome. .

MOT, remapping .
Excellent service from start to finish, talked me through the process from start to 
finish, kept car clean as I left it there for the week due to my work schedule. 
Definitely recommend & will be returning for further upgrades very soon.

Engine and gearbox remap.
Took my Golf GTI to Durham Remaps. Had gearbox and engine remapped. They 
did a really good job. Gained 65 BHP +more torques. Very satisfied, top lads.

Stage one re-map. Mini Cooper S.
Excellent service as ever. Professional from start to finish.

Had mapping work carried out by the lads at durham remaps and i 
couldn't be more happier. Ian was very helpful with what I wanted and 
advised me on a few other things to get done which I had done.
If I could give a 12 out of 10 thats what I would give and highly recommend them to 
anyone.

Specialist remap with intercooler, exhaust conversion from standard 
double exhaust on one side to twin 4inch exhausts with diffuser 
change.
Durham remaps are simply the best about, I travelled over 2 hours to get this work 
carried out. Ian the boss was a pleasure to deal with, he guided me through what 
they would be doing and completed the job to a high standard and completely 
transformed my car the work speaks for itself. Very professional and experts in their 
field of work. .

Stage one remap on CLA 35 AMG.
Decided to use Durham remaps having been recommended by a friend who had 
work done with them. They have transformed the car, with great, yet safe figures. 
Great lads.

Replace faulty turbo .
Ian and Dan were very professional and kept me up to date with how the job was 
going. .

I had the exhaust, diffuser and gearbox oil flushed and changed.
The work was done to a high standard and I am very happy with all the work that 
has been done. Would definitely highly recommend. Will be visiting again .



I would highly recommend this company for any work need done on 
your pride and joy , very happy with all the work they have done for me , 
i have used this company a few times now and will continue to do so .
I have had done brand new custom exhaust , full service, remap and recently brand 
new coil packs and plugs , top service every time.

Major Service on Nissan X-Trail.
This garage is one of the few I trust. I was treat with respect and courtesy, the work 
was completed to my satisfaction and within the estimated cost. I also requested a 
general report on the condition of the car and this was done without charge, very 
happy.

Diagnostics and stage 1 custom remap.
I had my mk6 golf GTI in for diagnostics check and custom tune today and can 
honestly say Durham Remaps have transformed my car, it's more responsive and 
driveable all round with the extra power and torque. Ian answered all of my 
questions and knows his stuff, very knowledgeable and has done a fantastic job, 
would highly recommend Durham remaps, thank you.

Range Rover remap.
EGR delete / remap, the mechanic was very knowledgeable and efficient. I will use 
them again and recommend their services.

Had my VW Golf in for a stage 1 remap n the lads where spot on n give 
me a professional service.
Very good standers of work n very helpful lads very professional done all on time 
like they said.

Fresh remap plus fault rectified from previous remap elsewhere.
The car was previously remapped elsewhere but I wasn’t happy with the results 
from that company. Got in touch with these guys and they rectified the issues I had, 
gaining more horsepower and a lot more torque. The cars runs as it should have in 
the first place, very happy with the results.

Remap of 335D xdrive F31.
This is the second time I’ve been to Durham remaps as the service they provide is 
second to none. Great guys, very professional and they can transform your vehicle! 

Re-map of my car.
My Wife's T-Roc was unbelievably flat and gutless. I didn't expect much from a 1.6 
TDI But I did think it would be better than it was. The guys at Durham Remaps did a 
fantastic job though and gave the car a metaphorical boot. It now pulls surprisingly 
well, smooth power delivery and brings a smile to the face It's like the car has had 
an engine transplant. Fantastic job, well recommended.



Absolutely brilliant car feels so much more different would definitely 
recommend. I will 100% be coming back for future work.
Brilliant from start to finish, the staff are friendly, quick and very informative overall 
great.

Back box mod and stage 1 remap.
Remap definitely has improved responsiveness where there was a definite flat spot 
previously. Back box mod has given it shouty man pants at less than half the cost of 
a full sports system which would have made no real performance gain to my 
Lambo, I mean my Z4.

Full service, new exhaust and diffuser fitted, stage 1 engine & gearbox 
remap.
Got full service, new cobra exhaust and diffuser fitted and also stage 1 engine & 
gearbox remap. very very happy with work done, top quality job. car was in and out 
in a few hours with no problems. BMW 320d msport touring, what a difference the 
remap has made, car drives as it should now. would definitely recommend and will 
definitely be a returning customer.

Stage one remap on a 435d .
Great result from the work done and good service from the staff.

Mini Clubman Cooper - remap.
Very impressed with the result, a much drive and plenty low down/mid range power 
and much smoother drive with a very good progressive delivery on acceleration - 
different car altogether.

Had dpf and cat problems on second hand BMW 520d I’d just bought. 
They replaced both, and cleared the computer.
Performance was greatly improved. Had a bit of a rattle the next day, called them 
and it was addressed immediately. Very impressed!.

Carried out a stage 1 tune on my car and custom exhaust work.
Very happy with the service from these guys, I have been on 2 occasions for work 
on my car and I’ve been over the moon both times. Talked me through the remap 
process and the before and after results, very knowledgeable guys who you can 
trust with your pride and joy.

Remap and dpf fixed .
Excellent remap service very helpful and friendly made my astra gtc feel more 
responsive and smooth the extra bhp and torque has really made the car more 
enjoyable to drive thanks guys .



Remap.
Really pleased with the work from first contact, was done at cost stated and at a 
very high standard.

There was a whooshing sound coming from my engine while I was 
accelerating so was advised by a guy at national tyres to take it to 
Durham remaps so that's what I did.
I was seen too straight away the problem was spotted straight away and within an 
hour the problem was fixed was very impressed.

Jaguar XF Diesel S (2016) - Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, as always, on time and to budget. Worth travelling 2 hours north! 
Will use again.

Dyno test .
Went for a dyno reading on my golf r and wasn't happy with the results and was 
made aware of a couple of problems.decided on new remap and the results were 
above expectation.immensely happy with the job carried out by this 
company.excellent job and a vast improvement.would highly recommend this 
company to anyone wanting a good quality remapping company.top job.

A remap on my Audi A3. Initially only wanted an EGR blanking but with 
the added benefits described I chose to go with a full remap.
Very professional. Excellent base of knowledge and able to explain it in an 
understandable way. Not just completed the work in the given time stated, was able 
to give advice for best use of my car in the future (ie.notifying me the DPF was 
becoming blocked and was able to offer DPF cleaning additive to aid its long term 
cleanliness).

Full stainless steel exhaust system.
Job done quickly and to a very high standard. Complete stainless steel exhaust on 
Peugeot 206 cc 2006. All done to my complete satisfaction.

I got the Stage 1 remap from DR taking the car from 260-310hp so I am 
very pleased with that result. .
I managed to get booked in at very short notice; I messaged DR yesterday morning 
to enquire about the next available slot for a remap, they replied almost instantly 
and I was booked in within 20 minutes for the next day due to a cancellation. I got 
to the unit early doors, dropped off my keys and was met with perfect customer 
service from the get-go. The owner went out of his way to get my remap done pretty 
quickly (took 2 and a bit hours), just so I wasn't doing the long drive home at stupid 
o clock. 10/10 for the service.



Resonator delete - Leon Cupra.
Couldn’t be happier, messaged on Facebook to ask about work, got a quick 
response so got booked in straight away. Couldn’t have been nicer and did a great 
job, car sounds just the way I wanted it to and will definitely be back if i need 
anything else done.

I had a remap carried out on my vehicle, the people that I dealt with 
were friendly knowledgable & very professional.
Engine software updated, DPF cleaned, engine remapped to provide superior 
torque & improved mpg.

Diesel depositary filter and remap.
Engine management warning light on. Vehicle eventually going into limp mode on a 
journey. .

Diagnostic check and remap. .
Excellent customer service and the lads couldn’t have done more to help. . 

Amazing Custom Exhaust.
This is the second time I have had my BMW 5 series Touring into Durham Remaps, 
first was for a Stage 2 custom tune and this time it was for a full M5 style custom 
exhaust and got to say they didn’t disappoint, fantastic work guys, well impressed. 
Thank you.

Change diesel injectors on the engine.
Really pleased with the work carried out on my car following a breakdown. The 
guys at Durham remaps kept me in the loop with the faults and repairs. Very 
professional, well done & thank you very much!!!.

Car remap. .
Very good. Could not fault the people or the job. .

Car in for new intercooler, ecu and gearbox remap.
Would definitely recommend and will definitely be using them again for further work. 
Got some extra power from my car that a previous map couldn't. Completed the job 
with zero fuss and my car is running spot on now. .

New exhaust.
Remaps completed a very good job and they worked extra to get it completed 
which was very much appreciated. Would definitely recommend. .

Quad exhaust conversion for bmw 335d.
Amazing service and quality of work. Wouldn't go anywhere else. 5*.



Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! 
Managed to help me with something that other garages couldn't.
Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! Managed to 
help me with something that other garages couldn’t.

Gearbox flush/service on my Bmw 645 ci convertible.
Was told to drop car off for 0830am and was told the job would take 3-4 hours, right 
on time the job was completed and was given a verbal explanation of further 
remedy work which might be needed. Very good service, all done on time. Highly 
impressed .

Had my "bucket of slugs" XC60 AWD Remapped.
The car arrived as an ailing pensioner trying to run with their knees tied together. It 
was a sorry pile to be fair. These guys gave me a car with the same number plate, 
same colour, even had the same CD in the player. It drove like a new car and went 
from slug to scolded cat in a blink. Outstanding work, everything explained and one 
very happy teddy indeed! Recommended at the highest level 

Freelander 2011 Turbo boost hose replacement and DPF clean.
Good service. Problem fixed and car running well. .

Custom rolling road stage 1 tune - RS5 B9.
Once again - superb expertise and professionalism. My last car tune with Durham 
remaps ran faultlessly for 4 years and I expect this will be the same. Totally 
transformed car and happy customer.

Limiter and remap.
Good job / professional service / friendly team.

Various engine work Inlet & exhaust manifold gaskets New turbo 
Service.
Good lads that know their stuff. Had a poorly 530D with a couple of faults that they 
diagnosed straight away & repaired. .

Remap on my BMW 320i X-Drive. .
Happy with the result and overall improvement with the driving experience of the 
car, especially with the benefit seen in the sync of the four wheel drive system to a 
reduction of the original throttle lag. Friendly informative approach by Dan from 
onset to completion, no concerns at all.

Car remap.
First class job. Did exactly as I asked on price and on time. .



Stage 1 Re-Map.
Everything well explained, process and expectations. .

Car battery power loss, replace with new battery & test. .
I turned up unannounced on a Monday morning with a duff battery. Dan ran a test 
to discover the car battery was faulty. He sourced a new one within 2 hours. .

Full exhaust and remap .
So happy with this my car is running well good now thanks so much to Durham 
remaps .

Exhaust upgrade on my Volkswagen scirocco 2.0 tdi.
Overall I was very impressed with the job, car was ready to be given back to me 
within the specified timeframe they gave me as I delivered my car. Car is running a 
lot better than before I had this job done. Very happy.

Very professional and I'm happy with the work carried out.
Remap service.

Had my Skoda octavia remapped egr delete and dpf delete. Cracking 
job.
Good job car is running better than ever.

M6 Gran Coupe stage 2 Remap.
great service from the start, lads are obviously passionate about cars & know there 
stuff. When all was complete with my car they showed me their demo car and the 
work that was upcoming on it. Great service, friendly and smashed some big 
numbers out on my remap compared to previous tune 748BHP / 936Nm. Would go 
back & would recommend to others.

Custom exhaust.
Super dooper job happy with job sounds sexy When I took my Subaru here it 
sounded like a Corsa after the work was completed it sounded like a beast of a 
Subaru bumble bumble.

They renewed the rear suspension and oil change and my Jaguar .
So honest and reliable, everything was explained in fine detail. From start to finish I 
was kept up to date with the progress and a garage that uses genuine parts is a 
massive plus in my opinion. Wouldn’t use anyone else .

Went to get my card checked as another mechanic aid I needed a full 
new front suspension, the lads at the garage checked over the car just 



needed 1 front suspension arm and a rod replacing. A fraction of what 
I’d been quoted by another company.
Quick service. The lads were friendly and professional. Car is running loads better 
can feel the difference. Will be going here from now on. Thanks again! .

Booked 335d in for software upgrade to ecu.
Car was put on a 4x4 dyno to check for power and torque figures . Then remapped 
and ran again on dyno . Results were amazing . Car drives smooth as . Instant 
throttle response and gear changes rapid. More mpg . Cracking job by Dan .

Updating of vehicle electronics to enhance engine performance & fuel 
economy.
From delivering my vehicle to the workshop, to collection at the estimated time, the 
professional manner of service was a pleasure to experience. Every detail was 
explained in a professional & clear manner.

Stage 1 remap on Golf R.
Brilliant service, really good. Makes the car car go from fast to very fast, runs 
smoother now, increased horse power. Ian is a nice guy. Knowledgeable and 
professional. Can't fault them.

Installed new downpipe & custom resdelete.
The job was completed within the time frame & budget agreed. The job went 
smoothly and when I wanted additional tweaking, they did this at no extra cost.

Brake pads , engine management fault, filter .
Knowledgable, polite and work carried out efficiently , it's got to be 15 out of 10 *. 

Remap plus forge intercooler.
I took my 208 gti 65plate for a remap to durham remaps. and I was blown away. 
transformed the car! with power and torque! but i did not stop there I went and 
booked the after market forge intercooler!! They supplied and fitted and wow!! what 
a difference it made! The power was there and flew through the gears. plenty more 
mods to do! Durham remaps done an awesome job! thanks! well chuffed!!.

Inlet manifold replacement and remap.
Initially the work was only for a remap but the garage discovered an engine fault 
which had previously gone undetected They rectified the fault and carried out the 
remap.

to replace 2 auxiliary drive belts.
the 2 auxiliary drive belts were worn and cracked and needed to be replaced.



Repairs to exhaust system.
Done quickly. Good repair. Cheaper than quoted. Very satisfied. .

Engine remap.
Job was done on time and to a very good standard. Good,knowledgeable lads. 

REMAP OBD2.
Completed job has made a marked difference to the performance of the car. More 
than satisfied with the outcome.

Engine and gearbox remap, gearbox service, exhaust muffler change. . 
Fantastic work car has turned out better than expected, the company gave 
complete transparency throughout and operated under full restriction guidelines. I 
would definitely recommend and will be using again partly due to the customer 
service that I received .

Initial stages of renovation of a bmw e39.
Great service and kept me abreast of all stages of work.

Back exhaust and stage 1 remap.
The job was completed as per my instructions to my exact spec. Fantastic 
company. Very friendly and extremely knowledgeable. Work was carried out to a 
high standard. .

Stage 2 engine and gearbox remap.
Fantastic results gained.

Full service, MOT and remap. .
From making the initial appointment to the job being completed, everything went so 
smoothly. Excellent job. .

Remap. .
Work carried out to excellent standard . Very helpful work force. .

Remap of 30D BMW. .
Car runs smoother , no more flat spots .

Custom exhaust .
Excellent service from start to finish really helpful lads and excellent quality 
workmanship.had custom exhaust fitted and looks really good would recommend to 
anyone wanting modifications.

Second remap due to software update at VW.



Excellent friendly service. Completed in timescale I was told. Due to weather 
condition the trip to and from DR was at the same speed. There was a 7 MPG 
increase in economy which was the same as last time. Gear change is super 
smooth and performance is so much better. Can't say better than that. 

Replacement of part exhaust. .
Quick response. Total solution to the problem. .

I have a Smart Fortwo 1.0 Turbo it required custom exhaust work and it 
also had engine remap.
All work was carried out in the specified time. The results are excellent. Feels like a 
different car, so much better. I'm very happy.

Repairing the catalytic convertor.
They were friendly from the outset and booked me in last minute after an 
emergency. They were incredibly friendly, gave an honest opinion from the off. They 
contacted me promptly when the work was completed and explained what they'd 
done. The car is fully restored and I couldn't be happier with the work!.

Remapping.
Excellent job.

Took my van for a remap, was after extra power as i am converting it 
into a camper.
Great job, changed the van completely, very polite and knowledgeable, guided me 
the whole way through, great work.

Had a oil leak on my turbo causing all sorts of issues with my car. All 
sorted now thanks to the lads at DR! Cars running better than ever! 
Thanks .
Changed turbo and rectified my running issues! Would highly recommend!.

Range rover sport DPF problem.
Durham Remaps identified the problem and put right. very happy with service .

I had an engine fault code on my car, they advised me of the issues. 
They were able to fix 1 issue but advised I needed to visit an auto 
electrician for the other issue. Took to 2 different garages after cost me 
further charges, took back to Durham remaps.
The lads that work here especially Dan has helped me out so much. After been 
given the run around from 3 different garages they diagnosed the issue and went 
above and beyond to help me out. He conducted research and made phone calls to 
solve my issue on the smallest budget (as it's near to Christmas). They have 



fantastic knowledge and are brilliant at their job to go online with very fair prices 
and great bunch of lads. Wont be taking my car anywhere else from now on. 

Remap.
Quick, polite and professional. .

They remapped my ford ranger 3.2s ECU.
They remapped my ford ranger wildtrak 3.2 to give much better power delivery and 
MPG. Grand job.

Completed a Stage 1 remap and brake fluid service .
Perfect from start to finish, customer service was great and very pleased with the 
job overall .

BMW 335d Ecu/Tcu tune .
Followed this company on Instagram for a while and saw they know their stuff when 
it comes to the F30 335d, contacted them via email which led to a call to discuss 
what was available for my car, prices and booking an appointment. I arrived at DR 
at 8.30am on a Saturday morning dropped off my car with a very polite gent and 
was told I could collect the car at 12.30Pm if I wasn’t called before. I collected my 
car at 12.30pm and wow it feels like a completely different car, with a 90bhp and 
140nm gain the power is now smooth and progressive. Gear changes are 100x 
smoother and when using the box in manual the gear changes are lightening quick. 
Definitely worth the money! .

Car re-map.
Excellent job done by very competent lads. Very pleased overall. .

Took my Audi A3 to these guys today and I would highly recommend to 
anybody. Had a stage two remap and I’m over the moon with it. Thank 
you again and will see you again soon for more work :) .
Highly recommend .

Gearbox not selecting 5th and 6th gears and ABS and ESP warning 
lights on.
Both gearbox and ABS/ESP problems fixed, work as always done to a high 
standard.

Remap of My Mercedes GLA car.
Excellent Job done on time and made driving my car much more enjoyable. A 
noticeable difference in power and Torque. .



Remapped my car .
Job completed as expected, reassurances given for future requirement to remap if 
required.

Stage1 remap.
Had my Golf GTD in for a stage 1 engine remap with these guys and I must say 
what a great job they have done. Over the moon with the difference mid range. Very 
friendly and professional, answering all my questions. I will definitely be back for 
more work and would not hesitate to recommend them. Thanks fellas.

Turbo and exhaust repair .
My Turbo had suffered significant damage. Upon leaving it with Ian they done a full 
inspection of the car and turbo finding multiple issues. With working away I had to 
leave the car with them. The communication and work from Ian and his team was 
outstanding. I would highly recommend Durham Remaps friendly and very 
professional service. .

Engine diagnostics and remap.
Diagnostics performed and problems resolved, then remap done transforming the 
performance of the car.

Remap on Mercedes E250.
Got my Mercedes e250 remapped off these lads and what a hell of a difference its 
made, would highly recommend them to anyone wanting this or other work 
done..very helpful lads much appreciated.

Remap and service.
Very good job on my car was kept well informed of what was going on, and i will 
100% be back for more work. Staff really polite especially the manager.

Gearbox remap, stage 2 software, Centre box delete and weld. .
Excellent service from start to finish. Completely transformed my car. Couldn't be 
happier. Great bunch of guys. I'd recommend to anyone. .

Stage 1 performance remap on a 2018 Audi S4.
Outstanding job. Gains over and beyond what I was expecting/what was 
advertised.

Engine and gearbox remap .
Had an engine and gearbox remap on my Octavia VRS to increase bhp and 
smoothness of gear changes on my dsg gearbox. Overall very happy even though I 
did have to take it back for the gearbox remap to be rectified due to a small issue 
but they were very accommodating and sorted it out with no further issues to report.



Had car in for remap well impressed could feel difference straight away. 
Unbelievable job by the guys transformed my car completely. staff very friendly and 
helpful would recommend too anyone Thanks lads much appreciated .

Egr and dpf delete.
I had the egr and dpf delete done and I had some issues with the tune of the car 
but dan was quick of the mark to get my car back in and sort the problem, great 
service .

Gear box flush.
So far so good, very impressed .

Got a full stainless steel exhaust.
I asked for a cat back system with a nice subtle tone not too loud either. and asked 
if the job will be done for a certain time they reply with I cant make any promises 
but we'll try. And they came through for me! On time and ready for my car to be 
picked up I was over the moon with the job! The lads are very helpful and 
supportive on what I wanted for my car! they weren't miserable like some places 
are these chaps love cars and mods! They are very happy and helpful will 
recommend to any one!!!.

Car service Tuning Life time exhaust .
Very pleased with the car after the work was finished. It was exactly what I was 
expecting and more. The guys at Durham remaps listened to what I wanted and 
carried out the work perfectly. And their advice was brilliant.

Back box delete, front brakes and ECU tune and calibration.
Had my V6 Touareg booked in today with the team and they did an awesome job. 
Back box delete with stainless steel pipes and larger tips. ECU stage 2 and 
gearbox tune along with EBC front discs and yellow pads. So pleased with the 
work, just making the list of what is next! Helpful guys, great service! Well done and 
Thank you!.

Remap.
Very polite, obviously knew what they were doing. Superb results and very nice 
people.

Exhaust silencer added to car.
Added silencer within 2 hours of drop off , got car back a hour early. highly 
recommended.

Stage 2 mapping With upgraded intercooler and others.



These guys are fantastic. I would highly recommend using their services, I did a lot 
of research on different companies and these guys got great reviews so I went with 
them and believe me I'm not disappointed. Very professional service and they know 
their stuff. My car now drives like a totally different car. Thank you so much to all the 
team. A* service.

Engine and Gearbox remap.
Excellent from the moment I contacted them to the moment I picked up my car. Did 
everything as expected and the car now drives better than it did as standard. Very 
impressed. .

Stage 2 remap|audi s3.
Work carried out to the best standard. No shortcuts taken. Very impressed with the 
results of the remap.

Remap of my car.
Put my Merc A35 in to Durham remaps and the service was first class. All the staff 
was very helpful and very professional from start to finish. The performance of the 
car is amazing. Will be taking my next car for a remap.

Booked my car in for a remap and dpf delete. Spoke to dan throughout 
and couldn’t be happier with the customer service provided. And the 
difference to the car now is amazing. Thanks for everything.
Couldn’t be happier with all aspects of work & customer service throughout. . 

Remap.
Very knowledgeable, efficient team. High standard of work carried out. .

Stage 2 remap inc intercooler and trans cal`.
Excellent service and description of the work to be carried out. Great knowledge. 
Great facility. .

Car modifications.
I couldn't fault 'Durham Remaps' one bit.
I was given sound advice on what my options were with my vehicle and was 
regularly updated as work was being carried out.
They totally transformed my car.

Engine tune.
Increased engine power and improved MPG.

Remap of new VW 'UP!' GTi.



A1. I'm very happy with the work done.

EGR valve went faulty. .
The lads who worked on the car were great.
Had the issue resolved much quicker than expected.

Vehicle remap.
It's like someone has taken a corset off the engine.
It is so much more pleasant to drive.
It is a small diesel family car so we weren't expecting huge gains, but the difference 
in sheer use-ability is astounding.

Flexi pipe damage.
My exhaust was hanging off. Got me in the next day as I needed my car for work. 
Very helpful and friendly. Definitely recommend. Definitely use again.

Stage 2 Inc dyno.
Outstanding all round care from start to finish.
Even supplied a courtesy car.
Excellent service.

Remap of Ford Kuga.
Very good power upgrade.
Friendly and knowledgeable team.
Would definitely recommend Ian and his guys.

Great service, everything was explained to me... .
I got what I expected, very good service, great lads and manager,.. really good feed 
back ..and well impressed with the job taken out on my bmw 330d msport.. .

Had a remap and dpf removed.
Great customer experience and fast too.
Would definitely recommend again.

Proper remap and power flush of auto gearbox.
Top service and the lads there are so friendly.
Such a great atmosphere.
Thank you Ian and the lads. You've transformed my car into a weapon!. 

Replacement of factory exhaust to a custom made stainless steel one.



Very impressed with the work carried out. Exhaust now looks and sounds a million 
times better.

Remap and exhaust welding and body kit. .
Amazing service. Quality and fitting as promised.
Very quick.Worth the money.

Remap on work van to fix a fault.
Job was completed and had the vehicle back after 3 hours.
5* service and a great team of lads.

Automatic gearbox flush.
Made a big difference.
Gearbox works as it should after the flush.

Turbo replacement on my ds3.
3rd time that I've used these now.
I can’t fault them. The car drives perfect now.

Re-map of vehicle on board computer. .
Job handled politely, efficiently and on time. Listened to my requirements and 
worked accordingly. .

Golf R haldex service.
Second time using 'Durham Remaps' and they will be looking after my Golf R from 
now on.
Very knowledgable and know what they are doing and very good rates.
Wouldn't hesitate recommending for all your cars needs.
Thanks.

Remap and intercooler.
Top service and lots of advice.
Very quick and I'm looking forward to coming back for more work.

Stage 3 Mapping on Mk1 Fabia Vrs.
The work carried out is outstanding, achieving excellent power and torque figures of 
235bhp and 480nm from my hybrid setup.
Took this car to another level, while maintaining everyday driveability and 
smoothness on motorways.
Friendly and professional staff. I dealt with Dan, whom I found to be very 
knowledgeable about my Vag group engine.
To top off my experience, I was offered a courtesy car for the day.
All round great experience.Thanks.



Stage 1 remap Ecu and tcu.
Amazing service and work carried out.
Pleased with the results and great communication.
Extremely happy with my car's results. I'd highly recommend and would always use 
these gents, although I’m 6hours away.

Re-map of my Skoda Yeti, for increased BHP.
Excellent, friendly and helpful service.
Explained everything to me. I would use these guys again.
Dan is a star.

Stage 2 remap.
Just blew my mind on the performance change.
Superb. Worth every penny.Very professional.
Would recommend them to anyone. More than happy with the job.
5 stars.

Broke down outside Leeds. Car went into limp mode. AA provided a 
temporary fix to get us to Durham. Nice man at Kwik Fit recommended 
'DR'. Boy -was he right!.
Absolutely amazing service from these guys.
They got the job done quickly for us, so we could get on our way up to Scotland.
Ian was brilliant and a lovely guy, who even drove us to our hotel. You’re a star Ian! 
Could not recommend highly enough. Car got us up to Loch Ness and back home 
to Kent, with no further problems.
Thanks guys.

Remap car.
Had my Range Rover Sport mapped and I'm over the moon with the performance! 
Ian and the lads did a brilliant job and I can’t thank them enough.

DPF engine management faults. .
Car was repaired in one working day.
Courtesy car was provided. Ian and his team did a very good job.
My car has never ran as good.

Stage 1 remap. .
Great customer service.
Explained in detail how the remap worked and answered a lot of questions that I 
asked.
I'm very pleased with the job.

F30 335dx Stage 1 remap.
I had my 335d remapped today and the results were absolutely unbelievable.



It feels like a totally different car even in ECO. ECO now feels like sport used to! 
418bhp > 317bhp 720Nm > 590Nm.
Ian and the rest of the lads were great to deal with from start to finish and know 
more about bmw maps than anyone I’ve came across.
I would definitely recommend!.

Stage 1 remap.
Having been recommended by a friend, 'Durham Remaps' did not disappoint.
Very friendly and helpful. I felt very at ease quickly and well looked after.
I was able to call with only a few hours notice and I had a slot booked in for the 
same day. 10/10
Excellent service, support and a warm reception.

Replacement turbo for diesel engine. .
Excellent customer service and quality of work.
We had just set off on a driving holiday to Scotland when the problem occurred.
The team ordered and fitted a new turbo in just over 24 hours.
Extremely helpful people.

Had my front and rear brakes done. Had the engine checked over and 
oil change too. .
Excellent customer service.
Ian and his team were friendly and professional throughout and did an excellent job 
with my car.
Would highly recommend.

Stage 2 remap and backbox delete.
Job completed on time and on budget.
Great bunch of lads. Car feels totally different now.
Would definitely recommend and would definitely come back with the next car. 

Brake upgrade and engine service.
Excellent service provided by the lads at 'Durham Remaps'.
Professional service, at a competitive price.

Overall it was a pleasant experience, I was greeted at the front desk by 
one of the employees who had a very positive attitude and was willing 
to answer any questions and queries that I had, when receiving the car 
back they outlined problems that they had.
Overall the job done was fantastic, the staff were fantastic and the service was 
amazing, and the job was done faster than expected! .

I have read a lot about 'Durham Remaps' and I wanted my car to run 
more efficiently and have overtaking power.



The majority of the car journeys are to and from school, shops and a general taxi 
(albeit an expensive one) for our children’s other hobbies.
On the way back home (25 miles), I noticed the pick-up straight away and the extra 
bhp/torque was a big difference.
I have a large heavy SUV and it’s a very sound-proofed car.
Great results and really impressed with the service, knowledge and being able to 
answer the questions you have.
A job well done.

Remap.
Work carried out efficiently and promptly. I was told it would be done by 11.30"am 
which it was. .

Stage 2 remap, intercooler fitter, gear box remap and a panel filter 
change ion a 435d xdrive.
Excellent service. 100% happy with the work. Can’t fault it.
Lads are spot on and know what they are talking about. Would highly recommend. 

So the Range Rover Evoque had a fault stating gearbox problem and 
stuck in 2 wheel drive, on closer inspection and diagnostic Durham 
Remaps identified the problem been Haldex Module inc Haldex pump 
and new wiring required.
I couldn’t fault them at all such a professional and friendly team with A++ results I 
highly recommend. All the work done and at a fraction of the cost from the main 
dealer definitely getting my services in the future. .

Eco remap Mondeo 2.2 tdci.
Excellent work. Worth every penny.

Remapped my Mercedes C220 diesel.
Very impressed with the work done, the knowledge of the guys and the customer 
service, couldn't recommend enough.

Done Stage 1 remapping. Ford focus 2.0 tdci mk3. Talked about 
possible stage 2 upgrades.
They are very helpful and friendly. Car is running amazing. Throttle response is spot 
on, wow the power increase. Work was done sooner than predicted. Helpful with 
stage 2 upgrades, possible in the near future. Really good idea with Spread to cost 
options.

Stage 1 remapping on Ford focus 2ltr tdci.
Over exceed my expectations. More power and torque. Running sweet. Throttle 
response is amazing. Job was completed under the estimated time. Friendly 
service and know exactly what doing.



Engine remap and diagnostic and rectification of turbo fault.
Would highly recommend these to anyone and everyone, from initial phone call, 
through to collection, and even help afterwards, Dan and his team were courteous, 
professional and most importantly very capable. They know what they're doing and 
do it well (the best value comes when the job is done right), will definitely return for 
any other servicing/mot etc need doing, thank you!!!.

Car tuned.
Wonderful job, car now runs as it should - nice and smooth.

The work carried out on my Audi A4 3.0V6 was absolutely bang on. The 
lads here at DR know what there on with. Work carried out: Stage 2 
Engine Remap 330bhp 619Nm Torque Stage 2 Gearbox map Egr Delete 
DPF Delete Full Service DYNO Verified 

Van remapped for economy.
Excellent job.

Swirl flap delete and custom map/dyno tune.
Extremely happy. I bought a used BMW 1 series a few weeks ago and it felt 
sluggish.
Took it in to 'Durham Remaps' who found the swirl flaps were clogged up and not 
opening and the rod was partially disconnected from the motor.
One swirl flap delete and custom map later, I now have a car which is twice as 
quick as what it was when it went in.
Very, very happy and will be using them again.

Remapping my car.
My Renault Clio RS200 was remapped by Ian at 'Durham Remaps'.
He done a brilliant job to the car. Everything I wanted was completed.
The car now has no more flat spots and is very smooth on the power.

Full service on car and diagnostic.
Great, professional and friendly.
The lads greeted me and went through the work I wanted.
They were very helpful with their advice and the jobs were done on time and within 
budget.
I highly recommend this company to anybody wanting auto works.



Will use again. THANKS LADS.

2nd time I've used these guys. This time around, I got remap and carbon 
clean.
Car pulls so well now limited it to top end to enjoy the acceleration.
Feels so much better. Cheers lads.

Brought my f30 330d in for a stage 1 remap.
The job was carried out exactly as stated. Absolutely flawless.
Drove 150+ miles home, no issues whatsoever.
Could not recommend enough.

Stage 1 remap. Software roll back.
Excellent job. Very helpful and punctual.
Very pleased with the result.

Repaired car and installed new turbo.
Well carried out, with time taken to make everything right.
Great work. Great prices and service with a smile. 100%.

Full custom SS exhaust / Wagner Intercooler EGR Delete.
I was looking to get this work done, but didn’t really know exactly what I wanted so I 
got in touch with the lads at 'DR'.
They were very helpful in explaining everything that they could do and what the 
outcome would be.
The outcome was spot on, if not better than they explained.

ECU remap on a CLA45. .
Excellent job done.
Staff were very friendly and knew what they were doing.
Very impressed. Will definitely use again.

Stage 1 remap.
Would highly recommend these guys for all your car tuning needs.
Very happy with the work carried out.Very helpful guys that will answer any 
questions asked.

2nd car I've had remapped here and 3rd remap, these guys know what's 
best for my Audi. .
Excellent job done and service and customer service is brilliant .

My bmw went in for stage 1 remap, went back for stage 2.
My car developed a sensor problem and i took the car back for them to look over it 
and they sorted the problem free of charge even know it was a fault with the car 



and not the software. I'll definitely be back for more power. I dealt with Ian and Dan, 
both very knowledgeable and helpful.

Remap on Abarth 595 .
I came to Durham remaps after having a bad experience elsewhere with a very 
poor remap. They sorted the car out and explained the whole process. The cars 
now running amazing. An absolutely great job, with a real custom remap unlike 
most generic remaps offered by other companies. Excellent professional service. I 
wouldn't take my cars any where else. Five star outstanding service. .

Just had my Audi A4 stage 1 remap done.
Unbelievable outcome. They managed to get nearly 90 Bhp gain.
Would definitely recommend. Excellent work, excellent service and staff.
Will do anything to help you.

L200 remap.
This job was carried out in a professional manner and to a high standard.

Remap of VW T5.1van.
The guys were extremely knowledgeable and it shows that this company have been 
in the business for some time now.
I had heard a few recommendations of the company over the years. They are one 
of the only companies in the area that will use the dyno for vans such as mine.
There was absolutely no pressure after ringing for a quote.Just good advice and 
recommendations.
Friendly guys and fair pricing. The van drives like it has always been this way, if that 
makes sense, but the increase in power is brilliant.
I've left it a few weeks before I've given this review and I can't fault what they have 
done.
Massive improvement in the vehicle, which is well worth the price.

Engine remap. .
3rd time back to get my diesel Mercedes remapped.
Another great job and very pleasant staff. Hence my 3rd visit.

Engine remap.
Fantastic job done and guys very informative.

Modified exhaust, to allow tow bar to be fitted.
Excellent service. Recommended by a neighbouring company.
The job was to a very high standard. Very professional service.

2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap 
+Exhaust back box delete.



2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap + Exhaust back 
box delete LONG TERM REVIEW Its now been 1 Year today since the mods were 
carried out and i have been over the moon with the work Ian and the guys at 
Durham Remaps have done. My first impressions from the first phone call to the 
work being completed have been excellent with superb customer service and 
expert knowledge with clear and accurate advise. All work was completed within the 
time frame specified. WOW!, what a difference to the performance, its still putting a 
smile on my face, even a Year later!!!. I am pleased to report i have had no issues 
at all with my car over the past year. It has run perfectly. Despite the extra power l 
have still seen an improvement of 4-5 MPG Some Nerdy facts for anybody intrested 
(or not!) VW Manufacture Quoted Power = 240hp @ 500nm Duram Remaps - Pre-
Remap Dyno Figures = 239.5hp @ 529nm Duram Remaps - Stage 1 Remap Dyno 
Fig.= 336.2hp @ 605nm I have since done some Dragy Times as i was curious to 
find out some performance stats. 0-60 sec = 4.69 secs 1/4 mile = 13.12 secs .

Engine re-map. .
First class service from start to finish.
Totally transformed the driving experience of the car.
I can't rate enough. Highly recommended.

Fit security system to car.
Good, professional job done. Good explanation of system and how it works.

Great work very informative .
Great job can recommend100%.

Power remap on van.
Professional and polite service.
'Durham Remaps' gave me all the information I required and reassured me to 
contact them immediately if any problems with work carried out.

Stage 2 Dyno remap.
Great job. Would definitely recommend.

Stage 2 remap of Adi A5 3.0 TDI Quatro.
Dropped the car of at 09:00. Went into Durham and explored a few of the sights. 
Returned at 16:00 to be welcomed with the news that the car was ready!.

Stage 1 remap with rolling road.5 months later stage 2 remap, dpf 
delete, egr delete, backbox delete, dpf custom back exhaust to a chosen 
tip of my choice and another remap.
Great service and fantastic work. Used 'DR' twice now for my 2012 2.0tdi cr170 
Leon.



Firstly went in for a stage 1 map. Great work. Totally transformed my car. Achieved 
an amazing 230hp and a big noticeable change in MPG. Then again 5 months later 
for a stage 2 egr delete dpf delete backbox delete and a dpf back exhaust to a 
chosen tip I requested. Once again, fantastic work.
Very high standard exhaust work.Cannot fault these guys and can't recommend 
enough (I was recommended myself to use these). 5* -Thanks again lads.

Engine repairs to Vauxhall Astra van.
'Cathedral Motors' is of pure excellence.
A value which is very rare to find in this false society.

Remap and exhaust fitting. .
Absolutely professional. Fantastic customer service from start to finish.
The work quality completed is beyond what I expected. Top quality.
Definitely will be making this my go to car garage.

Had my BMW 640d re-mapped and also the gear box mapped.
The results are outstanding. Ian and his dedicated team work tirelessly to make 
sure the customer get what they have asked for.
The advise is second to none, what they don’t know about tweaking your car isn’t 
worth knowing.
The gains my car produced far exceeded my expectations. I’ll definitely recommend 
this company and will be sure to use them in the future.
A free courtesy car is provided for your convenience if you need it too, as well as 
tea and coffee while you wait.

Car remap.
Really quick and easy. Car runs brilliant.

The car was taken to Durham Remaps' to rectify substandard work 
already done by 2 other companies.
Ian and his team put the car back into perfect working order. This included replacing 
substandard parts and correctly reassembling most ancillaries. Turbo replaced, 
engine and tcu tune. Much remedial work.
The car is going back soon for more. Extremely happy with job. Very 
knowledgeable team. Highly, highly recommended.

Car remap.
Really pleased with the outcome.

Car went in for a remap and came out like a whole new car.
Ian and his staff are fantastic. Great knowledge and very helpful.
Can't recommend them enough. Fantastic. Really happy with results.



Mercedes A45 AMG in for stage 2.
Taking my VW Golf R to these guys and Mercedes A45 AMG.
'Durham Remaps' never fail to transform your car. Excellent service every time.
Only place I trust after dealing with several bad performance garages in the past. 

Remap Mercedes sprinter van.
Awesome job completed today, very friendly staff, very happy with the remap. 
Definitely would use these again.

Stainless steel exhaust system. .
Excellent customer service.Quick turnaround. Excellent value for money.

Remap.
Was told all about job then tuned car. What a difference in performance.

Had a stage 1 ECU remap done to my 320i in November and it went from 
184bhp to 270bhp, and 270Nm torque to 490Nm. Recently just had a 
back box delete with quad tips so now my 320i looks like an M3 and 
sounds like an M5. Sounds naughty. Both for about a.
Remap results came in higher than what was expected on the dyno.
Exhaust sounded a lot louder than expected aswell, which was a bonus. Looks 
amazing with the new diffuser.
Well done lads and thank you very much.

Remap of van. .
First class service. .

Timing belt and water pump. Fuel filter.
Very pleased with work completed by 'Durham Remaps'. Top job as always.

Stage 1 remapping. .
Great service. Gave better power and torque gains than expected.
Really friendly staff, who really knew what they were talking about.

Map of a car.
Superb service. Highly recommended.

First class service from start to finish. Remapped my BMW 335D.
Top class service and customer care. Great communication as well.

I got my car tuned. .
The guys were very helpful and I felt very comfortable with them working on my car. 
.



Stage 1 Remap on an oldish Audi A6. Just wanted a bit more low down 
torque and a bit more response at lower revs.
The job was completed in around 2 and half hours. Well within the 3 hours they 
quoted.
When the job was completed, I was told what work had been done, given a printout 
of the gains and told what all the numbers and graphs meant.
Can't fault the guys. Spot on service. Not the cheapest if you shop about,BUT....you 
get what you pay for.
The car has been transformed and I'd rather pay a little extra and know my car is in 
safe hands.

Removal of engine management line faults.
Really good, prompt service. Problem seems to have been rectified.
Was an easy process to deal with this company.

Performance Clutch Kit supplied and fitted.
Initially I contacted via email regarding a quote, I received a fast reply out of 
business hours also, recommending me a different brand kit I initially asked about 
and a number to ring them in the morning. I rang in the morning, spoke to a 
member of the team who was very helpful and professional, who recommended me 
a kit which the use more often and have a good knowledge of. I went for this kit 
based on their recommendation and booked in. I got there on the day, got given a 
free courtesy car, was told I would be contacted 16:30 to 17:00 to come pick up. I 
was then rang at 16:45 saying the car was ready. Cant argue with that at all. They 
supplied and fitted my Performance Clutch Kit, gave me a courtesy car and stuck to 
their said time, and provided a great service from start to finish in a professional yet 
friendly manner. I would 100% recommend Durham Remaps and I will be returning 
for more work.

Exhaust, air filter and remap.
Excellent work and we'll pleased with the jobs done.

Engine re-map. .
Car booked in 1 week previously. Car left as arranged and job was completed when 
I returned.

Superb service.
Perfect.

Re-map applied to van to cure EGR and DFP problems.
Called the guys at 'Durham Remaps' as the anti-pollution system on my new van 
was clogged up and causing issues.



Dan and the guys worked their magic on the van and it now drives better than new. 
They explained what they were going to do and even let me change my 
appointment to suit my schedule.

DPF fault. .
Very good service. Will go back.

BMW M140i ECU remap.
The stage 1 ECU remap carried out on my M140i is great. I'm really impressed with 
how smooth and tractable power is right through the revs. It is breath of fresh air 
compared to a spikey tuning box I had ran in the past.
Speed limiter was removed and a before and after dyno sheet provided to show 
delta gains. The onboard power and torque gauges rescaled to match the new 
power output which I wasn't expecting was a nice touch.
The lads were very friendly and knowledgable which put me at ease with choosing 
them to be let loose with a laptop on my pride and joy.
I can't recommend them enough.

ECU re-mapping. .
Excellent work. Did exactly what they said it would and 10% more!!.

Incredible remap package.
I had my car remapped and they went above expectations. The power compared to 
other companies that offer the same package were unbelievable, they went well 
and above to ensure everything was to the maximum with no risk.

Full service of my car, including gearbox oil change and ghost 
autowatch immobiliser fitted.
The job was completed on time and up to their high standard, as usual.
Very helpful lads who know their stuff. I will not use anybody else to look after our 
cars.

BMW 335d x drive stage 1 remap.
Excellent service, power gains were massive and it only took 2 hours. Second time 
I’ve used Durham remaps, would definitely recommend to others.

Had my new Transit custom van remapped.
Absolutely delighted with the results. Van drives much better and improved fuel 
economy. Nice set of guys to deal with. Will be back to get my Saab sorted out. 
Keep up the good work lads .

Stage 1 remap BMW 335 xdrive.
You may ask why you'd want extra power from an already powerful 300bhp+ car 
but its human nature to want more. Read previous reviews and decided to plump 



for Durham Remaps as they seem to work well with BMW's. Booking over the 
phone was easy, always responded quickly to online requests for info too. Arrival 
and booking in on the day was swift. Car was completed within 2hrs and I decided 
to sit in the cosy reception and make use of the free WiFi. Weather on 2hr journey 
home was dire so didn't have much chance to try out my 'new' car which now 
produces 410+ BHP and 720+ NM of torque. Did have a couple of opportunities 
next day for a blast and yes it's transformed the car, foot down through 3000rpm 
and it just pulls and pulls and pulls whilst the Speedo rises at an alarming rate. Can 
wait for some dry weather but initial impressions lead me to believe I'm going to 
have many fun times ahead. Thanks guys for giving me a new perspective on my 
car.

BMW 320d xdrive mapped stage 2 to 243bhp. Car was lacking power & 
sluggish from a standing start, no longer the issue! Car pulls hard in 
every gear & power delivery smooth through the Rev range.
Highly recommended, no brainer to increase power & gain a little mpg for the price!. 

Re-map of engine to increase BHP and torque.
Lovely, friendly people. Excellent job all round.

The work done on my 2008 BMW 525d msport was both thermostats, 
heater plug module, and a trans flush and service.
Fantastic work, great communication and priced very well.

Stage 2 remap and replacement inlet manifold.
Took my car in for a stage 2 remap and upon inspection they noticed a blowing 
from my inlet manifold.
They diagnosed the problem straight away and phoned me to let me know the bad 
news, but within days a new inlet manifold was installed and the car's remap could 
be completed.

Dpf removal and remap.
Fantastic job. Feels like a totally different car.

Engine remap.
Car is absolutely awesome since being remapped.
Ian was spot on from start to finish and provided a courtesy car for my wife while 
the work was being carried out.

Stage 1 remap for my car.
They did a great job and are very friendly . I will be taking my other car down. It 
worth every mile.



Stage 1 remap on A45 AMG.
Ian is a very knowledgeable friendly guy, I felt totally at ease leaving my car with 
him. Stage 1 remap took my car from 370 bhp to 425 bhp and the torque is unreal. 
Great job guys, I know where to come next time. Cheers mate.

Car remap.
Outstanding service results were better than I thought car runs like a dream 43bhp 
96 torque highly recommended .

After a poor remap from another company my car was left smoking on 
hard acceleration and down on power .
Top quality job, car feels completely different, full of power and responsive! .

Dpf work and remap.
Was doing 29mpg, now does 44mpg.... engine is smoother and has more power 
amazing….

Stage 1 remap Center res delete.
Really pleased with the guys at durham remaps, would recommend them for sure. 

Exhaust upgrade.
Really helpful and knowledgeable about what was the best option for my exhaust 
and the job was first class. Would highly recommend 'Durham Remaps'.

Stage 2 inc Dyno .
Friendly ,helpful knew what they were doing, pleased with the results.

Engine derate/ get fault.
My daughter's car broke down Monday at 8 By 11 Am Ian had the car in his 
workshop and had diagnosed the fault. A courtesy car was offered to her while the 
repair work was carried out and she collected the car the following morning fully 
repaired, full dpf clean etc. Outstanding service from start to finish.

Very impressed. From start to finish, they couldn't do enough. Great 
communication through Messenger, replied to my questions very 
promptly. I would recommend Durham Remaps, and will most definately 
use them in the future. .
Excellent. 10 out of 10.

X5 dpf fault /remap fixed a poor job by another company.
Just bought the car and it ran terrible so the garage I bought of said to have it fixed 
by durham remaps as they use them for all their work, had my car in for the day 
and now its back its like a new car , Durham remaps your the best thanks , did a 
great job.



Diesel remap and rolling road tuning.
Service, timing/duration and facilities all good. Easy to find. Informative and 
knowledgable. .

Excellent service, used the guys before from a friend's 
recommendation, top class service.
Had issues with my car, spoke to Ian and even though busy they had my car fixed 
as we needed it for a long journey for a family emergency, above and beyond what 
you would expect, whole team are nice friendly bunch who can't do enough to help, 
went out of their way to help, thanks from Dave and family.

Stage 1 remap .
Absolute first class job by Ian and his team, second time ive used Durham Remaps 
and both times highly delighted. Would definitely recommend to anyone looking to 
get full potential from their car. Once again a big thumbs up.

Engine remap. .
Very friendly and helpful staff. Very happy with the results. Timely and professional. 

Remap of vehicle. Skoda Octavia.
I was unsure at first of getting my vehicle remapped. I contacted 'Durham Remaps' 
via email and my mind was put at rest by Ian.
He explained things a little bit clearer regarding the re-map. Work was undertaken 
and on driving the car away back home, some 20 miles away, I could not stop 
smiling.
The car feels and drives so much better. A big thank you to Ian at 'Durham 
Remaps'.

Very good work would use again .
Well recommended.

BMW 640d F13 stage 1 Remap.
I have deliberately left this endorsement this long to make sure there were no 
issues. Met Ian before the works started to discuss the job and any potential 
problems. All I can say is very professional, great job and what a difference over 
100bhp increase and the torque is brilliant. Great Job.

Engine re-map. .
I was very pleased with the professionalism of the organisation and the quality of 
the work carried out. .

BME 335d XD Stage 1 remap.



Very professional. The car runs very well and feels a lot more powerful. I was given 
a rolling road printout of before and after. .

I had an oil change done on my audi Q2. was quoted a rediculous price 
off Audi.
Very pleased with the service all round. The staff here are very helpful and friendly. 
They have done work on all 3 cars in our family and we are very pleased with all of 
it.

Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, very knowledgeable staff, friendly and will certainly be using 
again.

Blocked DPF and damaged turbo.
Since the work was completed I have gained much more torque, power and an 
extra 80 miles per tank of fuel.

Engine Management Light on dash.
Full diagnostic completed. Loose wire was the issue. Now fixed. These guys could 
have told me anything but they didn't. Very professional and honest. £50 for job. 
Well worth it a full diagnostic and peace of mind.

Engine remap for BMW 430d.
Professional, expedient service and the outcome (increased economy and 
performance) exceeded my expectation. Real value for money!.

Stage 2 remap on BMW 335d .
Fantastic results. Massively increased cars performance. These guys are the best 
around highly recommended.

Re-map. .
Great service and set up. .

Excellent results from the lads at Durham remaps, quality job and all 
round professional outfit.
Would highly recommend using these guys .

Clutch and flywheel bolt.
Very pleased with the work undertaken. Polite and hard working. Would 
recommend to everyone. Thank you!.

Went in for a remap on my car.



Great job and has totally transformed the car .

Durham Remaps first remapped my BMW 730d a year ago and I gained 
an additional 80BHP without impacting my MPG, a fantastic 
improvement on performance without costing me any more to run, I 
continued to use the team for maintenance and breakdowns.
The guys at Durham Remaps have gave me great support in upgrading my 
performance and maintaining my motor to a high standard, their knowledge and 
experience in BMW's is second to none, they can’t do enough to help. I continue to 
use them for servicing and support and recommend anyone thinking about a main 
dealer to talk to these guys first.

Fantastic service. Well impressed. Wouldn’t go anywhere else! Thanks 
lads.
Very clued up guys that take their job very seriously. Mint service.

ECU re-map. .
Good work. Competitive price. .

Engine remap. .
Initial feedback has been good. Staff were friendly and knew their stuff. Still testing 
the car, but I can already feel the improvements. .

Vehicle re-map. .
Good communication. Very helpful. Good knowledge of product. .

Remap OBDEXH backbox delete.
Great lads, highly knowledgable, superb results achieved in both power output and 
fuel economy. Highly recommended. Best of service from the minute i called with 
my enquiry to the minute I left after completion. Reviewing 3 months after the work- 
haven't had a signal issue, just huge smiles from my little boys (go faster daddy).will 
definitely return in the future.

Remap motorhome engine.
Very professional business. Did what they said they would do for the price agreed 
and in the time frame stated.

Stage 2 remap and dyno.
Very pleased with the work I had done on my vehicle. The car drives a lot smoother 
and is a lot more responsive. Couldn’t be happier with the help and information I 
received. Thanks.

I had my car remapped. .
They did an excellent job, with great customer service.



Remap of ECU.
Excellent service. Very knowledgable. Car was taken straight in.
Very happy with the results, especially with the extra amount of torque they were 
able to find (around 30% increase!)
I will definitely be entrusting my car to these guys again.

Remap.
Exellent job.

Faulty actuator and bossy pressure control valve, air con recharge and 
stage 1 remap.
I had my scirocco 170TDI in for an actuator fault and a boost pressure control valve 
which was diagnosed by the guys in house.
Whilst in I got the air con recharged and went with a stage 1 remap. Couldn’t be 
happier with the quality of work. The customer service is second to none and it is 
excellently priced.
Thanks guys.Would 100% recommend.

Engine tune/stage 1 Remap, Skoda Octavia VRS2.0tsi.
Having spoken to 'Durham Remaps' when I first got my car about tuning 
possibilities. As well as other tuning companies, I decided to opt for them to carry 
out the work due to the professional and knowledgeable advice they had given. I 
dropped off my car at around lunch time and received a call 4 hours later saying it 
was ready for collection. Well what can I say? I left with a car that felt far better than 
I could of Imagined. It pulls like a train in every single gear, but does it in style. Silky 
smooth right through the rev range. To sum up, I couldn't of asked for more and I 
am left with a grin on my face from ear to ear when driving. I can't recommend Ian 
and his team enough. Very professional, no fuss and a well set up, clean workshop. 
Thank you once again and keep up the great 'witchcraft'.

Car went into 'DR' for a remap.
Very good, efficient and helpful. Top quality.

Vehicle being re-tuned. .
The staff were really friendly and helpful. Very knowledgable. Made you feel 
comfortable. .

Remap to BMW 335D. .
1st class service. Went above and beyond my expectations.

Requested a custom, stainless catback exhaust.



Absolutely spot on! Friendly service. Job was finished 2 hours ahead of schedule. 
The work is exemplary. The note from the exhaust is perfect. Extremely happy with 
the work carried out. Can’t recommend these guys enough!.

Focus mk3 st tdci estate, was after a bit extra from the car. Ian at DR 
installed a stage 1 map and done multiple dyno tests until he got it bang 
on. The cars performance, economy and driving experience has 
increased on a large scale. .
Really pleased with the work carried out and the service provided by Ian at DR and 
the lads who work there... No doubt I will be there in the future and will also highly 
recommend them to anyone .

Range Rover Evoque SI4 Remap & Exhaust Box removal.
I am extremely happy with the job they done on my Evoque. My Range Rover is 
running fantastic and sounds amazing! The job was done fast and they squeezed 
me in last minute, so really happy overall with 'Durham Remaps'. I would definitely 
recommend anyone to use them and will also be using them again in the future!.

Engine treatment.
Excellent work and Ian was great to deal with. Booked in late evening via Facebook 
messenger for 10am the following morning.

Diagnosis of previous remap by another company , remapping to stage 
2 with other performance parts.
Job was carried out to professional standard. The company informed me of poor 
previous works carried out and didn’t charge to correct works and advised on best 
options to go ahead with .

Van remapped. .
It is loads better, more power, better on fuel and more pulling power. .

Stage 2 map, decat, quad exit, back box delete and full service.
Ian and the lads have done a fantastic job. Their knowledge of the industry is 
second to none and they surpassed my expectations. 'Durham Remaps' is highly 
recommended. Ian is very patient and will guide you through the process 
thoroughly. Wether it’s a map, exhaust or service they will sort you out and will not 
disappoint. Already re-booked for a carbon clean and won’t go anywhere else with 
my car. If you want someone to trust with your car and know it’s going to be safe 
after the work is complete, look no further than 'Durham Remaps'. Outstanding 
service, without cutting corners. Top lads, top service at a great price!!.

Eco Calibration to my new works van. .
I arrived 15 mins early and before the advertised opening times for the centre, but 
was welcomed immediately and my van taken into the centre before they were 



even due to open. The work was carried out within an hour and I was given a full 
run down on the results of the work, including a printout showing what had been 
achieved. My van is now running beautifully and it will only get better. Many thanks 
to the team at 'Durham Remaps'. Highly recommended.

Remap and transmission flush.
Usual great service. Free use of courtesy car.

Remap of BMW320 d xdrive and BMW 335d xdrive.
My dad and I both fancied getting extra power from our respective BMWs and we 
decided this after reading reviews and then actually visiting 'Durham Remaps' in 
person. We spoke to managing director Ian who addressed all our concerns with 
clear explanations as to what would happen and what kind of power gains to 
expect. From this, we booked in the next day and now after over a fortnight,we 
want to share our experience . The cars are running even smoother than before, 
with power gains going from 186hp -235hp on the 320d and from 322hp - 406hp on 
the 335d. The difference is just phenomenal and both my Dad and I are extremely 
happy with his service and wanted to express our thanks to Ian and his team. A 
great set of lads and a very professional outfit. Great value for money .

Service, engine clean and VW emissions fix reversal.
Super job done. Very friendly and knowledgeable staff. Love the results and would 
recommend these guys and their service to anyone with a VW, Skoda, Audi or Seat 
who has suffered as a result of the VAG emissions cheating. They have put 
everything right again and my car drives brilliantly and 10% more efficiently 
minimum. The work will pay for itself before the winter comes around.

Got my VW golf remapped stage one plus.
They came highly recommended by a close friend who had the same job done. 
Excellent results. I can definitely feel the difference. My little hatchback is a beast 
now. They were polite and respectful from the minute I dropped my car off and then 
picked it up again. I would recommend these guys. They know what they are doing.

BMW 435D tune/remap. .
Very happy with my vehicle and the remap results. Very friendly, very helpful and 
highly recommended. 10/10. .

Work completed beyond my expectations, very happy!.
Would definitely recommend .

Stage 2 Remap. Found on Checked and Vetted.
Excellent job. Also renewed an un-serviceable part after diagnostic. Car now 
running brilliant with balanced power delivery and bags more torque. BHP went 
from 141 up to 192 (this is evident immediately). These guys are a very 



professional outfit and have a great approachable attitude. My daughter will be 
booking her car in after Christmas (after testing mine out). Cheers lads... great job.

Stage 2 remap, egr and dpf removal.
Iwaited 1 week before giving my review to see how the car is performing and it's 
performing well, the engine is smoother, good amount of torque in low revs, better 
mpg. Overall happy with them. The garage was tidy. I was quoted 540 inc vat for 
the remap only, but prior to the remap I had to get an oil change. They did an 
engine flush, oil/filter change and at the end I paid 10 pounds less than I was 
quoted. I will use them again for an upgraded clutch kit and will recommend to any 
of my friends that want a remap.

I’ve had my BMW 330D Xdrive in with Durham Remaps for a stage 2 remap, 
this included DPF removal and EGR delete. Found on Checked and Vetted.
I couldn’t be happier with the results massive gains like they promised!.

Remap.
The work carried out on my car was totally top notch and the result was way, way 
beyond my expectations. Remapped my BMW to 320bhp!!.

Engine re-map.
I got my car re-mapped and the staff were very pleasant and did an excellent job. 
Thanks Ian.

Hybrid turbo, stage 2 remap.
I arrived at Durham remaps with a turbo that was on its way out, Ian explained to 
me clearly that It was not a good idea to drive the car away and assured me that I 
could use his courtesy car straight away. He explained what options I had to fix this 
issue. I opted for the Hybrid turbo and stage 2 remap, I was more than happy with 
the price quoted as I was already leaning towards getting this done to my car in the 
near future. 3 days after dropping the car off the guys noticed my intercooler was 
not in a suitable condition for this work to be done, so they explained over the 
phone what needed to be done which I was also very pleased with. I picked the car 
up 10 days after dropping it off, Ian ran me through what had been done and 
handed me the rolling road print out which I was also very pleased with, I’ve now 
drove the car for over 2 weeks with no issues at all and very pleased the car is 
running perfect. Cant thank the lads enough for how helpful they have been and 
keeping me up to date with things. Highly recommended!!.

Audi remap.
Excellent - result is as predicted. .

Remap.
Performed remap on my 4x4 for more power for towing. Very well done job.



Fix DPF. .
Put my car in for DPF, first class job and very professional. Customer friendly, I 
can't fault Durham Remaps.

Remapping of car engine/major service. .
Car remapped and 50,000 mile service. .

DPD issues causing Engine Management Light to come on. Couldn't be fixed 
by my local garage.
Immediately understood the issue on first phone call. Booked in promptly and given 
advice on what needed to be done and an estimate. Upon dropping the car off the 
guys were courteous and friendly. Given an estimated time to collect The car which 
was spot on. Fully explained what had been done and got guarantee of the work 
done. Will have these guys for all my servicing etc now.

Exhaust modification, fitting of downpipe, lowering springs and stage 2 
remap.
Excellent job carried out by Ian and the lads at Durham Remaps again, would 
highly recommend them.

Car remap. .
Fantastic job. Very professional and friendly staff. I'd definitely recommend this 
company. .

Stage 2 remap with VW Emissions fix reversal.
After having the VW Emissions Fix applied to my Passat without my knowledge, I 
had issues with loss of low end torque, higher fuel consumption, Injector noise and 
far more frequent DPF regens. Having read that in the majority of cases, this 
emissions update has left thousands of owners with breakdowns and I was not 
wanting to become one of those owners. After asking for recommendations on a 
few VW forums where to get this reversed, I was put in touch with Durham 
Remaps. I visited to get a quote, and was recommended the Stage 2 Eco with the 
reversal applied. As the power was a little weak from the 140bhp TDI engine, i felt 
that a remap would be the way to go. Booked in for the following week. Had the 
map done, picked the car up and it's transformed it from a lethargic barge into 
something that is now a joy to drive. I've waited a month since getting the remap to 
give the review, and in that time i have covered around 1100 miles so far without 
issue. Happy to report fuel consumption has decreased and now +11mpg better off. 
A full tank now lasts around 670 miles compared to the 510(approx) that i was 
getting before. The engine sounds quieter, and is a lot smoother to drive. Fantastic 
job and very happy with the results.

Stage 1 remap for a 2012 mini coupe SD. .



Superb job done. Great people, helpful and friendly service. Highly recommended. . 

Problem with DPF. .
Engine was remapped. Getting rid of problem and giving a much better 
performance. Excellent service. .

Remap Skoda Fabia 1.2tsi.
The job took slightly longer than initially told, but tuning is a fine art and these guys 
care about getting things right first time. Happy with the results.

Performance and economy remap on my Skoda Octavia vRS TDI 184 DSG.
My car was checked diagnostically and on the rolling road, and was found to be 
running below the manufacturers claimed figures, and a little flat. Ian and his team 
quickly managed to sort that and update the ECU to the upgraded figures that they 
had expected to achieve. The end result being a car that has a lot more power and 
torque, and is keen to be worked, and even returns greater MPG too. All proven 
with a full print out from the rolling road, and an exiting drive home to demonstrate 
the difference. Amazing! .

Remap. .
Excellent work. Communication was outstanding.

Engine improvements.
Excellent. Really pleased with performance of car afterwards. Better than we 
expected.

Re-map. .
First class job and friendly staff.

Repairs to my car.
Excellent job and car now runs perfect.

Re-mapping.
Very good job. Done very quickly and well explained after the remap was done.

DPF and EGR removal and major service.
After reading some great reviews, I contacted them for advice and help with an 
extremely frustrating EGR problem that my 2010 VW Golf 2.0tdi was experiencing. 
Ian (and the team) clearly explained my options and were happy to answer any 
questions I had. Once the work was carried out, my car was like new - in fact better 
then new!! I'd highly recommend 'Durham Remaps' as you'll receive fantastic 
customer service. Thanks guys for a great job. See you again soon!.

BMW 530d running poor and engine ecu faults.



Initial diagnosis was blocked DPF but this was quickly ruled out and the root cause 
was identified. A new maf sensor fitted,remapped and all ecu faults erased. All on 
budget and inside a day.These guys are faultless professionals and without 
hesitation highly recommended.

Remap and BG carbon clean.
Excellent service, more than happy with the result. .

Full DPF mod and Remap oil change and cleaning.
Fantastic service.

dp reparis and diagnosis.
dropped car off and after correct diagnosis and picked it at time stated. No hassle 
service or concerns , good job.

Re-mapping of engine Audi A6 Avant.
Superb from very knowledgeable staff.

Remap ecu on my van .
Very good service pleased with the results .

Great job done as always, quick turn around! .
Rang Ian after having a squealing noise and lack of boost, and they quickly 
diagnosed that the bearings in turbo had gone and pre cat collapsed, after giving 
him go ahead fitted new turbo and sorted pre cat and didn't take long! Great guys 
always happy to help, highly recommend!.

Stage 2 Package Inc Dyno Printout + Gearbox Service.
Ian has the expertise and experience to take your car exactly where you want it to 
be. Perfect results for my E92 325d. The staff are friendly, all perfectionists. Your 
car won't leave the dyno till its spot on. Couldn't recommend enough.

Non running C63 AMG.
After taking the car to the manufacturer, they tried charging me a ridiculous price. 
So I took the car to Durham Remaps. Ian had a look at the car and quickly found 
the problems, some of which Mercedes didn't even pick up on and would have most 
definitely have charged even more for. Ian had the car up and running in no time. 
After all the work, it was still far cheaper than what Mercedes asked for. I would 
recommend Durham Remaps to everybody I know. Very professional and honest 
and I can't thank them enough.

BMW 123d stage two complex remap.



Very happy with the work carried out and impressed with the results. The service 
and prompt replies to queries I had and knowledgeable feedback given, was spot 
on.

Jag xf. Stage 1 remap.
I was told about Durham Remaps by a Jaguar forum member, Ian told me exactly 
what to expect, exactly what he'd be doing and how long it would take, first thing 
when I arrived I was given a coffee.... Then the car was seat protected before being 
taken in to the bay and health checked, it was put on the dyno to see what the 
power was like before the remap, the ecu was correctly removed and custom 
remapped to my own car, not just a shelf bought program, but one specifically 
optimised for my vehicle The car bodywork was fully protected against accidental 
damage and came out exactly as it went in, only with more mpg, an extremely swift 
and smooth acceleration and natural smooth gear shift (auto), the car has always 
been fast but now it has the response and agility that the factory should have given 
it. I was then given a full dyno report of bhp and nm before and after the remap. I 
was also told the work had a full guarantee and that if I had any concerns 
whatsoever I can go back any time. I was recommend Ian and Durham Remaps to 
anyone, they are 90 miles from me and I'd certainly not let that distance stop me 
going back. Their honesty and professionalism is obvious and very reassuring.

Automatic Transmission Flush .
Took the pickup to Durham remaps on saturday to see if a flush would help out my 
problem, Dan came out on a drive to listen to the transmission, I could only get the 
work done on thursday and they made sure to squeeze me in for that day.As soon 
as I got in the pickup I could feel the difference instantly really smooth changes and 
really quiet running now. Definitely reccomend DR for a trans flush.

Checked van over for engine malfuction. .
Found split turbo boost pipe and fixed within 2 days. Excellent work from a trust 
worthy company.

After "repair" by a previous garage, the car was knocking. Harsh and noisy. 
Ian had come across this other Garage's "repairs" and was confident that the car's 
performance could be restored. He was as good as his word. Car is now quiet, 
smooth and more powerful. I'm really pleased with the work.

DPF/EGR solution with remap and full service.
Ian and the guys got me in very quickly and did a top job. My car feels much better, 
is far more responsive and fuel economy has increased. Cheers Ian!.

Stage 2 map egr dpf decat mod.
Brilliant service. Very professional. Really happy with the workmanship would 
definitely recommend.



Audi A5 3.0tdi quattro. Stage 2 Remap.
From the first conversation about my car I could tell they knew what they were 
talking about, and explained a few issues with my type of car to avoid problems in 
the future. Very happy the guys, couldn’t have asked for any better. Car made huge 
gains and is now incredible to drive. Only Time will tell on reliability but so far so 
good. Thanks very much!.

Stage 1 remap. Full gearbox flush with BG fluids.
On the rolling road Ian noticed that my Range Rover wasn't boosting. The lads 
plugged in the dyno kit and soon reported that one of they turbos wasn't working as 
it should. Ian printed out a full dyno report, at no charge whatsoever for his time and 
knowledge. The faults were soon sorted by Land Rover, but if Ian had never 
plugged the dyno in, I'd have been none the wiser. I'll be back for a stage 2 map 
asap. Thanks again for your time and help lads.

Remap.
Very good job.

Remap on a BMW 530D.
Great friendly service from the staff. Excellent job done on the car.

Stage 2 performance Dpf tuned.
Fantastic staff with a world of knowledge! Car feels completely different to drive and 
much more power through the gears. would highly recommend to anyone!.

Astra remap.
Best garage I have come across. Very professional and trustworthy service. 

Landrover Freelander 2 SD4 remap.
The car is certainly quicker and tows better with the remap, and the reports showed 
this when I collected the car. The fuel performance increase hasn't been as good as 
I had hoped (a couple of mpg at very most difference, not 4-5% as suggested, but 
the cars performance is so much better that overall I'm very satisfied. Very friendly 
company to deal with and they did follow up with a courtesy call etc too. .

Fixed the turbo and a few other things another garage made a mess of. 
Amazing highly recommend 1st class repairs and service couldn't thank you 
enough for the job you done on my son's car plus the after service thanks again. 

Blocked DPF filter/turbo change.
Bought car from a car dealer in Jarrow (so called dealer) after having the car for 
less than 2 month we had a catalogue of problems with it. We took the car to Ian at 
Durham remaps where he and his team looked at the car for us inside and out they 
discovered a lot of underlying problems with the vehicle gave us a full mechanical 
report along with video and photograph evidence of the problems , he and his team 



were disgusted that the vehicle was sold to us in such a condition where the garage 
we bought it from had masked and carried out botched jobs on the car just so they 
could sell it. We agreed a price and Ian and his team put the car back to the way it 
should be I can't thank them enough for not only repairing the vehicle, but for his 
compassion and understanding in what has been a frustrating time for us, I would 
highly recommend Durham remaps to anyone. Be reassured that you're leaving 
your vehicle with not only an excellent team of mechanics but also a true gentleman 
who takes a pride in his work and genuinely cares about his customers.

You can always count on Ian and his staff of quality mechanics.
A reliable honest company to take your car. You can always count on Ian and his 
staff of quality mechanics.

Stage 2map INC DYNO, decat pipe fitted, lambda.
Good job Well done . - the best in the business.

Engine remap / tune on Mercedes SLK 320.
Very helpful, professional people who knew their job which was very well done and 
well up to time!.

X2 car re-maps.
Excellent! Really pleased with results. Customer service is exceptional. Will use 
again for Sure.

AA recommended and delivered to Durham Remaps at approx. 2.15pm. who 
checked to see if new clutch assembly was available at supplier .At 5.15pm 
they rang say car was ready for collection and offered to come get me.
First time I’ve used this garage and service like this cannot be bettered, will 
definitely tell my friends.

New stainless steel exhaust system.
To replace single exit exhaust, to double exit, in stainless steel, with a choice of tail 
pipes, excellent job done, fast, efficient and a really good price, cracking staff, 
would definitely use again, highly recommended.

Dpf removal and remap .
Fantastic workmanship cannot rate high enough Second remap from Ian.

BMW 530d DPF removal EGR delete and 300bhp remap.
Work carried out on my car was exactly as described on phone when I made 
booking, quite nervous as this was first car I took personally for remap and some 
other shops were quite sheepish about tackling the DPF or stupidly expensive, was 
very impressed with the garage from start to finish, very tidy shop, staff were spot 
on, all staff know the job inside out and answer any questions no problem, never 
had any reason to question any work or response, car now running spot on, no 



DPF light, car was good before DPF played up, now its immense, easily one of the 
best garages I’ve taken a car to. Even made me a cuppa!.

Service. .
Great job.

DPF filter modified.
My car was in limp mode and could not be driven, I knew from my first conversation 
with Ian at Durham Remaps that they obviously knew there stuff. The car was 
repaired on time and now drives like it should with the added bonus of an extra 70 
hp to play with. I can not recommend they guys enough they have been a joy to 
deal with from start to finish.

Single exit twin exhaust fitted today on my 320d bmw, to replace standard 
oval diesel exhaust exit pipe.
Fantastic job by the lads, car looks fantastic, very pleased with the result.

Custom exhaust.
Visited these guys the other week after buying my new car to put it on the dyno to 
discover my car was suffering a little back pressure from the 3inch exhaust that was 
fitted by previous owner. We sat down and discussed what I wanted and what 
would be best for the car, then after choosing new exhaust tips from a good 
selection the job went ahead. I booked in for a custom exhaust to be built on site. 
Less than 3hrs the job was done to a high standard with a very good finish. Very 
helpful team with good knowledge all round. .

Custom made exhaust.
From start to finish the whole job was undertaken and carried out in a highly 
professional manner. Highly recommend company. .

Remap - stage 2.
Very friendly staff. Work appears first class. .

Car wouldn't start when engine hot.
Absolutely fantastic from the boys at Durham remaps again this problem just about 
had me stumped and they cracked it , they fitted me in willing to help me as I'm 
going away tomorrow , fantastic work and fantastic customer service, highly 
recommend.

I took a focus st I had just purchased to go on the rolling road and to be 
checked for any problems.
Brilliant job. Ian and the lads gave the car a thorough check up and inspection and 
only charged me for going on the rolling road.



Fiesta ecoboost zetec s .
Am over the moon with the outcome of my fiesta that Ian and the team worked on 
today, honestly could not be happier. They are a great bunch of hardworking lads 
that make an outstanding job. The service from these lads is 2nd to none absolutely 
spot on from the enquiry all the way through to the finished results. I will definitely 
be back in the future with out a doubt. I highly recommend these great guys to 
anyone. Cheers Durham Remaps .

remap on audi a4.
Great job. Given set price and clear info on what was to be done when i made 
enquiry. Car was ready at time agreed, and no nasty surprises with bill. As for the 
work carried out, wow, what a difference the drive back over the Pennines was 
great fun.

Remap my Mitsubishi l200.
Excellent job these boys know their stuff well impressed would recommend them to 
everyone. I wish I had more cars so I could get them all remapped thanks very 
much lads. Glynn Johnston.

Turbo replacement and custom map.
I drive a Golf GTTDI sport with thr BKD engine which is renowned for turbo issues. 
My old turbo was sucking in oil, causing a loss of power. I went and spoke with Ian 
and booked car in for a new turbo, now the car runs like a dream. Top Company.

Remap of Colt Ralliart.
Remapped to give 20% more BHP and 25% more torque. Extra performance is 
noticeable but, surprisingly, the car is now a much smoother drive with no "flat 
spots" in the rev range and is also giving 4-5mpg more than the factory map. Bit 
scary seeing your own car being revved out on the rolling road but well worth it. 
Really friendly people obviously passionate about what they do. Highly 
recommended.

Engine upgrade. .
Great work carried out on my car. Very honest and friendly service. .

Remap and exhaust modification .
Couldn't fault the work. Very professional, excellent set up and very knowledgable. 
Wouldn't take my 'Focus' anywhere else.

Problems with my Golf TDI - low fuel economy.
Durham Remaps quickly identified a problem with the exhaust gas temp where 
others hadn't and rectified the cooking issues quickly and effectively. When my 
son's nursery phoned and asked me to come back, they prioritised the work to get 
me away sooner.



DPF remap.
Excellent work carried out and I would highly recommend them to others.

Major service and general health check.
Booked the car in for a service but also reporting a few issues with starting up the 
car from cold. Ian gave his honest opinion of what he believed was wrong speaking 
from experience we then discussed possible solutions. All work was carried out in 
one day (i was unable to collect the car that day so Ian stored it in his premises until 
i had chance to collet it) the starting issue was remedied, the service complete, 
health check and a bg treatment carried out. All staff are helpful and are 
knowledgeable. As a result I continue to use Durham Remaps for my servicings 
and remaps.

Remapping a Defender 110.
Can't recommend this service highly enough. Very polite and professional and the 
results are amazing, it's almost a different vehicle. Defenders are never going to be 
an easy ride but the remap has made it much smoother through the gears, more 
torque particularly in lower gears and much better performance over about 50mph. 
Wouldn't hesitate to bring my next car to them.

Dpf renewal with full system reboot and remapping as well.
Absolutely fantastic customer service followed by a 10/10 job. Car is running 
fantastic, Durham remaps have exceeded all expectations as they went above and 
beyond. Would recommend to everybody.

Car had a EGR valve fault Ian sorted the car out with a erg and dpf delete plus 
remap.
Had my Seat Leon into Durham remaps today after the EGR failed, they sorted it 
out with a EGR and DPF delete and accompanying remap, you wouldn't believe the 
difference it has made the car has never ran so smooth in my ownership and the 
extra power is brilliant too very happy returning customer! wouldn't hesitate 
recommending Ian and his team to anyone.

Engine remap.
Ian was fantastic, I can't praise him enough, he was open and honest and kept us 
updated frequently. Our van drives like a different vehicle. We highly recommend 
his service.

Dpf and EGR removal.
Excellent service, lovely guys in the garage, fixed my dpf and EGR fault when 
nobody else could without ripping my eyes out. My car feels a lot better to drive 
now. I will definitely only use these now! Thank you.

Remap for performance and economy.



Engine remap for my Skoda Octavia 1.9 tdi this has given it so much more 
driveability, much better overtaking and overall performance, when I travel to 
London I get 6 miles per gallon extra compared to before the remap on top of the 
greatly increased performance. The car passed the MOT with extremely good 
exhaust emissions, to say I am happy is an understatement.

DPF removal and re-map.
Friendly staff. Explained the process and how long it would take along with the 
price. Car was ready to collect as promised and drives better than it has in a long 
time.

Engine remap.
I was very happy with the work and the way it was carried out. Very professional at 
all times.

DPF deleted and car remapped.
Ian and his colleague were helpful, friendly and knew what they were doing. My car 
was in good hands and now feels a lot more pleasing to drive. Would recommed 
them to anybody.

Re-map.
As before expertly done. No concerns of problems with their workmanship. I went to 
Durham Remaps knowing I will come away completely happy with the experience 
and I did.

Remap and boost solenoid fitting after analysis of fault codes. Fiat Bravo 150 
1.4 T-Jet.
Ian is a really friendly guy and clearly knows his trade; the team around him are 
also professional. The remap was done quickly and the performance gain is 
significant. A fault was diagnosed and a part ordered, which was delayed due to a 
third party, however, upon locating the part myself, Ian and the team fitted it and the 
car was running better than before. Excellent service and results.

Removal of remap by another supplier and install of new remap for Mazda 6 
2.2D Sport 180 bhp. .
Excellent work. Professional, friendly and knowledgeable. Removed a poor quality 
remap that had been done elsewhere, and added a quality remap file. Bhp 
increased to 217 from 156!.

Remap and cruise control activation on fiesta mk7 tdci .
Very happy with the outcome all work was carried out to a very high standard, car 
runs very well, and was kept informed all the way Highly recommended and would 
use again.



Eco+ remap on my Audi A6 2.7tdi Avant Auto - Hired from Checked and 
Vetted.
What a great job on my Audi A6 remap, better fuel economy and more torque = 
more fun. Ian and his team are friendly and knowledgeable would recommend them 
to anyone.

Serious Pathfinder dpf issues diagnosed and fixed on the same day.
My Pathfinder was having a lot of dpf issues and was completely stuck in limp 
mode. My local garage spent 2 weeks trying to diagnose/fix the problem with no 
results. After following an owner's club member recommendation, I contacted 
Durham Remaps. Within 1 day, the problem was diagnosed and fixed. They 
discovered that my car was at serious risk of engine failure and was caught just in 
the nick of time. My car now runs like a dream. I cannot stress this enough, if you 
are remotely close to Durham and have dpf issues, do not hesitate to get in touch 
with Durham Remaps. I just wish I went to them sooner, as it would have saved me 
a lot of time and money. Dpf's need specific knowledge and experience and these 
guys know what they're doing!.

ECU remap on a Hyundai i800. Found Durham Remaps on Checked and 
Vetted.
The real deal. The recently calibrated dyno results speak for themselves: 204 bhp 
(+36 bhp) and 517 nm (+77nm). .

Remap plus engine clean and full service.
Civic cdti 2.2 remap including EGR removal with full engine clean and service, very 
helpful staff and very knowledgeable, car now runs incredibly smooth, normal 
driving is a pleasure but when needed the car now has stacks of torque, exactly 
what the car needed and would happily recommend the company to anyone well 
worth the trip.

Purchased a Subaru Forester from one of the big car suppliers to find one 
week later my dashboard lit up like xmas tree, took it back to dealer and then 
a main subaru dealer with no joy , contacted durham remaps who then 
contacted the dealer to look at.
Found out about Durham remaps/cathedral motors through a friend and would 
recommend them to anyone so thanks again Ian and the team ... Dave of seaham.

Remap on Audi TT 1.8 Quattro Sport to improve performance and economy. 
Very happy that I came to see Ian and his team. They confirmed my suspicions that 
the previous workmanship by another company was not good. I knew there was 
something wrong, something seemed to be holding the car back. It now feels like 
some limiting factor or restriction has been removed, setting my car free. It 
accelerates smoothly and quietly and the power and speed increases as you move 
through the gearbox, as it should be. There are no flat spots that I have noticed. 



There is loads more torque, and at high speed the car cruises along happily and the 
engine doesn't whine or sound like it is struggling. All round it does what Ian 
promised. Great Job!.

Remap for economy.
I travelled from Yorkshire to Durham to have my Range Rover Sport Autobiography 
remapped and travelling the distance was completely worth it. I cannot begin to say 
how happy I am with it. It drives completely different. Its much quicker, smoother 
through gear changes plus much more. Ian and his team provided an excellent 
service, they were extremely professional and friendly. I highly recommend Durham 
Remaps.

Re-mapping of Kia Sorento 2.2CRDI 2011 reg.
Dropped the car off and picked it up at the stated time, it was ready, no delays 
which was a good start. I had a choice of re-maps to go for, "Out and out power" or 
"Power increase and fuel savings" Not being a boy racer anymore I settled for the 
sensible option of the added fuel savings. Car pre re-map 35mpg regular 
commuting. Car after re-map 39mpg regular commuting. Car pre re-map towing 
twin axel caravan 23mpg Car after re-map towing twin axel caravan 28mpg I was 
followed to the garage by a friend in a Civic type S to drop my car off, on a straight 
road there was nothing between the two cars, absolutely identical performance, 
once dropped off for the collection of the car we headed out on a duel carriageway 
towards the A1 but this time the Civic was fading away in my rear view mirror. Since 
covering about 150 mile (ish) the car has re-calibrated itself and is noticeably 
quicker still but still with the same fuel returns. The only advice I would give anyone 
with a turbo diesel is take it along and get these guys to weave their magic, you'd 
be mad not to. As soon as I change my car I'll be straight back for the same 
treatment. Oh and another point, you can tell instantly that these guys know what 
they are talking about, I would now trust them 100% to work on any future cars I 
may own. Thanks guys, you've turned a 4 wheel drive that was no slouch to start 
with into a responsive exciting drive with a huge gain in grin factor. I'll no doubt see 
you again!.

Dpf filter removal and ecu remap.
Very happy with the car since its been done, my car now has a lot more power.

DPF remodelling.
Very high standard of customer service, confident and professional staff. Job 
completion in expected time.

Eco and remap.
Absolutely stunning job. 2nd to 3rd gear acceleration is superb but 3rd to 4th is 
phenomenal. Increased MPG as well so it’s a win win!!!!!.

Re-mapping.



carried out on time and to price quoted in time frame advised.

My q7 had lost power and had various warning lights on dashboard .
Ian ( and his team) diagnosed the problem over the phone ! as it happens he was 
totally right and after booking my car in , supplying me with a courtesy car and 
letting me know how the job was progressing I picked up my car at exactly 5 o clock 
as promised,. Impressed to say the least , a new throttle switch and a re map and 
my q 7 is running like a dream , bags more power and extra 6 miles to the gallon 
( going off trip computer ) Couldn't praise the workmanship or the service enough . 

Remapped my C5 2.2Hdi Vtr+. Got over 10% increase in mpg when driven 
carefully. Big increase in torque/power as well .Would use again, 
recommended.
Very friendly and knowledgeable, didn't mind me chatting about my car during the 
work. Workshop was clean and tidy, nobody standing idle. Came out happier and 
enjoyed the drive home !!.

DPF remodelling/EGR Mod/Eco map.
My car was in a sorry state before I took it to this company. I had just paid £300 for 
work in another garage that was not necessary; I was ready to send it for scrap as 
the other garage said I would need to spend up to £1000 to get it working correctly. 
(my car is 7yr old) Durham Remaps did it for under half the price. They were very 
helpful, friendly and knew their profession well. My car is running better than ever 
now. They guarantee their work and I can take it straight back if I have any further 
problems with it, for as long as I own the car. Excellent service. .

Mazda 3 diesel remap.
Very good and professional service. Friendly customer service and good standard 
of work. Will definitely recommend to friends and family.

Replace both suspension arms and linkage.
Ian did the honours yet again, taking me home after dropping the car at the garage 
and picking me up when the work was completed. I cannot praise the efficiency of 
the work carried out in this garage and high standard of service provided. The work 
was carried out on time and for a very reasonable price. I will definitely have any 
future work carried out at Durham re-maps - well done! .

Fitted new camshaft sensor AUDI A4.
Top mechanic/technician Very knowledgeable and also very pleasant and helpful. 
itted new cam sensor to my AUDI A4, over the moon with price and workmanship.

Remap on insignia.
I am very satisfied, they have transformed my damp and dreary insignia into 
something an SRI should be-nippy and power when its needed without having to 
drop a gear. Ian explained what the results would be and I`m happy to say he was 



spot on. He is a nice guy, straight talking and honest-something that is hard to find 
in this day and age. I would highly recommend Ian and his company to anyone 
looking for engine tuning etc.

Rectified my remap fault.
Ian's service was over and above what I have ever previously experienced. He 
reassured me and very quickly sorted a fault with my car remap that another local 
business had messed up over the last 2 years. My car is now sorted and feels 
much better to drive. I look forward to using his service again in future and will be 
recommending him to family and friends. Thanks again Ian. D Barnfather.

Remap.
Had my Saab remapped for better economy and drivability, I was very pleased with 
the results, I have been driving the car for a number of months now and found an 
average of 4 to 5 miles more than I was able to get prior to the work being done.

ECU removal Re-map and Tune.
Very professional set up. Couldn't of been happier with the finished re-map of my 
350Z. They were very knowledgeable and willing to explain exactly what was wrong 
and what had been done to correct it in a manner I could easily understand. Would 
recommend this company to anyone looking for a job done perfectly.

Had my car done.
Excellent job done with no problems, the tradesman explained what he was doing, I 
am very happy.

Getting my car re-mapped Eco+ which consists of a mixture of power and 
economy with torque balance.
Very pleased with work done and very friendly customer service. I would highly 
recommend this company.

service pdf filter engine flush fuel filter change & remap .
My car was running very badly and getting worse by the week, started thinking had 
the turbo gone? How much is it all going to cost? so I rang Durham remaps after a 
chat with Ian I felt a lot better, he assured me it was most likely to be the pdf, an 
inexpensive fix ; So booked my diesel in and left it with Ian I got it back later the 
same day and what a difference!!! My car went in a slug and came out a 
greyhound, can't tell you how pleased I am with it, they have transformed it; can't 
recommend Durham remaps enough.

new intercooler and dpf remodelling.
picked my car up from the house, had it one week ,came back better than new .

dpf removal and remap of mazda 3 .



very friendly staff, very informative, very satisfied, was even able to email and get 
information on a Sunday not expecting to get a reply until the next working day but 
received a reply within the hour and had my car booked in very happy with the 
service and would use again!.

Remap to Nissan Navara.
I spent a great deal of time talking to a considerable number of remap companies 
waiting to get the automatic answer to the specific problem I wanted solving. With 
the first contact at Durham remaps, Ian knew exactly what I was looking for and 
described in detail what the problem was and how he could remedy. Specifically 
this was to allow my auto boxed Navara to be smoother, to find and stay in the right 
gear, to have more punch through the gears and finally to be more economical. All I 
can say is Ian has surpassed any thoughts I had about how good this pick up could 
be when set up correctly. It has now become the composed and quiet 4X4 I wanted 
and is now amazingly fast when required. I can't recommend Durham Remaps 
highly enough. First rate service, first class people.

Remap Honda Civic 2.2.
I had doubts about the remap but when I spoke to Ian he allayed my fears and it 
was clear that he is a skilled technician. The throttle response is instantaneous the 
torque is unbelievable and it was good in standard form. it is a different car that puts 
a big smile on your face. And now that I have settled down I am getting better fuel 
consumption 3mpg so far win win performance and mpg. .

Remap on a insignia 2.0 t petrol a20nht .
Great company no messing about get a quote, get job done same day, took no time 
to do and results are unreal, cars much more responsive and smooth, great guy Ian 
told me before job price, time it would take and gains, I got quoted £500 plus vat for 
same job from another company this well cheaper and a better job, I would highly 
recommend if you want a quick easy no messing job to your car.

DPF and EGR valve removal with remap.
had an EGR valve issue which Ian said was common on that engine, 
recommended removing that and the DPF to prevent further problems.

Remap of my Audi A3 and fuel filter replaced.
Very Professional. Very friendly staff and they explained the work really well all work 
that needed carrying out.

I had trouble with dpf.
Durham Remaps carried out work, as my car was not able to drive , had to be 
towed to their garage at no extra charge and picked me up from my home to collect 
car (9 miles).

Replace ECU and alternator plus engine remap.



Work completed to a high standard. Job was well explained and prices given were 
excellent. Especially seeing as a local Ford main dealer had quoted £1k+VAT for 
less work. I can't recommend Durham Remaps enough.

Remap, Clutch and flywheel, front brakes and pads, wheel bearing.
Took the Audi to Durham remaps for a tuning and additional work. I am very 
pleased with the work carried out. Both Ian and Phil looked after me and I could not 
fault them at all. I would recommend this company as you can trust them and they 
will always look after you.

Remap on a Audi A5 3L TDI.
This has been my second vehicle that I have taken to get re mapped at Ian's 
premises. I thought the A5 for fast enough but can honestly say that the 
improvement is amazing both on MPG and mid range torque I have been using 
Durham remaps for over a year now for all my vehicle repairs and servicing needs 
without any faults. The cost of the work completed by Ian has been a fraction of the 
quotes given from the main dealers. I would most definitely recommend Durham 
remaps to anyone requiring assistance on remaps, repairs and servicing. A good 
bunch of lads to deal with and they will not let you down. .

Re-Map.
Good service!!.

DPF REVOVAL AND REMAP.
JOB CARRIED OUT ON TIME AND TREATED WITH THE UTMOST COURTESY 
AND PROFESSIONALISM. CAR VERY MUCH IMPROVED EXACTLY AS STATED 
IT WOULD BE.

Car not running properly.
Diagnosed DPF filter blocked. Re engineered DPF filter. EGR valve delete. 
Remapped software to suit modifications. Car found to have problems with boost 
pipes. All sorted, car running best it ever has at no extra cost.

Full service and MOT.
I took my car into Durham Remaps for a full service and MOT. I needed 4 new tyres 
and Ian spent so much time sourcing the best deal for me. He dropped my car off 
and picked it back up when the job was finished. The service I received from Ian 
and Michael was excellent and I would highly recommend Durham ReMaps. 

Remapped engine on Audi A3.



Had been to another garage for the problem and was totally conned. The problem 
was still the same so went to Durham Remaps and the job was done properly, 
efficiently and professionally. Totally sorted my car out.

DPF Removal.
Excellent service from enquiry to completion of work. Time was taken both before 
and after work was done to explain procedure fully.

I took my Audi TT into Durham Remaps for a 'Tune-Up', to ensure I was 
getting the best value out of my cars performance.
I was met by Ian, who took my car into the workshop and showed me into his 
hospitality area for a cup of coffee. The car was hooked up to the computer system 
and couple of hours later, the job was done and my car was more responsive, 
powerful, quicker, and a joy to drive. No fuss, no drama, no false promises, just a 
good professional doing his job and at a very reasonable price. I would recommend 
Ian and his staff to anyone wanting that little bit more out of their vehicle.

They fixed a bad DPR removal from a different company.
Spoke to Ian after a boched atempt from another company to remove the DPF from 
my Zafira. Ian was very understanding and carried out the work with no issues and 
told me what was happening. He explained how the previous company did the job 
wrong and helped with a report so I could get my money back from the other 
company. Had the car back for a week now and it drives soo much better and no 
DPF issues. Wish I went there first.

engine tuning.
very good job done by Ian , job was done in time said and very friendly and polite 
customer service. I would use again and recommend to others.

DPF Removal and Re-Map.
I had big problems with my diesel filter but the company sorted it out very quickly. 
They are professional and I am so impressed I would recommend them to anyone. 

Diesel particle filter removal, minor engine service, new oil and filter, new air 
filter and ecu remap.
Very satisfied, quick diagnosis and very clean professional and knowledgeable 
service.

Mazda 6 2.2d Sport Remap .
I asked Ian to remap my Mazda 6 2.2d Sport as I had always been disappointed 
with the power - it never felt like the 185bhp car it was billed as. Since the remap, 
it's a different beast. On part throttle it drives just as smoothly and calmly as before, 



but as you start planting your foot it really takes off. In fact, in-gear acceleration now 
feels pretty similar to my previous car, a 2.5T Focus ST, which really is saying 
something. Ian was very helpful throughout. Highly recommended.

Remap .
First impression was great, very clean and modern. Very professional , very polite 
and makes a good cup of coffee! I would highly recommend Durham remaps. Very 
impressed .

DFP Issues, Full Service and MOT.
Phoned Ian, based on a recommendation, and he fully understood the issue I was 
facing. He was professional, very courteous, knew what he was talking about and 
put me at ease by explaining the system. Service and MOT completed, by Phil, in 
the morning and car back for the afternoon in the time frame he advised. Nothing is 
an issue to them, they have full knowledge of all systems, very clean workers and 
workshop, workmanship excellent, timekeeping couldn't be better and overall 
opinion, fantastic. Ian went out of his way to help - I'll certainly be using Durham 
Remaps again.

DPF removal, EGR delete, remap.
The guys really know their stuff and work to a high standard. They really seem to 
care about you and your car. Would definitely recommend these guys and use them 
again. Its good to find someone you can trust. The car has been transformed, much 
smoother and more responsive.

DPF Removal and ECU Remap on 2006 Mazda 6.
The DPF LIGHT started flashing on my 2006 Mazda 6, shortly followed by the 
Engine Management Light coming on and the car going into Limp mode. Following 
Internet research and a mechanic friends opinion, I decided that the best and 
cheapest option was to get the DPF Removed. When I telephoned Cathedral 
Motors ( Durham Remaps ), I was genuinely surprised by the helpfulness and 
knowledge of the garage, and felt that they were a honest company ( not just 
fobbing me off ). I was that impressed with that first phone call I decided to book my 
car into their garage, and amazed how quickly the work was carried out to such a 
high standard. Sorry if I've babbled on as I don't usually write reviews, but give 
credit where credits due, they're a top notch garage. Thank you Durham Remaps 
Craig and Julie from Newcastle.

Removal of D.P.F on car.
Contacted Durham Remaps about a problem with my car. I was told the removal of 
the D.P.F would cure the problem, friendly and professional.

DPF REMOVAL AND FULL SERVICE.
When my dpf light came on yet again I decided it was time to get rid of the filter. I 
rang Durham Remaps and Ian gave me a common sense breakdown of costings 



and options. He evidenced his knowledge and could qualify his reassuraice as I 
asked questions. He fitted me in at the last minute as I worried about damaging the 
car whilst driving with the warning lights on. The service was efficient and friendly 
The car drives much better. ive picked up 5mpg and 32bhp and wont ever have to 
worry about the great dpf swindle again!.

Problem with DPF and ERG valve.
About a month ago booked an Audi A3 in as having trouble with the DPF and ERG 
valve. Both were successfully blocked and have had no problems since. Have 
experienced an increase in economy too in terms of miles per gallon. The customer 
service was also outstanding as me, my husband and 2 children were given a 
courtesy ride into Durham and back. Very pleased and would highly recommend. 
Thank you.

Remap of car.
I am satisfied with the overall service and installation. I am happy with the customer 
service and I would definitely recommend.

full service and stage 2 re-map on a mk5 R32.
full service and stage 2 re-map very happy - would use again!.

Spark plug replacement to fix engine misfire and replacement of catalytic 
converter damaged by engine misfire (rover 25).
Absolutely fantastic service. Came to Cathedral motors after failing MOT on 
emissions with no indication as to what was wrong from those that did the MOT 
(National tyres and auto-care). I was worried that like the MOT place i was going to 
be ripped off due to being young and female. Upon looking at the MOT report 
Cathedral motors quickly diagnosed the problem and were able to tell me straight 
up what costs would be to replace the faulty parts and for labour. There were no 
hidden charges and they kept me informed of progress as they worked. I was very 
impressed with their level of knowledge of the car (they were able to guess my cars 
service history just from knowing it was an old rover and what problems it was likely 
to have had). They even made sure that i did not get ripped off again as they took it 
for the retest once they had fixed it and made sure i wasn't slapped with a partial re-
test fee and that the retest was done fairly. Overjoyed that i have found a mechanic 
that pride themselves on high standards of workmanship and customer care, now 
know where i will be taking my car for all future MOTs and work. .

Sorting out Engine Management System Light permanently on.
Contacted Ian at Cathedral Motors on a number given to me by a heavy goods 
vehicle company. He told me exactly what they were going to do by ways of 
eliminating the problem and further enhancing the performance of my xtrail. The 
cost quoted and charged by them was a substantial saving from the Nissan 
dealership. I know the rating I have given them is very high but at this moment in 



time I cannot fault any of their work. Just a very good company gaining a very good 
reputation. Well done and I will be going back. .

Diesel particulate filter removal and ECU remapping.
The work was carried out to a very high standard, double-checked and the vehicle 
road-tested before a final electronic diagnostic check. Everything was carefully 
explained. An excellent job.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Car service.
I was collected by the owner and dropped of at work. The work was carried out on 
time, I was notified promptly. The service was spot on and the car was given back 
clean. .

BMW 330D (55PLATE) DPF REMOVAL PLUS REMAP.
I done a lot of research on the net to find a company to do the work to my BMW. As 
BMW give me a quote for a dpf of 1500 and that was without labour I had to find a 
cheaper way. I then found DURHAM REMAPS on Checked and Vetted and called 
them straight away. I was on the phone to IAN for at least half hour as he was 
explaining all the ins and outs of the job that needed doing. I booked the car in and 
from the booking to the collection of my car the service was fantastic. I had the Eco 
plus remap on my car which gave it an extra 34 bhp and also 85 newton torques. I 



am getting more mpg and the performance is phenomenal. I would recommend 
these guys to anyone. I am that happy with the work I will be going back for more 
work to my car. FANTASTIC SERVICE FROM START TO FINISH!!!!.

Remap of a Mercedes.
Everything was explained to me and the guys definitely know their stuff. I was 
impressed with the service and I will certainly be using them again in future. Highly 
recommended.

Diagnostic & tuning.
Fast, friendly service with a result I am very pleased with. Well recommended .

Got my BMW 325d remapped with performance map.
I found Durham Remaps on Checked and Vetted - Brilliant place to go or even to 
ring for advice the guys helped me with whatever queries I had, got the work done 
3 days ago and would of left a comment sooner but I have never been out of my 
car, increase in performance is out of this world, very happy with the map and the 
level of customer service is fantastic, highly recommended.

DPF remap, new turbo system and engine flush.
I had a Ford Focus 1.6TDCi which was reliable and cheap to run, but it was so slow 
it was frustrating. I spoke to Ian at Durham Remaps and he explained the process. 
The work was more expensive than I'd hoped but my car is better at overtaking. It 
will never be fast and is still very slow off the mark but it is better than it was and I 
now get 580 miles per tank, rather than 460. I now get 66.6MPG rather than 
51MPG. Excellent work. Very fast and efficient too. Thanks.

FORD FOCUS TDCI 1.6 DIESEL DPF FILTER REMOVED AND MY ENGINE 
REMAPPED FOR ECONOMY .
After much searching the internet and speaking to a few different companies i 
decided to go with durham remaps as as my dpf light was on and I was told it had 
failed by my local dealer and was going to cost near 2 thousand pounds to fix . I 
telephoned on recommendation of this site , I must say they came across as very 
knowledgeable and professional and weren't pushy or rude like some i spoke to or 
tried to baffle me with science , they also had good references from other garages 
they do work for and i made the decision to go ahead , i was met on the day with 
my car booked in , all the staff in smart uniforms and very courteous. i was made a 
cup of tea while i waited for my lift which was a nice gesture .i was called at 3 pm 
that day and told my car would be available to pick up from 4pm and the job had 
been carried out successfully, I collected the car at the said time and was given a 
guarantee and invoice for the work and a list of other issues found with the car , the 
turbo having being damaged by the dpf failing . I have rebooked my car to have the 
turbo changed as I have found them to be a really trustworthy and helpful garage to 
deal with and my car is definitely coming here for servicing from now on after such 



good service , would highly recommend to anyone with same problems , 
outstanding customer care . Peter .

DPF Removal and EGR Deletion.
Had a problem with our diesel S type Jaguar for quite some time. Went through to 
see Ian and was very impressed and confident that a good job would be done. 
Booked the car in for the work to be done within two days. We were kept informed 
when a problem arose. Drove the car home and was very happy with the result of 
the work that had been carried out. The cars performance is now as it should be. 
We will be taking it back for a service in the next couple of weeks and can't see us 
using anyone else in the future.

Golf gt td170 dpf removed and engine remapped, engine oil changed and air 
filter changed.
I had my car towed into Durham Remaps after breaking down by the AA , the 
patrol-man recommended them as first choice . i got a price to remove the filter part 
and offered an engine map with it to help my economy and supposedly give me 
more power. I didnt quite believe I could get more economy out my golf as it was 
already quite good. I collected the car last week after it spent the day in the 
workshop, a clear report on my car with all billing itemised was ready , and a week 
later I have to say it runs like it never has , more economical , goes so quick it's 
brilliant, can't speak highly enough of the way we were looked after by Ian and Phil, 
puts other garages to shame the way they look after you , great job fellas thanks .. 
Ian and Sue.

DPF removal, EGR deletion and Performance remap. Audi TT 2.0 TDi by 
Cathedral Motors/Durham Remaps.
My Audi was in for a DPF removal along with an egr deletion and performance 
remap, I was not having any trouble with the vehicle, but knew how prone to DPF 
problems this engine could be. I first contacted the company via their website and 
was immediately impressed with the promptness of reply and the communication I 
received from Ian. I booked my car in for work the same week and was given a very 
competitive quote. Ian is very professional and I had no hesitation in trusting his 
company to work on my car. As soon as I drove the car after the work I could feel 
the difference, more low down torque, quicker pick up and a smooth delivery of 
power. The car even sounded better, with a lovely deep throated growl when 
accelerating. I would not hesitate to recommend this company to anyone, 
professional, knowledgeable and true to their word.

DPF REMOVAL + SERVICE + TIMING BELT CHANGE + WATER PUMP 
CHANGED.
i AM SO SO PLEASED WITH THE SERVICE i RECEIVED FROM IAN. HE WAS 
EVER SO HELPFUL AND AS WE KNEW THE BILL WAS GOING TO BE LARGE 
HE DISCOUNTED IT AS MUCH AS HE COULD. I WOULD GO AS FAR TO SAY 
THAT I GOT A AWFUL LOT DONE (& PROFESSIONALLY FOR THAT MATTER) 



FOR MY MONEY. HE EVEN WENT ABOVE AND BEYOND WHAT I HAD PAID 
FOR. THE CAR ON MY 45MINS JOURNEY HOME WAS FANTASTIC WITH 
LOADS MORE POWER THAN BEFORE AND HAS BEEN FANTASTIC EVER 
SINCE. HE HAS DEFINITELY GAINED A CUSTOMER FOR LIFE IN ME AS I 
CANT FAULT HIM, HIS TEAM OR HIS WORK IN ONE LITTLE WAY. THANK YOU 
DURHAM RE-MAPS AND SEE YOU SOON.

fiesta clutch 1.4 tdci.
Purchased this car from Ian in 2009. Would not take my car anywhere than their 
garage. They do a great job and give great advice try them you wont be 
disappointed.

Removal of D.P Filter.
First class job and first class service. All servicing will be done there in future.

eco re map for bmw 520d m sport.
completely professional no hidden costs completely up front knew what they was 
talking about which is rare these days Ian and his team very professional gave me 
a guarantee for life as long as I'm the owner of the car felt relaxed and confident 
leaving my car with guys wasn't disappointed when driving car home so much 
smoother and responsive than before does what it said on the advert would 
recommend these lads to anyone.

Diagnostics, remap , and additional items found on diagnostic check.
Originally went to see Ian for Eco+ remap on 2007 Peugeot 407 GT 2.7 diesel. Was 
advised needed new airflow meter ( £90 ) . as the twin meters were out of balance. 
Work was completed with new air and fuel filters as agreed. Car totally transformed 
with greater than expected rise in both performance and economy, now truly worthy 
of GT badge. Would choose to use Ian in future for any work on any vehicle. 
Fantastic friendly service- cannot recommend highly enough.

DPF Removal and Software Update.
Totally professional job, very friendly ppl and great customer care.

to remap my BMW 12od.
what a difference this remap has made to my car! A far better response when 
accelerating. with more mpg . Well worth doing I can't understand why i put off for 
so long. I will do this in the future what ever the car I have its a must!!.

Boost solenoid, dump valve and remap.
Pendragon, Evans Halshaw who sold me the car refused to accept that there was a 
problem with the dump valve "turkey noise" and fobbed me off saying it was 
supposed to be there or that the noise was coming from the exhaust. The guys at 
durham remaps identified and fixed the problem in no time at all. And carried out a 
remap on the same day also with great customer service and excellent product 



information to keep me informed about everything they have done and what they 
recommend for the future. .

Diesel dpf removal and remap.
Took my Audi a3 tdi to Durham Remaps on 28/1/13. Really pleased with the work 
done totally transformed the car and very reasonable price. They are very 
knowledgeable and explain everything about the work undertaken. above and 
beyond main dealer service and much cheaper too. Thoroughly recommended and 
I shall be using them in the future.

DPF removal and remap.
Very easy to talk to, job was done very quickly, and Ian even collected the car from 
the dealer in Durham. He diagnosed and carried out extra work which was definitely 
justified and needed, so no complaints at a small cost increase. In summary, talks 
straight and does a straight job- recommended.

Engine Remap and free diagnostic check.
Arrived there early and so did Ian even on what was a horrible snowy day.Left the 
car with Ian and just over an hour later job done.Ian cleared loads of codes off the 
car what had probably been left on off previous services & gave it a clean bill of 
health.Job done.Not been able to properly test the car yet because of this horrible 
weather but what i have noticed is the auto box is now much smoother,positive 
results.Going back later to have my brakes serviced.I feel i can confidently trust Ian 
and his team without doubt.Thanks very much Ian very professional and 
courteous.Regards Alan.Car mapped Land Rover Freelander Series 1 TD4 Auto.

Dealer level full service and remap.
We delivered the car and were welcomed by name, driven into Durham city to 
spend the time it took for the service and remap by Ian. A phone call to explain 
additional work with costing was received and we returned to collect the car which 
was ready at the time we were initially told. On customer service alone these guys 
make the main dealers look silly, amateur and expensive. The car is a revelation 
after the remap, it pulls cleanly and strongly in sixth like it was in forth. It feels 
crisper on the throttle and safer for overtakes. The wife fancies a remap on her Audi 
now so we will certainly be back. .

ENGINE REMAP ON 3.6 RANGE ROVER VOGUE.
I first contacted Ian, after seeing an advert on the internet, he said to look on 
Checked and Vetted, which I did and then made an apointment. Prior to getting the 
Range Rover remapped I was gettin 22.5mpg, following the remap I am know 
getting an 28.9 mpg at a steady 70mph even more if I get down to 60mph, the picks 
up a lot quicker and the turbo lag has gone, I would recomend Durham Remaps to 
any one, great service many thanks Ian, still can't believe the difference!.



I attended Durham Recaps, part of Cathedral Motors to have my VW Passat 
remapped for extra power and greater fuel economy.
Upon meeting Ian at his premises, I was given a warm welcome to his business 
and a full overview of his procedure, what I would expect in both fuel and power 
gains, exactly how much it would cost and how long the procedure would take. I 
dropped the car off as arranged and Ian took me home, returning with my vehicle to 
collect me as planned. The difference in the returned car was significant, with a far 
better throttle response and more torque, especially at low speeds. However the 
best news was an 8mpg increase in fuel economy, relating to approximately an 
extra 80 miles from a tank of diesel! Basically I got exactly what Ian explained I 
would, for the exact cost he quoted. The car was returned in the pristine condition 
that I had handed it over in. I was so impressed with the service and results that 
within the following months both my wife and another family member have attended 
Durham remaps for the exact same experience. I would happily recommend this 
company to all!.

Fan belt changed diesel leak fixed and pulleys changed.
Was recommended by a friend to visit this garage as she always uses them and 
can't praise them enough. I have had a remap done previously and the car has 
been like a new car and saved me on diesel as I travel a lot I then had a massive 
clanking on my car and took it the cathedral motors Durham ramps and it was dealt 
with ASAP and fixed which I do need to mention I already had the car in at another 
local garage that said they fixed it charged me 330 pound for a ball joint and arm 
and the banging noise was just normal after it had been fixed . To then be told by 
Durham recaps the arm that had been out on was a used bent one and the wrong 
model!! Since Ian and Durham remaps have put the correct parts on which I must 
add at half the price it runs superb and I feel safe driving long distance this 
company really is a grassy mechanic and honest which now a days is hard to find 
trust me I have been to many garages with my car due the the traveling I do and 
the prices are a hell of a lot cheaper than what I used to have been paying for a job 
that has not even been properly and within a week had to have it took back I really 
can recommend Durham remaps enough x.

Had my DPF took out and car serviced.
Put my audi in as the dealer told me the DPF on the exhaust was the fault when a 
engine light came on, was told it was over £2000 to have it fixed and got 
recommended by a friend to ring Ian at Durham Remaps as they would sort the car 
out . I had the car done yesterday and have to say I can't believe how good they 
were for service as its totally fixed and cost me a fraction of what it was with Audi, 
so now I booked in for a service next as I didn't realise how much extra a big dealer 
charged, I truly can't rate Durham Remaps highly enough on good work and price.

DPF removal and re-map.
Had my DPF removed and re-map on my Seat. Also had extra work carried out that 
had been identified on previous service. Very happy at the work carried out as I was 



aware what needed doing to car but at no time felt under pressure to get extra work 
carried out. Car now more responsive and running superb. Very happy at the price 
and the professionalism shown by Cathedral Motors/Durham re-maps.

I had work carried out on my car by another garage and it broke down within 
a few days , I took it back but they wanted more money off me so I got a 
second opinion from Cathedral Motors down the road , they fixed my car 
which was a fault with the repair.
I had a faulty part on my brakes and needed changing and all my brakes bleeded 
as it wasn't done properly the first time . Smashing guys to deal with and so 
helpful .

MOT carried out by Halfords, quoted £455 for work to be completed. Work 
suggested was questionable - went to Cathedral Motors for second opinion, 
received more detailed and honest overview of work to be completed and 
much better price.
Cathedral Motors completed more work than initially recommended by Halfords as 
well as providing a re-test for approx £150 less money. I felt the service by this 
garage was more honest, personal and value for money. I would return for further 
repairs in the future.

Engine re-map for a Range Rover Vogue 3.6 V8.
Checked numerous sites on the web for this service and could have had the job 
done cheaper but when I spoke to Ian it is apparent he knows his stuff and is very 
professional in his approach. The difference to the car is amazing, as if it didn't 
have enough power in the first place it now has appreciably more, combined with 
ordinary driving I have already found a fuel saving of 20%. Whitby-Durham 
24,2mpg, after the re-map Durham-Whitby(same route) 28.7 mpg. Would 
recommend to anyone. .

Full service, new discs and pads.
Took my Seat Alhambra to the garage after I got quoted extortionate prices from 
another garage close by, I was well informed of the cost and my car is now great 
and the brakes are like new. I was dropped off then picked up when my car was 
ready, outstanding for such a local garage and do highly recommend.

Car remap.
A very nice man. Will put himself out for you. Had a pleasant conversation with him 
while work being done. Very pleased with what he did. Great value for money. I 
have since recommended him to friends and acquaintances.

Engine remap. .
Brilliant job done.
Very professional.



Well informed by the foreman.

Remapped my Seat Leon FR.
Obviously I wasn't having it remapped to increase the speed..... only for the fuel 
economy ....... but my word what a difference, to what was already a nippy car. I 
wasn't happy with 1st to 2nd gear change, and now it takes off. Also the fuel 
economy difference is really noticeable! Service was great too, dropped off and 
picked up from home when the car was ready. Would recommend Ian and his team 
to any female racers out there!.

Ian re-mapped my car. Excellent service and he couldn't have been anymore 
helpful than he was. Job was completed on time.
My car does more MPG and has more power, it is more responsive. I wished I had 
this work completed when I first bought the car. Workshop is really clean and tidy.

Full service and egr repair.
My car was due a service and wasn't running right. I got Cathedral Motors to 
service my car and they found a problem with the EGR valve. I was quoted over 
£500 from Land Rover for a new one however Cathedral motors cleaned and 
repaired the old one for a fraction of the price and the car now runs perfect.



RS5 stage 1 calibration and Audi software update. .
I had my RS5 remapped by Durham Remaps 2 years back. Been very happy with 
it. It was a 'light map' Had it in for a 'full beans map' today and the difference is 
incredible. Car is an absolute monster and puts a smile on my face. The lads there 
are so knowledgeable and professional. I would not go anywhere else. They also 
updated my audi software which was 7 revisions out of date! Been to Audi a few 
times and they never even mentioned it. They explained there was an update to the 
wastegate control which would likely be the cause of some of the fault codes I was 
getting. All sorted and very happy.

Gearbox oil change. Audi 3.0 tdi.
Totally professional and cheaper than main dealers I have used this company for 
years on three different cars.

My car was in today bmw 335d x.drive, to have popcorn limiter installed, 
I've also in the past had other work carried out stage2 remap and 
gearbox map custom downpipes fitted and exhaust amongst other 
work.
The job was done with professionalism as always, the guys at Durham Remaps 
really know there stuff. Friendly helpful and get the job done with perfection, they 
really are fantastic.i would not take my car anywhere else and will always use these 
guys and recommend to anybody without hesitation.Durham Remaps are the 
forefront of car tuning.

Replacement of control / pressure valves to turbo chargers.
The staff at Durham Remaps were incredibly friendly and approachable. They took 
the time to listen to my concerns and understand the issues I was experiencing with 
my vehicle. Their communication was clear and transparent, ensuring that I was 
well-informed throughout the entire process. The garage itself was clean, 
organised, and equipped with state-of-the-art tools and diagnostic equipment. It 
was evident that Durham Remaps invests in the latest technology to provide the 
best service possible. This attention to detail gave me confidence that my car was 
in safe hands. When it came to the repairs and maintenance, I was impressed with 
the expertise and knowledge displayed by their mechanics. They tackled the 
problems with precision and efficiency, ensuring that my vehicle was running 
smoothly once again. I could tell that they genuinely cared about the well-being of 
my car and went the extra mile to deliver outstanding results. One standout feature 
of Durham Remaps was their dedication to customer satisfaction. They not only 
fixed the specific issues with my car but also performed a comprehensive check to 
identify any potential problems that might arise in the future. This proactive 
approach impressed me and highlighted their commitment to providing top-notch 
service. Furthermore, the pricing at Durham Remaps was fair and reasonable. They 
provided a detailed breakdown of the costs involved, ensuring that there were no 
surprises when it came to settling the bill. The value I received for the quality of 



work performed was exceptional. In conclusion, Durham Remaps exceeded my 
expectations with their garage services. The combination of skilled mechanics, 
modern facilities, and outstanding customer service makes them a standout choice 
for any vehicle maintenance and repairs. I highly recommend their services to 
anyone in need of automotive care in the Durham area. I will certainly be returning 
to Durham Remaps for all my future car servicing needs. .

Stage 2 calibration + Adblue.
All went well and a great improvement to throttle response BHP up from 286 to350 
torque up to 701Nm.

Repaired ad blue faults, glow plugs and general service.
Excellent work by Ian and Dan. All done in the time specified and at the quoted 
price. No hidden extras when you go back for it which makes a pleasant change 
from most main dealerships who nearly always manage to tag something else on 
your bill.

Came in to get a stage 2 remap, down pipe and a back box delete for my 
1 series.
Car feels and sounds great now and customer service was very good also 
managed to get me a new diffuser as the one I brought in didn’t fit.

Car engine remap. .
Approximately 90 mins. Remap to reduce fuel usage and add power to engine. . 

Fourth time using Durham remaps. First class service no bull shit just 
plane talking. If you want a cheap job go back on Google and find 
somewhere else. Quality repairs by a company you can trust.
Remap and repair bodged coolant hose.

I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including 
services, upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a 
better service and would highly recommend to anyone.
I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including services, 
upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a better service and 
would highly recommend to anyone.

Stage 1 Remap on Mercedes Sprinter Campervan.
Excellent service, very friendly to deal with and explained everything in detail, made 
a big difference to the performance of my van, very happy with the work carried out, 
would use again for repairs etc if needed.

Upgraded breaks on my 5series all 4 corners.



Apex performance breaks and pads all corners, very helpful, friendly, and 
knowledgeable, I opted for the 3 months interest free payment. Defo will be getting 
more work done here in the future.

Engine light problem with cat and remap .
Very impressed with Ian & Dan customer care second to none There are a lot of so 
called specialists out there who clam to be able to do the job. But got let down by 3 
so called specialists. If I had gone to these first I would have saved at least £600 
Car is running fantastic I can’t praise them enough. If you're into cars these are the 
boys you go to in the north east not just Durham.

DPF repair and remap.
Good team of boys know exactly what they’re doing will definitely be back in future 
with my next cars.

Engine Remaping.
I have dealings with many garages across the North East who also use Durham 
Remaps, some will try and talk me into having work done on my car. Ian finally 
convinced me of then benefits of remapping. So went ahead, Ian and the guys kept 
me informed of the progress while I waited. Now I've given the car a couple of 
weeks for me to adjust I couldn't be more happier. Ian was true to his word on his 
costing. I would recommend anyone who has any hesitation to wait no longer get in 
touch with Durham Remaps and have the work done.

Dyno tune.
Took my car here to rectify a previous tune as my car was eating diesel and not 
running as it should, highly recommended they sorted it out car seems a lot better 
since been tuned on the dyno .

Car remap and exhaust work.
Completed to a high standard, on time and at the price agreed.

Remap stage 2 dsg tune.
Went to these guys to have my car sorted out as I previously had it remapped and it 
wasn't running right, these guys worked their magic and the results are outstanding, 
my cars like a completely different car, highly recommend.

Water tank replaced.
Ian was fantastic from start to finish, he advised me on price. After the job was 
complete I was given extra advice to make sure I was safe on the road.

I was having trouble with my DPF on my Jaguar . The garage that I use 
normally couldn’t sort it and recommended me to this company .



The lads here are genuine and don’t fill your head full of technical jargon which 
helps with me not been very clued up on mechanics . They fixed the problem the 
same day and the car now drives the best it ever has to be honest . I would 
Definitely recommend Durham remaps. professional , polite and genuine. Brilliant 
job , thanks lads !

Remap my BMW 435d engine and gearbox and fit bigger intercooler. 
Talked me through the full job. Phoned me as soon as completed and once again 
talked me through the process.

Car remap.
Excellent service from start to finish. .

Dpf removal, adblue delete and a remap.
Great job done as quoted and kept up to date as the job was done, nice friendly 
guys.

Car in for turbo , fuel pump , clutch and tune.
Outstanding service from Ian and Dan . Very informative and genuinely care about 
what they do . The results from this tune are outstanding without losing any 
driveability whatsoever. Would highly recommend .

Car was in to be diagnosed for a fault. They sere extremely helpful in 
explaining everything and the causes of faults.
Fantastic as always. They have remapped my car and car is running like a dream.

I had the swirl flaps removed from my BMW 116D ED plus (2015) and 
then opted for the Stage 1 remap. .
From start to finish, Ian and the team were brilliant to deal with. I am not a car 
enthusiast, so rang loads of places to ask about the issue and what they 
recommended. BMW insisted on a new Inlet Manifold (£900), and many "bmw 
dealers" offer to "remove swirl flaps and botch the hole" which I did not like the idea 
of. Ian was very clear on how they do the procedure, but i did not feel pressured to 
get the work done. Ian even offered me my deposit back if I didn't want the work 
done, which actually sold it for me. They talked me through everything, showed me 
the fix, the broken parts and then talked me through the remap process as well. 
10/10, honestly wouldn't go anywhere else! Worth the 2.5 hour drive. .

Bmw 440i Stage 2+ remap .
This was my 2nd visit down DR Remaps as had previously stage 1 tuned my 440i 
this time back in for a stage 2 + turn, as as expected top class work from them. Car 
is a monster now! Wouldn’t go anywhere else. .

Remap.



Job completed on time and satisfied with outcome. .

MOT, remapping .
Excellent service from start to finish, talked me through the process from start to 
finish, kept car clean as I left it there for the week due to my work schedule. 
Definitely recommend & will be returning for further upgrades very soon.

Engine and gearbox remap.
Took my Golf GTI to Durham Remaps. Had gearbox and engine remapped. They 
did a really good job. Gained 65 BHP +more torques. Very satisfied, top lads.

Stage one re-map. Mini Cooper S.
Excellent service as ever. Professional from start to finish.

Had mapping work carried out by the lads at durham remaps and i 
couldn't be more happier. Ian was very helpful with what I wanted and 
advised me on a few other things to get done which I had done.
If I could give a 12 out of 10 thats what I would give and highly recommend them to 
anyone.

Specialist remap with intercooler, exhaust conversion from standard 
double exhaust on one side to twin 4inch exhausts with diffuser 
change.
Durham remaps are simply the best about, I travelled over 2 hours to get this work 
carried out. Ian the boss was a pleasure to deal with, he guided me through what 
they would be doing and completed the job to a high standard and completely 
transformed my car the work speaks for itself. Very professional and experts in their 
field of work. .

Stage one remap on CLA 35 AMG.
Decided to use Durham remaps having been recommended by a friend who had 
work done with them. They have transformed the car, with great, yet safe figures. 
Great lads.

Replace faulty turbo .
Ian and Dan were very professional and kept me up to date with how the job was 
going. .

I had the exhaust, diffuser and gearbox oil flushed and changed.
The work was done to a high standard and I am very happy with all the work that 
has been done. Would definitely highly recommend. Will be visiting again .



I would highly recommend this company for any work need done on 
your pride and joy , very happy with all the work they have done for me , 
i have used this company a few times now and will continue to do so .
I have had done brand new custom exhaust , full service, remap and recently brand 
new coil packs and plugs , top service every time.

Major Service on Nissan X-Trail.
This garage is one of the few I trust. I was treat with respect and courtesy, the work 
was completed to my satisfaction and within the estimated cost. I also requested a 
general report on the condition of the car and this was done without charge, very 
happy.

Diagnostics and stage 1 custom remap.
I had my mk6 golf GTI in for diagnostics check and custom tune today and can 
honestly say Durham Remaps have transformed my car, it's more responsive and 
driveable all round with the extra power and torque. Ian answered all of my 
questions and knows his stuff, very knowledgeable and has done a fantastic job, 
would highly recommend Durham remaps, thank you.

Range Rover remap.
EGR delete / remap, the mechanic was very knowledgeable and efficient. I will use 
them again and recommend their services.

Had my VW Golf in for a stage 1 remap n the lads where spot on n give 
me a professional service.
Very good standers of work n very helpful lads very professional done all on time 
like they said.

Fresh remap plus fault rectified from previous remap elsewhere.
The car was previously remapped elsewhere but I wasn’t happy with the results 
from that company. Got in touch with these guys and they rectified the issues I had, 
gaining more horsepower and a lot more torque. The cars runs as it should have in 
the first place, very happy with the results.

Remap of 335D xdrive F31.
This is the second time I’ve been to Durham remaps as the service they provide is 
second to none. Great guys, very professional and they can transform your vehicle! 

Re-map of my car.
My Wife's T-Roc was unbelievably flat and gutless. I didn't expect much from a 1.6 
TDI But I did think it would be better than it was. The guys at Durham Remaps did a 
fantastic job though and gave the car a metaphorical boot. It now pulls surprisingly 
well, smooth power delivery and brings a smile to the face It's like the car has had 
an engine transplant. Fantastic job, well recommended.



Absolutely brilliant car feels so much more different would definitely 
recommend. I will 100% be coming back for future work.
Brilliant from start to finish, the staff are friendly, quick and very informative overall 
great.

Back box mod and stage 1 remap.
Remap definitely has improved responsiveness where there was a definite flat spot 
previously. Back box mod has given it shouty man pants at less than half the cost of 
a full sports system which would have made no real performance gain to my 
Lambo, I mean my Z4.

Full service, new exhaust and diffuser fitted, stage 1 engine & gearbox 
remap.
Got full service, new cobra exhaust and diffuser fitted and also stage 1 engine & 
gearbox remap. very very happy with work done, top quality job. car was in and out 
in a few hours with no problems. BMW 320d msport touring, what a difference the 
remap has made, car drives as it should now. would definitely recommend and will 
definitely be a returning customer.

Stage one remap on a 435d .
Great result from the work done and good service from the staff.

Mini Clubman Cooper - remap.
Very impressed with the result, a much drive and plenty low down/mid range power 
and much smoother drive with a very good progressive delivery on acceleration - 
different car altogether.

Had dpf and cat problems on second hand BMW 520d I’d just bought. 
They replaced both, and cleared the computer.
Performance was greatly improved. Had a bit of a rattle the next day, called them 
and it was addressed immediately. Very impressed!.

Carried out a stage 1 tune on my car and custom exhaust work.
Very happy with the service from these guys, I have been on 2 occasions for work 
on my car and I’ve been over the moon both times. Talked me through the remap 
process and the before and after results, very knowledgeable guys who you can 
trust with your pride and joy.

Remap and dpf fixed .
Excellent remap service very helpful and friendly made my astra gtc feel more 
responsive and smooth the extra bhp and torque has really made the car more 
enjoyable to drive thanks guys .



Remap.
Really pleased with the work from first contact, was done at cost stated and at a 
very high standard.

There was a whooshing sound coming from my engine while I was 
accelerating so was advised by a guy at national tyres to take it to 
Durham remaps so that's what I did.
I was seen too straight away the problem was spotted straight away and within an 
hour the problem was fixed was very impressed.

Jaguar XF Diesel S (2016) - Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, as always, on time and to budget. Worth travelling 2 hours north! 
Will use again.

Dyno test .
Went for a dyno reading on my golf r and wasn't happy with the results and was 
made aware of a couple of problems.decided on new remap and the results were 
above expectation.immensely happy with the job carried out by this 
company.excellent job and a vast improvement.would highly recommend this 
company to anyone wanting a good quality remapping company.top job.

A remap on my Audi A3. Initially only wanted an EGR blanking but with 
the added benefits described I chose to go with a full remap.
Very professional. Excellent base of knowledge and able to explain it in an 
understandable way. Not just completed the work in the given time stated, was able 
to give advice for best use of my car in the future (ie.notifying me the DPF was 
becoming blocked and was able to offer DPF cleaning additive to aid its long term 
cleanliness).

Full stainless steel exhaust system.
Job done quickly and to a very high standard. Complete stainless steel exhaust on 
Peugeot 206 cc 2006. All done to my complete satisfaction.

I got the Stage 1 remap from DR taking the car from 260-310hp so I am 
very pleased with that result. .
I managed to get booked in at very short notice; I messaged DR yesterday morning 
to enquire about the next available slot for a remap, they replied almost instantly 
and I was booked in within 20 minutes for the next day due to a cancellation. I got 
to the unit early doors, dropped off my keys and was met with perfect customer 
service from the get-go. The owner went out of his way to get my remap done pretty 
quickly (took 2 and a bit hours), just so I wasn't doing the long drive home at stupid 
o clock. 10/10 for the service.



Resonator delete - Leon Cupra.
Couldn’t be happier, messaged on Facebook to ask about work, got a quick 
response so got booked in straight away. Couldn’t have been nicer and did a great 
job, car sounds just the way I wanted it to and will definitely be back if i need 
anything else done.

I had a remap carried out on my vehicle, the people that I dealt with 
were friendly knowledgable & very professional.
Engine software updated, DPF cleaned, engine remapped to provide superior 
torque & improved mpg.

Diesel depositary filter and remap.
Engine management warning light on. Vehicle eventually going into limp mode on a 
journey. .

Diagnostic check and remap. .
Excellent customer service and the lads couldn’t have done more to help. . 

Amazing Custom Exhaust.
This is the second time I have had my BMW 5 series Touring into Durham Remaps, 
first was for a Stage 2 custom tune and this time it was for a full M5 style custom 
exhaust and got to say they didn’t disappoint, fantastic work guys, well impressed. 
Thank you.

Change diesel injectors on the engine.
Really pleased with the work carried out on my car following a breakdown. The 
guys at Durham remaps kept me in the loop with the faults and repairs. Very 
professional, well done & thank you very much!!!.

Car remap. .
Very good. Could not fault the people or the job. .

Car in for new intercooler, ecu and gearbox remap.
Would definitely recommend and will definitely be using them again for further work. 
Got some extra power from my car that a previous map couldn't. Completed the job 
with zero fuss and my car is running spot on now. .

New exhaust.
Remaps completed a very good job and they worked extra to get it completed 
which was very much appreciated. Would definitely recommend. .

Quad exhaust conversion for bmw 335d.
Amazing service and quality of work. Wouldn't go anywhere else. 5*.



Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! 
Managed to help me with something that other garages couldn't.
Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! Managed to 
help me with something that other garages couldn’t.

Gearbox flush/service on my Bmw 645 ci convertible.
Was told to drop car off for 0830am and was told the job would take 3-4 hours, right 
on time the job was completed and was given a verbal explanation of further 
remedy work which might be needed. Very good service, all done on time. Highly 
impressed .

Had my "bucket of slugs" XC60 AWD Remapped.
The car arrived as an ailing pensioner trying to run with their knees tied together. It 
was a sorry pile to be fair. These guys gave me a car with the same number plate, 
same colour, even had the same CD in the player. It drove like a new car and went 
from slug to scolded cat in a blink. Outstanding work, everything explained and one 
very happy teddy indeed! Recommended at the highest level 

Freelander 2011 Turbo boost hose replacement and DPF clean.
Good service. Problem fixed and car running well. .

Custom rolling road stage 1 tune - RS5 B9.
Once again - superb expertise and professionalism. My last car tune with Durham 
remaps ran faultlessly for 4 years and I expect this will be the same. Totally 
transformed car and happy customer.

Limiter and remap.
Good job / professional service / friendly team.

Various engine work Inlet & exhaust manifold gaskets New turbo 
Service.
Good lads that know their stuff. Had a poorly 530D with a couple of faults that they 
diagnosed straight away & repaired. .

Remap on my BMW 320i X-Drive. .
Happy with the result and overall improvement with the driving experience of the 
car, especially with the benefit seen in the sync of the four wheel drive system to a 
reduction of the original throttle lag. Friendly informative approach by Dan from 
onset to completion, no concerns at all.

Car remap.
First class job. Did exactly as I asked on price and on time. .



Stage 1 Re-Map.
Everything well explained, process and expectations. .

Car battery power loss, replace with new battery & test. .
I turned up unannounced on a Monday morning with a duff battery. Dan ran a test 
to discover the car battery was faulty. He sourced a new one within 2 hours. .

Full exhaust and remap .
So happy with this my car is running well good now thanks so much to Durham 
remaps .

Exhaust upgrade on my Volkswagen scirocco 2.0 tdi.
Overall I was very impressed with the job, car was ready to be given back to me 
within the specified timeframe they gave me as I delivered my car. Car is running a 
lot better than before I had this job done. Very happy.

Very professional and I'm happy with the work carried out.
Remap service.

Had my Skoda octavia remapped egr delete and dpf delete. Cracking 
job.
Good job car is running better than ever.

M6 Gran Coupe stage 2 Remap.
great service from the start, lads are obviously passionate about cars & know there 
stuff. When all was complete with my car they showed me their demo car and the 
work that was upcoming on it. Great service, friendly and smashed some big 
numbers out on my remap compared to previous tune 748BHP / 936Nm. Would go 
back & would recommend to others.

Custom exhaust.
Super dooper job happy with job sounds sexy When I took my Subaru here it 
sounded like a Corsa after the work was completed it sounded like a beast of a 
Subaru bumble bumble.

They renewed the rear suspension and oil change and my Jaguar .
So honest and reliable, everything was explained in fine detail. From start to finish I 
was kept up to date with the progress and a garage that uses genuine parts is a 
massive plus in my opinion. Wouldn’t use anyone else .

Went to get my card checked as another mechanic aid I needed a full 
new front suspension, the lads at the garage checked over the car just 



needed 1 front suspension arm and a rod replacing. A fraction of what 
I’d been quoted by another company.
Quick service. The lads were friendly and professional. Car is running loads better 
can feel the difference. Will be going here from now on. Thanks again! .

Booked 335d in for software upgrade to ecu.
Car was put on a 4x4 dyno to check for power and torque figures . Then remapped 
and ran again on dyno . Results were amazing . Car drives smooth as . Instant 
throttle response and gear changes rapid. More mpg . Cracking job by Dan .

Updating of vehicle electronics to enhance engine performance & fuel 
economy.
From delivering my vehicle to the workshop, to collection at the estimated time, the 
professional manner of service was a pleasure to experience. Every detail was 
explained in a professional & clear manner.

Stage 1 remap on Golf R.
Brilliant service, really good. Makes the car car go from fast to very fast, runs 
smoother now, increased horse power. Ian is a nice guy. Knowledgeable and 
professional. Can't fault them.

Installed new downpipe & custom resdelete.
The job was completed within the time frame & budget agreed. The job went 
smoothly and when I wanted additional tweaking, they did this at no extra cost.

Brake pads , engine management fault, filter .
Knowledgable, polite and work carried out efficiently , it's got to be 15 out of 10 *. 

Remap plus forge intercooler.
I took my 208 gti 65plate for a remap to durham remaps. and I was blown away. 
transformed the car! with power and torque! but i did not stop there I went and 
booked the after market forge intercooler!! They supplied and fitted and wow!! what 
a difference it made! The power was there and flew through the gears. plenty more 
mods to do! Durham remaps done an awesome job! thanks! well chuffed!!.

Inlet manifold replacement and remap.
Initially the work was only for a remap but the garage discovered an engine fault 
which had previously gone undetected They rectified the fault and carried out the 
remap.

to replace 2 auxiliary drive belts.
the 2 auxiliary drive belts were worn and cracked and needed to be replaced.



Repairs to exhaust system.
Done quickly. Good repair. Cheaper than quoted. Very satisfied. .

Engine remap.
Job was done on time and to a very good standard. Good,knowledgeable lads. 

REMAP OBD2.
Completed job has made a marked difference to the performance of the car. More 
than satisfied with the outcome.

Engine and gearbox remap, gearbox service, exhaust muffler change. . 
Fantastic work car has turned out better than expected, the company gave 
complete transparency throughout and operated under full restriction guidelines. I 
would definitely recommend and will be using again partly due to the customer 
service that I received .

Initial stages of renovation of a bmw e39.
Great service and kept me abreast of all stages of work.

Back exhaust and stage 1 remap.
The job was completed as per my instructions to my exact spec. Fantastic 
company. Very friendly and extremely knowledgeable. Work was carried out to a 
high standard. .

Stage 2 engine and gearbox remap.
Fantastic results gained.

Full service, MOT and remap. .
From making the initial appointment to the job being completed, everything went so 
smoothly. Excellent job. .

Remap. .
Work carried out to excellent standard . Very helpful work force. .

Remap of 30D BMW. .
Car runs smoother , no more flat spots .

Custom exhaust .
Excellent service from start to finish really helpful lads and excellent quality 
workmanship.had custom exhaust fitted and looks really good would recommend to 
anyone wanting modifications.

Second remap due to software update at VW.



Excellent friendly service. Completed in timescale I was told. Due to weather 
condition the trip to and from DR was at the same speed. There was a 7 MPG 
increase in economy which was the same as last time. Gear change is super 
smooth and performance is so much better. Can't say better than that. 

Replacement of part exhaust. .
Quick response. Total solution to the problem. .

I have a Smart Fortwo 1.0 Turbo it required custom exhaust work and it 
also had engine remap.
All work was carried out in the specified time. The results are excellent. Feels like a 
different car, so much better. I'm very happy.

Repairing the catalytic convertor.
They were friendly from the outset and booked me in last minute after an 
emergency. They were incredibly friendly, gave an honest opinion from the off. They 
contacted me promptly when the work was completed and explained what they'd 
done. The car is fully restored and I couldn't be happier with the work!.

Remapping.
Excellent job.

Took my van for a remap, was after extra power as i am converting it 
into a camper.
Great job, changed the van completely, very polite and knowledgeable, guided me 
the whole way through, great work.

Had a oil leak on my turbo causing all sorts of issues with my car. All 
sorted now thanks to the lads at DR! Cars running better than ever! 
Thanks .
Changed turbo and rectified my running issues! Would highly recommend!.

Range rover sport DPF problem.
Durham Remaps identified the problem and put right. very happy with service .

I had an engine fault code on my car, they advised me of the issues. 
They were able to fix 1 issue but advised I needed to visit an auto 
electrician for the other issue. Took to 2 different garages after cost me 
further charges, took back to Durham remaps.
The lads that work here especially Dan has helped me out so much. After been 
given the run around from 3 different garages they diagnosed the issue and went 
above and beyond to help me out. He conducted research and made phone calls to 
solve my issue on the smallest budget (as it's near to Christmas). They have 



fantastic knowledge and are brilliant at their job to go online with very fair prices 
and great bunch of lads. Wont be taking my car anywhere else from now on. 

Remap.
Quick, polite and professional. .

They remapped my ford ranger 3.2s ECU.
They remapped my ford ranger wildtrak 3.2 to give much better power delivery and 
MPG. Grand job.

Completed a Stage 1 remap and brake fluid service .
Perfect from start to finish, customer service was great and very pleased with the 
job overall .

BMW 335d Ecu/Tcu tune .
Followed this company on Instagram for a while and saw they know their stuff when 
it comes to the F30 335d, contacted them via email which led to a call to discuss 
what was available for my car, prices and booking an appointment. I arrived at DR 
at 8.30am on a Saturday morning dropped off my car with a very polite gent and 
was told I could collect the car at 12.30Pm if I wasn’t called before. I collected my 
car at 12.30pm and wow it feels like a completely different car, with a 90bhp and 
140nm gain the power is now smooth and progressive. Gear changes are 100x 
smoother and when using the box in manual the gear changes are lightening quick. 
Definitely worth the money! .

Car re-map.
Excellent job done by very competent lads. Very pleased overall. .

Took my Audi A3 to these guys today and I would highly recommend to 
anybody. Had a stage two remap and I’m over the moon with it. Thank 
you again and will see you again soon for more work :) .
Highly recommend .

Gearbox not selecting 5th and 6th gears and ABS and ESP warning 
lights on.
Both gearbox and ABS/ESP problems fixed, work as always done to a high 
standard.

Remap of My Mercedes GLA car.
Excellent Job done on time and made driving my car much more enjoyable. A 
noticeable difference in power and Torque. .



Remapped my car .
Job completed as expected, reassurances given for future requirement to remap if 
required.

Stage1 remap.
Had my Golf GTD in for a stage 1 engine remap with these guys and I must say 
what a great job they have done. Over the moon with the difference mid range. Very 
friendly and professional, answering all my questions. I will definitely be back for 
more work and would not hesitate to recommend them. Thanks fellas.

Turbo and exhaust repair .
My Turbo had suffered significant damage. Upon leaving it with Ian they done a full 
inspection of the car and turbo finding multiple issues. With working away I had to 
leave the car with them. The communication and work from Ian and his team was 
outstanding. I would highly recommend Durham Remaps friendly and very 
professional service. .

Engine diagnostics and remap.
Diagnostics performed and problems resolved, then remap done transforming the 
performance of the car.

Remap on Mercedes E250.
Got my Mercedes e250 remapped off these lads and what a hell of a difference its 
made, would highly recommend them to anyone wanting this or other work 
done..very helpful lads much appreciated.

Remap and service.
Very good job on my car was kept well informed of what was going on, and i will 
100% be back for more work. Staff really polite especially the manager.

Gearbox remap, stage 2 software, Centre box delete and weld. .
Excellent service from start to finish. Completely transformed my car. Couldn't be 
happier. Great bunch of guys. I'd recommend to anyone. .

Stage 1 performance remap on a 2018 Audi S4.
Outstanding job. Gains over and beyond what I was expecting/what was 
advertised.

Engine and gearbox remap .
Had an engine and gearbox remap on my Octavia VRS to increase bhp and 
smoothness of gear changes on my dsg gearbox. Overall very happy even though I 
did have to take it back for the gearbox remap to be rectified due to a small issue 
but they were very accommodating and sorted it out with no further issues to report.



Had car in for remap well impressed could feel difference straight away. 
Unbelievable job by the guys transformed my car completely. staff very friendly and 
helpful would recommend too anyone Thanks lads much appreciated .

Egr and dpf delete.
I had the egr and dpf delete done and I had some issues with the tune of the car 
but dan was quick of the mark to get my car back in and sort the problem, great 
service .

Gear box flush.
So far so good, very impressed .

Got a full stainless steel exhaust.
I asked for a cat back system with a nice subtle tone not too loud either. and asked 
if the job will be done for a certain time they reply with I cant make any promises 
but we'll try. And they came through for me! On time and ready for my car to be 
picked up I was over the moon with the job! The lads are very helpful and 
supportive on what I wanted for my car! they weren't miserable like some places 
are these chaps love cars and mods! They are very happy and helpful will 
recommend to any one!!!.

Car service Tuning Life time exhaust .
Very pleased with the car after the work was finished. It was exactly what I was 
expecting and more. The guys at Durham remaps listened to what I wanted and 
carried out the work perfectly. And their advice was brilliant.

Back box delete, front brakes and ECU tune and calibration.
Had my V6 Touareg booked in today with the team and they did an awesome job. 
Back box delete with stainless steel pipes and larger tips. ECU stage 2 and 
gearbox tune along with EBC front discs and yellow pads. So pleased with the 
work, just making the list of what is next! Helpful guys, great service! Well done and 
Thank you!.

Remap.
Very polite, obviously knew what they were doing. Superb results and very nice 
people.

Exhaust silencer added to car.
Added silencer within 2 hours of drop off , got car back a hour early. highly 
recommended.

Stage 2 mapping With upgraded intercooler and others.



These guys are fantastic. I would highly recommend using their services, I did a lot 
of research on different companies and these guys got great reviews so I went with 
them and believe me I'm not disappointed. Very professional service and they know 
their stuff. My car now drives like a totally different car. Thank you so much to all the 
team. A* service.

Engine and Gearbox remap.
Excellent from the moment I contacted them to the moment I picked up my car. Did 
everything as expected and the car now drives better than it did as standard. Very 
impressed. .

Stage 2 remap|audi s3.
Work carried out to the best standard. No shortcuts taken. Very impressed with the 
results of the remap.

Remap of my car.
Put my Merc A35 in to Durham remaps and the service was first class. All the staff 
was very helpful and very professional from start to finish. The performance of the 
car is amazing. Will be taking my next car for a remap.

Booked my car in for a remap and dpf delete. Spoke to dan throughout 
and couldn’t be happier with the customer service provided. And the 
difference to the car now is amazing. Thanks for everything.
Couldn’t be happier with all aspects of work & customer service throughout. . 

Remap.
Very knowledgeable, efficient team. High standard of work carried out. .

Stage 2 remap inc intercooler and trans cal`.
Excellent service and description of the work to be carried out. Great knowledge. 
Great facility. .

Car modifications.
I couldn't fault 'Durham Remaps' one bit.
I was given sound advice on what my options were with my vehicle and was 
regularly updated as work was being carried out.
They totally transformed my car.

Engine tune.
Increased engine power and improved MPG.

Remap of new VW 'UP!' GTi.



A1. I'm very happy with the work done.

EGR valve went faulty. .
The lads who worked on the car were great.
Had the issue resolved much quicker than expected.

Vehicle remap.
It's like someone has taken a corset off the engine.
It is so much more pleasant to drive.
It is a small diesel family car so we weren't expecting huge gains, but the difference 
in sheer use-ability is astounding.

Flexi pipe damage.
My exhaust was hanging off. Got me in the next day as I needed my car for work. 
Very helpful and friendly. Definitely recommend. Definitely use again.

Stage 2 Inc dyno.
Outstanding all round care from start to finish.
Even supplied a courtesy car.
Excellent service.

Remap of Ford Kuga.
Very good power upgrade.
Friendly and knowledgeable team.
Would definitely recommend Ian and his guys.

Great service, everything was explained to me... .
I got what I expected, very good service, great lads and manager,.. really good feed 
back ..and well impressed with the job taken out on my bmw 330d msport.. .

Had a remap and dpf removed.
Great customer experience and fast too.
Would definitely recommend again.

Proper remap and power flush of auto gearbox.
Top service and the lads there are so friendly.
Such a great atmosphere.
Thank you Ian and the lads. You've transformed my car into a weapon!. 

Replacement of factory exhaust to a custom made stainless steel one.



Very impressed with the work carried out. Exhaust now looks and sounds a million 
times better.

Remap and exhaust welding and body kit. .
Amazing service. Quality and fitting as promised.
Very quick.Worth the money.

Remap on work van to fix a fault.
Job was completed and had the vehicle back after 3 hours.
5* service and a great team of lads.

Automatic gearbox flush.
Made a big difference.
Gearbox works as it should after the flush.

Turbo replacement on my ds3.
3rd time that I've used these now.
I can’t fault them. The car drives perfect now.

Re-map of vehicle on board computer. .
Job handled politely, efficiently and on time. Listened to my requirements and 
worked accordingly. .

Golf R haldex service.
Second time using 'Durham Remaps' and they will be looking after my Golf R from 
now on.
Very knowledgable and know what they are doing and very good rates.
Wouldn't hesitate recommending for all your cars needs.
Thanks.

Remap and intercooler.
Top service and lots of advice.
Very quick and I'm looking forward to coming back for more work.

Stage 3 Mapping on Mk1 Fabia Vrs.
The work carried out is outstanding, achieving excellent power and torque figures of 
235bhp and 480nm from my hybrid setup.
Took this car to another level, while maintaining everyday driveability and 
smoothness on motorways.
Friendly and professional staff. I dealt with Dan, whom I found to be very 
knowledgeable about my Vag group engine.
To top off my experience, I was offered a courtesy car for the day.
All round great experience.Thanks.



Stage 1 remap Ecu and tcu.
Amazing service and work carried out.
Pleased with the results and great communication.
Extremely happy with my car's results. I'd highly recommend and would always use 
these gents, although I’m 6hours away.

Re-map of my Skoda Yeti, for increased BHP.
Excellent, friendly and helpful service.
Explained everything to me. I would use these guys again.
Dan is a star.

Stage 2 remap.
Just blew my mind on the performance change.
Superb. Worth every penny.Very professional.
Would recommend them to anyone. More than happy with the job.
5 stars.

Broke down outside Leeds. Car went into limp mode. AA provided a 
temporary fix to get us to Durham. Nice man at Kwik Fit recommended 
'DR'. Boy -was he right!.
Absolutely amazing service from these guys.
They got the job done quickly for us, so we could get on our way up to Scotland.
Ian was brilliant and a lovely guy, who even drove us to our hotel. You’re a star Ian! 
Could not recommend highly enough. Car got us up to Loch Ness and back home 
to Kent, with no further problems.
Thanks guys.

Remap car.
Had my Range Rover Sport mapped and I'm over the moon with the performance! 
Ian and the lads did a brilliant job and I can’t thank them enough.

DPF engine management faults. .
Car was repaired in one working day.
Courtesy car was provided. Ian and his team did a very good job.
My car has never ran as good.

Stage 1 remap. .
Great customer service.
Explained in detail how the remap worked and answered a lot of questions that I 
asked.
I'm very pleased with the job.

F30 335dx Stage 1 remap.
I had my 335d remapped today and the results were absolutely unbelievable.



It feels like a totally different car even in ECO. ECO now feels like sport used to! 
418bhp > 317bhp 720Nm > 590Nm.
Ian and the rest of the lads were great to deal with from start to finish and know 
more about bmw maps than anyone I’ve came across.
I would definitely recommend!.

Stage 1 remap.
Having been recommended by a friend, 'Durham Remaps' did not disappoint.
Very friendly and helpful. I felt very at ease quickly and well looked after.
I was able to call with only a few hours notice and I had a slot booked in for the 
same day. 10/10
Excellent service, support and a warm reception.

Replacement turbo for diesel engine. .
Excellent customer service and quality of work.
We had just set off on a driving holiday to Scotland when the problem occurred.
The team ordered and fitted a new turbo in just over 24 hours.
Extremely helpful people.

Had my front and rear brakes done. Had the engine checked over and 
oil change too. .
Excellent customer service.
Ian and his team were friendly and professional throughout and did an excellent job 
with my car.
Would highly recommend.

Stage 2 remap and backbox delete.
Job completed on time and on budget.
Great bunch of lads. Car feels totally different now.
Would definitely recommend and would definitely come back with the next car. 

Brake upgrade and engine service.
Excellent service provided by the lads at 'Durham Remaps'.
Professional service, at a competitive price.

Overall it was a pleasant experience, I was greeted at the front desk by 
one of the employees who had a very positive attitude and was willing 
to answer any questions and queries that I had, when receiving the car 
back they outlined problems that they had.
Overall the job done was fantastic, the staff were fantastic and the service was 
amazing, and the job was done faster than expected! .

I have read a lot about 'Durham Remaps' and I wanted my car to run 
more efficiently and have overtaking power.



The majority of the car journeys are to and from school, shops and a general taxi 
(albeit an expensive one) for our children’s other hobbies.
On the way back home (25 miles), I noticed the pick-up straight away and the extra 
bhp/torque was a big difference.
I have a large heavy SUV and it’s a very sound-proofed car.
Great results and really impressed with the service, knowledge and being able to 
answer the questions you have.
A job well done.

Remap.
Work carried out efficiently and promptly. I was told it would be done by 11.30"am 
which it was. .

Stage 2 remap, intercooler fitter, gear box remap and a panel filter 
change ion a 435d xdrive.
Excellent service. 100% happy with the work. Can’t fault it.
Lads are spot on and know what they are talking about. Would highly recommend. 

So the Range Rover Evoque had a fault stating gearbox problem and 
stuck in 2 wheel drive, on closer inspection and diagnostic Durham 
Remaps identified the problem been Haldex Module inc Haldex pump 
and new wiring required.
I couldn’t fault them at all such a professional and friendly team with A++ results I 
highly recommend. All the work done and at a fraction of the cost from the main 
dealer definitely getting my services in the future. .

Eco remap Mondeo 2.2 tdci.
Excellent work. Worth every penny.

Remapped my Mercedes C220 diesel.
Very impressed with the work done, the knowledge of the guys and the customer 
service, couldn't recommend enough.

Done Stage 1 remapping. Ford focus 2.0 tdci mk3. Talked about 
possible stage 2 upgrades.
They are very helpful and friendly. Car is running amazing. Throttle response is spot 
on, wow the power increase. Work was done sooner than predicted. Helpful with 
stage 2 upgrades, possible in the near future. Really good idea with Spread to cost 
options.

Stage 1 remapping on Ford focus 2ltr tdci.
Over exceed my expectations. More power and torque. Running sweet. Throttle 
response is amazing. Job was completed under the estimated time. Friendly 
service and know exactly what doing.



Engine remap and diagnostic and rectification of turbo fault.
Would highly recommend these to anyone and everyone, from initial phone call, 
through to collection, and even help afterwards, Dan and his team were courteous, 
professional and most importantly very capable. They know what they're doing and 
do it well (the best value comes when the job is done right), will definitely return for 
any other servicing/mot etc need doing, thank you!!!.

Car tuned.
Wonderful job, car now runs as it should - nice and smooth.

The work carried out on my Audi A4 3.0V6 was absolutely bang on. The 
lads here at DR know what there on with. Work carried out: Stage 2 
Engine Remap 330bhp 619Nm Torque Stage 2 Gearbox map Egr Delete 
DPF Delete Full Service DYNO Verified 

Van remapped for economy.
Excellent job.

Swirl flap delete and custom map/dyno tune.
Extremely happy. I bought a used BMW 1 series a few weeks ago and it felt 
sluggish.
Took it in to 'Durham Remaps' who found the swirl flaps were clogged up and not 
opening and the rod was partially disconnected from the motor.
One swirl flap delete and custom map later, I now have a car which is twice as 
quick as what it was when it went in.
Very, very happy and will be using them again.

Remapping my car.
My Renault Clio RS200 was remapped by Ian at 'Durham Remaps'.
He done a brilliant job to the car. Everything I wanted was completed.
The car now has no more flat spots and is very smooth on the power.

Full service on car and diagnostic.
Great, professional and friendly.
The lads greeted me and went through the work I wanted.
They were very helpful with their advice and the jobs were done on time and within 
budget.
I highly recommend this company to anybody wanting auto works.



Will use again. THANKS LADS.

2nd time I've used these guys. This time around, I got remap and carbon 
clean.
Car pulls so well now limited it to top end to enjoy the acceleration.
Feels so much better. Cheers lads.

Brought my f30 330d in for a stage 1 remap.
The job was carried out exactly as stated. Absolutely flawless.
Drove 150+ miles home, no issues whatsoever.
Could not recommend enough.

Stage 1 remap. Software roll back.
Excellent job. Very helpful and punctual.
Very pleased with the result.

Repaired car and installed new turbo.
Well carried out, with time taken to make everything right.
Great work. Great prices and service with a smile. 100%.

Full custom SS exhaust / Wagner Intercooler EGR Delete.
I was looking to get this work done, but didn’t really know exactly what I wanted so I 
got in touch with the lads at 'DR'.
They were very helpful in explaining everything that they could do and what the 
outcome would be.
The outcome was spot on, if not better than they explained.

ECU remap on a CLA45. .
Excellent job done.
Staff were very friendly and knew what they were doing.
Very impressed. Will definitely use again.

Stage 1 remap.
Would highly recommend these guys for all your car tuning needs.
Very happy with the work carried out.Very helpful guys that will answer any 
questions asked.

2nd car I've had remapped here and 3rd remap, these guys know what's 
best for my Audi. .
Excellent job done and service and customer service is brilliant .

My bmw went in for stage 1 remap, went back for stage 2.
My car developed a sensor problem and i took the car back for them to look over it 
and they sorted the problem free of charge even know it was a fault with the car 



and not the software. I'll definitely be back for more power. I dealt with Ian and Dan, 
both very knowledgeable and helpful.

Remap on Abarth 595 .
I came to Durham remaps after having a bad experience elsewhere with a very 
poor remap. They sorted the car out and explained the whole process. The cars 
now running amazing. An absolutely great job, with a real custom remap unlike 
most generic remaps offered by other companies. Excellent professional service. I 
wouldn't take my cars any where else. Five star outstanding service. .

Just had my Audi A4 stage 1 remap done.
Unbelievable outcome. They managed to get nearly 90 Bhp gain.
Would definitely recommend. Excellent work, excellent service and staff.
Will do anything to help you.

L200 remap.
This job was carried out in a professional manner and to a high standard.

Remap of VW T5.1van.
The guys were extremely knowledgeable and it shows that this company have been 
in the business for some time now.
I had heard a few recommendations of the company over the years. They are one 
of the only companies in the area that will use the dyno for vans such as mine.
There was absolutely no pressure after ringing for a quote.Just good advice and 
recommendations.
Friendly guys and fair pricing. The van drives like it has always been this way, if that 
makes sense, but the increase in power is brilliant.
I've left it a few weeks before I've given this review and I can't fault what they have 
done.
Massive improvement in the vehicle, which is well worth the price.

Engine remap. .
3rd time back to get my diesel Mercedes remapped.
Another great job and very pleasant staff. Hence my 3rd visit.

Engine remap.
Fantastic job done and guys very informative.

Modified exhaust, to allow tow bar to be fitted.
Excellent service. Recommended by a neighbouring company.
The job was to a very high standard. Very professional service.

2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap 
+Exhaust back box delete.



2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap + Exhaust back 
box delete LONG TERM REVIEW Its now been 1 Year today since the mods were 
carried out and i have been over the moon with the work Ian and the guys at 
Durham Remaps have done. My first impressions from the first phone call to the 
work being completed have been excellent with superb customer service and 
expert knowledge with clear and accurate advise. All work was completed within the 
time frame specified. WOW!, what a difference to the performance, its still putting a 
smile on my face, even a Year later!!!. I am pleased to report i have had no issues 
at all with my car over the past year. It has run perfectly. Despite the extra power l 
have still seen an improvement of 4-5 MPG Some Nerdy facts for anybody intrested 
(or not!) VW Manufacture Quoted Power = 240hp @ 500nm Duram Remaps - Pre-
Remap Dyno Figures = 239.5hp @ 529nm Duram Remaps - Stage 1 Remap Dyno 
Fig.= 336.2hp @ 605nm I have since done some Dragy Times as i was curious to 
find out some performance stats. 0-60 sec = 4.69 secs 1/4 mile = 13.12 secs .

Engine re-map. .
First class service from start to finish.
Totally transformed the driving experience of the car.
I can't rate enough. Highly recommended.

Fit security system to car.
Good, professional job done. Good explanation of system and how it works.

Great work very informative .
Great job can recommend100%.

Power remap on van.
Professional and polite service.
'Durham Remaps' gave me all the information I required and reassured me to 
contact them immediately if any problems with work carried out.

Stage 2 Dyno remap.
Great job. Would definitely recommend.

Stage 2 remap of Adi A5 3.0 TDI Quatro.
Dropped the car of at 09:00. Went into Durham and explored a few of the sights. 
Returned at 16:00 to be welcomed with the news that the car was ready!.

Stage 1 remap with rolling road.5 months later stage 2 remap, dpf 
delete, egr delete, backbox delete, dpf custom back exhaust to a chosen 
tip of my choice and another remap.
Great service and fantastic work. Used 'DR' twice now for my 2012 2.0tdi cr170 
Leon.



Firstly went in for a stage 1 map. Great work. Totally transformed my car. Achieved 
an amazing 230hp and a big noticeable change in MPG. Then again 5 months later 
for a stage 2 egr delete dpf delete backbox delete and a dpf back exhaust to a 
chosen tip I requested. Once again, fantastic work.
Very high standard exhaust work.Cannot fault these guys and can't recommend 
enough (I was recommended myself to use these). 5* -Thanks again lads.

Engine repairs to Vauxhall Astra van.
'Cathedral Motors' is of pure excellence.
A value which is very rare to find in this false society.

Remap and exhaust fitting. .
Absolutely professional. Fantastic customer service from start to finish.
The work quality completed is beyond what I expected. Top quality.
Definitely will be making this my go to car garage.

Had my BMW 640d re-mapped and also the gear box mapped.
The results are outstanding. Ian and his dedicated team work tirelessly to make 
sure the customer get what they have asked for.
The advise is second to none, what they don’t know about tweaking your car isn’t 
worth knowing.
The gains my car produced far exceeded my expectations. I’ll definitely recommend 
this company and will be sure to use them in the future.
A free courtesy car is provided for your convenience if you need it too, as well as 
tea and coffee while you wait.

Car remap.
Really quick and easy. Car runs brilliant.

The car was taken to Durham Remaps' to rectify substandard work 
already done by 2 other companies.
Ian and his team put the car back into perfect working order. This included replacing 
substandard parts and correctly reassembling most ancillaries. Turbo replaced, 
engine and tcu tune. Much remedial work.
The car is going back soon for more. Extremely happy with job. Very 
knowledgeable team. Highly, highly recommended.

Car remap.
Really pleased with the outcome.

Car went in for a remap and came out like a whole new car.
Ian and his staff are fantastic. Great knowledge and very helpful.
Can't recommend them enough. Fantastic. Really happy with results.



Mercedes A45 AMG in for stage 2.
Taking my VW Golf R to these guys and Mercedes A45 AMG.
'Durham Remaps' never fail to transform your car. Excellent service every time.
Only place I trust after dealing with several bad performance garages in the past. 

Remap Mercedes sprinter van.
Awesome job completed today, very friendly staff, very happy with the remap. 
Definitely would use these again.

Stainless steel exhaust system. .
Excellent customer service.Quick turnaround. Excellent value for money.

Remap.
Was told all about job then tuned car. What a difference in performance.

Had a stage 1 ECU remap done to my 320i in November and it went from 
184bhp to 270bhp, and 270Nm torque to 490Nm. Recently just had a 
back box delete with quad tips so now my 320i looks like an M3 and 
sounds like an M5. Sounds naughty. Both for about a.
Remap results came in higher than what was expected on the dyno.
Exhaust sounded a lot louder than expected aswell, which was a bonus. Looks 
amazing with the new diffuser.
Well done lads and thank you very much.

Remap of van. .
First class service. .

Timing belt and water pump. Fuel filter.
Very pleased with work completed by 'Durham Remaps'. Top job as always.

Stage 1 remapping. .
Great service. Gave better power and torque gains than expected.
Really friendly staff, who really knew what they were talking about.

Map of a car.
Superb service. Highly recommended.

First class service from start to finish. Remapped my BMW 335D.
Top class service and customer care. Great communication as well.

I got my car tuned. .
The guys were very helpful and I felt very comfortable with them working on my car. 
.



Stage 1 Remap on an oldish Audi A6. Just wanted a bit more low down 
torque and a bit more response at lower revs.
The job was completed in around 2 and half hours. Well within the 3 hours they 
quoted.
When the job was completed, I was told what work had been done, given a printout 
of the gains and told what all the numbers and graphs meant.
Can't fault the guys. Spot on service. Not the cheapest if you shop about,BUT....you 
get what you pay for.
The car has been transformed and I'd rather pay a little extra and know my car is in 
safe hands.

Removal of engine management line faults.
Really good, prompt service. Problem seems to have been rectified.
Was an easy process to deal with this company.

Performance Clutch Kit supplied and fitted.
Initially I contacted via email regarding a quote, I received a fast reply out of 
business hours also, recommending me a different brand kit I initially asked about 
and a number to ring them in the morning. I rang in the morning, spoke to a 
member of the team who was very helpful and professional, who recommended me 
a kit which the use more often and have a good knowledge of. I went for this kit 
based on their recommendation and booked in. I got there on the day, got given a 
free courtesy car, was told I would be contacted 16:30 to 17:00 to come pick up. I 
was then rang at 16:45 saying the car was ready. Cant argue with that at all. They 
supplied and fitted my Performance Clutch Kit, gave me a courtesy car and stuck to 
their said time, and provided a great service from start to finish in a professional yet 
friendly manner. I would 100% recommend Durham Remaps and I will be returning 
for more work.

Exhaust, air filter and remap.
Excellent work and we'll pleased with the jobs done.

Engine re-map. .
Car booked in 1 week previously. Car left as arranged and job was completed when 
I returned.

Superb service.
Perfect.

Re-map applied to van to cure EGR and DFP problems.
Called the guys at 'Durham Remaps' as the anti-pollution system on my new van 
was clogged up and causing issues.



Dan and the guys worked their magic on the van and it now drives better than new. 
They explained what they were going to do and even let me change my 
appointment to suit my schedule.

DPF fault. .
Very good service. Will go back.

BMW M140i ECU remap.
The stage 1 ECU remap carried out on my M140i is great. I'm really impressed with 
how smooth and tractable power is right through the revs. It is breath of fresh air 
compared to a spikey tuning box I had ran in the past.
Speed limiter was removed and a before and after dyno sheet provided to show 
delta gains. The onboard power and torque gauges rescaled to match the new 
power output which I wasn't expecting was a nice touch.
The lads were very friendly and knowledgable which put me at ease with choosing 
them to be let loose with a laptop on my pride and joy.
I can't recommend them enough.

ECU re-mapping. .
Excellent work. Did exactly what they said it would and 10% more!!.

Incredible remap package.
I had my car remapped and they went above expectations. The power compared to 
other companies that offer the same package were unbelievable, they went well 
and above to ensure everything was to the maximum with no risk.

Full service of my car, including gearbox oil change and ghost 
autowatch immobiliser fitted.
The job was completed on time and up to their high standard, as usual.
Very helpful lads who know their stuff. I will not use anybody else to look after our 
cars.

BMW 335d x drive stage 1 remap.
Excellent service, power gains were massive and it only took 2 hours. Second time 
I’ve used Durham remaps, would definitely recommend to others.

Had my new Transit custom van remapped.
Absolutely delighted with the results. Van drives much better and improved fuel 
economy. Nice set of guys to deal with. Will be back to get my Saab sorted out. 
Keep up the good work lads .

Stage 1 remap BMW 335 xdrive.
You may ask why you'd want extra power from an already powerful 300bhp+ car 
but its human nature to want more. Read previous reviews and decided to plump 



for Durham Remaps as they seem to work well with BMW's. Booking over the 
phone was easy, always responded quickly to online requests for info too. Arrival 
and booking in on the day was swift. Car was completed within 2hrs and I decided 
to sit in the cosy reception and make use of the free WiFi. Weather on 2hr journey 
home was dire so didn't have much chance to try out my 'new' car which now 
produces 410+ BHP and 720+ NM of torque. Did have a couple of opportunities 
next day for a blast and yes it's transformed the car, foot down through 3000rpm 
and it just pulls and pulls and pulls whilst the Speedo rises at an alarming rate. Can 
wait for some dry weather but initial impressions lead me to believe I'm going to 
have many fun times ahead. Thanks guys for giving me a new perspective on my 
car.

BMW 320d xdrive mapped stage 2 to 243bhp. Car was lacking power & 
sluggish from a standing start, no longer the issue! Car pulls hard in 
every gear & power delivery smooth through the Rev range.
Highly recommended, no brainer to increase power & gain a little mpg for the price!. 

Re-map of engine to increase BHP and torque.
Lovely, friendly people. Excellent job all round.

The work done on my 2008 BMW 525d msport was both thermostats, 
heater plug module, and a trans flush and service.
Fantastic work, great communication and priced very well.

Stage 2 remap and replacement inlet manifold.
Took my car in for a stage 2 remap and upon inspection they noticed a blowing 
from my inlet manifold.
They diagnosed the problem straight away and phoned me to let me know the bad 
news, but within days a new inlet manifold was installed and the car's remap could 
be completed.

Dpf removal and remap.
Fantastic job. Feels like a totally different car.

Engine remap.
Car is absolutely awesome since being remapped.
Ian was spot on from start to finish and provided a courtesy car for my wife while 
the work was being carried out.

Stage 1 remap for my car.
They did a great job and are very friendly . I will be taking my other car down. It 
worth every mile.



Stage 1 remap on A45 AMG.
Ian is a very knowledgeable friendly guy, I felt totally at ease leaving my car with 
him. Stage 1 remap took my car from 370 bhp to 425 bhp and the torque is unreal. 
Great job guys, I know where to come next time. Cheers mate.

Car remap.
Outstanding service results were better than I thought car runs like a dream 43bhp 
96 torque highly recommended .

After a poor remap from another company my car was left smoking on 
hard acceleration and down on power .
Top quality job, car feels completely different, full of power and responsive! .

Dpf work and remap.
Was doing 29mpg, now does 44mpg.... engine is smoother and has more power 
amazing….

Stage 1 remap Center res delete.
Really pleased with the guys at durham remaps, would recommend them for sure. 

Exhaust upgrade.
Really helpful and knowledgeable about what was the best option for my exhaust 
and the job was first class. Would highly recommend 'Durham Remaps'.

Stage 2 inc Dyno .
Friendly ,helpful knew what they were doing, pleased with the results.

Engine derate/ get fault.
My daughter's car broke down Monday at 8 By 11 Am Ian had the car in his 
workshop and had diagnosed the fault. A courtesy car was offered to her while the 
repair work was carried out and she collected the car the following morning fully 
repaired, full dpf clean etc. Outstanding service from start to finish.

Very impressed. From start to finish, they couldn't do enough. Great 
communication through Messenger, replied to my questions very 
promptly. I would recommend Durham Remaps, and will most definately 
use them in the future. .
Excellent. 10 out of 10.

X5 dpf fault /remap fixed a poor job by another company.
Just bought the car and it ran terrible so the garage I bought of said to have it fixed 
by durham remaps as they use them for all their work, had my car in for the day 
and now its back its like a new car , Durham remaps your the best thanks , did a 
great job.



Diesel remap and rolling road tuning.
Service, timing/duration and facilities all good. Easy to find. Informative and 
knowledgable. .

Excellent service, used the guys before from a friend's 
recommendation, top class service.
Had issues with my car, spoke to Ian and even though busy they had my car fixed 
as we needed it for a long journey for a family emergency, above and beyond what 
you would expect, whole team are nice friendly bunch who can't do enough to help, 
went out of their way to help, thanks from Dave and family.

Stage 1 remap .
Absolute first class job by Ian and his team, second time ive used Durham Remaps 
and both times highly delighted. Would definitely recommend to anyone looking to 
get full potential from their car. Once again a big thumbs up.

Engine remap. .
Very friendly and helpful staff. Very happy with the results. Timely and professional. 

Remap of vehicle. Skoda Octavia.
I was unsure at first of getting my vehicle remapped. I contacted 'Durham Remaps' 
via email and my mind was put at rest by Ian.
He explained things a little bit clearer regarding the re-map. Work was undertaken 
and on driving the car away back home, some 20 miles away, I could not stop 
smiling.
The car feels and drives so much better. A big thank you to Ian at 'Durham 
Remaps'.

Very good work would use again .
Well recommended.

BMW 640d F13 stage 1 Remap.
I have deliberately left this endorsement this long to make sure there were no 
issues. Met Ian before the works started to discuss the job and any potential 
problems. All I can say is very professional, great job and what a difference over 
100bhp increase and the torque is brilliant. Great Job.

Engine re-map. .
I was very pleased with the professionalism of the organisation and the quality of 
the work carried out. .

BME 335d XD Stage 1 remap.



Very professional. The car runs very well and feels a lot more powerful. I was given 
a rolling road printout of before and after. .

I had an oil change done on my audi Q2. was quoted a rediculous price 
off Audi.
Very pleased with the service all round. The staff here are very helpful and friendly. 
They have done work on all 3 cars in our family and we are very pleased with all of 
it.

Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, very knowledgeable staff, friendly and will certainly be using 
again.

Blocked DPF and damaged turbo.
Since the work was completed I have gained much more torque, power and an 
extra 80 miles per tank of fuel.

Engine Management Light on dash.
Full diagnostic completed. Loose wire was the issue. Now fixed. These guys could 
have told me anything but they didn't. Very professional and honest. £50 for job. 
Well worth it a full diagnostic and peace of mind.

Engine remap for BMW 430d.
Professional, expedient service and the outcome (increased economy and 
performance) exceeded my expectation. Real value for money!.

Stage 2 remap on BMW 335d .
Fantastic results. Massively increased cars performance. These guys are the best 
around highly recommended.

Re-map. .
Great service and set up. .

Excellent results from the lads at Durham remaps, quality job and all 
round professional outfit.
Would highly recommend using these guys .

Clutch and flywheel bolt.
Very pleased with the work undertaken. Polite and hard working. Would 
recommend to everyone. Thank you!.

Went in for a remap on my car.



Great job and has totally transformed the car .

Durham Remaps first remapped my BMW 730d a year ago and I gained 
an additional 80BHP without impacting my MPG, a fantastic 
improvement on performance without costing me any more to run, I 
continued to use the team for maintenance and breakdowns.
The guys at Durham Remaps have gave me great support in upgrading my 
performance and maintaining my motor to a high standard, their knowledge and 
experience in BMW's is second to none, they can’t do enough to help. I continue to 
use them for servicing and support and recommend anyone thinking about a main 
dealer to talk to these guys first.

Fantastic service. Well impressed. Wouldn’t go anywhere else! Thanks 
lads.
Very clued up guys that take their job very seriously. Mint service.

ECU re-map. .
Good work. Competitive price. .

Engine remap. .
Initial feedback has been good. Staff were friendly and knew their stuff. Still testing 
the car, but I can already feel the improvements. .

Vehicle re-map. .
Good communication. Very helpful. Good knowledge of product. .

Remap OBDEXH backbox delete.
Great lads, highly knowledgable, superb results achieved in both power output and 
fuel economy. Highly recommended. Best of service from the minute i called with 
my enquiry to the minute I left after completion. Reviewing 3 months after the work- 
haven't had a signal issue, just huge smiles from my little boys (go faster daddy).will 
definitely return in the future.

Remap motorhome engine.
Very professional business. Did what they said they would do for the price agreed 
and in the time frame stated.

Stage 2 remap and dyno.
Very pleased with the work I had done on my vehicle. The car drives a lot smoother 
and is a lot more responsive. Couldn’t be happier with the help and information I 
received. Thanks.

I had my car remapped. .
They did an excellent job, with great customer service.



Remap of ECU.
Excellent service. Very knowledgable. Car was taken straight in.
Very happy with the results, especially with the extra amount of torque they were 
able to find (around 30% increase!)
I will definitely be entrusting my car to these guys again.

Remap.
Exellent job.

Faulty actuator and bossy pressure control valve, air con recharge and 
stage 1 remap.
I had my scirocco 170TDI in for an actuator fault and a boost pressure control valve 
which was diagnosed by the guys in house.
Whilst in I got the air con recharged and went with a stage 1 remap. Couldn’t be 
happier with the quality of work. The customer service is second to none and it is 
excellently priced.
Thanks guys.Would 100% recommend.

Engine tune/stage 1 Remap, Skoda Octavia VRS2.0tsi.
Having spoken to 'Durham Remaps' when I first got my car about tuning 
possibilities. As well as other tuning companies, I decided to opt for them to carry 
out the work due to the professional and knowledgeable advice they had given. I 
dropped off my car at around lunch time and received a call 4 hours later saying it 
was ready for collection. Well what can I say? I left with a car that felt far better than 
I could of Imagined. It pulls like a train in every single gear, but does it in style. Silky 
smooth right through the rev range. To sum up, I couldn't of asked for more and I 
am left with a grin on my face from ear to ear when driving. I can't recommend Ian 
and his team enough. Very professional, no fuss and a well set up, clean workshop. 
Thank you once again and keep up the great 'witchcraft'.

Car went into 'DR' for a remap.
Very good, efficient and helpful. Top quality.

Vehicle being re-tuned. .
The staff were really friendly and helpful. Very knowledgable. Made you feel 
comfortable. .

Remap to BMW 335D. .
1st class service. Went above and beyond my expectations.

Requested a custom, stainless catback exhaust.



Absolutely spot on! Friendly service. Job was finished 2 hours ahead of schedule. 
The work is exemplary. The note from the exhaust is perfect. Extremely happy with 
the work carried out. Can’t recommend these guys enough!.

Focus mk3 st tdci estate, was after a bit extra from the car. Ian at DR 
installed a stage 1 map and done multiple dyno tests until he got it bang 
on. The cars performance, economy and driving experience has 
increased on a large scale. .
Really pleased with the work carried out and the service provided by Ian at DR and 
the lads who work there... No doubt I will be there in the future and will also highly 
recommend them to anyone .

Range Rover Evoque SI4 Remap & Exhaust Box removal.
I am extremely happy with the job they done on my Evoque. My Range Rover is 
running fantastic and sounds amazing! The job was done fast and they squeezed 
me in last minute, so really happy overall with 'Durham Remaps'. I would definitely 
recommend anyone to use them and will also be using them again in the future!.

Engine treatment.
Excellent work and Ian was great to deal with. Booked in late evening via Facebook 
messenger for 10am the following morning.

Diagnosis of previous remap by another company , remapping to stage 
2 with other performance parts.
Job was carried out to professional standard. The company informed me of poor 
previous works carried out and didn’t charge to correct works and advised on best 
options to go ahead with .

Van remapped. .
It is loads better, more power, better on fuel and more pulling power. .

Stage 2 map, decat, quad exit, back box delete and full service.
Ian and the lads have done a fantastic job. Their knowledge of the industry is 
second to none and they surpassed my expectations. 'Durham Remaps' is highly 
recommended. Ian is very patient and will guide you through the process 
thoroughly. Wether it’s a map, exhaust or service they will sort you out and will not 
disappoint. Already re-booked for a carbon clean and won’t go anywhere else with 
my car. If you want someone to trust with your car and know it’s going to be safe 
after the work is complete, look no further than 'Durham Remaps'. Outstanding 
service, without cutting corners. Top lads, top service at a great price!!.

Eco Calibration to my new works van. .
I arrived 15 mins early and before the advertised opening times for the centre, but 
was welcomed immediately and my van taken into the centre before they were 



even due to open. The work was carried out within an hour and I was given a full 
run down on the results of the work, including a printout showing what had been 
achieved. My van is now running beautifully and it will only get better. Many thanks 
to the team at 'Durham Remaps'. Highly recommended.

Remap and transmission flush.
Usual great service. Free use of courtesy car.

Remap of BMW320 d xdrive and BMW 335d xdrive.
My dad and I both fancied getting extra power from our respective BMWs and we 
decided this after reading reviews and then actually visiting 'Durham Remaps' in 
person. We spoke to managing director Ian who addressed all our concerns with 
clear explanations as to what would happen and what kind of power gains to 
expect. From this, we booked in the next day and now after over a fortnight,we 
want to share our experience . The cars are running even smoother than before, 
with power gains going from 186hp -235hp on the 320d and from 322hp - 406hp on 
the 335d. The difference is just phenomenal and both my Dad and I are extremely 
happy with his service and wanted to express our thanks to Ian and his team. A 
great set of lads and a very professional outfit. Great value for money .

Service, engine clean and VW emissions fix reversal.
Super job done. Very friendly and knowledgeable staff. Love the results and would 
recommend these guys and their service to anyone with a VW, Skoda, Audi or Seat 
who has suffered as a result of the VAG emissions cheating. They have put 
everything right again and my car drives brilliantly and 10% more efficiently 
minimum. The work will pay for itself before the winter comes around.

Got my VW golf remapped stage one plus.
They came highly recommended by a close friend who had the same job done. 
Excellent results. I can definitely feel the difference. My little hatchback is a beast 
now. They were polite and respectful from the minute I dropped my car off and then 
picked it up again. I would recommend these guys. They know what they are doing.

BMW 435D tune/remap. .
Very happy with my vehicle and the remap results. Very friendly, very helpful and 
highly recommended. 10/10. .

Work completed beyond my expectations, very happy!.
Would definitely recommend .

Stage 2 Remap. Found on Checked and Vetted.
Excellent job. Also renewed an un-serviceable part after diagnostic. Car now 
running brilliant with balanced power delivery and bags more torque. BHP went 
from 141 up to 192 (this is evident immediately). These guys are a very 



professional outfit and have a great approachable attitude. My daughter will be 
booking her car in after Christmas (after testing mine out). Cheers lads... great job.

Stage 2 remap, egr and dpf removal.
Iwaited 1 week before giving my review to see how the car is performing and it's 
performing well, the engine is smoother, good amount of torque in low revs, better 
mpg. Overall happy with them. The garage was tidy. I was quoted 540 inc vat for 
the remap only, but prior to the remap I had to get an oil change. They did an 
engine flush, oil/filter change and at the end I paid 10 pounds less than I was 
quoted. I will use them again for an upgraded clutch kit and will recommend to any 
of my friends that want a remap.

I’ve had my BMW 330D Xdrive in with Durham Remaps for a stage 2 remap, 
this included DPF removal and EGR delete. Found on Checked and Vetted.
I couldn’t be happier with the results massive gains like they promised!.

Remap.
The work carried out on my car was totally top notch and the result was way, way 
beyond my expectations. Remapped my BMW to 320bhp!!.

Engine re-map.
I got my car re-mapped and the staff were very pleasant and did an excellent job. 
Thanks Ian.

Hybrid turbo, stage 2 remap.
I arrived at Durham remaps with a turbo that was on its way out, Ian explained to 
me clearly that It was not a good idea to drive the car away and assured me that I 
could use his courtesy car straight away. He explained what options I had to fix this 
issue. I opted for the Hybrid turbo and stage 2 remap, I was more than happy with 
the price quoted as I was already leaning towards getting this done to my car in the 
near future. 3 days after dropping the car off the guys noticed my intercooler was 
not in a suitable condition for this work to be done, so they explained over the 
phone what needed to be done which I was also very pleased with. I picked the car 
up 10 days after dropping it off, Ian ran me through what had been done and 
handed me the rolling road print out which I was also very pleased with, I’ve now 
drove the car for over 2 weeks with no issues at all and very pleased the car is 
running perfect. Cant thank the lads enough for how helpful they have been and 
keeping me up to date with things. Highly recommended!!.

Audi remap.
Excellent - result is as predicted. .

Remap.
Performed remap on my 4x4 for more power for towing. Very well done job.



Fix DPF. .
Put my car in for DPF, first class job and very professional. Customer friendly, I 
can't fault Durham Remaps.

Remapping of car engine/major service. .
Car remapped and 50,000 mile service. .

DPD issues causing Engine Management Light to come on. Couldn't be fixed 
by my local garage.
Immediately understood the issue on first phone call. Booked in promptly and given 
advice on what needed to be done and an estimate. Upon dropping the car off the 
guys were courteous and friendly. Given an estimated time to collect The car which 
was spot on. Fully explained what had been done and got guarantee of the work 
done. Will have these guys for all my servicing etc now.

Exhaust modification, fitting of downpipe, lowering springs and stage 2 
remap.
Excellent job carried out by Ian and the lads at Durham Remaps again, would 
highly recommend them.

Car remap. .
Fantastic job. Very professional and friendly staff. I'd definitely recommend this 
company. .

Stage 2 remap with VW Emissions fix reversal.
After having the VW Emissions Fix applied to my Passat without my knowledge, I 
had issues with loss of low end torque, higher fuel consumption, Injector noise and 
far more frequent DPF regens. Having read that in the majority of cases, this 
emissions update has left thousands of owners with breakdowns and I was not 
wanting to become one of those owners. After asking for recommendations on a 
few VW forums where to get this reversed, I was put in touch with Durham 
Remaps. I visited to get a quote, and was recommended the Stage 2 Eco with the 
reversal applied. As the power was a little weak from the 140bhp TDI engine, i felt 
that a remap would be the way to go. Booked in for the following week. Had the 
map done, picked the car up and it's transformed it from a lethargic barge into 
something that is now a joy to drive. I've waited a month since getting the remap to 
give the review, and in that time i have covered around 1100 miles so far without 
issue. Happy to report fuel consumption has decreased and now +11mpg better off. 
A full tank now lasts around 670 miles compared to the 510(approx) that i was 
getting before. The engine sounds quieter, and is a lot smoother to drive. Fantastic 
job and very happy with the results.

Stage 1 remap for a 2012 mini coupe SD. .



Superb job done. Great people, helpful and friendly service. Highly recommended. . 

Problem with DPF. .
Engine was remapped. Getting rid of problem and giving a much better 
performance. Excellent service. .

Remap Skoda Fabia 1.2tsi.
The job took slightly longer than initially told, but tuning is a fine art and these guys 
care about getting things right first time. Happy with the results.

Performance and economy remap on my Skoda Octavia vRS TDI 184 DSG.
My car was checked diagnostically and on the rolling road, and was found to be 
running below the manufacturers claimed figures, and a little flat. Ian and his team 
quickly managed to sort that and update the ECU to the upgraded figures that they 
had expected to achieve. The end result being a car that has a lot more power and 
torque, and is keen to be worked, and even returns greater MPG too. All proven 
with a full print out from the rolling road, and an exiting drive home to demonstrate 
the difference. Amazing! .

Remap. .
Excellent work. Communication was outstanding.

Engine improvements.
Excellent. Really pleased with performance of car afterwards. Better than we 
expected.

Re-map. .
First class job and friendly staff.

Repairs to my car.
Excellent job and car now runs perfect.

Re-mapping.
Very good job. Done very quickly and well explained after the remap was done.

DPF and EGR removal and major service.
After reading some great reviews, I contacted them for advice and help with an 
extremely frustrating EGR problem that my 2010 VW Golf 2.0tdi was experiencing. 
Ian (and the team) clearly explained my options and were happy to answer any 
questions I had. Once the work was carried out, my car was like new - in fact better 
then new!! I'd highly recommend 'Durham Remaps' as you'll receive fantastic 
customer service. Thanks guys for a great job. See you again soon!.

BMW 530d running poor and engine ecu faults.



Initial diagnosis was blocked DPF but this was quickly ruled out and the root cause 
was identified. A new maf sensor fitted,remapped and all ecu faults erased. All on 
budget and inside a day.These guys are faultless professionals and without 
hesitation highly recommended.

Remap and BG carbon clean.
Excellent service, more than happy with the result. .

Full DPF mod and Remap oil change and cleaning.
Fantastic service.

dp reparis and diagnosis.
dropped car off and after correct diagnosis and picked it at time stated. No hassle 
service or concerns , good job.

Re-mapping of engine Audi A6 Avant.
Superb from very knowledgeable staff.

Remap ecu on my van .
Very good service pleased with the results .

Great job done as always, quick turn around! .
Rang Ian after having a squealing noise and lack of boost, and they quickly 
diagnosed that the bearings in turbo had gone and pre cat collapsed, after giving 
him go ahead fitted new turbo and sorted pre cat and didn't take long! Great guys 
always happy to help, highly recommend!.

Stage 2 Package Inc Dyno Printout + Gearbox Service.
Ian has the expertise and experience to take your car exactly where you want it to 
be. Perfect results for my E92 325d. The staff are friendly, all perfectionists. Your 
car won't leave the dyno till its spot on. Couldn't recommend enough.

Non running C63 AMG.
After taking the car to the manufacturer, they tried charging me a ridiculous price. 
So I took the car to Durham Remaps. Ian had a look at the car and quickly found 
the problems, some of which Mercedes didn't even pick up on and would have most 
definitely have charged even more for. Ian had the car up and running in no time. 
After all the work, it was still far cheaper than what Mercedes asked for. I would 
recommend Durham Remaps to everybody I know. Very professional and honest 
and I can't thank them enough.

BMW 123d stage two complex remap.



Very happy with the work carried out and impressed with the results. The service 
and prompt replies to queries I had and knowledgeable feedback given, was spot 
on.

Jag xf. Stage 1 remap.
I was told about Durham Remaps by a Jaguar forum member, Ian told me exactly 
what to expect, exactly what he'd be doing and how long it would take, first thing 
when I arrived I was given a coffee.... Then the car was seat protected before being 
taken in to the bay and health checked, it was put on the dyno to see what the 
power was like before the remap, the ecu was correctly removed and custom 
remapped to my own car, not just a shelf bought program, but one specifically 
optimised for my vehicle The car bodywork was fully protected against accidental 
damage and came out exactly as it went in, only with more mpg, an extremely swift 
and smooth acceleration and natural smooth gear shift (auto), the car has always 
been fast but now it has the response and agility that the factory should have given 
it. I was then given a full dyno report of bhp and nm before and after the remap. I 
was also told the work had a full guarantee and that if I had any concerns 
whatsoever I can go back any time. I was recommend Ian and Durham Remaps to 
anyone, they are 90 miles from me and I'd certainly not let that distance stop me 
going back. Their honesty and professionalism is obvious and very reassuring.

Automatic Transmission Flush .
Took the pickup to Durham remaps on saturday to see if a flush would help out my 
problem, Dan came out on a drive to listen to the transmission, I could only get the 
work done on thursday and they made sure to squeeze me in for that day.As soon 
as I got in the pickup I could feel the difference instantly really smooth changes and 
really quiet running now. Definitely reccomend DR for a trans flush.

Checked van over for engine malfuction. .
Found split turbo boost pipe and fixed within 2 days. Excellent work from a trust 
worthy company.

After "repair" by a previous garage, the car was knocking. Harsh and noisy. 
Ian had come across this other Garage's "repairs" and was confident that the car's 
performance could be restored. He was as good as his word. Car is now quiet, 
smooth and more powerful. I'm really pleased with the work.

DPF/EGR solution with remap and full service.
Ian and the guys got me in very quickly and did a top job. My car feels much better, 
is far more responsive and fuel economy has increased. Cheers Ian!.

Stage 2 map egr dpf decat mod.
Brilliant service. Very professional. Really happy with the workmanship would 
definitely recommend.



Audi A5 3.0tdi quattro. Stage 2 Remap.
From the first conversation about my car I could tell they knew what they were 
talking about, and explained a few issues with my type of car to avoid problems in 
the future. Very happy the guys, couldn’t have asked for any better. Car made huge 
gains and is now incredible to drive. Only Time will tell on reliability but so far so 
good. Thanks very much!.

Stage 1 remap. Full gearbox flush with BG fluids.
On the rolling road Ian noticed that my Range Rover wasn't boosting. The lads 
plugged in the dyno kit and soon reported that one of they turbos wasn't working as 
it should. Ian printed out a full dyno report, at no charge whatsoever for his time and 
knowledge. The faults were soon sorted by Land Rover, but if Ian had never 
plugged the dyno in, I'd have been none the wiser. I'll be back for a stage 2 map 
asap. Thanks again for your time and help lads.

Remap.
Very good job.

Remap on a BMW 530D.
Great friendly service from the staff. Excellent job done on the car.

Stage 2 performance Dpf tuned.
Fantastic staff with a world of knowledge! Car feels completely different to drive and 
much more power through the gears. would highly recommend to anyone!.

Astra remap.
Best garage I have come across. Very professional and trustworthy service. 

Landrover Freelander 2 SD4 remap.
The car is certainly quicker and tows better with the remap, and the reports showed 
this when I collected the car. The fuel performance increase hasn't been as good as 
I had hoped (a couple of mpg at very most difference, not 4-5% as suggested, but 
the cars performance is so much better that overall I'm very satisfied. Very friendly 
company to deal with and they did follow up with a courtesy call etc too. .

Fixed the turbo and a few other things another garage made a mess of. 
Amazing highly recommend 1st class repairs and service couldn't thank you 
enough for the job you done on my son's car plus the after service thanks again. 

Blocked DPF filter/turbo change.
Bought car from a car dealer in Jarrow (so called dealer) after having the car for 
less than 2 month we had a catalogue of problems with it. We took the car to Ian at 
Durham remaps where he and his team looked at the car for us inside and out they 
discovered a lot of underlying problems with the vehicle gave us a full mechanical 
report along with video and photograph evidence of the problems , he and his team 



were disgusted that the vehicle was sold to us in such a condition where the garage 
we bought it from had masked and carried out botched jobs on the car just so they 
could sell it. We agreed a price and Ian and his team put the car back to the way it 
should be I can't thank them enough for not only repairing the vehicle, but for his 
compassion and understanding in what has been a frustrating time for us, I would 
highly recommend Durham remaps to anyone. Be reassured that you're leaving 
your vehicle with not only an excellent team of mechanics but also a true gentleman 
who takes a pride in his work and genuinely cares about his customers.

You can always count on Ian and his staff of quality mechanics.
A reliable honest company to take your car. You can always count on Ian and his 
staff of quality mechanics.

Stage 2map INC DYNO, decat pipe fitted, lambda.
Good job Well done . - the best in the business.

Engine remap / tune on Mercedes SLK 320.
Very helpful, professional people who knew their job which was very well done and 
well up to time!.

X2 car re-maps.
Excellent! Really pleased with results. Customer service is exceptional. Will use 
again for Sure.

AA recommended and delivered to Durham Remaps at approx. 2.15pm. who 
checked to see if new clutch assembly was available at supplier .At 5.15pm 
they rang say car was ready for collection and offered to come get me.
First time I’ve used this garage and service like this cannot be bettered, will 
definitely tell my friends.

New stainless steel exhaust system.
To replace single exit exhaust, to double exit, in stainless steel, with a choice of tail 
pipes, excellent job done, fast, efficient and a really good price, cracking staff, 
would definitely use again, highly recommended.

Dpf removal and remap .
Fantastic workmanship cannot rate high enough Second remap from Ian.

BMW 530d DPF removal EGR delete and 300bhp remap.
Work carried out on my car was exactly as described on phone when I made 
booking, quite nervous as this was first car I took personally for remap and some 
other shops were quite sheepish about tackling the DPF or stupidly expensive, was 
very impressed with the garage from start to finish, very tidy shop, staff were spot 
on, all staff know the job inside out and answer any questions no problem, never 
had any reason to question any work or response, car now running spot on, no 



DPF light, car was good before DPF played up, now its immense, easily one of the 
best garages I’ve taken a car to. Even made me a cuppa!.

Service. .
Great job.

DPF filter modified.
My car was in limp mode and could not be driven, I knew from my first conversation 
with Ian at Durham Remaps that they obviously knew there stuff. The car was 
repaired on time and now drives like it should with the added bonus of an extra 70 
hp to play with. I can not recommend they guys enough they have been a joy to 
deal with from start to finish.

Single exit twin exhaust fitted today on my 320d bmw, to replace standard 
oval diesel exhaust exit pipe.
Fantastic job by the lads, car looks fantastic, very pleased with the result.

Custom exhaust.
Visited these guys the other week after buying my new car to put it on the dyno to 
discover my car was suffering a little back pressure from the 3inch exhaust that was 
fitted by previous owner. We sat down and discussed what I wanted and what 
would be best for the car, then after choosing new exhaust tips from a good 
selection the job went ahead. I booked in for a custom exhaust to be built on site. 
Less than 3hrs the job was done to a high standard with a very good finish. Very 
helpful team with good knowledge all round. .

Custom made exhaust.
From start to finish the whole job was undertaken and carried out in a highly 
professional manner. Highly recommend company. .

Remap - stage 2.
Very friendly staff. Work appears first class. .

Car wouldn't start when engine hot.
Absolutely fantastic from the boys at Durham remaps again this problem just about 
had me stumped and they cracked it , they fitted me in willing to help me as I'm 
going away tomorrow , fantastic work and fantastic customer service, highly 
recommend.

I took a focus st I had just purchased to go on the rolling road and to be 
checked for any problems.
Brilliant job. Ian and the lads gave the car a thorough check up and inspection and 
only charged me for going on the rolling road.



Fiesta ecoboost zetec s .
Am over the moon with the outcome of my fiesta that Ian and the team worked on 
today, honestly could not be happier. They are a great bunch of hardworking lads 
that make an outstanding job. The service from these lads is 2nd to none absolutely 
spot on from the enquiry all the way through to the finished results. I will definitely 
be back in the future with out a doubt. I highly recommend these great guys to 
anyone. Cheers Durham Remaps .

remap on audi a4.
Great job. Given set price and clear info on what was to be done when i made 
enquiry. Car was ready at time agreed, and no nasty surprises with bill. As for the 
work carried out, wow, what a difference the drive back over the Pennines was 
great fun.

Remap my Mitsubishi l200.
Excellent job these boys know their stuff well impressed would recommend them to 
everyone. I wish I had more cars so I could get them all remapped thanks very 
much lads. Glynn Johnston.

Turbo replacement and custom map.
I drive a Golf GTTDI sport with thr BKD engine which is renowned for turbo issues. 
My old turbo was sucking in oil, causing a loss of power. I went and spoke with Ian 
and booked car in for a new turbo, now the car runs like a dream. Top Company.

Remap of Colt Ralliart.
Remapped to give 20% more BHP and 25% more torque. Extra performance is 
noticeable but, surprisingly, the car is now a much smoother drive with no "flat 
spots" in the rev range and is also giving 4-5mpg more than the factory map. Bit 
scary seeing your own car being revved out on the rolling road but well worth it. 
Really friendly people obviously passionate about what they do. Highly 
recommended.

Engine upgrade. .
Great work carried out on my car. Very honest and friendly service. .

Remap and exhaust modification .
Couldn't fault the work. Very professional, excellent set up and very knowledgable. 
Wouldn't take my 'Focus' anywhere else.

Problems with my Golf TDI - low fuel economy.
Durham Remaps quickly identified a problem with the exhaust gas temp where 
others hadn't and rectified the cooking issues quickly and effectively. When my 
son's nursery phoned and asked me to come back, they prioritised the work to get 
me away sooner.



DPF remap.
Excellent work carried out and I would highly recommend them to others.

Major service and general health check.
Booked the car in for a service but also reporting a few issues with starting up the 
car from cold. Ian gave his honest opinion of what he believed was wrong speaking 
from experience we then discussed possible solutions. All work was carried out in 
one day (i was unable to collect the car that day so Ian stored it in his premises until 
i had chance to collet it) the starting issue was remedied, the service complete, 
health check and a bg treatment carried out. All staff are helpful and are 
knowledgeable. As a result I continue to use Durham Remaps for my servicings 
and remaps.

Remapping a Defender 110.
Can't recommend this service highly enough. Very polite and professional and the 
results are amazing, it's almost a different vehicle. Defenders are never going to be 
an easy ride but the remap has made it much smoother through the gears, more 
torque particularly in lower gears and much better performance over about 50mph. 
Wouldn't hesitate to bring my next car to them.

Dpf renewal with full system reboot and remapping as well.
Absolutely fantastic customer service followed by a 10/10 job. Car is running 
fantastic, Durham remaps have exceeded all expectations as they went above and 
beyond. Would recommend to everybody.

Car had a EGR valve fault Ian sorted the car out with a erg and dpf delete plus 
remap.
Had my Seat Leon into Durham remaps today after the EGR failed, they sorted it 
out with a EGR and DPF delete and accompanying remap, you wouldn't believe the 
difference it has made the car has never ran so smooth in my ownership and the 
extra power is brilliant too very happy returning customer! wouldn't hesitate 
recommending Ian and his team to anyone.

Engine remap.
Ian was fantastic, I can't praise him enough, he was open and honest and kept us 
updated frequently. Our van drives like a different vehicle. We highly recommend 
his service.

Dpf and EGR removal.
Excellent service, lovely guys in the garage, fixed my dpf and EGR fault when 
nobody else could without ripping my eyes out. My car feels a lot better to drive 
now. I will definitely only use these now! Thank you.

Remap for performance and economy.



Engine remap for my Skoda Octavia 1.9 tdi this has given it so much more 
driveability, much better overtaking and overall performance, when I travel to 
London I get 6 miles per gallon extra compared to before the remap on top of the 
greatly increased performance. The car passed the MOT with extremely good 
exhaust emissions, to say I am happy is an understatement.

DPF removal and re-map.
Friendly staff. Explained the process and how long it would take along with the 
price. Car was ready to collect as promised and drives better than it has in a long 
time.

Engine remap.
I was very happy with the work and the way it was carried out. Very professional at 
all times.

DPF deleted and car remapped.
Ian and his colleague were helpful, friendly and knew what they were doing. My car 
was in good hands and now feels a lot more pleasing to drive. Would recommed 
them to anybody.

Re-map.
As before expertly done. No concerns of problems with their workmanship. I went to 
Durham Remaps knowing I will come away completely happy with the experience 
and I did.

Remap and boost solenoid fitting after analysis of fault codes. Fiat Bravo 150 
1.4 T-Jet.
Ian is a really friendly guy and clearly knows his trade; the team around him are 
also professional. The remap was done quickly and the performance gain is 
significant. A fault was diagnosed and a part ordered, which was delayed due to a 
third party, however, upon locating the part myself, Ian and the team fitted it and the 
car was running better than before. Excellent service and results.

Removal of remap by another supplier and install of new remap for Mazda 6 
2.2D Sport 180 bhp. .
Excellent work. Professional, friendly and knowledgeable. Removed a poor quality 
remap that had been done elsewhere, and added a quality remap file. Bhp 
increased to 217 from 156!.

Remap and cruise control activation on fiesta mk7 tdci .
Very happy with the outcome all work was carried out to a very high standard, car 
runs very well, and was kept informed all the way Highly recommended and would 
use again.



Eco+ remap on my Audi A6 2.7tdi Avant Auto - Hired from Checked and 
Vetted.
What a great job on my Audi A6 remap, better fuel economy and more torque = 
more fun. Ian and his team are friendly and knowledgeable would recommend them 
to anyone.

Serious Pathfinder dpf issues diagnosed and fixed on the same day.
My Pathfinder was having a lot of dpf issues and was completely stuck in limp 
mode. My local garage spent 2 weeks trying to diagnose/fix the problem with no 
results. After following an owner's club member recommendation, I contacted 
Durham Remaps. Within 1 day, the problem was diagnosed and fixed. They 
discovered that my car was at serious risk of engine failure and was caught just in 
the nick of time. My car now runs like a dream. I cannot stress this enough, if you 
are remotely close to Durham and have dpf issues, do not hesitate to get in touch 
with Durham Remaps. I just wish I went to them sooner, as it would have saved me 
a lot of time and money. Dpf's need specific knowledge and experience and these 
guys know what they're doing!.

ECU remap on a Hyundai i800. Found Durham Remaps on Checked and 
Vetted.
The real deal. The recently calibrated dyno results speak for themselves: 204 bhp 
(+36 bhp) and 517 nm (+77nm). .

Remap plus engine clean and full service.
Civic cdti 2.2 remap including EGR removal with full engine clean and service, very 
helpful staff and very knowledgeable, car now runs incredibly smooth, normal 
driving is a pleasure but when needed the car now has stacks of torque, exactly 
what the car needed and would happily recommend the company to anyone well 
worth the trip.

Purchased a Subaru Forester from one of the big car suppliers to find one 
week later my dashboard lit up like xmas tree, took it back to dealer and then 
a main subaru dealer with no joy , contacted durham remaps who then 
contacted the dealer to look at.
Found out about Durham remaps/cathedral motors through a friend and would 
recommend them to anyone so thanks again Ian and the team ... Dave of seaham.

Remap on Audi TT 1.8 Quattro Sport to improve performance and economy. 
Very happy that I came to see Ian and his team. They confirmed my suspicions that 
the previous workmanship by another company was not good. I knew there was 
something wrong, something seemed to be holding the car back. It now feels like 
some limiting factor or restriction has been removed, setting my car free. It 
accelerates smoothly and quietly and the power and speed increases as you move 
through the gearbox, as it should be. There are no flat spots that I have noticed. 



There is loads more torque, and at high speed the car cruises along happily and the 
engine doesn't whine or sound like it is struggling. All round it does what Ian 
promised. Great Job!.

Remap for economy.
I travelled from Yorkshire to Durham to have my Range Rover Sport Autobiography 
remapped and travelling the distance was completely worth it. I cannot begin to say 
how happy I am with it. It drives completely different. Its much quicker, smoother 
through gear changes plus much more. Ian and his team provided an excellent 
service, they were extremely professional and friendly. I highly recommend Durham 
Remaps.

Re-mapping of Kia Sorento 2.2CRDI 2011 reg.
Dropped the car off and picked it up at the stated time, it was ready, no delays 
which was a good start. I had a choice of re-maps to go for, "Out and out power" or 
"Power increase and fuel savings" Not being a boy racer anymore I settled for the 
sensible option of the added fuel savings. Car pre re-map 35mpg regular 
commuting. Car after re-map 39mpg regular commuting. Car pre re-map towing 
twin axel caravan 23mpg Car after re-map towing twin axel caravan 28mpg I was 
followed to the garage by a friend in a Civic type S to drop my car off, on a straight 
road there was nothing between the two cars, absolutely identical performance, 
once dropped off for the collection of the car we headed out on a duel carriageway 
towards the A1 but this time the Civic was fading away in my rear view mirror. Since 
covering about 150 mile (ish) the car has re-calibrated itself and is noticeably 
quicker still but still with the same fuel returns. The only advice I would give anyone 
with a turbo diesel is take it along and get these guys to weave their magic, you'd 
be mad not to. As soon as I change my car I'll be straight back for the same 
treatment. Oh and another point, you can tell instantly that these guys know what 
they are talking about, I would now trust them 100% to work on any future cars I 
may own. Thanks guys, you've turned a 4 wheel drive that was no slouch to start 
with into a responsive exciting drive with a huge gain in grin factor. I'll no doubt see 
you again!.

Dpf filter removal and ecu remap.
Very happy with the car since its been done, my car now has a lot more power.

DPF remodelling.
Very high standard of customer service, confident and professional staff. Job 
completion in expected time.

Eco and remap.
Absolutely stunning job. 2nd to 3rd gear acceleration is superb but 3rd to 4th is 
phenomenal. Increased MPG as well so it’s a win win!!!!!.

Re-mapping.



carried out on time and to price quoted in time frame advised.

My q7 had lost power and had various warning lights on dashboard .
Ian ( and his team) diagnosed the problem over the phone ! as it happens he was 
totally right and after booking my car in , supplying me with a courtesy car and 
letting me know how the job was progressing I picked up my car at exactly 5 o clock 
as promised,. Impressed to say the least , a new throttle switch and a re map and 
my q 7 is running like a dream , bags more power and extra 6 miles to the gallon 
( going off trip computer ) Couldn't praise the workmanship or the service enough . 

Remapped my C5 2.2Hdi Vtr+. Got over 10% increase in mpg when driven 
carefully. Big increase in torque/power as well .Would use again, 
recommended.
Very friendly and knowledgeable, didn't mind me chatting about my car during the 
work. Workshop was clean and tidy, nobody standing idle. Came out happier and 
enjoyed the drive home !!.

DPF remodelling/EGR Mod/Eco map.
My car was in a sorry state before I took it to this company. I had just paid £300 for 
work in another garage that was not necessary; I was ready to send it for scrap as 
the other garage said I would need to spend up to £1000 to get it working correctly. 
(my car is 7yr old) Durham Remaps did it for under half the price. They were very 
helpful, friendly and knew their profession well. My car is running better than ever 
now. They guarantee their work and I can take it straight back if I have any further 
problems with it, for as long as I own the car. Excellent service. .

Mazda 3 diesel remap.
Very good and professional service. Friendly customer service and good standard 
of work. Will definitely recommend to friends and family.

Replace both suspension arms and linkage.
Ian did the honours yet again, taking me home after dropping the car at the garage 
and picking me up when the work was completed. I cannot praise the efficiency of 
the work carried out in this garage and high standard of service provided. The work 
was carried out on time and for a very reasonable price. I will definitely have any 
future work carried out at Durham re-maps - well done! .

Fitted new camshaft sensor AUDI A4.
Top mechanic/technician Very knowledgeable and also very pleasant and helpful. 
itted new cam sensor to my AUDI A4, over the moon with price and workmanship.

Remap on insignia.
I am very satisfied, they have transformed my damp and dreary insignia into 
something an SRI should be-nippy and power when its needed without having to 
drop a gear. Ian explained what the results would be and I`m happy to say he was 



spot on. He is a nice guy, straight talking and honest-something that is hard to find 
in this day and age. I would highly recommend Ian and his company to anyone 
looking for engine tuning etc.

Rectified my remap fault.
Ian's service was over and above what I have ever previously experienced. He 
reassured me and very quickly sorted a fault with my car remap that another local 
business had messed up over the last 2 years. My car is now sorted and feels 
much better to drive. I look forward to using his service again in future and will be 
recommending him to family and friends. Thanks again Ian. D Barnfather.

Remap.
Had my Saab remapped for better economy and drivability, I was very pleased with 
the results, I have been driving the car for a number of months now and found an 
average of 4 to 5 miles more than I was able to get prior to the work being done.

ECU removal Re-map and Tune.
Very professional set up. Couldn't of been happier with the finished re-map of my 
350Z. They were very knowledgeable and willing to explain exactly what was wrong 
and what had been done to correct it in a manner I could easily understand. Would 
recommend this company to anyone looking for a job done perfectly.

Had my car done.
Excellent job done with no problems, the tradesman explained what he was doing, I 
am very happy.

Getting my car re-mapped Eco+ which consists of a mixture of power and 
economy with torque balance.
Very pleased with work done and very friendly customer service. I would highly 
recommend this company.

service pdf filter engine flush fuel filter change & remap .
My car was running very badly and getting worse by the week, started thinking had 
the turbo gone? How much is it all going to cost? so I rang Durham remaps after a 
chat with Ian I felt a lot better, he assured me it was most likely to be the pdf, an 
inexpensive fix ; So booked my diesel in and left it with Ian I got it back later the 
same day and what a difference!!! My car went in a slug and came out a 
greyhound, can't tell you how pleased I am with it, they have transformed it; can't 
recommend Durham remaps enough.

new intercooler and dpf remodelling.
picked my car up from the house, had it one week ,came back better than new .

dpf removal and remap of mazda 3 .



very friendly staff, very informative, very satisfied, was even able to email and get 
information on a Sunday not expecting to get a reply until the next working day but 
received a reply within the hour and had my car booked in very happy with the 
service and would use again!.

Remap to Nissan Navara.
I spent a great deal of time talking to a considerable number of remap companies 
waiting to get the automatic answer to the specific problem I wanted solving. With 
the first contact at Durham remaps, Ian knew exactly what I was looking for and 
described in detail what the problem was and how he could remedy. Specifically 
this was to allow my auto boxed Navara to be smoother, to find and stay in the right 
gear, to have more punch through the gears and finally to be more economical. All I 
can say is Ian has surpassed any thoughts I had about how good this pick up could 
be when set up correctly. It has now become the composed and quiet 4X4 I wanted 
and is now amazingly fast when required. I can't recommend Durham Remaps 
highly enough. First rate service, first class people.

Remap Honda Civic 2.2.
I had doubts about the remap but when I spoke to Ian he allayed my fears and it 
was clear that he is a skilled technician. The throttle response is instantaneous the 
torque is unbelievable and it was good in standard form. it is a different car that puts 
a big smile on your face. And now that I have settled down I am getting better fuel 
consumption 3mpg so far win win performance and mpg. .

Remap on a insignia 2.0 t petrol a20nht .
Great company no messing about get a quote, get job done same day, took no time 
to do and results are unreal, cars much more responsive and smooth, great guy Ian 
told me before job price, time it would take and gains, I got quoted £500 plus vat for 
same job from another company this well cheaper and a better job, I would highly 
recommend if you want a quick easy no messing job to your car.

DPF and EGR valve removal with remap.
had an EGR valve issue which Ian said was common on that engine, 
recommended removing that and the DPF to prevent further problems.

Remap of my Audi A3 and fuel filter replaced.
Very Professional. Very friendly staff and they explained the work really well all work 
that needed carrying out.

I had trouble with dpf.
Durham Remaps carried out work, as my car was not able to drive , had to be 
towed to their garage at no extra charge and picked me up from my home to collect 
car (9 miles).

Replace ECU and alternator plus engine remap.



Work completed to a high standard. Job was well explained and prices given were 
excellent. Especially seeing as a local Ford main dealer had quoted £1k+VAT for 
less work. I can't recommend Durham Remaps enough.

Remap, Clutch and flywheel, front brakes and pads, wheel bearing.
Took the Audi to Durham remaps for a tuning and additional work. I am very 
pleased with the work carried out. Both Ian and Phil looked after me and I could not 
fault them at all. I would recommend this company as you can trust them and they 
will always look after you.

Remap on a Audi A5 3L TDI.
This has been my second vehicle that I have taken to get re mapped at Ian's 
premises. I thought the A5 for fast enough but can honestly say that the 
improvement is amazing both on MPG and mid range torque I have been using 
Durham remaps for over a year now for all my vehicle repairs and servicing needs 
without any faults. The cost of the work completed by Ian has been a fraction of the 
quotes given from the main dealers. I would most definitely recommend Durham 
remaps to anyone requiring assistance on remaps, repairs and servicing. A good 
bunch of lads to deal with and they will not let you down. .

Re-Map.
Good service!!.

DPF REVOVAL AND REMAP.
JOB CARRIED OUT ON TIME AND TREATED WITH THE UTMOST COURTESY 
AND PROFESSIONALISM. CAR VERY MUCH IMPROVED EXACTLY AS STATED 
IT WOULD BE.

Car not running properly.
Diagnosed DPF filter blocked. Re engineered DPF filter. EGR valve delete. 
Remapped software to suit modifications. Car found to have problems with boost 
pipes. All sorted, car running best it ever has at no extra cost.

Full service and MOT.
I took my car into Durham Remaps for a full service and MOT. I needed 4 new tyres 
and Ian spent so much time sourcing the best deal for me. He dropped my car off 
and picked it back up when the job was finished. The service I received from Ian 
and Michael was excellent and I would highly recommend Durham ReMaps. 

Remapped engine on Audi A3.



Had been to another garage for the problem and was totally conned. The problem 
was still the same so went to Durham Remaps and the job was done properly, 
efficiently and professionally. Totally sorted my car out.

DPF Removal.
Excellent service from enquiry to completion of work. Time was taken both before 
and after work was done to explain procedure fully.

I took my Audi TT into Durham Remaps for a 'Tune-Up', to ensure I was 
getting the best value out of my cars performance.
I was met by Ian, who took my car into the workshop and showed me into his 
hospitality area for a cup of coffee. The car was hooked up to the computer system 
and couple of hours later, the job was done and my car was more responsive, 
powerful, quicker, and a joy to drive. No fuss, no drama, no false promises, just a 
good professional doing his job and at a very reasonable price. I would recommend 
Ian and his staff to anyone wanting that little bit more out of their vehicle.

They fixed a bad DPR removal from a different company.
Spoke to Ian after a boched atempt from another company to remove the DPF from 
my Zafira. Ian was very understanding and carried out the work with no issues and 
told me what was happening. He explained how the previous company did the job 
wrong and helped with a report so I could get my money back from the other 
company. Had the car back for a week now and it drives soo much better and no 
DPF issues. Wish I went there first.

engine tuning.
very good job done by Ian , job was done in time said and very friendly and polite 
customer service. I would use again and recommend to others.

DPF Removal and Re-Map.
I had big problems with my diesel filter but the company sorted it out very quickly. 
They are professional and I am so impressed I would recommend them to anyone. 

Diesel particle filter removal, minor engine service, new oil and filter, new air 
filter and ecu remap.
Very satisfied, quick diagnosis and very clean professional and knowledgeable 
service.

Mazda 6 2.2d Sport Remap .
I asked Ian to remap my Mazda 6 2.2d Sport as I had always been disappointed 
with the power - it never felt like the 185bhp car it was billed as. Since the remap, 
it's a different beast. On part throttle it drives just as smoothly and calmly as before, 



but as you start planting your foot it really takes off. In fact, in-gear acceleration now 
feels pretty similar to my previous car, a 2.5T Focus ST, which really is saying 
something. Ian was very helpful throughout. Highly recommended.

Remap .
First impression was great, very clean and modern. Very professional , very polite 
and makes a good cup of coffee! I would highly recommend Durham remaps. Very 
impressed .

DFP Issues, Full Service and MOT.
Phoned Ian, based on a recommendation, and he fully understood the issue I was 
facing. He was professional, very courteous, knew what he was talking about and 
put me at ease by explaining the system. Service and MOT completed, by Phil, in 
the morning and car back for the afternoon in the time frame he advised. Nothing is 
an issue to them, they have full knowledge of all systems, very clean workers and 
workshop, workmanship excellent, timekeeping couldn't be better and overall 
opinion, fantastic. Ian went out of his way to help - I'll certainly be using Durham 
Remaps again.

DPF removal, EGR delete, remap.
The guys really know their stuff and work to a high standard. They really seem to 
care about you and your car. Would definitely recommend these guys and use them 
again. Its good to find someone you can trust. The car has been transformed, much 
smoother and more responsive.

DPF Removal and ECU Remap on 2006 Mazda 6.
The DPF LIGHT started flashing on my 2006 Mazda 6, shortly followed by the 
Engine Management Light coming on and the car going into Limp mode. Following 
Internet research and a mechanic friends opinion, I decided that the best and 
cheapest option was to get the DPF Removed. When I telephoned Cathedral 
Motors ( Durham Remaps ), I was genuinely surprised by the helpfulness and 
knowledge of the garage, and felt that they were a honest company ( not just 
fobbing me off ). I was that impressed with that first phone call I decided to book my 
car into their garage, and amazed how quickly the work was carried out to such a 
high standard. Sorry if I've babbled on as I don't usually write reviews, but give 
credit where credits due, they're a top notch garage. Thank you Durham Remaps 
Craig and Julie from Newcastle.

Removal of D.P.F on car.
Contacted Durham Remaps about a problem with my car. I was told the removal of 
the D.P.F would cure the problem, friendly and professional.

DPF REMOVAL AND FULL SERVICE.
When my dpf light came on yet again I decided it was time to get rid of the filter. I 
rang Durham Remaps and Ian gave me a common sense breakdown of costings 



and options. He evidenced his knowledge and could qualify his reassuraice as I 
asked questions. He fitted me in at the last minute as I worried about damaging the 
car whilst driving with the warning lights on. The service was efficient and friendly 
The car drives much better. ive picked up 5mpg and 32bhp and wont ever have to 
worry about the great dpf swindle again!.

Problem with DPF and ERG valve.
About a month ago booked an Audi A3 in as having trouble with the DPF and ERG 
valve. Both were successfully blocked and have had no problems since. Have 
experienced an increase in economy too in terms of miles per gallon. The customer 
service was also outstanding as me, my husband and 2 children were given a 
courtesy ride into Durham and back. Very pleased and would highly recommend. 
Thank you.

Remap of car.
I am satisfied with the overall service and installation. I am happy with the customer 
service and I would definitely recommend.

full service and stage 2 re-map on a mk5 R32.
full service and stage 2 re-map very happy - would use again!.

Spark plug replacement to fix engine misfire and replacement of catalytic 
converter damaged by engine misfire (rover 25).
Absolutely fantastic service. Came to Cathedral motors after failing MOT on 
emissions with no indication as to what was wrong from those that did the MOT 
(National tyres and auto-care). I was worried that like the MOT place i was going to 
be ripped off due to being young and female. Upon looking at the MOT report 
Cathedral motors quickly diagnosed the problem and were able to tell me straight 
up what costs would be to replace the faulty parts and for labour. There were no 
hidden charges and they kept me informed of progress as they worked. I was very 
impressed with their level of knowledge of the car (they were able to guess my cars 
service history just from knowing it was an old rover and what problems it was likely 
to have had). They even made sure that i did not get ripped off again as they took it 
for the retest once they had fixed it and made sure i wasn't slapped with a partial re-
test fee and that the retest was done fairly. Overjoyed that i have found a mechanic 
that pride themselves on high standards of workmanship and customer care, now 
know where i will be taking my car for all future MOTs and work. .

Sorting out Engine Management System Light permanently on.
Contacted Ian at Cathedral Motors on a number given to me by a heavy goods 
vehicle company. He told me exactly what they were going to do by ways of 
eliminating the problem and further enhancing the performance of my xtrail. The 
cost quoted and charged by them was a substantial saving from the Nissan 
dealership. I know the rating I have given them is very high but at this moment in 



time I cannot fault any of their work. Just a very good company gaining a very good 
reputation. Well done and I will be going back. .

Diesel particulate filter removal and ECU remapping.
The work was carried out to a very high standard, double-checked and the vehicle 
road-tested before a final electronic diagnostic check. Everything was carefully 
explained. An excellent job.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Car service.
I was collected by the owner and dropped of at work. The work was carried out on 
time, I was notified promptly. The service was spot on and the car was given back 
clean. .

BMW 330D (55PLATE) DPF REMOVAL PLUS REMAP.
I done a lot of research on the net to find a company to do the work to my BMW. As 
BMW give me a quote for a dpf of 1500 and that was without labour I had to find a 
cheaper way. I then found DURHAM REMAPS on Checked and Vetted and called 
them straight away. I was on the phone to IAN for at least half hour as he was 
explaining all the ins and outs of the job that needed doing. I booked the car in and 
from the booking to the collection of my car the service was fantastic. I had the Eco 
plus remap on my car which gave it an extra 34 bhp and also 85 newton torques. I 



am getting more mpg and the performance is phenomenal. I would recommend 
these guys to anyone. I am that happy with the work I will be going back for more 
work to my car. FANTASTIC SERVICE FROM START TO FINISH!!!!.

Remap of a Mercedes.
Everything was explained to me and the guys definitely know their stuff. I was 
impressed with the service and I will certainly be using them again in future. Highly 
recommended.

Diagnostic & tuning.
Fast, friendly service with a result I am very pleased with. Well recommended .

Got my BMW 325d remapped with performance map.
I found Durham Remaps on Checked and Vetted - Brilliant place to go or even to 
ring for advice the guys helped me with whatever queries I had, got the work done 
3 days ago and would of left a comment sooner but I have never been out of my 
car, increase in performance is out of this world, very happy with the map and the 
level of customer service is fantastic, highly recommended.

DPF remap, new turbo system and engine flush.
I had a Ford Focus 1.6TDCi which was reliable and cheap to run, but it was so slow 
it was frustrating. I spoke to Ian at Durham Remaps and he explained the process. 
The work was more expensive than I'd hoped but my car is better at overtaking. It 
will never be fast and is still very slow off the mark but it is better than it was and I 
now get 580 miles per tank, rather than 460. I now get 66.6MPG rather than 
51MPG. Excellent work. Very fast and efficient too. Thanks.

FORD FOCUS TDCI 1.6 DIESEL DPF FILTER REMOVED AND MY ENGINE 
REMAPPED FOR ECONOMY .
After much searching the internet and speaking to a few different companies i 
decided to go with durham remaps as as my dpf light was on and I was told it had 
failed by my local dealer and was going to cost near 2 thousand pounds to fix . I 
telephoned on recommendation of this site , I must say they came across as very 
knowledgeable and professional and weren't pushy or rude like some i spoke to or 
tried to baffle me with science , they also had good references from other garages 
they do work for and i made the decision to go ahead , i was met on the day with 
my car booked in , all the staff in smart uniforms and very courteous. i was made a 
cup of tea while i waited for my lift which was a nice gesture .i was called at 3 pm 
that day and told my car would be available to pick up from 4pm and the job had 
been carried out successfully, I collected the car at the said time and was given a 
guarantee and invoice for the work and a list of other issues found with the car , the 
turbo having being damaged by the dpf failing . I have rebooked my car to have the 
turbo changed as I have found them to be a really trustworthy and helpful garage to 
deal with and my car is definitely coming here for servicing from now on after such 



good service , would highly recommend to anyone with same problems , 
outstanding customer care . Peter .

DPF Removal and EGR Deletion.
Had a problem with our diesel S type Jaguar for quite some time. Went through to 
see Ian and was very impressed and confident that a good job would be done. 
Booked the car in for the work to be done within two days. We were kept informed 
when a problem arose. Drove the car home and was very happy with the result of 
the work that had been carried out. The cars performance is now as it should be. 
We will be taking it back for a service in the next couple of weeks and can't see us 
using anyone else in the future.

Golf gt td170 dpf removed and engine remapped, engine oil changed and air 
filter changed.
I had my car towed into Durham Remaps after breaking down by the AA , the 
patrol-man recommended them as first choice . i got a price to remove the filter part 
and offered an engine map with it to help my economy and supposedly give me 
more power. I didnt quite believe I could get more economy out my golf as it was 
already quite good. I collected the car last week after it spent the day in the 
workshop, a clear report on my car with all billing itemised was ready , and a week 
later I have to say it runs like it never has , more economical , goes so quick it's 
brilliant, can't speak highly enough of the way we were looked after by Ian and Phil, 
puts other garages to shame the way they look after you , great job fellas thanks .. 
Ian and Sue.

DPF removal, EGR deletion and Performance remap. Audi TT 2.0 TDi by 
Cathedral Motors/Durham Remaps.
My Audi was in for a DPF removal along with an egr deletion and performance 
remap, I was not having any trouble with the vehicle, but knew how prone to DPF 
problems this engine could be. I first contacted the company via their website and 
was immediately impressed with the promptness of reply and the communication I 
received from Ian. I booked my car in for work the same week and was given a very 
competitive quote. Ian is very professional and I had no hesitation in trusting his 
company to work on my car. As soon as I drove the car after the work I could feel 
the difference, more low down torque, quicker pick up and a smooth delivery of 
power. The car even sounded better, with a lovely deep throated growl when 
accelerating. I would not hesitate to recommend this company to anyone, 
professional, knowledgeable and true to their word.

DPF REMOVAL + SERVICE + TIMING BELT CHANGE + WATER PUMP 
CHANGED.
i AM SO SO PLEASED WITH THE SERVICE i RECEIVED FROM IAN. HE WAS 
EVER SO HELPFUL AND AS WE KNEW THE BILL WAS GOING TO BE LARGE 
HE DISCOUNTED IT AS MUCH AS HE COULD. I WOULD GO AS FAR TO SAY 
THAT I GOT A AWFUL LOT DONE (& PROFESSIONALLY FOR THAT MATTER) 



FOR MY MONEY. HE EVEN WENT ABOVE AND BEYOND WHAT I HAD PAID 
FOR. THE CAR ON MY 45MINS JOURNEY HOME WAS FANTASTIC WITH 
LOADS MORE POWER THAN BEFORE AND HAS BEEN FANTASTIC EVER 
SINCE. HE HAS DEFINITELY GAINED A CUSTOMER FOR LIFE IN ME AS I 
CANT FAULT HIM, HIS TEAM OR HIS WORK IN ONE LITTLE WAY. THANK YOU 
DURHAM RE-MAPS AND SEE YOU SOON.

fiesta clutch 1.4 tdci.
Purchased this car from Ian in 2009. Would not take my car anywhere than their 
garage. They do a great job and give great advice try them you wont be 
disappointed.

Removal of D.P Filter.
First class job and first class service. All servicing will be done there in future.

eco re map for bmw 520d m sport.
completely professional no hidden costs completely up front knew what they was 
talking about which is rare these days Ian and his team very professional gave me 
a guarantee for life as long as I'm the owner of the car felt relaxed and confident 
leaving my car with guys wasn't disappointed when driving car home so much 
smoother and responsive than before does what it said on the advert would 
recommend these lads to anyone.

Diagnostics, remap , and additional items found on diagnostic check.
Originally went to see Ian for Eco+ remap on 2007 Peugeot 407 GT 2.7 diesel. Was 
advised needed new airflow meter ( £90 ) . as the twin meters were out of balance. 
Work was completed with new air and fuel filters as agreed. Car totally transformed 
with greater than expected rise in both performance and economy, now truly worthy 
of GT badge. Would choose to use Ian in future for any work on any vehicle. 
Fantastic friendly service- cannot recommend highly enough.

DPF Removal and Software Update.
Totally professional job, very friendly ppl and great customer care.

to remap my BMW 12od.
what a difference this remap has made to my car! A far better response when 
accelerating. with more mpg . Well worth doing I can't understand why i put off for 
so long. I will do this in the future what ever the car I have its a must!!.

Boost solenoid, dump valve and remap.
Pendragon, Evans Halshaw who sold me the car refused to accept that there was a 
problem with the dump valve "turkey noise" and fobbed me off saying it was 
supposed to be there or that the noise was coming from the exhaust. The guys at 
durham remaps identified and fixed the problem in no time at all. And carried out a 
remap on the same day also with great customer service and excellent product 



information to keep me informed about everything they have done and what they 
recommend for the future. .

Diesel dpf removal and remap.
Took my Audi a3 tdi to Durham Remaps on 28/1/13. Really pleased with the work 
done totally transformed the car and very reasonable price. They are very 
knowledgeable and explain everything about the work undertaken. above and 
beyond main dealer service and much cheaper too. Thoroughly recommended and 
I shall be using them in the future.

DPF removal and remap.
Very easy to talk to, job was done very quickly, and Ian even collected the car from 
the dealer in Durham. He diagnosed and carried out extra work which was definitely 
justified and needed, so no complaints at a small cost increase. In summary, talks 
straight and does a straight job- recommended.

Engine Remap and free diagnostic check.
Arrived there early and so did Ian even on what was a horrible snowy day.Left the 
car with Ian and just over an hour later job done.Ian cleared loads of codes off the 
car what had probably been left on off previous services & gave it a clean bill of 
health.Job done.Not been able to properly test the car yet because of this horrible 
weather but what i have noticed is the auto box is now much smoother,positive 
results.Going back later to have my brakes serviced.I feel i can confidently trust Ian 
and his team without doubt.Thanks very much Ian very professional and 
courteous.Regards Alan.Car mapped Land Rover Freelander Series 1 TD4 Auto.

Dealer level full service and remap.
We delivered the car and were welcomed by name, driven into Durham city to 
spend the time it took for the service and remap by Ian. A phone call to explain 
additional work with costing was received and we returned to collect the car which 
was ready at the time we were initially told. On customer service alone these guys 
make the main dealers look silly, amateur and expensive. The car is a revelation 
after the remap, it pulls cleanly and strongly in sixth like it was in forth. It feels 
crisper on the throttle and safer for overtakes. The wife fancies a remap on her Audi 
now so we will certainly be back. .

ENGINE REMAP ON 3.6 RANGE ROVER VOGUE.
I first contacted Ian, after seeing an advert on the internet, he said to look on 
Checked and Vetted, which I did and then made an apointment. Prior to getting the 
Range Rover remapped I was gettin 22.5mpg, following the remap I am know 
getting an 28.9 mpg at a steady 70mph even more if I get down to 60mph, the picks 
up a lot quicker and the turbo lag has gone, I would recomend Durham Remaps to 
any one, great service many thanks Ian, still can't believe the difference!.



I attended Durham Recaps, part of Cathedral Motors to have my VW Passat 
remapped for extra power and greater fuel economy.
Upon meeting Ian at his premises, I was given a warm welcome to his business 
and a full overview of his procedure, what I would expect in both fuel and power 
gains, exactly how much it would cost and how long the procedure would take. I 
dropped the car off as arranged and Ian took me home, returning with my vehicle to 
collect me as planned. The difference in the returned car was significant, with a far 
better throttle response and more torque, especially at low speeds. However the 
best news was an 8mpg increase in fuel economy, relating to approximately an 
extra 80 miles from a tank of diesel! Basically I got exactly what Ian explained I 
would, for the exact cost he quoted. The car was returned in the pristine condition 
that I had handed it over in. I was so impressed with the service and results that 
within the following months both my wife and another family member have attended 
Durham remaps for the exact same experience. I would happily recommend this 
company to all!.

Fan belt changed diesel leak fixed and pulleys changed.
Was recommended by a friend to visit this garage as she always uses them and 
can't praise them enough. I have had a remap done previously and the car has 
been like a new car and saved me on diesel as I travel a lot I then had a massive 
clanking on my car and took it the cathedral motors Durham ramps and it was dealt 
with ASAP and fixed which I do need to mention I already had the car in at another 
local garage that said they fixed it charged me 330 pound for a ball joint and arm 
and the banging noise was just normal after it had been fixed . To then be told by 
Durham recaps the arm that had been out on was a used bent one and the wrong 
model!! Since Ian and Durham remaps have put the correct parts on which I must 
add at half the price it runs superb and I feel safe driving long distance this 
company really is a grassy mechanic and honest which now a days is hard to find 
trust me I have been to many garages with my car due the the traveling I do and 
the prices are a hell of a lot cheaper than what I used to have been paying for a job 
that has not even been properly and within a week had to have it took back I really 
can recommend Durham remaps enough x.

Had my DPF took out and car serviced.
Put my audi in as the dealer told me the DPF on the exhaust was the fault when a 
engine light came on, was told it was over £2000 to have it fixed and got 
recommended by a friend to ring Ian at Durham Remaps as they would sort the car 
out . I had the car done yesterday and have to say I can't believe how good they 
were for service as its totally fixed and cost me a fraction of what it was with Audi, 
so now I booked in for a service next as I didn't realise how much extra a big dealer 
charged, I truly can't rate Durham Remaps highly enough on good work and price.

DPF removal and re-map.
Had my DPF removed and re-map on my Seat. Also had extra work carried out that 
had been identified on previous service. Very happy at the work carried out as I was 



aware what needed doing to car but at no time felt under pressure to get extra work 
carried out. Car now more responsive and running superb. Very happy at the price 
and the professionalism shown by Cathedral Motors/Durham re-maps.

I had work carried out on my car by another garage and it broke down within 
a few days , I took it back but they wanted more money off me so I got a 
second opinion from Cathedral Motors down the road , they fixed my car 
which was a fault with the repair.
I had a faulty part on my brakes and needed changing and all my brakes bleeded 
as it wasn't done properly the first time . Smashing guys to deal with and so 
helpful .

MOT carried out by Halfords, quoted £455 for work to be completed. Work 
suggested was questionable - went to Cathedral Motors for second opinion, 
received more detailed and honest overview of work to be completed and 
much better price.
Cathedral Motors completed more work than initially recommended by Halfords as 
well as providing a re-test for approx £150 less money. I felt the service by this 
garage was more honest, personal and value for money. I would return for further 
repairs in the future.

Engine re-map for a Range Rover Vogue 3.6 V8.
Checked numerous sites on the web for this service and could have had the job 
done cheaper but when I spoke to Ian it is apparent he knows his stuff and is very 
professional in his approach. The difference to the car is amazing, as if it didn't 
have enough power in the first place it now has appreciably more, combined with 
ordinary driving I have already found a fuel saving of 20%. Whitby-Durham 
24,2mpg, after the re-map Durham-Whitby(same route) 28.7 mpg. Would 
recommend to anyone. .

Full service, new discs and pads.
Took my Seat Alhambra to the garage after I got quoted extortionate prices from 
another garage close by, I was well informed of the cost and my car is now great 
and the brakes are like new. I was dropped off then picked up when my car was 
ready, outstanding for such a local garage and do highly recommend.

Car remap.
A very nice man. Will put himself out for you. Had a pleasant conversation with him 
while work being done. Very pleased with what he did. Great value for money. I 
have since recommended him to friends and acquaintances.

Engine remap. .
Brilliant job done.
Very professional.



Well informed by the foreman.

Remapped my Seat Leon FR.
Obviously I wasn't having it remapped to increase the speed..... only for the fuel 
economy ....... but my word what a difference, to what was already a nippy car. I 
wasn't happy with 1st to 2nd gear change, and now it takes off. Also the fuel 
economy difference is really noticeable! Service was great too, dropped off and 
picked up from home when the car was ready. Would recommend Ian and his team 
to any female racers out there!.

Ian re-mapped my car. Excellent service and he couldn't have been anymore 
helpful than he was. Job was completed on time.
My car does more MPG and has more power, it is more responsive. I wished I had 
this work completed when I first bought the car. Workshop is really clean and tidy.

Full service and egr repair.
My car was due a service and wasn't running right. I got Cathedral Motors to 
service my car and they found a problem with the EGR valve. I was quoted over 
£500 from Land Rover for a new one however Cathedral motors cleaned and 
repaired the old one for a fraction of the price and the car now runs perfect.



RS5 stage 1 calibration and Audi software update. .
I had my RS5 remapped by Durham Remaps 2 years back. Been very happy with 
it. It was a 'light map' Had it in for a 'full beans map' today and the difference is 
incredible. Car is an absolute monster and puts a smile on my face. The lads there 
are so knowledgeable and professional. I would not go anywhere else. They also 
updated my audi software which was 7 revisions out of date! Been to Audi a few 
times and they never even mentioned it. They explained there was an update to the 
wastegate control which would likely be the cause of some of the fault codes I was 
getting. All sorted and very happy.

Gearbox oil change. Audi 3.0 tdi.
Totally professional and cheaper than main dealers I have used this company for 
years on three different cars.

My car was in today bmw 335d x.drive, to have popcorn limiter installed, 
I've also in the past had other work carried out stage2 remap and 
gearbox map custom downpipes fitted and exhaust amongst other 
work.
The job was done with professionalism as always, the guys at Durham Remaps 
really know there stuff. Friendly helpful and get the job done with perfection, they 
really are fantastic.i would not take my car anywhere else and will always use these 
guys and recommend to anybody without hesitation.Durham Remaps are the 
forefront of car tuning.

Replacement of control / pressure valves to turbo chargers.
The staff at Durham Remaps were incredibly friendly and approachable. They took 
the time to listen to my concerns and understand the issues I was experiencing with 
my vehicle. Their communication was clear and transparent, ensuring that I was 
well-informed throughout the entire process. The garage itself was clean, 
organised, and equipped with state-of-the-art tools and diagnostic equipment. It 
was evident that Durham Remaps invests in the latest technology to provide the 
best service possible. This attention to detail gave me confidence that my car was 
in safe hands. When it came to the repairs and maintenance, I was impressed with 
the expertise and knowledge displayed by their mechanics. They tackled the 
problems with precision and efficiency, ensuring that my vehicle was running 
smoothly once again. I could tell that they genuinely cared about the well-being of 
my car and went the extra mile to deliver outstanding results. One standout feature 
of Durham Remaps was their dedication to customer satisfaction. They not only 
fixed the specific issues with my car but also performed a comprehensive check to 
identify any potential problems that might arise in the future. This proactive 
approach impressed me and highlighted their commitment to providing top-notch 
service. Furthermore, the pricing at Durham Remaps was fair and reasonable. They 
provided a detailed breakdown of the costs involved, ensuring that there were no 
surprises when it came to settling the bill. The value I received for the quality of 



work performed was exceptional. In conclusion, Durham Remaps exceeded my 
expectations with their garage services. The combination of skilled mechanics, 
modern facilities, and outstanding customer service makes them a standout choice 
for any vehicle maintenance and repairs. I highly recommend their services to 
anyone in need of automotive care in the Durham area. I will certainly be returning 
to Durham Remaps for all my future car servicing needs. .

Stage 2 calibration + Adblue.
All went well and a great improvement to throttle response BHP up from 286 to350 
torque up to 701Nm.

Repaired ad blue faults, glow plugs and general service.
Excellent work by Ian and Dan. All done in the time specified and at the quoted 
price. No hidden extras when you go back for it which makes a pleasant change 
from most main dealerships who nearly always manage to tag something else on 
your bill.

Came in to get a stage 2 remap, down pipe and a back box delete for my 
1 series.
Car feels and sounds great now and customer service was very good also 
managed to get me a new diffuser as the one I brought in didn’t fit.

Car engine remap. .
Approximately 90 mins. Remap to reduce fuel usage and add power to engine. . 

Fourth time using Durham remaps. First class service no bull shit just 
plane talking. If you want a cheap job go back on Google and find 
somewhere else. Quality repairs by a company you can trust.
Remap and repair bodged coolant hose.

I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including 
services, upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a 
better service and would highly recommend to anyone.
I’ve had numerous jobs complete from Durham remaps including services, 
upgrades and remapping on multiple cars, couldn’t ask for a better service and 
would highly recommend to anyone.

Stage 1 Remap on Mercedes Sprinter Campervan.
Excellent service, very friendly to deal with and explained everything in detail, made 
a big difference to the performance of my van, very happy with the work carried out, 
would use again for repairs etc if needed.

Upgraded breaks on my 5series all 4 corners.



Apex performance breaks and pads all corners, very helpful, friendly, and 
knowledgeable, I opted for the 3 months interest free payment. Defo will be getting 
more work done here in the future.

Engine light problem with cat and remap .
Very impressed with Ian & Dan customer care second to none There are a lot of so 
called specialists out there who clam to be able to do the job. But got let down by 3 
so called specialists. If I had gone to these first I would have saved at least £600 
Car is running fantastic I can’t praise them enough. If you're into cars these are the 
boys you go to in the north east not just Durham.

DPF repair and remap.
Good team of boys know exactly what they’re doing will definitely be back in future 
with my next cars.

Engine Remaping.
I have dealings with many garages across the North East who also use Durham 
Remaps, some will try and talk me into having work done on my car. Ian finally 
convinced me of then benefits of remapping. So went ahead, Ian and the guys kept 
me informed of the progress while I waited. Now I've given the car a couple of 
weeks for me to adjust I couldn't be more happier. Ian was true to his word on his 
costing. I would recommend anyone who has any hesitation to wait no longer get in 
touch with Durham Remaps and have the work done.

Dyno tune.
Took my car here to rectify a previous tune as my car was eating diesel and not 
running as it should, highly recommended they sorted it out car seems a lot better 
since been tuned on the dyno .

Car remap and exhaust work.
Completed to a high standard, on time and at the price agreed.

Remap stage 2 dsg tune.
Went to these guys to have my car sorted out as I previously had it remapped and it 
wasn't running right, these guys worked their magic and the results are outstanding, 
my cars like a completely different car, highly recommend.

Water tank replaced.
Ian was fantastic from start to finish, he advised me on price. After the job was 
complete I was given extra advice to make sure I was safe on the road.

I was having trouble with my DPF on my Jaguar . The garage that I use 
normally couldn’t sort it and recommended me to this company .



The lads here are genuine and don’t fill your head full of technical jargon which 
helps with me not been very clued up on mechanics . They fixed the problem the 
same day and the car now drives the best it ever has to be honest . I would 
Definitely recommend Durham remaps. professional , polite and genuine. Brilliant 
job , thanks lads !

Remap my BMW 435d engine and gearbox and fit bigger intercooler. 
Talked me through the full job. Phoned me as soon as completed and once again 
talked me through the process.

Car remap.
Excellent service from start to finish. .

Dpf removal, adblue delete and a remap.
Great job done as quoted and kept up to date as the job was done, nice friendly 
guys.

Car in for turbo , fuel pump , clutch and tune.
Outstanding service from Ian and Dan . Very informative and genuinely care about 
what they do . The results from this tune are outstanding without losing any 
driveability whatsoever. Would highly recommend .

Car was in to be diagnosed for a fault. They sere extremely helpful in 
explaining everything and the causes of faults.
Fantastic as always. They have remapped my car and car is running like a dream.

I had the swirl flaps removed from my BMW 116D ED plus (2015) and 
then opted for the Stage 1 remap. .
From start to finish, Ian and the team were brilliant to deal with. I am not a car 
enthusiast, so rang loads of places to ask about the issue and what they 
recommended. BMW insisted on a new Inlet Manifold (£900), and many "bmw 
dealers" offer to "remove swirl flaps and botch the hole" which I did not like the idea 
of. Ian was very clear on how they do the procedure, but i did not feel pressured to 
get the work done. Ian even offered me my deposit back if I didn't want the work 
done, which actually sold it for me. They talked me through everything, showed me 
the fix, the broken parts and then talked me through the remap process as well. 
10/10, honestly wouldn't go anywhere else! Worth the 2.5 hour drive. .

Bmw 440i Stage 2+ remap .
This was my 2nd visit down DR Remaps as had previously stage 1 tuned my 440i 
this time back in for a stage 2 + turn, as as expected top class work from them. Car 
is a monster now! Wouldn’t go anywhere else. .

Remap.



Job completed on time and satisfied with outcome. .

MOT, remapping .
Excellent service from start to finish, talked me through the process from start to 
finish, kept car clean as I left it there for the week due to my work schedule. 
Definitely recommend & will be returning for further upgrades very soon.

Engine and gearbox remap.
Took my Golf GTI to Durham Remaps. Had gearbox and engine remapped. They 
did a really good job. Gained 65 BHP +more torques. Very satisfied, top lads.

Stage one re-map. Mini Cooper S.
Excellent service as ever. Professional from start to finish.

Had mapping work carried out by the lads at durham remaps and i 
couldn't be more happier. Ian was very helpful with what I wanted and 
advised me on a few other things to get done which I had done.
If I could give a 12 out of 10 thats what I would give and highly recommend them to 
anyone.

Specialist remap with intercooler, exhaust conversion from standard 
double exhaust on one side to twin 4inch exhausts with diffuser 
change.
Durham remaps are simply the best about, I travelled over 2 hours to get this work 
carried out. Ian the boss was a pleasure to deal with, he guided me through what 
they would be doing and completed the job to a high standard and completely 
transformed my car the work speaks for itself. Very professional and experts in their 
field of work. .

Stage one remap on CLA 35 AMG.
Decided to use Durham remaps having been recommended by a friend who had 
work done with them. They have transformed the car, with great, yet safe figures. 
Great lads.

Replace faulty turbo .
Ian and Dan were very professional and kept me up to date with how the job was 
going. .

I had the exhaust, diffuser and gearbox oil flushed and changed.
The work was done to a high standard and I am very happy with all the work that 
has been done. Would definitely highly recommend. Will be visiting again .



I would highly recommend this company for any work need done on 
your pride and joy , very happy with all the work they have done for me , 
i have used this company a few times now and will continue to do so .
I have had done brand new custom exhaust , full service, remap and recently brand 
new coil packs and plugs , top service every time.

Major Service on Nissan X-Trail.
This garage is one of the few I trust. I was treat with respect and courtesy, the work 
was completed to my satisfaction and within the estimated cost. I also requested a 
general report on the condition of the car and this was done without charge, very 
happy.

Diagnostics and stage 1 custom remap.
I had my mk6 golf GTI in for diagnostics check and custom tune today and can 
honestly say Durham Remaps have transformed my car, it's more responsive and 
driveable all round with the extra power and torque. Ian answered all of my 
questions and knows his stuff, very knowledgeable and has done a fantastic job, 
would highly recommend Durham remaps, thank you.

Range Rover remap.
EGR delete / remap, the mechanic was very knowledgeable and efficient. I will use 
them again and recommend their services.

Had my VW Golf in for a stage 1 remap n the lads where spot on n give 
me a professional service.
Very good standers of work n very helpful lads very professional done all on time 
like they said.

Fresh remap plus fault rectified from previous remap elsewhere.
The car was previously remapped elsewhere but I wasn’t happy with the results 
from that company. Got in touch with these guys and they rectified the issues I had, 
gaining more horsepower and a lot more torque. The cars runs as it should have in 
the first place, very happy with the results.

Remap of 335D xdrive F31.
This is the second time I’ve been to Durham remaps as the service they provide is 
second to none. Great guys, very professional and they can transform your vehicle! 

Re-map of my car.
My Wife's T-Roc was unbelievably flat and gutless. I didn't expect much from a 1.6 
TDI But I did think it would be better than it was. The guys at Durham Remaps did a 
fantastic job though and gave the car a metaphorical boot. It now pulls surprisingly 
well, smooth power delivery and brings a smile to the face It's like the car has had 
an engine transplant. Fantastic job, well recommended.



Absolutely brilliant car feels so much more different would definitely 
recommend. I will 100% be coming back for future work.
Brilliant from start to finish, the staff are friendly, quick and very informative overall 
great.

Back box mod and stage 1 remap.
Remap definitely has improved responsiveness where there was a definite flat spot 
previously. Back box mod has given it shouty man pants at less than half the cost of 
a full sports system which would have made no real performance gain to my 
Lambo, I mean my Z4.

Full service, new exhaust and diffuser fitted, stage 1 engine & gearbox 
remap.
Got full service, new cobra exhaust and diffuser fitted and also stage 1 engine & 
gearbox remap. very very happy with work done, top quality job. car was in and out 
in a few hours with no problems. BMW 320d msport touring, what a difference the 
remap has made, car drives as it should now. would definitely recommend and will 
definitely be a returning customer.

Stage one remap on a 435d .
Great result from the work done and good service from the staff.

Mini Clubman Cooper - remap.
Very impressed with the result, a much drive and plenty low down/mid range power 
and much smoother drive with a very good progressive delivery on acceleration - 
different car altogether.

Had dpf and cat problems on second hand BMW 520d I’d just bought. 
They replaced both, and cleared the computer.
Performance was greatly improved. Had a bit of a rattle the next day, called them 
and it was addressed immediately. Very impressed!.

Carried out a stage 1 tune on my car and custom exhaust work.
Very happy with the service from these guys, I have been on 2 occasions for work 
on my car and I’ve been over the moon both times. Talked me through the remap 
process and the before and after results, very knowledgeable guys who you can 
trust with your pride and joy.

Remap and dpf fixed .
Excellent remap service very helpful and friendly made my astra gtc feel more 
responsive and smooth the extra bhp and torque has really made the car more 
enjoyable to drive thanks guys .



Remap.
Really pleased with the work from first contact, was done at cost stated and at a 
very high standard.

There was a whooshing sound coming from my engine while I was 
accelerating so was advised by a guy at national tyres to take it to 
Durham remaps so that's what I did.
I was seen too straight away the problem was spotted straight away and within an 
hour the problem was fixed was very impressed.

Jaguar XF Diesel S (2016) - Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, as always, on time and to budget. Worth travelling 2 hours north! 
Will use again.

Dyno test .
Went for a dyno reading on my golf r and wasn't happy with the results and was 
made aware of a couple of problems.decided on new remap and the results were 
above expectation.immensely happy with the job carried out by this 
company.excellent job and a vast improvement.would highly recommend this 
company to anyone wanting a good quality remapping company.top job.

A remap on my Audi A3. Initially only wanted an EGR blanking but with 
the added benefits described I chose to go with a full remap.
Very professional. Excellent base of knowledge and able to explain it in an 
understandable way. Not just completed the work in the given time stated, was able 
to give advice for best use of my car in the future (ie.notifying me the DPF was 
becoming blocked and was able to offer DPF cleaning additive to aid its long term 
cleanliness).

Full stainless steel exhaust system.
Job done quickly and to a very high standard. Complete stainless steel exhaust on 
Peugeot 206 cc 2006. All done to my complete satisfaction.

I got the Stage 1 remap from DR taking the car from 260-310hp so I am 
very pleased with that result. .
I managed to get booked in at very short notice; I messaged DR yesterday morning 
to enquire about the next available slot for a remap, they replied almost instantly 
and I was booked in within 20 minutes for the next day due to a cancellation. I got 
to the unit early doors, dropped off my keys and was met with perfect customer 
service from the get-go. The owner went out of his way to get my remap done pretty 
quickly (took 2 and a bit hours), just so I wasn't doing the long drive home at stupid 
o clock. 10/10 for the service.



Resonator delete - Leon Cupra.
Couldn’t be happier, messaged on Facebook to ask about work, got a quick 
response so got booked in straight away. Couldn’t have been nicer and did a great 
job, car sounds just the way I wanted it to and will definitely be back if i need 
anything else done.

I had a remap carried out on my vehicle, the people that I dealt with 
were friendly knowledgable & very professional.
Engine software updated, DPF cleaned, engine remapped to provide superior 
torque & improved mpg.

Diesel depositary filter and remap.
Engine management warning light on. Vehicle eventually going into limp mode on a 
journey. .

Diagnostic check and remap. .
Excellent customer service and the lads couldn’t have done more to help. . 

Amazing Custom Exhaust.
This is the second time I have had my BMW 5 series Touring into Durham Remaps, 
first was for a Stage 2 custom tune and this time it was for a full M5 style custom 
exhaust and got to say they didn’t disappoint, fantastic work guys, well impressed. 
Thank you.

Change diesel injectors on the engine.
Really pleased with the work carried out on my car following a breakdown. The 
guys at Durham remaps kept me in the loop with the faults and repairs. Very 
professional, well done & thank you very much!!!.

Car remap. .
Very good. Could not fault the people or the job. .

Car in for new intercooler, ecu and gearbox remap.
Would definitely recommend and will definitely be using them again for further work. 
Got some extra power from my car that a previous map couldn't. Completed the job 
with zero fuss and my car is running spot on now. .

New exhaust.
Remaps completed a very good job and they worked extra to get it completed 
which was very much appreciated. Would definitely recommend. .

Quad exhaust conversion for bmw 335d.
Amazing service and quality of work. Wouldn't go anywhere else. 5*.



Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! 
Managed to help me with something that other garages couldn't.
Great service, great staff. Definitely know what they are talking about! Managed to 
help me with something that other garages couldn’t.

Gearbox flush/service on my Bmw 645 ci convertible.
Was told to drop car off for 0830am and was told the job would take 3-4 hours, right 
on time the job was completed and was given a verbal explanation of further 
remedy work which might be needed. Very good service, all done on time. Highly 
impressed .

Had my "bucket of slugs" XC60 AWD Remapped.
The car arrived as an ailing pensioner trying to run with their knees tied together. It 
was a sorry pile to be fair. These guys gave me a car with the same number plate, 
same colour, even had the same CD in the player. It drove like a new car and went 
from slug to scolded cat in a blink. Outstanding work, everything explained and one 
very happy teddy indeed! Recommended at the highest level 

Freelander 2011 Turbo boost hose replacement and DPF clean.
Good service. Problem fixed and car running well. .

Custom rolling road stage 1 tune - RS5 B9.
Once again - superb expertise and professionalism. My last car tune with Durham 
remaps ran faultlessly for 4 years and I expect this will be the same. Totally 
transformed car and happy customer.

Limiter and remap.
Good job / professional service / friendly team.

Various engine work Inlet & exhaust manifold gaskets New turbo 
Service.
Good lads that know their stuff. Had a poorly 530D with a couple of faults that they 
diagnosed straight away & repaired. .

Remap on my BMW 320i X-Drive. .
Happy with the result and overall improvement with the driving experience of the 
car, especially with the benefit seen in the sync of the four wheel drive system to a 
reduction of the original throttle lag. Friendly informative approach by Dan from 
onset to completion, no concerns at all.

Car remap.
First class job. Did exactly as I asked on price and on time. .



Stage 1 Re-Map.
Everything well explained, process and expectations. .

Car battery power loss, replace with new battery & test. .
I turned up unannounced on a Monday morning with a duff battery. Dan ran a test 
to discover the car battery was faulty. He sourced a new one within 2 hours. .

Full exhaust and remap .
So happy with this my car is running well good now thanks so much to Durham 
remaps .

Exhaust upgrade on my Volkswagen scirocco 2.0 tdi.
Overall I was very impressed with the job, car was ready to be given back to me 
within the specified timeframe they gave me as I delivered my car. Car is running a 
lot better than before I had this job done. Very happy.

Very professional and I'm happy with the work carried out.
Remap service.

Had my Skoda octavia remapped egr delete and dpf delete. Cracking 
job.
Good job car is running better than ever.

M6 Gran Coupe stage 2 Remap.
great service from the start, lads are obviously passionate about cars & know there 
stuff. When all was complete with my car they showed me their demo car and the 
work that was upcoming on it. Great service, friendly and smashed some big 
numbers out on my remap compared to previous tune 748BHP / 936Nm. Would go 
back & would recommend to others.

Custom exhaust.
Super dooper job happy with job sounds sexy When I took my Subaru here it 
sounded like a Corsa after the work was completed it sounded like a beast of a 
Subaru bumble bumble.

They renewed the rear suspension and oil change and my Jaguar .
So honest and reliable, everything was explained in fine detail. From start to finish I 
was kept up to date with the progress and a garage that uses genuine parts is a 
massive plus in my opinion. Wouldn’t use anyone else .

Went to get my card checked as another mechanic aid I needed a full 
new front suspension, the lads at the garage checked over the car just 



needed 1 front suspension arm and a rod replacing. A fraction of what 
I’d been quoted by another company.
Quick service. The lads were friendly and professional. Car is running loads better 
can feel the difference. Will be going here from now on. Thanks again! .

Booked 335d in for software upgrade to ecu.
Car was put on a 4x4 dyno to check for power and torque figures . Then remapped 
and ran again on dyno . Results were amazing . Car drives smooth as . Instant 
throttle response and gear changes rapid. More mpg . Cracking job by Dan .

Updating of vehicle electronics to enhance engine performance & fuel 
economy.
From delivering my vehicle to the workshop, to collection at the estimated time, the 
professional manner of service was a pleasure to experience. Every detail was 
explained in a professional & clear manner.

Stage 1 remap on Golf R.
Brilliant service, really good. Makes the car car go from fast to very fast, runs 
smoother now, increased horse power. Ian is a nice guy. Knowledgeable and 
professional. Can't fault them.

Installed new downpipe & custom resdelete.
The job was completed within the time frame & budget agreed. The job went 
smoothly and when I wanted additional tweaking, they did this at no extra cost.

Brake pads , engine management fault, filter .
Knowledgable, polite and work carried out efficiently , it's got to be 15 out of 10 *. 

Remap plus forge intercooler.
I took my 208 gti 65plate for a remap to durham remaps. and I was blown away. 
transformed the car! with power and torque! but i did not stop there I went and 
booked the after market forge intercooler!! They supplied and fitted and wow!! what 
a difference it made! The power was there and flew through the gears. plenty more 
mods to do! Durham remaps done an awesome job! thanks! well chuffed!!.

Inlet manifold replacement and remap.
Initially the work was only for a remap but the garage discovered an engine fault 
which had previously gone undetected They rectified the fault and carried out the 
remap.

to replace 2 auxiliary drive belts.
the 2 auxiliary drive belts were worn and cracked and needed to be replaced.



Repairs to exhaust system.
Done quickly. Good repair. Cheaper than quoted. Very satisfied. .

Engine remap.
Job was done on time and to a very good standard. Good,knowledgeable lads. 

REMAP OBD2.
Completed job has made a marked difference to the performance of the car. More 
than satisfied with the outcome.

Engine and gearbox remap, gearbox service, exhaust muffler change. . 
Fantastic work car has turned out better than expected, the company gave 
complete transparency throughout and operated under full restriction guidelines. I 
would definitely recommend and will be using again partly due to the customer 
service that I received .

Initial stages of renovation of a bmw e39.
Great service and kept me abreast of all stages of work.

Back exhaust and stage 1 remap.
The job was completed as per my instructions to my exact spec. Fantastic 
company. Very friendly and extremely knowledgeable. Work was carried out to a 
high standard. .

Stage 2 engine and gearbox remap.
Fantastic results gained.

Full service, MOT and remap. .
From making the initial appointment to the job being completed, everything went so 
smoothly. Excellent job. .

Remap. .
Work carried out to excellent standard . Very helpful work force. .

Remap of 30D BMW. .
Car runs smoother , no more flat spots .

Custom exhaust .
Excellent service from start to finish really helpful lads and excellent quality 
workmanship.had custom exhaust fitted and looks really good would recommend to 
anyone wanting modifications.

Second remap due to software update at VW.



Excellent friendly service. Completed in timescale I was told. Due to weather 
condition the trip to and from DR was at the same speed. There was a 7 MPG 
increase in economy which was the same as last time. Gear change is super 
smooth and performance is so much better. Can't say better than that. 

Replacement of part exhaust. .
Quick response. Total solution to the problem. .

I have a Smart Fortwo 1.0 Turbo it required custom exhaust work and it 
also had engine remap.
All work was carried out in the specified time. The results are excellent. Feels like a 
different car, so much better. I'm very happy.

Repairing the catalytic convertor.
They were friendly from the outset and booked me in last minute after an 
emergency. They were incredibly friendly, gave an honest opinion from the off. They 
contacted me promptly when the work was completed and explained what they'd 
done. The car is fully restored and I couldn't be happier with the work!.

Remapping.
Excellent job.

Took my van for a remap, was after extra power as i am converting it 
into a camper.
Great job, changed the van completely, very polite and knowledgeable, guided me 
the whole way through, great work.

Had a oil leak on my turbo causing all sorts of issues with my car. All 
sorted now thanks to the lads at DR! Cars running better than ever! 
Thanks .
Changed turbo and rectified my running issues! Would highly recommend!.

Range rover sport DPF problem.
Durham Remaps identified the problem and put right. very happy with service .

I had an engine fault code on my car, they advised me of the issues. 
They were able to fix 1 issue but advised I needed to visit an auto 
electrician for the other issue. Took to 2 different garages after cost me 
further charges, took back to Durham remaps.
The lads that work here especially Dan has helped me out so much. After been 
given the run around from 3 different garages they diagnosed the issue and went 
above and beyond to help me out. He conducted research and made phone calls to 
solve my issue on the smallest budget (as it's near to Christmas). They have 



fantastic knowledge and are brilliant at their job to go online with very fair prices 
and great bunch of lads. Wont be taking my car anywhere else from now on. 

Remap.
Quick, polite and professional. .

They remapped my ford ranger 3.2s ECU.
They remapped my ford ranger wildtrak 3.2 to give much better power delivery and 
MPG. Grand job.

Completed a Stage 1 remap and brake fluid service .
Perfect from start to finish, customer service was great and very pleased with the 
job overall .

BMW 335d Ecu/Tcu tune .
Followed this company on Instagram for a while and saw they know their stuff when 
it comes to the F30 335d, contacted them via email which led to a call to discuss 
what was available for my car, prices and booking an appointment. I arrived at DR 
at 8.30am on a Saturday morning dropped off my car with a very polite gent and 
was told I could collect the car at 12.30Pm if I wasn’t called before. I collected my 
car at 12.30pm and wow it feels like a completely different car, with a 90bhp and 
140nm gain the power is now smooth and progressive. Gear changes are 100x 
smoother and when using the box in manual the gear changes are lightening quick. 
Definitely worth the money! .

Car re-map.
Excellent job done by very competent lads. Very pleased overall. .

Took my Audi A3 to these guys today and I would highly recommend to 
anybody. Had a stage two remap and I’m over the moon with it. Thank 
you again and will see you again soon for more work :) .
Highly recommend .

Gearbox not selecting 5th and 6th gears and ABS and ESP warning 
lights on.
Both gearbox and ABS/ESP problems fixed, work as always done to a high 
standard.

Remap of My Mercedes GLA car.
Excellent Job done on time and made driving my car much more enjoyable. A 
noticeable difference in power and Torque. .



Remapped my car .
Job completed as expected, reassurances given for future requirement to remap if 
required.

Stage1 remap.
Had my Golf GTD in for a stage 1 engine remap with these guys and I must say 
what a great job they have done. Over the moon with the difference mid range. Very 
friendly and professional, answering all my questions. I will definitely be back for 
more work and would not hesitate to recommend them. Thanks fellas.

Turbo and exhaust repair .
My Turbo had suffered significant damage. Upon leaving it with Ian they done a full 
inspection of the car and turbo finding multiple issues. With working away I had to 
leave the car with them. The communication and work from Ian and his team was 
outstanding. I would highly recommend Durham Remaps friendly and very 
professional service. .

Engine diagnostics and remap.
Diagnostics performed and problems resolved, then remap done transforming the 
performance of the car.

Remap on Mercedes E250.
Got my Mercedes e250 remapped off these lads and what a hell of a difference its 
made, would highly recommend them to anyone wanting this or other work 
done..very helpful lads much appreciated.

Remap and service.
Very good job on my car was kept well informed of what was going on, and i will 
100% be back for more work. Staff really polite especially the manager.

Gearbox remap, stage 2 software, Centre box delete and weld. .
Excellent service from start to finish. Completely transformed my car. Couldn't be 
happier. Great bunch of guys. I'd recommend to anyone. .

Stage 1 performance remap on a 2018 Audi S4.
Outstanding job. Gains over and beyond what I was expecting/what was 
advertised.

Engine and gearbox remap .
Had an engine and gearbox remap on my Octavia VRS to increase bhp and 
smoothness of gear changes on my dsg gearbox. Overall very happy even though I 
did have to take it back for the gearbox remap to be rectified due to a small issue 
but they were very accommodating and sorted it out with no further issues to report.



Had car in for remap well impressed could feel difference straight away. 
Unbelievable job by the guys transformed my car completely. staff very friendly and 
helpful would recommend too anyone Thanks lads much appreciated .

Egr and dpf delete.
I had the egr and dpf delete done and I had some issues with the tune of the car 
but dan was quick of the mark to get my car back in and sort the problem, great 
service .

Gear box flush.
So far so good, very impressed .

Got a full stainless steel exhaust.
I asked for a cat back system with a nice subtle tone not too loud either. and asked 
if the job will be done for a certain time they reply with I cant make any promises 
but we'll try. And they came through for me! On time and ready for my car to be 
picked up I was over the moon with the job! The lads are very helpful and 
supportive on what I wanted for my car! they weren't miserable like some places 
are these chaps love cars and mods! They are very happy and helpful will 
recommend to any one!!!.

Car service Tuning Life time exhaust .
Very pleased with the car after the work was finished. It was exactly what I was 
expecting and more. The guys at Durham remaps listened to what I wanted and 
carried out the work perfectly. And their advice was brilliant.

Back box delete, front brakes and ECU tune and calibration.
Had my V6 Touareg booked in today with the team and they did an awesome job. 
Back box delete with stainless steel pipes and larger tips. ECU stage 2 and 
gearbox tune along with EBC front discs and yellow pads. So pleased with the 
work, just making the list of what is next! Helpful guys, great service! Well done and 
Thank you!.

Remap.
Very polite, obviously knew what they were doing. Superb results and very nice 
people.

Exhaust silencer added to car.
Added silencer within 2 hours of drop off , got car back a hour early. highly 
recommended.

Stage 2 mapping With upgraded intercooler and others.



These guys are fantastic. I would highly recommend using their services, I did a lot 
of research on different companies and these guys got great reviews so I went with 
them and believe me I'm not disappointed. Very professional service and they know 
their stuff. My car now drives like a totally different car. Thank you so much to all the 
team. A* service.

Engine and Gearbox remap.
Excellent from the moment I contacted them to the moment I picked up my car. Did 
everything as expected and the car now drives better than it did as standard. Very 
impressed. .

Stage 2 remap|audi s3.
Work carried out to the best standard. No shortcuts taken. Very impressed with the 
results of the remap.

Remap of my car.
Put my Merc A35 in to Durham remaps and the service was first class. All the staff 
was very helpful and very professional from start to finish. The performance of the 
car is amazing. Will be taking my next car for a remap.

Booked my car in for a remap and dpf delete. Spoke to dan throughout 
and couldn’t be happier with the customer service provided. And the 
difference to the car now is amazing. Thanks for everything.
Couldn’t be happier with all aspects of work & customer service throughout. . 

Remap.
Very knowledgeable, efficient team. High standard of work carried out. .

Stage 2 remap inc intercooler and trans cal`.
Excellent service and description of the work to be carried out. Great knowledge. 
Great facility. .

Car modifications.
I couldn't fault 'Durham Remaps' one bit.
I was given sound advice on what my options were with my vehicle and was 
regularly updated as work was being carried out.
They totally transformed my car.

Engine tune.
Increased engine power and improved MPG.

Remap of new VW 'UP!' GTi.



A1. I'm very happy with the work done.

EGR valve went faulty. .
The lads who worked on the car were great.
Had the issue resolved much quicker than expected.

Vehicle remap.
It's like someone has taken a corset off the engine.
It is so much more pleasant to drive.
It is a small diesel family car so we weren't expecting huge gains, but the difference 
in sheer use-ability is astounding.

Flexi pipe damage.
My exhaust was hanging off. Got me in the next day as I needed my car for work. 
Very helpful and friendly. Definitely recommend. Definitely use again.

Stage 2 Inc dyno.
Outstanding all round care from start to finish.
Even supplied a courtesy car.
Excellent service.

Remap of Ford Kuga.
Very good power upgrade.
Friendly and knowledgeable team.
Would definitely recommend Ian and his guys.

Great service, everything was explained to me... .
I got what I expected, very good service, great lads and manager,.. really good feed 
back ..and well impressed with the job taken out on my bmw 330d msport.. .

Had a remap and dpf removed.
Great customer experience and fast too.
Would definitely recommend again.

Proper remap and power flush of auto gearbox.
Top service and the lads there are so friendly.
Such a great atmosphere.
Thank you Ian and the lads. You've transformed my car into a weapon!. 

Replacement of factory exhaust to a custom made stainless steel one.



Very impressed with the work carried out. Exhaust now looks and sounds a million 
times better.

Remap and exhaust welding and body kit. .
Amazing service. Quality and fitting as promised.
Very quick.Worth the money.

Remap on work van to fix a fault.
Job was completed and had the vehicle back after 3 hours.
5* service and a great team of lads.

Automatic gearbox flush.
Made a big difference.
Gearbox works as it should after the flush.

Turbo replacement on my ds3.
3rd time that I've used these now.
I can’t fault them. The car drives perfect now.

Re-map of vehicle on board computer. .
Job handled politely, efficiently and on time. Listened to my requirements and 
worked accordingly. .

Golf R haldex service.
Second time using 'Durham Remaps' and they will be looking after my Golf R from 
now on.
Very knowledgable and know what they are doing and very good rates.
Wouldn't hesitate recommending for all your cars needs.
Thanks.

Remap and intercooler.
Top service and lots of advice.
Very quick and I'm looking forward to coming back for more work.

Stage 3 Mapping on Mk1 Fabia Vrs.
The work carried out is outstanding, achieving excellent power and torque figures of 
235bhp and 480nm from my hybrid setup.
Took this car to another level, while maintaining everyday driveability and 
smoothness on motorways.
Friendly and professional staff. I dealt with Dan, whom I found to be very 
knowledgeable about my Vag group engine.
To top off my experience, I was offered a courtesy car for the day.
All round great experience.Thanks.



Stage 1 remap Ecu and tcu.
Amazing service and work carried out.
Pleased with the results and great communication.
Extremely happy with my car's results. I'd highly recommend and would always use 
these gents, although I’m 6hours away.

Re-map of my Skoda Yeti, for increased BHP.
Excellent, friendly and helpful service.
Explained everything to me. I would use these guys again.
Dan is a star.

Stage 2 remap.
Just blew my mind on the performance change.
Superb. Worth every penny.Very professional.
Would recommend them to anyone. More than happy with the job.
5 stars.

Broke down outside Leeds. Car went into limp mode. AA provided a 
temporary fix to get us to Durham. Nice man at Kwik Fit recommended 
'DR'. Boy -was he right!.
Absolutely amazing service from these guys.
They got the job done quickly for us, so we could get on our way up to Scotland.
Ian was brilliant and a lovely guy, who even drove us to our hotel. You’re a star Ian! 
Could not recommend highly enough. Car got us up to Loch Ness and back home 
to Kent, with no further problems.
Thanks guys.

Remap car.
Had my Range Rover Sport mapped and I'm over the moon with the performance! 
Ian and the lads did a brilliant job and I can’t thank them enough.

DPF engine management faults. .
Car was repaired in one working day.
Courtesy car was provided. Ian and his team did a very good job.
My car has never ran as good.

Stage 1 remap. .
Great customer service.
Explained in detail how the remap worked and answered a lot of questions that I 
asked.
I'm very pleased with the job.

F30 335dx Stage 1 remap.
I had my 335d remapped today and the results were absolutely unbelievable.



It feels like a totally different car even in ECO. ECO now feels like sport used to! 
418bhp > 317bhp 720Nm > 590Nm.
Ian and the rest of the lads were great to deal with from start to finish and know 
more about bmw maps than anyone I’ve came across.
I would definitely recommend!.

Stage 1 remap.
Having been recommended by a friend, 'Durham Remaps' did not disappoint.
Very friendly and helpful. I felt very at ease quickly and well looked after.
I was able to call with only a few hours notice and I had a slot booked in for the 
same day. 10/10
Excellent service, support and a warm reception.

Replacement turbo for diesel engine. .
Excellent customer service and quality of work.
We had just set off on a driving holiday to Scotland when the problem occurred.
The team ordered and fitted a new turbo in just over 24 hours.
Extremely helpful people.

Had my front and rear brakes done. Had the engine checked over and 
oil change too. .
Excellent customer service.
Ian and his team were friendly and professional throughout and did an excellent job 
with my car.
Would highly recommend.

Stage 2 remap and backbox delete.
Job completed on time and on budget.
Great bunch of lads. Car feels totally different now.
Would definitely recommend and would definitely come back with the next car. 

Brake upgrade and engine service.
Excellent service provided by the lads at 'Durham Remaps'.
Professional service, at a competitive price.

Overall it was a pleasant experience, I was greeted at the front desk by 
one of the employees who had a very positive attitude and was willing 
to answer any questions and queries that I had, when receiving the car 
back they outlined problems that they had.
Overall the job done was fantastic, the staff were fantastic and the service was 
amazing, and the job was done faster than expected! .

I have read a lot about 'Durham Remaps' and I wanted my car to run 
more efficiently and have overtaking power.



The majority of the car journeys are to and from school, shops and a general taxi 
(albeit an expensive one) for our children’s other hobbies.
On the way back home (25 miles), I noticed the pick-up straight away and the extra 
bhp/torque was a big difference.
I have a large heavy SUV and it’s a very sound-proofed car.
Great results and really impressed with the service, knowledge and being able to 
answer the questions you have.
A job well done.

Remap.
Work carried out efficiently and promptly. I was told it would be done by 11.30"am 
which it was. .

Stage 2 remap, intercooler fitter, gear box remap and a panel filter 
change ion a 435d xdrive.
Excellent service. 100% happy with the work. Can’t fault it.
Lads are spot on and know what they are talking about. Would highly recommend. 

So the Range Rover Evoque had a fault stating gearbox problem and 
stuck in 2 wheel drive, on closer inspection and diagnostic Durham 
Remaps identified the problem been Haldex Module inc Haldex pump 
and new wiring required.
I couldn’t fault them at all such a professional and friendly team with A++ results I 
highly recommend. All the work done and at a fraction of the cost from the main 
dealer definitely getting my services in the future. .

Eco remap Mondeo 2.2 tdci.
Excellent work. Worth every penny.

Remapped my Mercedes C220 diesel.
Very impressed with the work done, the knowledge of the guys and the customer 
service, couldn't recommend enough.

Done Stage 1 remapping. Ford focus 2.0 tdci mk3. Talked about 
possible stage 2 upgrades.
They are very helpful and friendly. Car is running amazing. Throttle response is spot 
on, wow the power increase. Work was done sooner than predicted. Helpful with 
stage 2 upgrades, possible in the near future. Really good idea with Spread to cost 
options.

Stage 1 remapping on Ford focus 2ltr tdci.
Over exceed my expectations. More power and torque. Running sweet. Throttle 
response is amazing. Job was completed under the estimated time. Friendly 
service and know exactly what doing.



Engine remap and diagnostic and rectification of turbo fault.
Would highly recommend these to anyone and everyone, from initial phone call, 
through to collection, and even help afterwards, Dan and his team were courteous, 
professional and most importantly very capable. They know what they're doing and 
do it well (the best value comes when the job is done right), will definitely return for 
any other servicing/mot etc need doing, thank you!!!.

Car tuned.
Wonderful job, car now runs as it should - nice and smooth.

The work carried out on my Audi A4 3.0V6 was absolutely bang on. The 
lads here at DR know what there on with. Work carried out: Stage 2 
Engine Remap 330bhp 619Nm Torque Stage 2 Gearbox map Egr Delete 
DPF Delete Full Service DYNO Verified 

Van remapped for economy.
Excellent job.

Swirl flap delete and custom map/dyno tune.
Extremely happy. I bought a used BMW 1 series a few weeks ago and it felt 
sluggish.
Took it in to 'Durham Remaps' who found the swirl flaps were clogged up and not 
opening and the rod was partially disconnected from the motor.
One swirl flap delete and custom map later, I now have a car which is twice as 
quick as what it was when it went in.
Very, very happy and will be using them again.

Remapping my car.
My Renault Clio RS200 was remapped by Ian at 'Durham Remaps'.
He done a brilliant job to the car. Everything I wanted was completed.
The car now has no more flat spots and is very smooth on the power.

Full service on car and diagnostic.
Great, professional and friendly.
The lads greeted me and went through the work I wanted.
They were very helpful with their advice and the jobs were done on time and within 
budget.
I highly recommend this company to anybody wanting auto works.



Will use again. THANKS LADS.

2nd time I've used these guys. This time around, I got remap and carbon 
clean.
Car pulls so well now limited it to top end to enjoy the acceleration.
Feels so much better. Cheers lads.

Brought my f30 330d in for a stage 1 remap.
The job was carried out exactly as stated. Absolutely flawless.
Drove 150+ miles home, no issues whatsoever.
Could not recommend enough.

Stage 1 remap. Software roll back.
Excellent job. Very helpful and punctual.
Very pleased with the result.

Repaired car and installed new turbo.
Well carried out, with time taken to make everything right.
Great work. Great prices and service with a smile. 100%.

Full custom SS exhaust / Wagner Intercooler EGR Delete.
I was looking to get this work done, but didn’t really know exactly what I wanted so I 
got in touch with the lads at 'DR'.
They were very helpful in explaining everything that they could do and what the 
outcome would be.
The outcome was spot on, if not better than they explained.

ECU remap on a CLA45. .
Excellent job done.
Staff were very friendly and knew what they were doing.
Very impressed. Will definitely use again.

Stage 1 remap.
Would highly recommend these guys for all your car tuning needs.
Very happy with the work carried out.Very helpful guys that will answer any 
questions asked.

2nd car I've had remapped here and 3rd remap, these guys know what's 
best for my Audi. .
Excellent job done and service and customer service is brilliant .

My bmw went in for stage 1 remap, went back for stage 2.
My car developed a sensor problem and i took the car back for them to look over it 
and they sorted the problem free of charge even know it was a fault with the car 



and not the software. I'll definitely be back for more power. I dealt with Ian and Dan, 
both very knowledgeable and helpful.

Remap on Abarth 595 .
I came to Durham remaps after having a bad experience elsewhere with a very 
poor remap. They sorted the car out and explained the whole process. The cars 
now running amazing. An absolutely great job, with a real custom remap unlike 
most generic remaps offered by other companies. Excellent professional service. I 
wouldn't take my cars any where else. Five star outstanding service. .

Just had my Audi A4 stage 1 remap done.
Unbelievable outcome. They managed to get nearly 90 Bhp gain.
Would definitely recommend. Excellent work, excellent service and staff.
Will do anything to help you.

L200 remap.
This job was carried out in a professional manner and to a high standard.

Remap of VW T5.1van.
The guys were extremely knowledgeable and it shows that this company have been 
in the business for some time now.
I had heard a few recommendations of the company over the years. They are one 
of the only companies in the area that will use the dyno for vans such as mine.
There was absolutely no pressure after ringing for a quote.Just good advice and 
recommendations.
Friendly guys and fair pricing. The van drives like it has always been this way, if that 
makes sense, but the increase in power is brilliant.
I've left it a few weeks before I've given this review and I can't fault what they have 
done.
Massive improvement in the vehicle, which is well worth the price.

Engine remap. .
3rd time back to get my diesel Mercedes remapped.
Another great job and very pleasant staff. Hence my 3rd visit.

Engine remap.
Fantastic job done and guys very informative.

Modified exhaust, to allow tow bar to be fitted.
Excellent service. Recommended by a neighbouring company.
The job was to a very high standard. Very professional service.

2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap 
+Exhaust back box delete.



2015 VW Passat R-Line 2.0 Bi-Tdi Engine ECU & Gearbox Remap + Exhaust back 
box delete LONG TERM REVIEW Its now been 1 Year today since the mods were 
carried out and i have been over the moon with the work Ian and the guys at 
Durham Remaps have done. My first impressions from the first phone call to the 
work being completed have been excellent with superb customer service and 
expert knowledge with clear and accurate advise. All work was completed within the 
time frame specified. WOW!, what a difference to the performance, its still putting a 
smile on my face, even a Year later!!!. I am pleased to report i have had no issues 
at all with my car over the past year. It has run perfectly. Despite the extra power l 
have still seen an improvement of 4-5 MPG Some Nerdy facts for anybody intrested 
(or not!) VW Manufacture Quoted Power = 240hp @ 500nm Duram Remaps - Pre-
Remap Dyno Figures = 239.5hp @ 529nm Duram Remaps - Stage 1 Remap Dyno 
Fig.= 336.2hp @ 605nm I have since done some Dragy Times as i was curious to 
find out some performance stats. 0-60 sec = 4.69 secs 1/4 mile = 13.12 secs .

Engine re-map. .
First class service from start to finish.
Totally transformed the driving experience of the car.
I can't rate enough. Highly recommended.

Fit security system to car.
Good, professional job done. Good explanation of system and how it works.

Great work very informative .
Great job can recommend100%.

Power remap on van.
Professional and polite service.
'Durham Remaps' gave me all the information I required and reassured me to 
contact them immediately if any problems with work carried out.

Stage 2 Dyno remap.
Great job. Would definitely recommend.

Stage 2 remap of Adi A5 3.0 TDI Quatro.
Dropped the car of at 09:00. Went into Durham and explored a few of the sights. 
Returned at 16:00 to be welcomed with the news that the car was ready!.

Stage 1 remap with rolling road.5 months later stage 2 remap, dpf 
delete, egr delete, backbox delete, dpf custom back exhaust to a chosen 
tip of my choice and another remap.
Great service and fantastic work. Used 'DR' twice now for my 2012 2.0tdi cr170 
Leon.



Firstly went in for a stage 1 map. Great work. Totally transformed my car. Achieved 
an amazing 230hp and a big noticeable change in MPG. Then again 5 months later 
for a stage 2 egr delete dpf delete backbox delete and a dpf back exhaust to a 
chosen tip I requested. Once again, fantastic work.
Very high standard exhaust work.Cannot fault these guys and can't recommend 
enough (I was recommended myself to use these). 5* -Thanks again lads.

Engine repairs to Vauxhall Astra van.
'Cathedral Motors' is of pure excellence.
A value which is very rare to find in this false society.

Remap and exhaust fitting. .
Absolutely professional. Fantastic customer service from start to finish.
The work quality completed is beyond what I expected. Top quality.
Definitely will be making this my go to car garage.

Had my BMW 640d re-mapped and also the gear box mapped.
The results are outstanding. Ian and his dedicated team work tirelessly to make 
sure the customer get what they have asked for.
The advise is second to none, what they don’t know about tweaking your car isn’t 
worth knowing.
The gains my car produced far exceeded my expectations. I’ll definitely recommend 
this company and will be sure to use them in the future.
A free courtesy car is provided for your convenience if you need it too, as well as 
tea and coffee while you wait.

Car remap.
Really quick and easy. Car runs brilliant.

The car was taken to Durham Remaps' to rectify substandard work 
already done by 2 other companies.
Ian and his team put the car back into perfect working order. This included replacing 
substandard parts and correctly reassembling most ancillaries. Turbo replaced, 
engine and tcu tune. Much remedial work.
The car is going back soon for more. Extremely happy with job. Very 
knowledgeable team. Highly, highly recommended.

Car remap.
Really pleased with the outcome.

Car went in for a remap and came out like a whole new car.
Ian and his staff are fantastic. Great knowledge and very helpful.
Can't recommend them enough. Fantastic. Really happy with results.



Mercedes A45 AMG in for stage 2.
Taking my VW Golf R to these guys and Mercedes A45 AMG.
'Durham Remaps' never fail to transform your car. Excellent service every time.
Only place I trust after dealing with several bad performance garages in the past. 

Remap Mercedes sprinter van.
Awesome job completed today, very friendly staff, very happy with the remap. 
Definitely would use these again.

Stainless steel exhaust system. .
Excellent customer service.Quick turnaround. Excellent value for money.

Remap.
Was told all about job then tuned car. What a difference in performance.

Had a stage 1 ECU remap done to my 320i in November and it went from 
184bhp to 270bhp, and 270Nm torque to 490Nm. Recently just had a 
back box delete with quad tips so now my 320i looks like an M3 and 
sounds like an M5. Sounds naughty. Both for about a.
Remap results came in higher than what was expected on the dyno.
Exhaust sounded a lot louder than expected aswell, which was a bonus. Looks 
amazing with the new diffuser.
Well done lads and thank you very much.

Remap of van. .
First class service. .

Timing belt and water pump. Fuel filter.
Very pleased with work completed by 'Durham Remaps'. Top job as always.

Stage 1 remapping. .
Great service. Gave better power and torque gains than expected.
Really friendly staff, who really knew what they were talking about.

Map of a car.
Superb service. Highly recommended.

First class service from start to finish. Remapped my BMW 335D.
Top class service and customer care. Great communication as well.

I got my car tuned. .
The guys were very helpful and I felt very comfortable with them working on my car. 
.



Stage 1 Remap on an oldish Audi A6. Just wanted a bit more low down 
torque and a bit more response at lower revs.
The job was completed in around 2 and half hours. Well within the 3 hours they 
quoted.
When the job was completed, I was told what work had been done, given a printout 
of the gains and told what all the numbers and graphs meant.
Can't fault the guys. Spot on service. Not the cheapest if you shop about,BUT....you 
get what you pay for.
The car has been transformed and I'd rather pay a little extra and know my car is in 
safe hands.

Removal of engine management line faults.
Really good, prompt service. Problem seems to have been rectified.
Was an easy process to deal with this company.

Performance Clutch Kit supplied and fitted.
Initially I contacted via email regarding a quote, I received a fast reply out of 
business hours also, recommending me a different brand kit I initially asked about 
and a number to ring them in the morning. I rang in the morning, spoke to a 
member of the team who was very helpful and professional, who recommended me 
a kit which the use more often and have a good knowledge of. I went for this kit 
based on their recommendation and booked in. I got there on the day, got given a 
free courtesy car, was told I would be contacted 16:30 to 17:00 to come pick up. I 
was then rang at 16:45 saying the car was ready. Cant argue with that at all. They 
supplied and fitted my Performance Clutch Kit, gave me a courtesy car and stuck to 
their said time, and provided a great service from start to finish in a professional yet 
friendly manner. I would 100% recommend Durham Remaps and I will be returning 
for more work.

Exhaust, air filter and remap.
Excellent work and we'll pleased with the jobs done.

Engine re-map. .
Car booked in 1 week previously. Car left as arranged and job was completed when 
I returned.

Superb service.
Perfect.

Re-map applied to van to cure EGR and DFP problems.
Called the guys at 'Durham Remaps' as the anti-pollution system on my new van 
was clogged up and causing issues.



Dan and the guys worked their magic on the van and it now drives better than new. 
They explained what they were going to do and even let me change my 
appointment to suit my schedule.

DPF fault. .
Very good service. Will go back.

BMW M140i ECU remap.
The stage 1 ECU remap carried out on my M140i is great. I'm really impressed with 
how smooth and tractable power is right through the revs. It is breath of fresh air 
compared to a spikey tuning box I had ran in the past.
Speed limiter was removed and a before and after dyno sheet provided to show 
delta gains. The onboard power and torque gauges rescaled to match the new 
power output which I wasn't expecting was a nice touch.
The lads were very friendly and knowledgable which put me at ease with choosing 
them to be let loose with a laptop on my pride and joy.
I can't recommend them enough.

ECU re-mapping. .
Excellent work. Did exactly what they said it would and 10% more!!.

Incredible remap package.
I had my car remapped and they went above expectations. The power compared to 
other companies that offer the same package were unbelievable, they went well 
and above to ensure everything was to the maximum with no risk.

Full service of my car, including gearbox oil change and ghost 
autowatch immobiliser fitted.
The job was completed on time and up to their high standard, as usual.
Very helpful lads who know their stuff. I will not use anybody else to look after our 
cars.

BMW 335d x drive stage 1 remap.
Excellent service, power gains were massive and it only took 2 hours. Second time 
I’ve used Durham remaps, would definitely recommend to others.

Had my new Transit custom van remapped.
Absolutely delighted with the results. Van drives much better and improved fuel 
economy. Nice set of guys to deal with. Will be back to get my Saab sorted out. 
Keep up the good work lads .

Stage 1 remap BMW 335 xdrive.
You may ask why you'd want extra power from an already powerful 300bhp+ car 
but its human nature to want more. Read previous reviews and decided to plump 



for Durham Remaps as they seem to work well with BMW's. Booking over the 
phone was easy, always responded quickly to online requests for info too. Arrival 
and booking in on the day was swift. Car was completed within 2hrs and I decided 
to sit in the cosy reception and make use of the free WiFi. Weather on 2hr journey 
home was dire so didn't have much chance to try out my 'new' car which now 
produces 410+ BHP and 720+ NM of torque. Did have a couple of opportunities 
next day for a blast and yes it's transformed the car, foot down through 3000rpm 
and it just pulls and pulls and pulls whilst the Speedo rises at an alarming rate. Can 
wait for some dry weather but initial impressions lead me to believe I'm going to 
have many fun times ahead. Thanks guys for giving me a new perspective on my 
car.

BMW 320d xdrive mapped stage 2 to 243bhp. Car was lacking power & 
sluggish from a standing start, no longer the issue! Car pulls hard in 
every gear & power delivery smooth through the Rev range.
Highly recommended, no brainer to increase power & gain a little mpg for the price!. 

Re-map of engine to increase BHP and torque.
Lovely, friendly people. Excellent job all round.

The work done on my 2008 BMW 525d msport was both thermostats, 
heater plug module, and a trans flush and service.
Fantastic work, great communication and priced very well.

Stage 2 remap and replacement inlet manifold.
Took my car in for a stage 2 remap and upon inspection they noticed a blowing 
from my inlet manifold.
They diagnosed the problem straight away and phoned me to let me know the bad 
news, but within days a new inlet manifold was installed and the car's remap could 
be completed.

Dpf removal and remap.
Fantastic job. Feels like a totally different car.

Engine remap.
Car is absolutely awesome since being remapped.
Ian was spot on from start to finish and provided a courtesy car for my wife while 
the work was being carried out.

Stage 1 remap for my car.
They did a great job and are very friendly . I will be taking my other car down. It 
worth every mile.



Stage 1 remap on A45 AMG.
Ian is a very knowledgeable friendly guy, I felt totally at ease leaving my car with 
him. Stage 1 remap took my car from 370 bhp to 425 bhp and the torque is unreal. 
Great job guys, I know where to come next time. Cheers mate.

Car remap.
Outstanding service results were better than I thought car runs like a dream 43bhp 
96 torque highly recommended .

After a poor remap from another company my car was left smoking on 
hard acceleration and down on power .
Top quality job, car feels completely different, full of power and responsive! .

Dpf work and remap.
Was doing 29mpg, now does 44mpg.... engine is smoother and has more power 
amazing….

Stage 1 remap Center res delete.
Really pleased with the guys at durham remaps, would recommend them for sure. 

Exhaust upgrade.
Really helpful and knowledgeable about what was the best option for my exhaust 
and the job was first class. Would highly recommend 'Durham Remaps'.

Stage 2 inc Dyno .
Friendly ,helpful knew what they were doing, pleased with the results.

Engine derate/ get fault.
My daughter's car broke down Monday at 8 By 11 Am Ian had the car in his 
workshop and had diagnosed the fault. A courtesy car was offered to her while the 
repair work was carried out and she collected the car the following morning fully 
repaired, full dpf clean etc. Outstanding service from start to finish.

Very impressed. From start to finish, they couldn't do enough. Great 
communication through Messenger, replied to my questions very 
promptly. I would recommend Durham Remaps, and will most definately 
use them in the future. .
Excellent. 10 out of 10.

X5 dpf fault /remap fixed a poor job by another company.
Just bought the car and it ran terrible so the garage I bought of said to have it fixed 
by durham remaps as they use them for all their work, had my car in for the day 
and now its back its like a new car , Durham remaps your the best thanks , did a 
great job.



Diesel remap and rolling road tuning.
Service, timing/duration and facilities all good. Easy to find. Informative and 
knowledgable. .

Excellent service, used the guys before from a friend's 
recommendation, top class service.
Had issues with my car, spoke to Ian and even though busy they had my car fixed 
as we needed it for a long journey for a family emergency, above and beyond what 
you would expect, whole team are nice friendly bunch who can't do enough to help, 
went out of their way to help, thanks from Dave and family.

Stage 1 remap .
Absolute first class job by Ian and his team, second time ive used Durham Remaps 
and both times highly delighted. Would definitely recommend to anyone looking to 
get full potential from their car. Once again a big thumbs up.

Engine remap. .
Very friendly and helpful staff. Very happy with the results. Timely and professional. 

Remap of vehicle. Skoda Octavia.
I was unsure at first of getting my vehicle remapped. I contacted 'Durham Remaps' 
via email and my mind was put at rest by Ian.
He explained things a little bit clearer regarding the re-map. Work was undertaken 
and on driving the car away back home, some 20 miles away, I could not stop 
smiling.
The car feels and drives so much better. A big thank you to Ian at 'Durham 
Remaps'.

Very good work would use again .
Well recommended.

BMW 640d F13 stage 1 Remap.
I have deliberately left this endorsement this long to make sure there were no 
issues. Met Ian before the works started to discuss the job and any potential 
problems. All I can say is very professional, great job and what a difference over 
100bhp increase and the torque is brilliant. Great Job.

Engine re-map. .
I was very pleased with the professionalism of the organisation and the quality of 
the work carried out. .

BME 335d XD Stage 1 remap.



Very professional. The car runs very well and feels a lot more powerful. I was given 
a rolling road printout of before and after. .

I had an oil change done on my audi Q2. was quoted a rediculous price 
off Audi.
Very pleased with the service all round. The staff here are very helpful and friendly. 
They have done work on all 3 cars in our family and we are very pleased with all of 
it.

Stage 2 remap.
Excellent service, very knowledgeable staff, friendly and will certainly be using 
again.

Blocked DPF and damaged turbo.
Since the work was completed I have gained much more torque, power and an 
extra 80 miles per tank of fuel.

Engine Management Light on dash.
Full diagnostic completed. Loose wire was the issue. Now fixed. These guys could 
have told me anything but they didn't. Very professional and honest. £50 for job. 
Well worth it a full diagnostic and peace of mind.

Engine remap for BMW 430d.
Professional, expedient service and the outcome (increased economy and 
performance) exceeded my expectation. Real value for money!.

Stage 2 remap on BMW 335d .
Fantastic results. Massively increased cars performance. These guys are the best 
around highly recommended.

Re-map. .
Great service and set up. .

Excellent results from the lads at Durham remaps, quality job and all 
round professional outfit.
Would highly recommend using these guys .

Clutch and flywheel bolt.
Very pleased with the work undertaken. Polite and hard working. Would 
recommend to everyone. Thank you!.

Went in for a remap on my car.



Great job and has totally transformed the car .

Durham Remaps first remapped my BMW 730d a year ago and I gained 
an additional 80BHP without impacting my MPG, a fantastic 
improvement on performance without costing me any more to run, I 
continued to use the team for maintenance and breakdowns.
The guys at Durham Remaps have gave me great support in upgrading my 
performance and maintaining my motor to a high standard, their knowledge and 
experience in BMW's is second to none, they can’t do enough to help. I continue to 
use them for servicing and support and recommend anyone thinking about a main 
dealer to talk to these guys first.

Fantastic service. Well impressed. Wouldn’t go anywhere else! Thanks 
lads.
Very clued up guys that take their job very seriously. Mint service.

ECU re-map. .
Good work. Competitive price. .

Engine remap. .
Initial feedback has been good. Staff were friendly and knew their stuff. Still testing 
the car, but I can already feel the improvements. .

Vehicle re-map. .
Good communication. Very helpful. Good knowledge of product. .

Remap OBDEXH backbox delete.
Great lads, highly knowledgable, superb results achieved in both power output and 
fuel economy. Highly recommended. Best of service from the minute i called with 
my enquiry to the minute I left after completion. Reviewing 3 months after the work- 
haven't had a signal issue, just huge smiles from my little boys (go faster daddy).will 
definitely return in the future.

Remap motorhome engine.
Very professional business. Did what they said they would do for the price agreed 
and in the time frame stated.

Stage 2 remap and dyno.
Very pleased with the work I had done on my vehicle. The car drives a lot smoother 
and is a lot more responsive. Couldn’t be happier with the help and information I 
received. Thanks.

I had my car remapped. .
They did an excellent job, with great customer service.



Remap of ECU.
Excellent service. Very knowledgable. Car was taken straight in.
Very happy with the results, especially with the extra amount of torque they were 
able to find (around 30% increase!)
I will definitely be entrusting my car to these guys again.

Remap.
Exellent job.

Faulty actuator and bossy pressure control valve, air con recharge and 
stage 1 remap.
I had my scirocco 170TDI in for an actuator fault and a boost pressure control valve 
which was diagnosed by the guys in house.
Whilst in I got the air con recharged and went with a stage 1 remap. Couldn’t be 
happier with the quality of work. The customer service is second to none and it is 
excellently priced.
Thanks guys.Would 100% recommend.

Engine tune/stage 1 Remap, Skoda Octavia VRS2.0tsi.
Having spoken to 'Durham Remaps' when I first got my car about tuning 
possibilities. As well as other tuning companies, I decided to opt for them to carry 
out the work due to the professional and knowledgeable advice they had given. I 
dropped off my car at around lunch time and received a call 4 hours later saying it 
was ready for collection. Well what can I say? I left with a car that felt far better than 
I could of Imagined. It pulls like a train in every single gear, but does it in style. Silky 
smooth right through the rev range. To sum up, I couldn't of asked for more and I 
am left with a grin on my face from ear to ear when driving. I can't recommend Ian 
and his team enough. Very professional, no fuss and a well set up, clean workshop. 
Thank you once again and keep up the great 'witchcraft'.

Car went into 'DR' for a remap.
Very good, efficient and helpful. Top quality.

Vehicle being re-tuned. .
The staff were really friendly and helpful. Very knowledgable. Made you feel 
comfortable. .

Remap to BMW 335D. .
1st class service. Went above and beyond my expectations.

Requested a custom, stainless catback exhaust.



Absolutely spot on! Friendly service. Job was finished 2 hours ahead of schedule. 
The work is exemplary. The note from the exhaust is perfect. Extremely happy with 
the work carried out. Can’t recommend these guys enough!.

Focus mk3 st tdci estate, was after a bit extra from the car. Ian at DR 
installed a stage 1 map and done multiple dyno tests until he got it bang 
on. The cars performance, economy and driving experience has 
increased on a large scale. .
Really pleased with the work carried out and the service provided by Ian at DR and 
the lads who work there... No doubt I will be there in the future and will also highly 
recommend them to anyone .

Range Rover Evoque SI4 Remap & Exhaust Box removal.
I am extremely happy with the job they done on my Evoque. My Range Rover is 
running fantastic and sounds amazing! The job was done fast and they squeezed 
me in last minute, so really happy overall with 'Durham Remaps'. I would definitely 
recommend anyone to use them and will also be using them again in the future!.

Engine treatment.
Excellent work and Ian was great to deal with. Booked in late evening via Facebook 
messenger for 10am the following morning.

Diagnosis of previous remap by another company , remapping to stage 
2 with other performance parts.
Job was carried out to professional standard. The company informed me of poor 
previous works carried out and didn’t charge to correct works and advised on best 
options to go ahead with .

Van remapped. .
It is loads better, more power, better on fuel and more pulling power. .

Stage 2 map, decat, quad exit, back box delete and full service.
Ian and the lads have done a fantastic job. Their knowledge of the industry is 
second to none and they surpassed my expectations. 'Durham Remaps' is highly 
recommended. Ian is very patient and will guide you through the process 
thoroughly. Wether it’s a map, exhaust or service they will sort you out and will not 
disappoint. Already re-booked for a carbon clean and won’t go anywhere else with 
my car. If you want someone to trust with your car and know it’s going to be safe 
after the work is complete, look no further than 'Durham Remaps'. Outstanding 
service, without cutting corners. Top lads, top service at a great price!!.

Eco Calibration to my new works van. .
I arrived 15 mins early and before the advertised opening times for the centre, but 
was welcomed immediately and my van taken into the centre before they were 



even due to open. The work was carried out within an hour and I was given a full 
run down on the results of the work, including a printout showing what had been 
achieved. My van is now running beautifully and it will only get better. Many thanks 
to the team at 'Durham Remaps'. Highly recommended.

Remap and transmission flush.
Usual great service. Free use of courtesy car.

Remap of BMW320 d xdrive and BMW 335d xdrive.
My dad and I both fancied getting extra power from our respective BMWs and we 
decided this after reading reviews and then actually visiting 'Durham Remaps' in 
person. We spoke to managing director Ian who addressed all our concerns with 
clear explanations as to what would happen and what kind of power gains to 
expect. From this, we booked in the next day and now after over a fortnight,we 
want to share our experience . The cars are running even smoother than before, 
with power gains going from 186hp -235hp on the 320d and from 322hp - 406hp on 
the 335d. The difference is just phenomenal and both my Dad and I are extremely 
happy with his service and wanted to express our thanks to Ian and his team. A 
great set of lads and a very professional outfit. Great value for money .

Service, engine clean and VW emissions fix reversal.
Super job done. Very friendly and knowledgeable staff. Love the results and would 
recommend these guys and their service to anyone with a VW, Skoda, Audi or Seat 
who has suffered as a result of the VAG emissions cheating. They have put 
everything right again and my car drives brilliantly and 10% more efficiently 
minimum. The work will pay for itself before the winter comes around.

Got my VW golf remapped stage one plus.
They came highly recommended by a close friend who had the same job done. 
Excellent results. I can definitely feel the difference. My little hatchback is a beast 
now. They were polite and respectful from the minute I dropped my car off and then 
picked it up again. I would recommend these guys. They know what they are doing.

BMW 435D tune/remap. .
Very happy with my vehicle and the remap results. Very friendly, very helpful and 
highly recommended. 10/10. .

Work completed beyond my expectations, very happy!.
Would definitely recommend .

Stage 2 Remap. Found on Checked and Vetted.
Excellent job. Also renewed an un-serviceable part after diagnostic. Car now 
running brilliant with balanced power delivery and bags more torque. BHP went 
from 141 up to 192 (this is evident immediately). These guys are a very 



professional outfit and have a great approachable attitude. My daughter will be 
booking her car in after Christmas (after testing mine out). Cheers lads... great job.

Stage 2 remap, egr and dpf removal.
Iwaited 1 week before giving my review to see how the car is performing and it's 
performing well, the engine is smoother, good amount of torque in low revs, better 
mpg. Overall happy with them. The garage was tidy. I was quoted 540 inc vat for 
the remap only, but prior to the remap I had to get an oil change. They did an 
engine flush, oil/filter change and at the end I paid 10 pounds less than I was 
quoted. I will use them again for an upgraded clutch kit and will recommend to any 
of my friends that want a remap.

I’ve had my BMW 330D Xdrive in with Durham Remaps for a stage 2 remap, 
this included DPF removal and EGR delete. Found on Checked and Vetted.
I couldn’t be happier with the results massive gains like they promised!.

Remap.
The work carried out on my car was totally top notch and the result was way, way 
beyond my expectations. Remapped my BMW to 320bhp!!.

Engine re-map.
I got my car re-mapped and the staff were very pleasant and did an excellent job. 
Thanks Ian.

Hybrid turbo, stage 2 remap.
I arrived at Durham remaps with a turbo that was on its way out, Ian explained to 
me clearly that It was not a good idea to drive the car away and assured me that I 
could use his courtesy car straight away. He explained what options I had to fix this 
issue. I opted for the Hybrid turbo and stage 2 remap, I was more than happy with 
the price quoted as I was already leaning towards getting this done to my car in the 
near future. 3 days after dropping the car off the guys noticed my intercooler was 
not in a suitable condition for this work to be done, so they explained over the 
phone what needed to be done which I was also very pleased with. I picked the car 
up 10 days after dropping it off, Ian ran me through what had been done and 
handed me the rolling road print out which I was also very pleased with, I’ve now 
drove the car for over 2 weeks with no issues at all and very pleased the car is 
running perfect. Cant thank the lads enough for how helpful they have been and 
keeping me up to date with things. Highly recommended!!.

Audi remap.
Excellent - result is as predicted. .

Remap.
Performed remap on my 4x4 for more power for towing. Very well done job.



Fix DPF. .
Put my car in for DPF, first class job and very professional. Customer friendly, I 
can't fault Durham Remaps.

Remapping of car engine/major service. .
Car remapped and 50,000 mile service. .

DPD issues causing Engine Management Light to come on. Couldn't be fixed 
by my local garage.
Immediately understood the issue on first phone call. Booked in promptly and given 
advice on what needed to be done and an estimate. Upon dropping the car off the 
guys were courteous and friendly. Given an estimated time to collect The car which 
was spot on. Fully explained what had been done and got guarantee of the work 
done. Will have these guys for all my servicing etc now.

Exhaust modification, fitting of downpipe, lowering springs and stage 2 
remap.
Excellent job carried out by Ian and the lads at Durham Remaps again, would 
highly recommend them.

Car remap. .
Fantastic job. Very professional and friendly staff. I'd definitely recommend this 
company. .

Stage 2 remap with VW Emissions fix reversal.
After having the VW Emissions Fix applied to my Passat without my knowledge, I 
had issues with loss of low end torque, higher fuel consumption, Injector noise and 
far more frequent DPF regens. Having read that in the majority of cases, this 
emissions update has left thousands of owners with breakdowns and I was not 
wanting to become one of those owners. After asking for recommendations on a 
few VW forums where to get this reversed, I was put in touch with Durham 
Remaps. I visited to get a quote, and was recommended the Stage 2 Eco with the 
reversal applied. As the power was a little weak from the 140bhp TDI engine, i felt 
that a remap would be the way to go. Booked in for the following week. Had the 
map done, picked the car up and it's transformed it from a lethargic barge into 
something that is now a joy to drive. I've waited a month since getting the remap to 
give the review, and in that time i have covered around 1100 miles so far without 
issue. Happy to report fuel consumption has decreased and now +11mpg better off. 
A full tank now lasts around 670 miles compared to the 510(approx) that i was 
getting before. The engine sounds quieter, and is a lot smoother to drive. Fantastic 
job and very happy with the results.

Stage 1 remap for a 2012 mini coupe SD. .



Superb job done. Great people, helpful and friendly service. Highly recommended. . 

Problem with DPF. .
Engine was remapped. Getting rid of problem and giving a much better 
performance. Excellent service. .

Remap Skoda Fabia 1.2tsi.
The job took slightly longer than initially told, but tuning is a fine art and these guys 
care about getting things right first time. Happy with the results.

Performance and economy remap on my Skoda Octavia vRS TDI 184 DSG.
My car was checked diagnostically and on the rolling road, and was found to be 
running below the manufacturers claimed figures, and a little flat. Ian and his team 
quickly managed to sort that and update the ECU to the upgraded figures that they 
had expected to achieve. The end result being a car that has a lot more power and 
torque, and is keen to be worked, and even returns greater MPG too. All proven 
with a full print out from the rolling road, and an exiting drive home to demonstrate 
the difference. Amazing! .

Remap. .
Excellent work. Communication was outstanding.

Engine improvements.
Excellent. Really pleased with performance of car afterwards. Better than we 
expected.

Re-map. .
First class job and friendly staff.

Repairs to my car.
Excellent job and car now runs perfect.

Re-mapping.
Very good job. Done very quickly and well explained after the remap was done.

DPF and EGR removal and major service.
After reading some great reviews, I contacted them for advice and help with an 
extremely frustrating EGR problem that my 2010 VW Golf 2.0tdi was experiencing. 
Ian (and the team) clearly explained my options and were happy to answer any 
questions I had. Once the work was carried out, my car was like new - in fact better 
then new!! I'd highly recommend 'Durham Remaps' as you'll receive fantastic 
customer service. Thanks guys for a great job. See you again soon!.

BMW 530d running poor and engine ecu faults.



Initial diagnosis was blocked DPF but this was quickly ruled out and the root cause 
was identified. A new maf sensor fitted,remapped and all ecu faults erased. All on 
budget and inside a day.These guys are faultless professionals and without 
hesitation highly recommended.

Remap and BG carbon clean.
Excellent service, more than happy with the result. .

Full DPF mod and Remap oil change and cleaning.
Fantastic service.

dp reparis and diagnosis.
dropped car off and after correct diagnosis and picked it at time stated. No hassle 
service or concerns , good job.

Re-mapping of engine Audi A6 Avant.
Superb from very knowledgeable staff.

Remap ecu on my van .
Very good service pleased with the results .

Great job done as always, quick turn around! .
Rang Ian after having a squealing noise and lack of boost, and they quickly 
diagnosed that the bearings in turbo had gone and pre cat collapsed, after giving 
him go ahead fitted new turbo and sorted pre cat and didn't take long! Great guys 
always happy to help, highly recommend!.

Stage 2 Package Inc Dyno Printout + Gearbox Service.
Ian has the expertise and experience to take your car exactly where you want it to 
be. Perfect results for my E92 325d. The staff are friendly, all perfectionists. Your 
car won't leave the dyno till its spot on. Couldn't recommend enough.

Non running C63 AMG.
After taking the car to the manufacturer, they tried charging me a ridiculous price. 
So I took the car to Durham Remaps. Ian had a look at the car and quickly found 
the problems, some of which Mercedes didn't even pick up on and would have most 
definitely have charged even more for. Ian had the car up and running in no time. 
After all the work, it was still far cheaper than what Mercedes asked for. I would 
recommend Durham Remaps to everybody I know. Very professional and honest 
and I can't thank them enough.

BMW 123d stage two complex remap.



Very happy with the work carried out and impressed with the results. The service 
and prompt replies to queries I had and knowledgeable feedback given, was spot 
on.

Jag xf. Stage 1 remap.
I was told about Durham Remaps by a Jaguar forum member, Ian told me exactly 
what to expect, exactly what he'd be doing and how long it would take, first thing 
when I arrived I was given a coffee.... Then the car was seat protected before being 
taken in to the bay and health checked, it was put on the dyno to see what the 
power was like before the remap, the ecu was correctly removed and custom 
remapped to my own car, not just a shelf bought program, but one specifically 
optimised for my vehicle The car bodywork was fully protected against accidental 
damage and came out exactly as it went in, only with more mpg, an extremely swift 
and smooth acceleration and natural smooth gear shift (auto), the car has always 
been fast but now it has the response and agility that the factory should have given 
it. I was then given a full dyno report of bhp and nm before and after the remap. I 
was also told the work had a full guarantee and that if I had any concerns 
whatsoever I can go back any time. I was recommend Ian and Durham Remaps to 
anyone, they are 90 miles from me and I'd certainly not let that distance stop me 
going back. Their honesty and professionalism is obvious and very reassuring.

Automatic Transmission Flush .
Took the pickup to Durham remaps on saturday to see if a flush would help out my 
problem, Dan came out on a drive to listen to the transmission, I could only get the 
work done on thursday and they made sure to squeeze me in for that day.As soon 
as I got in the pickup I could feel the difference instantly really smooth changes and 
really quiet running now. Definitely reccomend DR for a trans flush.

Checked van over for engine malfuction. .
Found split turbo boost pipe and fixed within 2 days. Excellent work from a trust 
worthy company.

After "repair" by a previous garage, the car was knocking. Harsh and noisy. 
Ian had come across this other Garage's "repairs" and was confident that the car's 
performance could be restored. He was as good as his word. Car is now quiet, 
smooth and more powerful. I'm really pleased with the work.

DPF/EGR solution with remap and full service.
Ian and the guys got me in very quickly and did a top job. My car feels much better, 
is far more responsive and fuel economy has increased. Cheers Ian!.

Stage 2 map egr dpf decat mod.
Brilliant service. Very professional. Really happy with the workmanship would 
definitely recommend.



Audi A5 3.0tdi quattro. Stage 2 Remap.
From the first conversation about my car I could tell they knew what they were 
talking about, and explained a few issues with my type of car to avoid problems in 
the future. Very happy the guys, couldn’t have asked for any better. Car made huge 
gains and is now incredible to drive. Only Time will tell on reliability but so far so 
good. Thanks very much!.

Stage 1 remap. Full gearbox flush with BG fluids.
On the rolling road Ian noticed that my Range Rover wasn't boosting. The lads 
plugged in the dyno kit and soon reported that one of they turbos wasn't working as 
it should. Ian printed out a full dyno report, at no charge whatsoever for his time and 
knowledge. The faults were soon sorted by Land Rover, but if Ian had never 
plugged the dyno in, I'd have been none the wiser. I'll be back for a stage 2 map 
asap. Thanks again for your time and help lads.

Remap.
Very good job.

Remap on a BMW 530D.
Great friendly service from the staff. Excellent job done on the car.

Stage 2 performance Dpf tuned.
Fantastic staff with a world of knowledge! Car feels completely different to drive and 
much more power through the gears. would highly recommend to anyone!.

Astra remap.
Best garage I have come across. Very professional and trustworthy service. 

Landrover Freelander 2 SD4 remap.
The car is certainly quicker and tows better with the remap, and the reports showed 
this when I collected the car. The fuel performance increase hasn't been as good as 
I had hoped (a couple of mpg at very most difference, not 4-5% as suggested, but 
the cars performance is so much better that overall I'm very satisfied. Very friendly 
company to deal with and they did follow up with a courtesy call etc too. .

Fixed the turbo and a few other things another garage made a mess of. 
Amazing highly recommend 1st class repairs and service couldn't thank you 
enough for the job you done on my son's car plus the after service thanks again. 

Blocked DPF filter/turbo change.
Bought car from a car dealer in Jarrow (so called dealer) after having the car for 
less than 2 month we had a catalogue of problems with it. We took the car to Ian at 
Durham remaps where he and his team looked at the car for us inside and out they 
discovered a lot of underlying problems with the vehicle gave us a full mechanical 
report along with video and photograph evidence of the problems , he and his team 



were disgusted that the vehicle was sold to us in such a condition where the garage 
we bought it from had masked and carried out botched jobs on the car just so they 
could sell it. We agreed a price and Ian and his team put the car back to the way it 
should be I can't thank them enough for not only repairing the vehicle, but for his 
compassion and understanding in what has been a frustrating time for us, I would 
highly recommend Durham remaps to anyone. Be reassured that you're leaving 
your vehicle with not only an excellent team of mechanics but also a true gentleman 
who takes a pride in his work and genuinely cares about his customers.

You can always count on Ian and his staff of quality mechanics.
A reliable honest company to take your car. You can always count on Ian and his 
staff of quality mechanics.

Stage 2map INC DYNO, decat pipe fitted, lambda.
Good job Well done . - the best in the business.

Engine remap / tune on Mercedes SLK 320.
Very helpful, professional people who knew their job which was very well done and 
well up to time!.

X2 car re-maps.
Excellent! Really pleased with results. Customer service is exceptional. Will use 
again for Sure.

AA recommended and delivered to Durham Remaps at approx. 2.15pm. who 
checked to see if new clutch assembly was available at supplier .At 5.15pm 
they rang say car was ready for collection and offered to come get me.
First time I’ve used this garage and service like this cannot be bettered, will 
definitely tell my friends.

New stainless steel exhaust system.
To replace single exit exhaust, to double exit, in stainless steel, with a choice of tail 
pipes, excellent job done, fast, efficient and a really good price, cracking staff, 
would definitely use again, highly recommended.

Dpf removal and remap .
Fantastic workmanship cannot rate high enough Second remap from Ian.

BMW 530d DPF removal EGR delete and 300bhp remap.
Work carried out on my car was exactly as described on phone when I made 
booking, quite nervous as this was first car I took personally for remap and some 
other shops were quite sheepish about tackling the DPF or stupidly expensive, was 
very impressed with the garage from start to finish, very tidy shop, staff were spot 
on, all staff know the job inside out and answer any questions no problem, never 
had any reason to question any work or response, car now running spot on, no 



DPF light, car was good before DPF played up, now its immense, easily one of the 
best garages I’ve taken a car to. Even made me a cuppa!.

Service. .
Great job.

DPF filter modified.
My car was in limp mode and could not be driven, I knew from my first conversation 
with Ian at Durham Remaps that they obviously knew there stuff. The car was 
repaired on time and now drives like it should with the added bonus of an extra 70 
hp to play with. I can not recommend they guys enough they have been a joy to 
deal with from start to finish.

Single exit twin exhaust fitted today on my 320d bmw, to replace standard 
oval diesel exhaust exit pipe.
Fantastic job by the lads, car looks fantastic, very pleased with the result.

Custom exhaust.
Visited these guys the other week after buying my new car to put it on the dyno to 
discover my car was suffering a little back pressure from the 3inch exhaust that was 
fitted by previous owner. We sat down and discussed what I wanted and what 
would be best for the car, then after choosing new exhaust tips from a good 
selection the job went ahead. I booked in for a custom exhaust to be built on site. 
Less than 3hrs the job was done to a high standard with a very good finish. Very 
helpful team with good knowledge all round. .

Custom made exhaust.
From start to finish the whole job was undertaken and carried out in a highly 
professional manner. Highly recommend company. .

Remap - stage 2.
Very friendly staff. Work appears first class. .

Car wouldn't start when engine hot.
Absolutely fantastic from the boys at Durham remaps again this problem just about 
had me stumped and they cracked it , they fitted me in willing to help me as I'm 
going away tomorrow , fantastic work and fantastic customer service, highly 
recommend.

I took a focus st I had just purchased to go on the rolling road and to be 
checked for any problems.
Brilliant job. Ian and the lads gave the car a thorough check up and inspection and 
only charged me for going on the rolling road.



Fiesta ecoboost zetec s .
Am over the moon with the outcome of my fiesta that Ian and the team worked on 
today, honestly could not be happier. They are a great bunch of hardworking lads 
that make an outstanding job. The service from these lads is 2nd to none absolutely 
spot on from the enquiry all the way through to the finished results. I will definitely 
be back in the future with out a doubt. I highly recommend these great guys to 
anyone. Cheers Durham Remaps .

remap on audi a4.
Great job. Given set price and clear info on what was to be done when i made 
enquiry. Car was ready at time agreed, and no nasty surprises with bill. As for the 
work carried out, wow, what a difference the drive back over the Pennines was 
great fun.

Remap my Mitsubishi l200.
Excellent job these boys know their stuff well impressed would recommend them to 
everyone. I wish I had more cars so I could get them all remapped thanks very 
much lads. Glynn Johnston.

Turbo replacement and custom map.
I drive a Golf GTTDI sport with thr BKD engine which is renowned for turbo issues. 
My old turbo was sucking in oil, causing a loss of power. I went and spoke with Ian 
and booked car in for a new turbo, now the car runs like a dream. Top Company.

Remap of Colt Ralliart.
Remapped to give 20% more BHP and 25% more torque. Extra performance is 
noticeable but, surprisingly, the car is now a much smoother drive with no "flat 
spots" in the rev range and is also giving 4-5mpg more than the factory map. Bit 
scary seeing your own car being revved out on the rolling road but well worth it. 
Really friendly people obviously passionate about what they do. Highly 
recommended.

Engine upgrade. .
Great work carried out on my car. Very honest and friendly service. .

Remap and exhaust modification .
Couldn't fault the work. Very professional, excellent set up and very knowledgable. 
Wouldn't take my 'Focus' anywhere else.

Problems with my Golf TDI - low fuel economy.
Durham Remaps quickly identified a problem with the exhaust gas temp where 
others hadn't and rectified the cooking issues quickly and effectively. When my 
son's nursery phoned and asked me to come back, they prioritised the work to get 
me away sooner.



DPF remap.
Excellent work carried out and I would highly recommend them to others.

Major service and general health check.
Booked the car in for a service but also reporting a few issues with starting up the 
car from cold. Ian gave his honest opinion of what he believed was wrong speaking 
from experience we then discussed possible solutions. All work was carried out in 
one day (i was unable to collect the car that day so Ian stored it in his premises until 
i had chance to collet it) the starting issue was remedied, the service complete, 
health check and a bg treatment carried out. All staff are helpful and are 
knowledgeable. As a result I continue to use Durham Remaps for my servicings 
and remaps.

Remapping a Defender 110.
Can't recommend this service highly enough. Very polite and professional and the 
results are amazing, it's almost a different vehicle. Defenders are never going to be 
an easy ride but the remap has made it much smoother through the gears, more 
torque particularly in lower gears and much better performance over about 50mph. 
Wouldn't hesitate to bring my next car to them.

Dpf renewal with full system reboot and remapping as well.
Absolutely fantastic customer service followed by a 10/10 job. Car is running 
fantastic, Durham remaps have exceeded all expectations as they went above and 
beyond. Would recommend to everybody.

Car had a EGR valve fault Ian sorted the car out with a erg and dpf delete plus 
remap.
Had my Seat Leon into Durham remaps today after the EGR failed, they sorted it 
out with a EGR and DPF delete and accompanying remap, you wouldn't believe the 
difference it has made the car has never ran so smooth in my ownership and the 
extra power is brilliant too very happy returning customer! wouldn't hesitate 
recommending Ian and his team to anyone.

Engine remap.
Ian was fantastic, I can't praise him enough, he was open and honest and kept us 
updated frequently. Our van drives like a different vehicle. We highly recommend 
his service.

Dpf and EGR removal.
Excellent service, lovely guys in the garage, fixed my dpf and EGR fault when 
nobody else could without ripping my eyes out. My car feels a lot better to drive 
now. I will definitely only use these now! Thank you.

Remap for performance and economy.



Engine remap for my Skoda Octavia 1.9 tdi this has given it so much more 
driveability, much better overtaking and overall performance, when I travel to 
London I get 6 miles per gallon extra compared to before the remap on top of the 
greatly increased performance. The car passed the MOT with extremely good 
exhaust emissions, to say I am happy is an understatement.

DPF removal and re-map.
Friendly staff. Explained the process and how long it would take along with the 
price. Car was ready to collect as promised and drives better than it has in a long 
time.

Engine remap.
I was very happy with the work and the way it was carried out. Very professional at 
all times.

DPF deleted and car remapped.
Ian and his colleague were helpful, friendly and knew what they were doing. My car 
was in good hands and now feels a lot more pleasing to drive. Would recommed 
them to anybody.

Re-map.
As before expertly done. No concerns of problems with their workmanship. I went to 
Durham Remaps knowing I will come away completely happy with the experience 
and I did.

Remap and boost solenoid fitting after analysis of fault codes. Fiat Bravo 150 
1.4 T-Jet.
Ian is a really friendly guy and clearly knows his trade; the team around him are 
also professional. The remap was done quickly and the performance gain is 
significant. A fault was diagnosed and a part ordered, which was delayed due to a 
third party, however, upon locating the part myself, Ian and the team fitted it and the 
car was running better than before. Excellent service and results.

Removal of remap by another supplier and install of new remap for Mazda 6 
2.2D Sport 180 bhp. .
Excellent work. Professional, friendly and knowledgeable. Removed a poor quality 
remap that had been done elsewhere, and added a quality remap file. Bhp 
increased to 217 from 156!.

Remap and cruise control activation on fiesta mk7 tdci .
Very happy with the outcome all work was carried out to a very high standard, car 
runs very well, and was kept informed all the way Highly recommended and would 
use again.



Eco+ remap on my Audi A6 2.7tdi Avant Auto - Hired from Checked and 
Vetted.
What a great job on my Audi A6 remap, better fuel economy and more torque = 
more fun. Ian and his team are friendly and knowledgeable would recommend them 
to anyone.

Serious Pathfinder dpf issues diagnosed and fixed on the same day.
My Pathfinder was having a lot of dpf issues and was completely stuck in limp 
mode. My local garage spent 2 weeks trying to diagnose/fix the problem with no 
results. After following an owner's club member recommendation, I contacted 
Durham Remaps. Within 1 day, the problem was diagnosed and fixed. They 
discovered that my car was at serious risk of engine failure and was caught just in 
the nick of time. My car now runs like a dream. I cannot stress this enough, if you 
are remotely close to Durham and have dpf issues, do not hesitate to get in touch 
with Durham Remaps. I just wish I went to them sooner, as it would have saved me 
a lot of time and money. Dpf's need specific knowledge and experience and these 
guys know what they're doing!.

ECU remap on a Hyundai i800. Found Durham Remaps on Checked and 
Vetted.
The real deal. The recently calibrated dyno results speak for themselves: 204 bhp 
(+36 bhp) and 517 nm (+77nm). .

Remap plus engine clean and full service.
Civic cdti 2.2 remap including EGR removal with full engine clean and service, very 
helpful staff and very knowledgeable, car now runs incredibly smooth, normal 
driving is a pleasure but when needed the car now has stacks of torque, exactly 
what the car needed and would happily recommend the company to anyone well 
worth the trip.

Purchased a Subaru Forester from one of the big car suppliers to find one 
week later my dashboard lit up like xmas tree, took it back to dealer and then 
a main subaru dealer with no joy , contacted durham remaps who then 
contacted the dealer to look at.
Found out about Durham remaps/cathedral motors through a friend and would 
recommend them to anyone so thanks again Ian and the team ... Dave of seaham.

Remap on Audi TT 1.8 Quattro Sport to improve performance and economy. 
Very happy that I came to see Ian and his team. They confirmed my suspicions that 
the previous workmanship by another company was not good. I knew there was 
something wrong, something seemed to be holding the car back. It now feels like 
some limiting factor or restriction has been removed, setting my car free. It 
accelerates smoothly and quietly and the power and speed increases as you move 
through the gearbox, as it should be. There are no flat spots that I have noticed. 



There is loads more torque, and at high speed the car cruises along happily and the 
engine doesn't whine or sound like it is struggling. All round it does what Ian 
promised. Great Job!.

Remap for economy.
I travelled from Yorkshire to Durham to have my Range Rover Sport Autobiography 
remapped and travelling the distance was completely worth it. I cannot begin to say 
how happy I am with it. It drives completely different. Its much quicker, smoother 
through gear changes plus much more. Ian and his team provided an excellent 
service, they were extremely professional and friendly. I highly recommend Durham 
Remaps.

Re-mapping of Kia Sorento 2.2CRDI 2011 reg.
Dropped the car off and picked it up at the stated time, it was ready, no delays 
which was a good start. I had a choice of re-maps to go for, "Out and out power" or 
"Power increase and fuel savings" Not being a boy racer anymore I settled for the 
sensible option of the added fuel savings. Car pre re-map 35mpg regular 
commuting. Car after re-map 39mpg regular commuting. Car pre re-map towing 
twin axel caravan 23mpg Car after re-map towing twin axel caravan 28mpg I was 
followed to the garage by a friend in a Civic type S to drop my car off, on a straight 
road there was nothing between the two cars, absolutely identical performance, 
once dropped off for the collection of the car we headed out on a duel carriageway 
towards the A1 but this time the Civic was fading away in my rear view mirror. Since 
covering about 150 mile (ish) the car has re-calibrated itself and is noticeably 
quicker still but still with the same fuel returns. The only advice I would give anyone 
with a turbo diesel is take it along and get these guys to weave their magic, you'd 
be mad not to. As soon as I change my car I'll be straight back for the same 
treatment. Oh and another point, you can tell instantly that these guys know what 
they are talking about, I would now trust them 100% to work on any future cars I 
may own. Thanks guys, you've turned a 4 wheel drive that was no slouch to start 
with into a responsive exciting drive with a huge gain in grin factor. I'll no doubt see 
you again!.

Dpf filter removal and ecu remap.
Very happy with the car since its been done, my car now has a lot more power.

DPF remodelling.
Very high standard of customer service, confident and professional staff. Job 
completion in expected time.

Eco and remap.
Absolutely stunning job. 2nd to 3rd gear acceleration is superb but 3rd to 4th is 
phenomenal. Increased MPG as well so it’s a win win!!!!!.

Re-mapping.



carried out on time and to price quoted in time frame advised.

My q7 had lost power and had various warning lights on dashboard .
Ian ( and his team) diagnosed the problem over the phone ! as it happens he was 
totally right and after booking my car in , supplying me with a courtesy car and 
letting me know how the job was progressing I picked up my car at exactly 5 o clock 
as promised,. Impressed to say the least , a new throttle switch and a re map and 
my q 7 is running like a dream , bags more power and extra 6 miles to the gallon 
( going off trip computer ) Couldn't praise the workmanship or the service enough . 

Remapped my C5 2.2Hdi Vtr+. Got over 10% increase in mpg when driven 
carefully. Big increase in torque/power as well .Would use again, 
recommended.
Very friendly and knowledgeable, didn't mind me chatting about my car during the 
work. Workshop was clean and tidy, nobody standing idle. Came out happier and 
enjoyed the drive home !!.

DPF remodelling/EGR Mod/Eco map.
My car was in a sorry state before I took it to this company. I had just paid £300 for 
work in another garage that was not necessary; I was ready to send it for scrap as 
the other garage said I would need to spend up to £1000 to get it working correctly. 
(my car is 7yr old) Durham Remaps did it for under half the price. They were very 
helpful, friendly and knew their profession well. My car is running better than ever 
now. They guarantee their work and I can take it straight back if I have any further 
problems with it, for as long as I own the car. Excellent service. .

Mazda 3 diesel remap.
Very good and professional service. Friendly customer service and good standard 
of work. Will definitely recommend to friends and family.

Replace both suspension arms and linkage.
Ian did the honours yet again, taking me home after dropping the car at the garage 
and picking me up when the work was completed. I cannot praise the efficiency of 
the work carried out in this garage and high standard of service provided. The work 
was carried out on time and for a very reasonable price. I will definitely have any 
future work carried out at Durham re-maps - well done! .

Fitted new camshaft sensor AUDI A4.
Top mechanic/technician Very knowledgeable and also very pleasant and helpful. 
itted new cam sensor to my AUDI A4, over the moon with price and workmanship.

Remap on insignia.
I am very satisfied, they have transformed my damp and dreary insignia into 
something an SRI should be-nippy and power when its needed without having to 
drop a gear. Ian explained what the results would be and I`m happy to say he was 



spot on. He is a nice guy, straight talking and honest-something that is hard to find 
in this day and age. I would highly recommend Ian and his company to anyone 
looking for engine tuning etc.

Rectified my remap fault.
Ian's service was over and above what I have ever previously experienced. He 
reassured me and very quickly sorted a fault with my car remap that another local 
business had messed up over the last 2 years. My car is now sorted and feels 
much better to drive. I look forward to using his service again in future and will be 
recommending him to family and friends. Thanks again Ian. D Barnfather.

Remap.
Had my Saab remapped for better economy and drivability, I was very pleased with 
the results, I have been driving the car for a number of months now and found an 
average of 4 to 5 miles more than I was able to get prior to the work being done.

ECU removal Re-map and Tune.
Very professional set up. Couldn't of been happier with the finished re-map of my 
350Z. They were very knowledgeable and willing to explain exactly what was wrong 
and what had been done to correct it in a manner I could easily understand. Would 
recommend this company to anyone looking for a job done perfectly.

Had my car done.
Excellent job done with no problems, the tradesman explained what he was doing, I 
am very happy.

Getting my car re-mapped Eco+ which consists of a mixture of power and 
economy with torque balance.
Very pleased with work done and very friendly customer service. I would highly 
recommend this company.

service pdf filter engine flush fuel filter change & remap .
My car was running very badly and getting worse by the week, started thinking had 
the turbo gone? How much is it all going to cost? so I rang Durham remaps after a 
chat with Ian I felt a lot better, he assured me it was most likely to be the pdf, an 
inexpensive fix ; So booked my diesel in and left it with Ian I got it back later the 
same day and what a difference!!! My car went in a slug and came out a 
greyhound, can't tell you how pleased I am with it, they have transformed it; can't 
recommend Durham remaps enough.

new intercooler and dpf remodelling.
picked my car up from the house, had it one week ,came back better than new .

dpf removal and remap of mazda 3 .



very friendly staff, very informative, very satisfied, was even able to email and get 
information on a Sunday not expecting to get a reply until the next working day but 
received a reply within the hour and had my car booked in very happy with the 
service and would use again!.

Remap to Nissan Navara.
I spent a great deal of time talking to a considerable number of remap companies 
waiting to get the automatic answer to the specific problem I wanted solving. With 
the first contact at Durham remaps, Ian knew exactly what I was looking for and 
described in detail what the problem was and how he could remedy. Specifically 
this was to allow my auto boxed Navara to be smoother, to find and stay in the right 
gear, to have more punch through the gears and finally to be more economical. All I 
can say is Ian has surpassed any thoughts I had about how good this pick up could 
be when set up correctly. It has now become the composed and quiet 4X4 I wanted 
and is now amazingly fast when required. I can't recommend Durham Remaps 
highly enough. First rate service, first class people.

Remap Honda Civic 2.2.
I had doubts about the remap but when I spoke to Ian he allayed my fears and it 
was clear that he is a skilled technician. The throttle response is instantaneous the 
torque is unbelievable and it was good in standard form. it is a different car that puts 
a big smile on your face. And now that I have settled down I am getting better fuel 
consumption 3mpg so far win win performance and mpg. .

Remap on a insignia 2.0 t petrol a20nht .
Great company no messing about get a quote, get job done same day, took no time 
to do and results are unreal, cars much more responsive and smooth, great guy Ian 
told me before job price, time it would take and gains, I got quoted £500 plus vat for 
same job from another company this well cheaper and a better job, I would highly 
recommend if you want a quick easy no messing job to your car.

DPF and EGR valve removal with remap.
had an EGR valve issue which Ian said was common on that engine, 
recommended removing that and the DPF to prevent further problems.

Remap of my Audi A3 and fuel filter replaced.
Very Professional. Very friendly staff and they explained the work really well all work 
that needed carrying out.

I had trouble with dpf.
Durham Remaps carried out work, as my car was not able to drive , had to be 
towed to their garage at no extra charge and picked me up from my home to collect 
car (9 miles).

Replace ECU and alternator plus engine remap.



Work completed to a high standard. Job was well explained and prices given were 
excellent. Especially seeing as a local Ford main dealer had quoted £1k+VAT for 
less work. I can't recommend Durham Remaps enough.

Remap, Clutch and flywheel, front brakes and pads, wheel bearing.
Took the Audi to Durham remaps for a tuning and additional work. I am very 
pleased with the work carried out. Both Ian and Phil looked after me and I could not 
fault them at all. I would recommend this company as you can trust them and they 
will always look after you.

Remap on a Audi A5 3L TDI.
This has been my second vehicle that I have taken to get re mapped at Ian's 
premises. I thought the A5 for fast enough but can honestly say that the 
improvement is amazing both on MPG and mid range torque I have been using 
Durham remaps for over a year now for all my vehicle repairs and servicing needs 
without any faults. The cost of the work completed by Ian has been a fraction of the 
quotes given from the main dealers. I would most definitely recommend Durham 
remaps to anyone requiring assistance on remaps, repairs and servicing. A good 
bunch of lads to deal with and they will not let you down. .

Re-Map.
Good service!!.

DPF REVOVAL AND REMAP.
JOB CARRIED OUT ON TIME AND TREATED WITH THE UTMOST COURTESY 
AND PROFESSIONALISM. CAR VERY MUCH IMPROVED EXACTLY AS STATED 
IT WOULD BE.

Car not running properly.
Diagnosed DPF filter blocked. Re engineered DPF filter. EGR valve delete. 
Remapped software to suit modifications. Car found to have problems with boost 
pipes. All sorted, car running best it ever has at no extra cost.

Full service and MOT.
I took my car into Durham Remaps for a full service and MOT. I needed 4 new tyres 
and Ian spent so much time sourcing the best deal for me. He dropped my car off 
and picked it back up when the job was finished. The service I received from Ian 
and Michael was excellent and I would highly recommend Durham ReMaps. 

Remapped engine on Audi A3.



Had been to another garage for the problem and was totally conned. The problem 
was still the same so went to Durham Remaps and the job was done properly, 
efficiently and professionally. Totally sorted my car out.

DPF Removal.
Excellent service from enquiry to completion of work. Time was taken both before 
and after work was done to explain procedure fully.

I took my Audi TT into Durham Remaps for a 'Tune-Up', to ensure I was 
getting the best value out of my cars performance.
I was met by Ian, who took my car into the workshop and showed me into his 
hospitality area for a cup of coffee. The car was hooked up to the computer system 
and couple of hours later, the job was done and my car was more responsive, 
powerful, quicker, and a joy to drive. No fuss, no drama, no false promises, just a 
good professional doing his job and at a very reasonable price. I would recommend 
Ian and his staff to anyone wanting that little bit more out of their vehicle.

They fixed a bad DPR removal from a different company.
Spoke to Ian after a boched atempt from another company to remove the DPF from 
my Zafira. Ian was very understanding and carried out the work with no issues and 
told me what was happening. He explained how the previous company did the job 
wrong and helped with a report so I could get my money back from the other 
company. Had the car back for a week now and it drives soo much better and no 
DPF issues. Wish I went there first.

engine tuning.
very good job done by Ian , job was done in time said and very friendly and polite 
customer service. I would use again and recommend to others.

DPF Removal and Re-Map.
I had big problems with my diesel filter but the company sorted it out very quickly. 
They are professional and I am so impressed I would recommend them to anyone. 

Diesel particle filter removal, minor engine service, new oil and filter, new air 
filter and ecu remap.
Very satisfied, quick diagnosis and very clean professional and knowledgeable 
service.

Mazda 6 2.2d Sport Remap .
I asked Ian to remap my Mazda 6 2.2d Sport as I had always been disappointed 
with the power - it never felt like the 185bhp car it was billed as. Since the remap, 
it's a different beast. On part throttle it drives just as smoothly and calmly as before, 



but as you start planting your foot it really takes off. In fact, in-gear acceleration now 
feels pretty similar to my previous car, a 2.5T Focus ST, which really is saying 
something. Ian was very helpful throughout. Highly recommended.

Remap .
First impression was great, very clean and modern. Very professional , very polite 
and makes a good cup of coffee! I would highly recommend Durham remaps. Very 
impressed .

DFP Issues, Full Service and MOT.
Phoned Ian, based on a recommendation, and he fully understood the issue I was 
facing. He was professional, very courteous, knew what he was talking about and 
put me at ease by explaining the system. Service and MOT completed, by Phil, in 
the morning and car back for the afternoon in the time frame he advised. Nothing is 
an issue to them, they have full knowledge of all systems, very clean workers and 
workshop, workmanship excellent, timekeeping couldn't be better and overall 
opinion, fantastic. Ian went out of his way to help - I'll certainly be using Durham 
Remaps again.

DPF removal, EGR delete, remap.
The guys really know their stuff and work to a high standard. They really seem to 
care about you and your car. Would definitely recommend these guys and use them 
again. Its good to find someone you can trust. The car has been transformed, much 
smoother and more responsive.

DPF Removal and ECU Remap on 2006 Mazda 6.
The DPF LIGHT started flashing on my 2006 Mazda 6, shortly followed by the 
Engine Management Light coming on and the car going into Limp mode. Following 
Internet research and a mechanic friends opinion, I decided that the best and 
cheapest option was to get the DPF Removed. When I telephoned Cathedral 
Motors ( Durham Remaps ), I was genuinely surprised by the helpfulness and 
knowledge of the garage, and felt that they were a honest company ( not just 
fobbing me off ). I was that impressed with that first phone call I decided to book my 
car into their garage, and amazed how quickly the work was carried out to such a 
high standard. Sorry if I've babbled on as I don't usually write reviews, but give 
credit where credits due, they're a top notch garage. Thank you Durham Remaps 
Craig and Julie from Newcastle.

Removal of D.P.F on car.
Contacted Durham Remaps about a problem with my car. I was told the removal of 
the D.P.F would cure the problem, friendly and professional.

DPF REMOVAL AND FULL SERVICE.
When my dpf light came on yet again I decided it was time to get rid of the filter. I 
rang Durham Remaps and Ian gave me a common sense breakdown of costings 



and options. He evidenced his knowledge and could qualify his reassuraice as I 
asked questions. He fitted me in at the last minute as I worried about damaging the 
car whilst driving with the warning lights on. The service was efficient and friendly 
The car drives much better. ive picked up 5mpg and 32bhp and wont ever have to 
worry about the great dpf swindle again!.

Problem with DPF and ERG valve.
About a month ago booked an Audi A3 in as having trouble with the DPF and ERG 
valve. Both were successfully blocked and have had no problems since. Have 
experienced an increase in economy too in terms of miles per gallon. The customer 
service was also outstanding as me, my husband and 2 children were given a 
courtesy ride into Durham and back. Very pleased and would highly recommend. 
Thank you.

Remap of car.
I am satisfied with the overall service and installation. I am happy with the customer 
service and I would definitely recommend.

full service and stage 2 re-map on a mk5 R32.
full service and stage 2 re-map very happy - would use again!.

Spark plug replacement to fix engine misfire and replacement of catalytic 
converter damaged by engine misfire (rover 25).
Absolutely fantastic service. Came to Cathedral motors after failing MOT on 
emissions with no indication as to what was wrong from those that did the MOT 
(National tyres and auto-care). I was worried that like the MOT place i was going to 
be ripped off due to being young and female. Upon looking at the MOT report 
Cathedral motors quickly diagnosed the problem and were able to tell me straight 
up what costs would be to replace the faulty parts and for labour. There were no 
hidden charges and they kept me informed of progress as they worked. I was very 
impressed with their level of knowledge of the car (they were able to guess my cars 
service history just from knowing it was an old rover and what problems it was likely 
to have had). They even made sure that i did not get ripped off again as they took it 
for the retest once they had fixed it and made sure i wasn't slapped with a partial re-
test fee and that the retest was done fairly. Overjoyed that i have found a mechanic 
that pride themselves on high standards of workmanship and customer care, now 
know where i will be taking my car for all future MOTs and work. .

Sorting out Engine Management System Light permanently on.
Contacted Ian at Cathedral Motors on a number given to me by a heavy goods 
vehicle company. He told me exactly what they were going to do by ways of 
eliminating the problem and further enhancing the performance of my xtrail. The 
cost quoted and charged by them was a substantial saving from the Nissan 
dealership. I know the rating I have given them is very high but at this moment in 



time I cannot fault any of their work. Just a very good company gaining a very good 
reputation. Well done and I will be going back. .

Diesel particulate filter removal and ECU remapping.
The work was carried out to a very high standard, double-checked and the vehicle 
road-tested before a final electronic diagnostic check. Everything was carefully 
explained. An excellent job.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff.

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Diesel Particulate filter removal and installed relevant sensor.
I was very pleased with the work carried out by Durham Remaps on my Mercedes 
S class. I used Durham Remaps previously (last year) to remap the system and 
consequently went back to see Ian to discuss the filter removal. Mercedes wanted 
to replace the filter at over £3,000, but the filter removal was carried out by Durham 
Remaps at less than a third of that! I would definitely recommend Durham Remaps 
and in particular the excellent service and attitude of the staff. .

Car service.
I was collected by the owner and dropped of at work. The work was carried out on 
time, I was notified promptly. The service was spot on and the car was given back 
clean. .

BMW 330D (55PLATE) DPF REMOVAL PLUS REMAP.
I done a lot of research on the net to find a company to do the work to my BMW. As 
BMW give me a quote for a dpf of 1500 and that was without labour I had to find a 
cheaper way. I then found DURHAM REMAPS on Checked and Vetted and called 
them straight away. I was on the phone to IAN for at least half hour as he was 
explaining all the ins and outs of the job that needed doing. I booked the car in and 
from the booking to the collection of my car the service was fantastic. I had the Eco 
plus remap on my car which gave it an extra 34 bhp and also 85 newton torques. I 



am getting more mpg and the performance is phenomenal. I would recommend 
these guys to anyone. I am that happy with the work I will be going back for more 
work to my car. FANTASTIC SERVICE FROM START TO FINISH!!!!.

Remap of a Mercedes.
Everything was explained to me and the guys definitely know their stuff. I was 
impressed with the service and I will certainly be using them again in future. Highly 
recommended.

Diagnostic & tuning.
Fast, friendly service with a result I am very pleased with. Well recommended .

Got my BMW 325d remapped with performance map.
I found Durham Remaps on Checked and Vetted - Brilliant place to go or even to 
ring for advice the guys helped me with whatever queries I had, got the work done 
3 days ago and would of left a comment sooner but I have never been out of my 
car, increase in performance is out of this world, very happy with the map and the 
level of customer service is fantastic, highly recommended.

DPF remap, new turbo system and engine flush.
I had a Ford Focus 1.6TDCi which was reliable and cheap to run, but it was so slow 
it was frustrating. I spoke to Ian at Durham Remaps and he explained the process. 
The work was more expensive than I'd hoped but my car is better at overtaking. It 
will never be fast and is still very slow off the mark but it is better than it was and I 
now get 580 miles per tank, rather than 460. I now get 66.6MPG rather than 
51MPG. Excellent work. Very fast and efficient too. Thanks.

FORD FOCUS TDCI 1.6 DIESEL DPF FILTER REMOVED AND MY ENGINE 
REMAPPED FOR ECONOMY .
After much searching the internet and speaking to a few different companies i 
decided to go with durham remaps as as my dpf light was on and I was told it had 
failed by my local dealer and was going to cost near 2 thousand pounds to fix . I 
telephoned on recommendation of this site , I must say they came across as very 
knowledgeable and professional and weren't pushy or rude like some i spoke to or 
tried to baffle me with science , they also had good references from other garages 
they do work for and i made the decision to go ahead , i was met on the day with 
my car booked in , all the staff in smart uniforms and very courteous. i was made a 
cup of tea while i waited for my lift which was a nice gesture .i was called at 3 pm 
that day and told my car would be available to pick up from 4pm and the job had 
been carried out successfully, I collected the car at the said time and was given a 
guarantee and invoice for the work and a list of other issues found with the car , the 
turbo having being damaged by the dpf failing . I have rebooked my car to have the 
turbo changed as I have found them to be a really trustworthy and helpful garage to 
deal with and my car is definitely coming here for servicing from now on after such 



good service , would highly recommend to anyone with same problems , 
outstanding customer care . Peter .

DPF Removal and EGR Deletion.
Had a problem with our diesel S type Jaguar for quite some time. Went through to 
see Ian and was very impressed and confident that a good job would be done. 
Booked the car in for the work to be done within two days. We were kept informed 
when a problem arose. Drove the car home and was very happy with the result of 
the work that had been carried out. The cars performance is now as it should be. 
We will be taking it back for a service in the next couple of weeks and can't see us 
using anyone else in the future.

Golf gt td170 dpf removed and engine remapped, engine oil changed and air 
filter changed.
I had my car towed into Durham Remaps after breaking down by the AA , the 
patrol-man recommended them as first choice . i got a price to remove the filter part 
and offered an engine map with it to help my economy and supposedly give me 
more power. I didnt quite believe I could get more economy out my golf as it was 
already quite good. I collected the car last week after it spent the day in the 
workshop, a clear report on my car with all billing itemised was ready , and a week 
later I have to say it runs like it never has , more economical , goes so quick it's 
brilliant, can't speak highly enough of the way we were looked after by Ian and Phil, 
puts other garages to shame the way they look after you , great job fellas thanks .. 
Ian and Sue.

DPF removal, EGR deletion and Performance remap. Audi TT 2.0 TDi by 
Cathedral Motors/Durham Remaps.
My Audi was in for a DPF removal along with an egr deletion and performance 
remap, I was not having any trouble with the vehicle, but knew how prone to DPF 
problems this engine could be. I first contacted the company via their website and 
was immediately impressed with the promptness of reply and the communication I 
received from Ian. I booked my car in for work the same week and was given a very 
competitive quote. Ian is very professional and I had no hesitation in trusting his 
company to work on my car. As soon as I drove the car after the work I could feel 
the difference, more low down torque, quicker pick up and a smooth delivery of 
power. The car even sounded better, with a lovely deep throated growl when 
accelerating. I would not hesitate to recommend this company to anyone, 
professional, knowledgeable and true to their word.

DPF REMOVAL + SERVICE + TIMING BELT CHANGE + WATER PUMP 
CHANGED.
i AM SO SO PLEASED WITH THE SERVICE i RECEIVED FROM IAN. HE WAS 
EVER SO HELPFUL AND AS WE KNEW THE BILL WAS GOING TO BE LARGE 
HE DISCOUNTED IT AS MUCH AS HE COULD. I WOULD GO AS FAR TO SAY 
THAT I GOT A AWFUL LOT DONE (& PROFESSIONALLY FOR THAT MATTER) 



FOR MY MONEY. HE EVEN WENT ABOVE AND BEYOND WHAT I HAD PAID 
FOR. THE CAR ON MY 45MINS JOURNEY HOME WAS FANTASTIC WITH 
LOADS MORE POWER THAN BEFORE AND HAS BEEN FANTASTIC EVER 
SINCE. HE HAS DEFINITELY GAINED A CUSTOMER FOR LIFE IN ME AS I 
CANT FAULT HIM, HIS TEAM OR HIS WORK IN ONE LITTLE WAY. THANK YOU 
DURHAM RE-MAPS AND SEE YOU SOON.

fiesta clutch 1.4 tdci.
Purchased this car from Ian in 2009. Would not take my car anywhere than their 
garage. They do a great job and give great advice try them you wont be 
disappointed.

Removal of D.P Filter.
First class job and first class service. All servicing will be done there in future.

eco re map for bmw 520d m sport.
completely professional no hidden costs completely up front knew what they was 
talking about which is rare these days Ian and his team very professional gave me 
a guarantee for life as long as I'm the owner of the car felt relaxed and confident 
leaving my car with guys wasn't disappointed when driving car home so much 
smoother and responsive than before does what it said on the advert would 
recommend these lads to anyone.

Diagnostics, remap , and additional items found on diagnostic check.
Originally went to see Ian for Eco+ remap on 2007 Peugeot 407 GT 2.7 diesel. Was 
advised needed new airflow meter ( £90 ) . as the twin meters were out of balance. 
Work was completed with new air and fuel filters as agreed. Car totally transformed 
with greater than expected rise in both performance and economy, now truly worthy 
of GT badge. Would choose to use Ian in future for any work on any vehicle. 
Fantastic friendly service- cannot recommend highly enough.

DPF Removal and Software Update.
Totally professional job, very friendly ppl and great customer care.

to remap my BMW 12od.
what a difference this remap has made to my car! A far better response when 
accelerating. with more mpg . Well worth doing I can't understand why i put off for 
so long. I will do this in the future what ever the car I have its a must!!.

Boost solenoid, dump valve and remap.
Pendragon, Evans Halshaw who sold me the car refused to accept that there was a 
problem with the dump valve "turkey noise" and fobbed me off saying it was 
supposed to be there or that the noise was coming from the exhaust. The guys at 
durham remaps identified and fixed the problem in no time at all. And carried out a 
remap on the same day also with great customer service and excellent product 



information to keep me informed about everything they have done and what they 
recommend for the future. .

Diesel dpf removal and remap.
Took my Audi a3 tdi to Durham Remaps on 28/1/13. Really pleased with the work 
done totally transformed the car and very reasonable price. They are very 
knowledgeable and explain everything about the work undertaken. above and 
beyond main dealer service and much cheaper too. Thoroughly recommended and 
I shall be using them in the future.

DPF removal and remap.
Very easy to talk to, job was done very quickly, and Ian even collected the car from 
the dealer in Durham. He diagnosed and carried out extra work which was definitely 
justified and needed, so no complaints at a small cost increase. In summary, talks 
straight and does a straight job- recommended.

Engine Remap and free diagnostic check.
Arrived there early and so did Ian even on what was a horrible snowy day.Left the 
car with Ian and just over an hour later job done.Ian cleared loads of codes off the 
car what had probably been left on off previous services & gave it a clean bill of 
health.Job done.Not been able to properly test the car yet because of this horrible 
weather but what i have noticed is the auto box is now much smoother,positive 
results.Going back later to have my brakes serviced.I feel i can confidently trust Ian 
and his team without doubt.Thanks very much Ian very professional and 
courteous.Regards Alan.Car mapped Land Rover Freelander Series 1 TD4 Auto.

Dealer level full service and remap.
We delivered the car and were welcomed by name, driven into Durham city to 
spend the time it took for the service and remap by Ian. A phone call to explain 
additional work with costing was received and we returned to collect the car which 
was ready at the time we were initially told. On customer service alone these guys 
make the main dealers look silly, amateur and expensive. The car is a revelation 
after the remap, it pulls cleanly and strongly in sixth like it was in forth. It feels 
crisper on the throttle and safer for overtakes. The wife fancies a remap on her Audi 
now so we will certainly be back. .

ENGINE REMAP ON 3.6 RANGE ROVER VOGUE.
I first contacted Ian, after seeing an advert on the internet, he said to look on 
Checked and Vetted, which I did and then made an apointment. Prior to getting the 
Range Rover remapped I was gettin 22.5mpg, following the remap I am know 
getting an 28.9 mpg at a steady 70mph even more if I get down to 60mph, the picks 
up a lot quicker and the turbo lag has gone, I would recomend Durham Remaps to 
any one, great service many thanks Ian, still can't believe the difference!.



I attended Durham Recaps, part of Cathedral Motors to have my VW Passat 
remapped for extra power and greater fuel economy.
Upon meeting Ian at his premises, I was given a warm welcome to his business 
and a full overview of his procedure, what I would expect in both fuel and power 
gains, exactly how much it would cost and how long the procedure would take. I 
dropped the car off as arranged and Ian took me home, returning with my vehicle to 
collect me as planned. The difference in the returned car was significant, with a far 
better throttle response and more torque, especially at low speeds. However the 
best news was an 8mpg increase in fuel economy, relating to approximately an 
extra 80 miles from a tank of diesel! Basically I got exactly what Ian explained I 
would, for the exact cost he quoted. The car was returned in the pristine condition 
that I had handed it over in. I was so impressed with the service and results that 
within the following months both my wife and another family member have attended 
Durham remaps for the exact same experience. I would happily recommend this 
company to all!.

Fan belt changed diesel leak fixed and pulleys changed.
Was recommended by a friend to visit this garage as she always uses them and 
can't praise them enough. I have had a remap done previously and the car has 
been like a new car and saved me on diesel as I travel a lot I then had a massive 
clanking on my car and took it the cathedral motors Durham ramps and it was dealt 
with ASAP and fixed which I do need to mention I already had the car in at another 
local garage that said they fixed it charged me 330 pound for a ball joint and arm 
and the banging noise was just normal after it had been fixed . To then be told by 
Durham recaps the arm that had been out on was a used bent one and the wrong 
model!! Since Ian and Durham remaps have put the correct parts on which I must 
add at half the price it runs superb and I feel safe driving long distance this 
company really is a grassy mechanic and honest which now a days is hard to find 
trust me I have been to many garages with my car due the the traveling I do and 
the prices are a hell of a lot cheaper than what I used to have been paying for a job 
that has not even been properly and within a week had to have it took back I really 
can recommend Durham remaps enough x.

Had my DPF took out and car serviced.
Put my audi in as the dealer told me the DPF on the exhaust was the fault when a 
engine light came on, was told it was over £2000 to have it fixed and got 
recommended by a friend to ring Ian at Durham Remaps as they would sort the car 
out . I had the car done yesterday and have to say I can't believe how good they 
were for service as its totally fixed and cost me a fraction of what it was with Audi, 
so now I booked in for a service next as I didn't realise how much extra a big dealer 
charged, I truly can't rate Durham Remaps highly enough on good work and price.

DPF removal and re-map.
Had my DPF removed and re-map on my Seat. Also had extra work carried out that 
had been identified on previous service. Very happy at the work carried out as I was 



aware what needed doing to car but at no time felt under pressure to get extra work 
carried out. Car now more responsive and running superb. Very happy at the price 
and the professionalism shown by Cathedral Motors/Durham re-maps.

I had work carried out on my car by another garage and it broke down within 
a few days , I took it back but they wanted more money off me so I got a 
second opinion from Cathedral Motors down the road , they fixed my car 
which was a fault with the repair.
I had a faulty part on my brakes and needed changing and all my brakes bleeded 
as it wasn't done properly the first time . Smashing guys to deal with and so 
helpful .

MOT carried out by Halfords, quoted £455 for work to be completed. Work 
suggested was questionable - went to Cathedral Motors for second opinion, 
received more detailed and honest overview of work to be completed and 
much better price.
Cathedral Motors completed more work than initially recommended by Halfords as 
well as providing a re-test for approx £150 less money. I felt the service by this 
garage was more honest, personal and value for money. I would return for further 
repairs in the future.

Engine re-map for a Range Rover Vogue 3.6 V8.
Checked numerous sites on the web for this service and could have had the job 
done cheaper but when I spoke to Ian it is apparent he knows his stuff and is very 
professional in his approach. The difference to the car is amazing, as if it didn't 
have enough power in the first place it now has appreciably more, combined with 
ordinary driving I have already found a fuel saving of 20%. Whitby-Durham 
24,2mpg, after the re-map Durham-Whitby(same route) 28.7 mpg. Would 
recommend to anyone. .

Full service, new discs and pads.
Took my Seat Alhambra to the garage after I got quoted extortionate prices from 
another garage close by, I was well informed of the cost and my car is now great 
and the brakes are like new. I was dropped off then picked up when my car was 
ready, outstanding for such a local garage and do highly recommend.

Car remap.
A very nice man. Will put himself out for you. Had a pleasant conversation with him 
while work being done. Very pleased with what he did. Great value for money. I 
have since recommended him to friends and acquaintances.

Engine remap. .
Brilliant job done.
Very professional.



Well informed by the foreman.

Remapped my Seat Leon FR.
Obviously I wasn't having it remapped to increase the speed..... only for the fuel 
economy ....... but my word what a difference, to what was already a nippy car. I 
wasn't happy with 1st to 2nd gear change, and now it takes off. Also the fuel 
economy difference is really noticeable! Service was great too, dropped off and 
picked up from home when the car was ready. Would recommend Ian and his team 
to any female racers out there!.

Ian re-mapped my car. Excellent service and he couldn't have been anymore 
helpful than he was. Job was completed on time.
My car does more MPG and has more power, it is more responsive. I wished I had 
this work completed when I first bought the car. Workshop is really clean and tidy.

Full service and egr repair.
My car was due a service and wasn't running right. I got Cathedral Motors to 
service my car and they found a problem with the EGR valve. I was quoted over 
£500 from Land Rover for a new one however Cathedral motors cleaned and 
repaired the old one for a fraction of the price and the car now runs perfect.


